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STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
(Miscellaneous)

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1974

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

Or THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
-Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 a.m., pursuant to call in room 2257,
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C., Hon. James G.
O'Hara presiding.

Present : Representatives O'Hara and Dellenback.
Mr. O'HARA. The special subcommittee will come to order.
As many of you are aware, this subcommittee meeting yesterday in

open markup session agreed to legislation which will, I believe, im-
prove access to guaranteed subsidized student loans for a great many
students from middle-income families.

In the course of that markup session I reiterated for the record what
I have said a number of times earlier in other places. I said yesterday
that as chairman of the subcommittee which has jurisdiction over
student aid programs I intend to move forward rapidly and with a
target date in this session to examine the operation of the existing
student assistance package, title IV of the Higher Education Act,
and to deVelop a new title IV to the extent that that appears zo be
necessary to put into place before the existing law expires on June 30,
1975.

It seems to me that we must move now because lead time is essential.
If we are going to be able to give a thorough review to the program and
make whatever changes seem to be needed we are going to have to give
the student community, the educational community, and the lenders
and everyone else advance notice of what it is we are trying to do so
they can gear up for the new program.

It could be a tragedy if we tried to put into effect modified pro-
grams without sufficient lead time so that we would end up with
students denied assistance while the agencies that deal with student
assistance were trying to figure out the new law.

%T want to give them ample opportunity to do that before the time
comes for them to use that law. This is not, as I have said before, a
new undertaking, nor is it something we are now just about to begin.

On the contrary. I think the hearings and the field studies that this
subcommittee has undertaken over the past year have been an integral
part of the process of review of title IV.

But we are now ready to accelerate the process, and, with your
testimony today we will, hopefully, move considerably closer to the
conclusion of which I have spoken.

(1)
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Our witnesses today appropriately speak for those Americans for
-whose benefit title IV is intended, and for whom whatever we develop
in these hearings must be designed, the students in postsecondary
education.

Cho National Student Lobby is an ambitious undertaking to serve
as a voice for students in all parts of the country and all walks of life.
That organization is currently conducting a national legislative con-
ference here in Washington and, at their request, I have invited the
lobby to send a group of students here today to talk about their
experiences with student aid programs and their proposal for new
programs.

The witnesses are Peter Wong of the 'University of Southern
forma, Lee Altschuler of the Lniversity of California at Berkeley,
.Ta net Maciejewski, who appeared before us last week as well, from
the Vnivemity of Wisconsin at Madison, and Bob Rodriguez from the
State University of New York.

We would appreciate it if you would proceed in whatever manner
you have arranged among you.

STATEMENTS OF PETER WONG, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA; LEE ALTSCHULER, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AT BERKELEY; JANET MACIEJEWSKI, UNIVERSITY OF WIS-
CONSIN AT MADISON; BOB RODRIGUEZ, STATE UNIVERSITY OF
NEW YORK; AND BEN BLOOM, FERRIS STATE COLLEGE, BIG
RAPIDS, MICH.

Mr. lkoom. Good morning, Chairman O'Hara and members of
subcommittee.

My name is Ben Bloom. I am a student at Ferris State College in
Big. Rapids, Mich. I am also a member of the National Student Lobby.

We wart to thank you very much for the opportunity for the
-National Student. Lobby to testify before your subcommittee on the
administration of fiiu aid programs. We are very gratified by
the concern which your subcommittee. has shown in this area, which
is imp of vital concern to all of the students of this country.

It is my pleasure to introduce the four members or the National
Si thlent Lobby who will testify before you today. They are Peter Wong
from Los Angeles, Calif., Bob Rodriguez from New 'York City, Janet
Maciejewski from Madison, Wis., and Lee Altschuler from Berke-
ley. Cnl i f.

These people will be making an oral presentation and will provide,
the subcommittee with a much longer witness statement for inclusion
in thy record.

It now my pleasure to introduee Peter Wong.
Mr. Woxo. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

conunittye. I am Peter Wong, editor of the Daily Trojan at the I ni-
verity of Southern California. I am pleased to appear this morning.

would like to confine my remarks to two major topics and leave
the rest of my comments for the record. As you know, the basic
aittltorkinpr legislation for student assistance. programs, the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1973, will expire next year.

Ti the consideration Of new legislation I urge. the Congress, par-
ticularly this eommittee, to continue all present programs. As you
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I appear here today on behalf of the Student Assembly of the State
University of New York, an organization representing 72, campuses.
and 382,000 students of the State University of New York to identify
some of the current problems of the administration of student finan-
cial aid programs.

The greatest problem in the administration of the basic opportunity
grants program in its first year is the extremely late date at which
funds for the program were appropriated. I commend the committee's
efforts to create a unified program of Federal student financial aid, but
such a goal is unrealistic unless BOG is funded well before the be-
ginning of the. academic year for which the awards are to be made.

Presently, the BOG program discriminates against low-tuition in-
stitutions, a feature which creates pressure for increasing college tu-
ition. Instead of developing a separate cost schedule for students
attending low- and high-tuition institutions, the BOG regulations
consider students in the same sliding schedule and then add on restric-
tions that penalize the student attending a low-cost institution.

No grant can be awarded that exceeds 50 percent of the cost of the
institution, and under the present level of funding, no grant can ex-
ceed 50 percent of the need which is defined as the difference between.
the cost and expected family contribution.

Because of these and other restrictions, it is unlikely even at full
funding that the program would provide significant aid to middle-
income students attending low-cost institutions. To alleviate. this prob-
lem, we recommend a modified formula for low-tuition institutions
as a supplement to the student aid programs.

The 130G- definition of the cost of attendance is unrealistic. Table
I in my testimony will illustrate the State University of New York,
and define the cost to be about $3,000 yearly, but the BOG regulations
can provide only $2,400, and even this amount is exaggerated because
of the regulation cited above that the 13E0G grant cannot exceed 50
percent of the cost.

The most important factor here is that the BEOG regulations only
allow $350 a year for books, supplies, travel and personal and other
incidental expenses. Another unrealistic regulation is that whieh allows
only $950 a year for room and board costs for those students who live
off campus, but not with their parents many of whom have moved out
of the dormitories because room and board charges have become too
expensive.

Further, no consideration is given to the differences in the cost of
living expenses as they vary from region to region. The difference
between the cost of living in New York City and the upper areas of
New York State should be taken into account when determining the
award to which the student is entitled.

I wish to point out some. other areas of importance with regard to
this program. Tho amount of parental contribution demanded under
present BOG regulations are far too strict. Most financial aid officers
believe that the needs analysis standards used by the, College Scholar-
ship Service, CSS, and the American College Testing Service., ACTS,
are also too strict. When compared to the BOG regulations promul-
gated by the U.S. Office of Education, they would almost appear
oenerous.
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Perhaps the committee should consider using an alternate Mina. sys-
tem for the BOG. By allowing the already existing agencies ofCSS
and ACT to compute the BOG awards, the program would be one step
closer to coordinating the student financial aid package.

Let me commend the committee and the chairman, especially Chair-
man O'Hara, in his efforts to deal with all of these problems that I
have mentioned. The introduction of his bill will allow students from
families with annual incomes of up to $20,000 to qualify for fully
subsidized guaranteed student loans of up to $2,000 shows imagination
and insight into the problems that middle-income students face in fi-
nancing their post-secondary education.

Students are often compelled to submit records of parental income
even though they receive no moneys from their parents toward the
cost of their education. Determining whether or not a student is
financially emancipated from his or her parents is difficult.

Thus far, the BEOG definition of financial emancipation is fair, but
very- strict. We propose two amendments to the Federal regulations
governing the definition of financial emancipation.

First, the regulations should apply the three criteria for independ-
ence to the calendar year in which aid is requested, rather than to the
calendar year prior to the full academic year for which aid is requested.

This proposal would still permit documentation of the student's
claims by submission of the Federal income tax return. We therefore
see no reason to include the additional semester.

The committee might also want to undertake a thorough study of
tho college work study program. Financial aid officers in New York
State have often complained of the irrational fund juggling that goes
on in this program.

The money available to a college for the work study program often
do not match the needs of the students at that college as well as the
realistic employment opportunities in that college's community.

Many institutions are left with excess or insufficient funds for the
student needs. There has been very little effort to study this problem,
and little information as to why the mechanics of CWS funding would
vary widely from institution to institution, but would appear to be
an area where funds ace wasted through misdirection.

A new method of determining the institutional appropriation might
closely resemble the one presently used for BEOG.

In conclusion, I would like to thank von on behalf of the students
of the State University of New York for your tireless efforts on our
behalf. I hope you will find our comments and recommendations
helpful in your deliberations.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you, Mr. Rodriguez.
I am going to yield very briefly to Mr. Dellenback.
Mr. DELLENBAcK. I apologize that I won't be able to participate in

the normal questioning. I am, unfortunately, due somewhere else
already. I have already read what the next witness has to say in her
statement, and I will also make it a point to read the record and talk
to counsel as well.

I appreciate your input very much, and I have made some notes on it.
My thanks and my apoloffies.

Ars. ALCIEJEWSKI. Mr. Chairman, T would like to thank you for this
opportunity to present the views of approximately 200,000 of Wiscon-
sin's students on one of the Federal Government's most pervasive
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student financial assistance programs, the guaranteed student loan
program.

Specifically, I would like to address my remarks to two facets of the
guaranteed student loan program ; one, the relationship between that
program and the new 18-year-old age-o f-majorify, and two, the critical
problems faced by students in regard to the repayment of student loans.

Approximately 40 States have now enacted legislation whereby
18-year-olds have all the responsibilities and almost all the prerogatives
or other adults. One prerogative which students who are 18 years or
older presently do not have is the ability to be viewed as adults for the
purposes of obtaining student financial assistance.

Although there may be valid arguments to support the continuation
of the present policy to view students as children for the purpose of
awarding aid under the various Federal grant programs, these argu-
ments lose a great deal of their validity when one speaks about loan
programs.

It is the student and not the parent who has the primary responsi-
bility to repay the loan which has been borrowed for educational pur-
poses. Given this fact, it seems incongruous to have the amount of
that loan based on parental resources.

I, as others speaking before me, support the abolition of the needs
test for the GSL program. However, I would replace that needs test
not with a return to the status quo ante, but with a highly simplified
needs test based only on the student's individual resources.

This would serve the purpose of not only placing GSL loans in the
hands of the needy lower and middle class students, but would also
serve to recocrnize, that the overwhelming majority of today's students
are indeed accults.

This change alone, however, is not sufficient to solve all the problems
involved in student borrowing. Statistics indicate that student default
in the GSL program as well as in the other programs is increasing.

Although there are undoubtedly many reasons for this increase, it is
safe to assume that one reason relates to the well-known facts that
student costs are rising and that the normal undergraduate degree
does not provide the same degree of economic security as it once

When these facts are coupled with the inflexible repayment pro-
visions of the GSL program, default. is inevitable. Expanded collection
efforts and loan counseling is not the answer.

What is needed is a repayment system based on the student's ability
to pay, that is, some form of income contingency. Such a system is not
only highly equitable, because it embodies the principle of progressiv-
ity, but it would also serve to encourage and enable students to remain
within the repayment system.

Taken together, the recognition of age -of- majority and the adoption
of an income contingent repayment feature serve to provide greater
access to all students, for no longer will students need to depend on
parental contribution which may not be forthcoming or which may not
be desirable and no longer will students need fear that the amounts
borrowed under the GSL program will not be able to be repaid.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'Irmu. Thank you.
Mr ALTscurr.r.n. Mr. Chairman, good morning. My name is Lee

Altschuler and I ant speaking today as student body copresident of the
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Univer.sity of California at. Berkeley and chairman of the -University
of California. student body presidents' council.

I would like to divide my remarks into three parts, dealing with.
basic opportunity grants, the traditional programs and general
remarks dealing with all facets of financial aid administration.

We are pleased with the entitlement approach to the BOG program
because we realize it, may increase access to low- and middle- income

udent:;. We have encountered with I7C the administrative difficulties
vlach we feel might spill over into other systems and which this min-
mit t anglit uorrect.

One of these problems is the three different overlapping deadlines
that students mitt meet to apply for ffnancial aid. In California, for
example, the State Scholarship and Loan Commission, which requires
the parents confidential statement must be tiled by Novemher 20.

In addition, institutional aid, such as college work study, NDSf.,
and SEOG, must hr filed by January 15 in the year preceding enroll-
ment, again with the parent's contidential statement. On .top of that
there is the )(i program.

tilt solution is that if Congress and the Office of Education could
agree early enough in the year ill what BOG information require-
ments are, it would he possible for the ('SS parent's confidential
stateincnt and the At'T ihnuhhd statement to request the same
informal ion.

.mother difficulty is the family contribution schedule which we
feel creates ien!rr hardship on lower-middle-income and middle-

nden';. While we a deliberate decision was inade
sLt t up this schedule to husband scarce resources, the galloLinp
intlat ion rate and unreasonableness of the PCS, ("SS and BOG

folvill:T Wionts with lined to shoulder hUge loans
ur ri+ilitt- their families to suffer in their life styles.

For example, at the rniversity of California there are .0,000
trAergra,inate stad,nts. Last veal' there were 2 5,000 st llamas with a
proven financial need. Of those 25,000, 7,000 were freshmen. Of those
7,000, only 577 requested and received BOG grants.

'ro solve this problem we would request, that the amount of
parental usRts excluded from the family contribution schedule be
iivreased to $15,000, if not $20,000. In California particularly, with
the style of siwrle dwelling, we feel that individuals who own homes
are d.irinlinated against !Realise they follow the common life style.

Ili tho area of categorival aid, when speaking of eollege, work
study. SE) t.i and NDSL, several thoughts come to mind regarding
the efficiency of shrinking dollars and how they are distributed to a

numher of schools.
The allotment formulas of 1972, coupled with the freeze on in-

creasing dollars mean that some States, like California, bear the
brunt of fiscal dissemination. In particular, while approximately
S770 million was available for the three programs, California re-
ceived :477 million, or 10 percent.

At, the same time, however, we enrolled over 15 percent of the
nationwide student body in higher education. To us this is clearly
discriminatory. We would therefore suggest that State allotment
formulas he changed so they are strictly tied to the State proportion
of national postsecondary enrollment.
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We would also suggest that the year to year cost-of-living increase
factor be built into the authorization for these programs so that no
grant is lost to inflation.

Speaking now on the administrative aspects of the program, several
thoughts come to mind. To us it is very ironic that while the amend-
ments were passed in 1972 for these acts, there is still to be a promul-
gation of the regulations from the HEW regional offices and yet
now we are considering amending these regulations.

Secondly, the lack of information from HEW, both by letter and
in person, is making a tremendous hardship on campuses both to
students and financial aid officers. At 17(1, we have had a letter into
the Region 9 Office of HEW for 5 months, which has gone unanswered

The third point is in terms of counseling. We feel that while there
are more Federal programs now, these programs are not known
to students until they are in the 11th or 12th grade, but at this point
many students have already decided what courses they are going
to take and have been tracked into either vocational programs or
academic programs.

For this reason we feel that information regarding financial
aid programs should be available to students in the eighth and
ninth grades, when they are making the decision whether to pursue
a vocational or academic course.

Lastly, we would request that a greater allowance be made for the
BOG and FISL programs. At the University of California, anproxi-
mately $2.3 million is spent on these programs. This money does not
come from the State, nor does it come from the university. It comes
from the student fei-s; and we would request that instead of students
paying for the administration of this program, the Federal Govern-
ment pick up this cost. Thank you.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much.
I can say, without qualification, there has been no occasion in the

brief time that I have been chairman of this subcommittee when I
have gotten so much food for thought in such a short period of time
and in so few words.

I want to compliment all of you for the way in which you have
presented your testimony. I understand Mr. Wong has been trained
in these talents by a master, Senator Metcalf. Is that correct ?

Mr. Woico. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Senator Metcalf, as you know. is very good at saYing

a lot in a few words. I can see, where von have a rim ired that from him.
Let, me review some of your suggestions. I think Mr. Wong, my

own feelings before, we complete these hearings T ght change
my mind as we go alongis that we must have institutional-based
programs for student aid officers to put flexibility into the. system.
Otherwise, it is too inflexible.

There must be a continuation of some form of institutional-based
student aid to allow adjustments to particular problems that arise.
T don't think we can go entirely to individual entitlement and
direct assistance.

T think your suggestions about, simplifying grant, applications,
nroviding self-computation and the quick method to compute short
forma, annropriations, and the effect they have on individual stu-
dent's entitlement, are certainly worth our consideration.

12
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Mr. Rodriguez made one of the most revolutionary suggestions
and I think most worthy of consideration, and that is that we give
serious consideration to the value and efficacy of the one-half limitation.

To me, when the one-half provisions are operating, especially one-
half of the difference between what the student can scrape up and
what it is going to cost is like throwing a 13-foot line to a man that
is drowning 30 feet off the dock. There is just no way it is going to
help him,

I think we have to look into whether or not those 50-percent
requirements are helpino. the program or hindering. My own
suspicion is it is hindering. 'I will look into that..

I also enjoyed your suggestions with respect to the family con-
tribution schedules. It is the suspicion of a number of us on the
committeeMr. Dellenback and I particularlythat the BOG family
contribution schedules have been arranged, not with an eye toward
the contribution in the words of the law that could "reasonably be
expected," but instead, with an eye toward reducing the eligible
population and cutting down the cost of the program.

Indeed, those figures are not what could reasonably be expected.
They are a long way from what could reasonably be expected, and
we think in this way the program has been distorted and changed
from the intent that Congress had.

The statements made by Mr. Rodriguez and Mr. .Altschuler about
the State-by-State allocations opens up a new area of inquiry to me.
I hadn't really heard much about that until now, and I will see to
it that the committee looks into it.

I would like to explore, Miss Maciejewski, your suggestion about
eliminating the guaranteed student loan needs test and your point
that the student is the borrower, not the parent, and a similar sug-
gestion by Mr. Aitschuler that we exclude a larger portion of the
parental assets on the BOG form.

There is one of the members of this subcommittee who suggests;
and he can put forth a very forceful argument, that we ought to
eliminate the entire assets computation ; that if an asset is income
producing, that shows up in the parental income. If it isn't income
producing, it shouldn't have any place in the computation of the
expected family contribution.

That argument can be made very effectively. Should we expect a
student's family to sell the family home in order to finance the edu-
cation of the child? Maybe in a perfect world where education is
valued above all other activities, we ought to expect that, but unfor-
tunately, my generation doesn't value education that highly, and
I think it is unrealistic to expect one to sell the family home or car
in order to finance the education. I don't think we are talking about
people that are sitting there with $500,000 worth of stocks and bonds.
If we are, of course, the stocks and bonds would produce income,
and that shows up over on the income side.

I think there is much to be said for your sugg estion that we, would
have to look at the parental financial situation only if the parents
are going to make the repayment. If the student is going to be
making the repayment, that is another matter.

T am going to have to take off for the Supreme Court. I don't know
if they are deciding my reelection over there, today or not, but it is

13
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a matter that is of great concern to the schools in my congressional
district, a*d we are a party to the suit, so I do want to get over there.

I hope you will stay around when I adjourn this hearing in a few
minutes We have both the majority and minority staff members of
the subcommittee present. ..

It may be that it is more useful talking to them than it is talking
to us. I do hope that you will stay and talk to them and tell them
about your concerns and discuss the points that you have brought up
in more detail with them because they are going to be helping us as
we go through this.

Finally, let me say that I congratulate the Student Lobby. I want
to see you become an effective political force. I think you are doino.
just right. I was very impressed with the questions that I was presentea
with when representatives of the Studnt Lobby visited my office yes-
terday.

You have zeroed in on matters before the Congress that are of direct
concern to students, not only the student assistance questions but ques-
tions having to do with air fares and especially minimum wage.

You are zeroing in on those matters that affect students personally
and deeply, and I hope that you will continue on in that effort, that
you will keep box scores on Members of Congress.

Students now, with the 1S-year-old vote, can become very effective
political force. You haven't been so far. I hate to have to tell you that.
But there is only one district that I know of where you had a real
impact in the last election, and you had a very strong one there.

Students have to be provided with a political memory. They know
what Senator so-and-so is saying this week, or said at week, but they
caul remember because they weren't politically oriented, what he was
doing last year or the year before. that.

You have got to provide the memory for them. You have got to in-
forni them not only what Senator so-and-so is saying today, but what
he was doing last year, years ago, and 3 years ago ; what he was doing
when votes came'before the Senate, and Members of this House the
same way.

Students can be a very effective political force, and I think we will
have a better political system when they do.

Thank you very much for coming. I am going to have to run as
fast as my aged legs will carry me if I am going to get a seat at the
court.

The subcommittee stands in adjournment, subject to the call of the
Chair.

[Whereupon, at 9 :35 a.m. the subcommittee adjourned, subject to the
call of the Chair.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEE ALTSCIIITLER, CO-PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY

Mr. Chairman and members, my name is Lee Altschuler and I am Student
Body Co-President at the University of California at Berkeley. I am speaking to
you today in my capacity as chairman of the nine campus University of California
Student Body Presidents' Council. I am very pleased that you have allowed us
the opportunity to speak to you today about student financial aid. There is no issue
that has been more important to our organization during the last years than
securing adequate levels of student aid.

I would like to divide my testimony into three portions in order to' discuss
our thoughts on 1) Basic Opportunity Grants program (130G) 2) r.t'he three
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traditional aid programs NDSL, CWS, and SEOG and 3) the Guaranteed Student
Loan program.

BASIC OPPORTUNITY GRANTS

On the whole we have been very pleased with Congress' willingness to expand
student aid and particularly with their commitment to the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants prograin. This program holds great promise in terms of open-
ing higher education to many previously excluded as well as increasing students'
freedom to choose among different schools. We all know, that the BOG program
will be just another hollow promise unless adequate funding is provided. My
purpose today, however, is not to discuss levels of funding, for, we already know
what amount of money will be needed' to make BOG work, it's up to Congress,
with all the support student groups like ours can muster, to make sure sufficient
funds are available.

I would like to speak to you briefly, however, about an administrative aspect of
the BOG program that is causing some serious problems in our system and suggest
to you how we think you can correct this problem.

In California, there are now three different ways to apply for student aid,
each with a different set of deadlines and dates when awards are announced.
For a typical ITC student applying for all available forms of aid this means A)
Applying for California State Scholarships by November 20 of the year pre-
ceeding enrollment ; this also includes filing a College Scholarship Services
Parents' Confidential Statement ; B) Applying for institutional aid controlled by
the University (CWS, SEOG, NDSL) and filing another PCS by January 15
of the school year preceding enrollment; and C) This year waiting until April 1
for BEOG applications to be available so he can fill out still another type of
parent financial statement and wait for another six weeks to find out his eligibil-
ity.

Afeanhile, if he/she plans on being a first time freshman at re lie must have
all applications in by March 1, long before he has an idea of the amount of aid he
will be receiving (if any). The programs mentioned above in "A" and "B" an-
nounce awards in April. Since they don't know for sure what the BOG payments
schedule will be they can only estimate BOG eligibility for students and adjust
his award accordingly. All this is done before the student applys for BOG,
receives any notification of his eligibility, or in some cases, before he even knows
he was supposed to apply for some program called "BOG".

All this is very confusing and trying for students, their parents, and for our
school's financial aid officers. The red tape involved here also results in less
California students applying for BOG than would if there were not such a
confusing array of programs with deadlines scattered throughout the year.

In order to relieve mine of this confusion we would like to suggest the fol-
lowing change in the administration of the BOG program. IC Congress and the
Office of Education could agree curly enough in the year on what information will
be required on the BOG application form, it would be possible for the ('SSPCS
and the ACT financial statements to request the same information. If in con-
junction with this change, agreement ou the payments schedule for BOG could
lie arrived at by November 1, of each year. It would then be possible to notify
students and the Schools to which they are applying of exactly how much BOG
money will he available for that student at the saute time as other data is
developed to determine his/her eligibility for state and/or institutional aid'
programs. Since all students at ITC applying for institutional aid are re-
quired to file a CS'SPCS form, this change would eliminate nmeh confusion
and improve the institution's resources. Similar benefits would flow to the other
public and private institutions in California since they operate on very similar
calendars.Another aspect of the Basic Opportunity Grants program that I would like to
touch on concerns the family contribution schedule. While we were pleased
to see that the Offlee of Education agreed to modify the treatment of social
security and veterans benefits in certain ireumstances, we believe that still more
changes must be made if the BOG program is to meet the needs oditany students.

The present BOG family contribution schedule is so constructed as to almost
entirely exclude students with family incomes above $12,000. While we recognize
that this is a deliberate decision designed to ration the limited funds in the
basic grant program, we cannot allow it to continue if we wish to see the BOG
program become the real foundation Of support for equal access to post-secondary
education. The current family contribution schedule excludes many members
of the middle class ($12,000$20,000 yearly incomes) from receiving aid that
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they really need. The combination of galloping inflation and the unreasonable
expected family contribution schedules of BOG program and the College Scholar-
ship Service-PCS are causing severe financial problems for middle income families
and students. The situation is forcing families into debt or drastically cutting
back their life style and is forcing students to shoulder huge loan debts by thetime they graduate.

Let me illustrate my point with an example from the University of California.
This year there were 80,000 undergraduates in UC and approximately 25,000
received need-based institutionally controlled financial aid. Of that 25,000
roughly 7000 were freshmen. Of those 70(10 eligible to apply for BOG, only 577
received BOG awards for a cumulative total of $136,000. Remember, that is 577
out of 7000 who were deemed needy enough to receive institutional assistance of
some kind. Clearly there is something wrong with the parents contribution
schedule.

We recommend that a fairly efficient and uncomplicated way to solve this
problem can be found by examining the treatment of la family's assets, for it is
here that middle income families are hit hardest. We think the solution lies in
increasing to at least $15,000 and perhaps to $20,000 the amount of parental
assets excluded from the family contribution schedule. This would cover the
bulk of the highly non-liquid assets tied up in }mine ownership. California is
characterized. unlike some other parts of the country, by single family, owner-
occupied suburban housing. The current contribution schedule discriminates
against California's (mnion life style.. change in the treatment of non-liquid
parental assets could do much to open the BOG program to the middle class,
a grim) increasingly in need of aid. We hope you will consider these changes
soon enough so they might be implemented for the 1975-76 academic year.

One final aspect of the Basic Grant program, and this could apply to all other
aid programs as well, concerns the level of student and parental awareness of
the existence of and amount of aid available through federal aid programs such
av BOG. If BOG is to have a real impact on increasing access to postsecondary
education for low-income and minority students, a great deal of work needs to be
done in the early years of high school with students and their families. It is often
during the 8th and 9th grade that low-income students and their families make
conscious decisions that affect a student's ability to go ou to postsecondary
education. Students. parents, and counselors often decide that its useless to
talk about or plan for college in light of the poverty of a student and his family.
Thus decisions are made for non - academic high school programs high school.
programs which leave u student unprepared for and unqualified to be admitted
to many colleges such as I'C.

We believe that the Office of Education, colleges and universities, and high
schools across the country should team up to develop and implement programs
that would train entry-level high school counselors about financial aid and how
that information can he communicated to students and their parents. The em-
phasis should not only lie with 12th grade counselors, for by then it may he too
late to reach many low-income students. Energy should also be focused on Nth
and 9th, grade counselors. Efforts should also be made to reach students and
parents directly to be sure that they are not left out if Counselors prove inade-quate for the task.

We shope Congress would encourage this kind of activity by the Office of
Education and investigate how states and school districts may be encouraged
to cooperate in this effort.

CATEGORICAL AID PROGRAMS

The next portion of my remarks concern the three categorical aid programs
administered by postsecondary institutionsCollege Work Study, Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants, and National Direct Student Loans.

Our main concern in this area is the fact that the "freeze" on any increase
in funding for these programs, coupled with the increasing number of institu-
tions applying for and receiving such funds and the hamlet of inflation on these
limited funds. is resulting in a yearly decline in the absolute number of dollars
available under these programs for students at the University of California. We
have experienced a drop of $019,000 when our 1973-74 allotthent compared to
our 1072-13 total. We have only received $136.000 in basic grant'funds to offset
this loss, so our net loss was almost $780,000. This situation is also occurring at
the California State University system and at numerous private colleges inCalifornia.
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The overall effect of the "freeze" on increasing these appropriations, the
increase in eligible institutions, the allotment formulas written into the higher
education amendments of 1972, and the impact of inflation is seen in the results
of the regional panel allocation process operated by the Office of Education. This
year California schools received only 42% of their panel approved requests
for funds under these programs, while in the state of Utah, for instance, schools
received 87% of their panel approved request. It seems to us that the manner
of allocating these funds to the states and the freeze on increasing these funds
discriminates against state's, such as California, who and working very hard to
open up postsecondary education to all income groups. Of the approximately
$770 million available this year for these programs, California will receive only
10% or $77 million, while 'enrolling 1.27 million students or 15% of national
higher education enrollments.

While the language setting up allotments for SEOG and NDSL requires a
distribution of funding based on a state's proportion of national enrollment, it
is qualified by language prohibiting any state to fall below its fiscal year 1972
allotment. This freezes us into the results produced by the old allocation formulas
since we have not seen any increase in funds available since 1972. The Work/
Study program on the other hand still contains language which apportions funds
on a basis other than oil a strict proportional one. Again this process discriminates
against states such as California that are working hard to increase access.

We should also point out that inflation has eaten up nearly 25% of the constant
dollar value of the money appropriated for these three categorical aid programs.
This fact, when coupled with the nearly 25% increase in the number of institu-
tions competing for these limited funds, has seen many institutions faced with
a 50% decline in aid from these programs.

We would urge Congress to do three things in the area of the three categorical
aid programs during the next year as it prepares to extend the authorization
granted by the Higher Education Amendments of 1972.

1. Increase the base level of appropriations for these programs by 25% to
reflect the increase in eligible institutions authorized in 1972.

2. Change the state allotment formulas so they are strictly tied to the state
proportion of national postsecondary enrollments.

3. Build in a permanent year to year cost of living increase factor into the
appropriations for these programs so that we won't lose ground to inflation.

We think these programs are a very good complement to the BOG and FISL
programs and we would like to see thorn adequately funded along with a fully
funded BOG program.

WORK/STUDY

Another aspect of this area of federal student aid which I would like to touch
upon is the work/study program. Work/study is one of the most popular forms
of student aid. both with students and with financial aid officers. It is a form
of "self-help" which does not burden the student with an excessive loan burden,
while at the same time helping institutions of higher education and other non
profit agencies carry on many essential tasks. We se^ two major problems cloud-
ing the horizon of the work/study program.

The first is the funding problems touched on above. The freeze on funding,
plus the effects of inflation and increased competition for limited funds has
resulted in dwindling work/study program in the UC system. We should hope that
you would give first priority to the work/study program when you consider
addition funding for the three categorical aid programs from limited federal
resources.

The second problem deals with the question of the proportion of work/study
or "self-help" in a students aid package. We note with dismay the trend towards
greater and greater reliance on loans to finance higher education. To the extent
that BOG's do not grow fast enough to keep pace with inflation and rising demand
and to the extent that the categorical aid program fail to grow at all. inure and
more students are told to rely on loans and summer earnings to fill the gap
between college costs and their expected family contribution.

In normal times there is a limit to how much we can realistically expect
students to earn during summer break. In times of economic difficulty, summer
employment becomes an even less likely source of student support. Unless sources
of school terms employment such as work /study are developed to a greater de-
gree than currently exists, more and more students will be saddled with huge
loans debts when they have school.

42-884-75-2
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To meet this problem we urge you to develop a formula that would relate
the three components of an aid package (loans, grants, and work) to one another
and then develop a funding formula that would allow for the future growth
of the work/study program so as to maintain this ratio between loans, grants, and
work/study earnings. This would help guarantee well balanced student aid
packages for all students and relieve the increasing pressure towards greater and
greater reliance on loans.

The urgency of this problem can he seen by examining the current situation
at the University of California. In 1972 the avcrage indebtedness of ITC graduates
who had received some kind of financial aid during their undergraduate years
was $2100. It was not unusual for studeMs to graduate with total loan debts of
$7-8,010 (made up of FISL, NDSL, AND 17C loans). This trend towards loans
is continuing unchecked at this time. We really need to establish some realistic
balance between the proportion of loans, grants, and work in student aid package.

STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANTS

We tiro pleased that Congress has agreed to fund the State Student Incentive
grant Program for 1971-75. California is ready to take advantage of all the
funds offered in order to expaml its already extensive student aid program. Our
only concern, however, is that Congress be prepared to continue funding over a
period of time and give the state's elcar advance information about future fund-
lug possibilities. This is necessary because in California scholarship commitments
are made to students for up to four years of undergraduate work, provided the
student still deomonstrates financial need. A sudden withdrawal of federal
matching funds could leave many students in a serious bind. We hope you will
clearly state the long run future funding possibilities for this program so that
states and students may plan accordingly.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS

Before concluding this portion of my remarks it might be helpful if I note
several pure administrative problems in this arm.

The first is the complete lack of HEWOf-five of Educating guidelines or
regulations for the three categorical aid programs. It is almost two years since
the Higher Education Amendments of 1972 were approved and ()E has yet to
issue new guidelines for the three categorical aid programs. This failure has
caused confusion among campus aid officers. When they are confused it's students
that suffer the consequences.

The second problem concerns the near ithposNibility Of obtaining information,
certain applications (especially FIST, forms), or g,neral guidance Erna) the
Region IX office of the Office of Education. For instance, a written request
from one of mu' VS student Lobby staffers for some data on 1973-71 allocations
of federal student aid to California has gone unacknowledged for over 5 months.
A request for additional FISL loan applications this fall went unanswered I'ur
nearly four weeks. This is simply inexenseable. While we understand that part
of the problem might be a very high staff turnover rate (over 30Ve ) we urged
you to do something to rectify this situation,

We understand that Congress is now considering' a proposal for a "National
Center for Educational Statistics" designed to provide better public access to
(Wive of Education data. We see this as a very important step in helping student
groups such as ours have a bigger role in making public policy. We hope you Will
guarantee student groups as well as other parts of the public full access to the
res,mrees or the proposed center.

thw final continent on administrative matters coneerns federal allowances for
adminktrat h'e costs of financial aid programs. Current allowances seem to he
inadequate to fund existing work loans in the categorical aid programs and
non-existent when you consider BOG and FISTL. It's the student, at least iii
California, who makes up the difference between federal allowances and real
eosf::. At Ur, students pay for this through their registration fee. Currently
110,000 US students pay $2.:1 nillinu fl year to finance the administration or
financial aid. This is the eascs in many other California schools as well. We hope
you will keep this in miml as you rti.xamine financial aid programs during the
next year.

ou.ktt.tx.rEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRANE

The final portion of my testimony deals with the Guaranteed Student Loan
program. This program has attracted increasing attention in recent years because

1.o
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it is the only federally subsidized aid program for middle income familiesa
group that is increasingly hard hit with the rising cost of college.

The change in GLP eligibility made in 1972 has had real detrimental effects
in the UC system. As you can see from our Appendix C volume has dropped
off considerably in the last year. At 'UCLA, for instance, we have seen a drop
of 27% in the number of students receiving (MP loans and a drop of 31% in
the total dollars awarded to UCLA students. Similar figures could be presented
from other UC campuses.

We urge you to return to the old system of not requiring students from families
with adjusted incomes of *15,000 or less to file a statement proving aced. The
red-tape and confusion caused by this requirement has excluded many students.
Furthermore, despite attempts by the chairman of this committee to clarify the
intent of Congress and thus give bankers more flexibility in approving loans,
many students are still turned down because on paper they lack need.

Another very serious problem in California is the fact that many banks have
a blanket policy forbidding loans to first year students and persons over the age
of 20 who are not veterans. They justify this because they consider these groups
to he "high risk" groups likely to default on their loans. The banks' reluctance
to loan hero is understandable given their obligations under the program..
However, we still must protest the effect this policy has on many needy students.

One solution to this problem currently being tried ill CalitOrnia, especially
at VC 1111(1 utility private colleges, is for the institution to become a FIST,
lender on its own. They then make loans to many of these "riskier" students,
This is one way they attempt to aid these large groups of students currently
excluded from the SL program. However, its quite IL:ely that, ill spite of the
best efforts of the institutions to ensure a low default rate, they will experience
a higher default rate than banks, who in one sense, "skim off" the best risks.
We know that melt attention has been focused on the default rate under the
GLP program. We hope that you will take Into consideration the special problems
that institutions are trying to solve when they (niter the GLP prtigrani. Perhaps
you should expect and plan for two different lel els of default 4, one for banks
and one for institutions.

Low.xs DEFAULTS

The most critical issue facing the OLP program today is the default rate
among outstanding loans. I would now like to briefly explore what We see as
the factors behind defaults and how the rate might be lowered.

We see three factors that affect the default rate.
1. A simple attitnde by some irresponsible students that they will never repay

the money because the Federal government guarantees the loan and no one
will ever make hint pay.

2. Inadequate advanee iitformation and planning by the stialfaf alumt the
size of his monthly payments and how to lit them into his persomil or family
budget.

3. A simple problem of too great a monthly payment compared to a person's
income early ill his/her working ea Peer.

As to the first problem, we can only condemn such irresponsible persons and
urge you to develop a staff to pursue 511(.11 persons and seek full repayment.
We see them as free loaders who jeopardize the future education (if thousands
of needy students who are only asking a chance to borrow money for their
education.

In regard to the second problem we see a need for your to require an "exit"
interview for all students receiving GSLP loans before they leave school. This
would be similar to the requirements by the NI)SL program. Such an interview
could be used to do several very critical tasks ;

(a) Inform the student of the size of his total debt and when he must begin
repqyment.

(1) Inform his of his legal obligations and the consequemys of default.
(c) Advise him of the size of his money payments and the Impact they might

have on his personal budget.
(d) Answer questions the student might have about his personal eirennisnees,
Such exit interviews could be conducted on a group Lasis a :1113 be effective.

Schools should be designated as responsible for conducting Le's>. uxit interviis
in conjunction with lending agencies. Au admiaist rally:, allowance of 1r,'0

would seem to be a reasonable way to dummy these exit interview s. We thin&
this is a very important step towards lowering the FISL default rate.

One final way the GSLP program can be adjusted to curtail defaults would
be to develop a form of graduated repayment of GSLP loans. If we accept that
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the early years of a working career are the hardest ones In which to make
extensive loan repayments, a graduated repayments program makes a great
deal of sense. One way of working such a program would be to lower the
payments during the first two or three years of the repayment period to the cost
of interest only and then accelerate repayment during the last years of the loan
period to pay off the loan within the ten year limit. Such a plan could be
presented to the student as an option at the time he begins repayment 114 a
means of helping him/her through the first and roughest years of his/her career.

We think this kind of a graduated repayment plan and perhaps several variants
of it should be tried on an experimental basis as a means of curing the default
problem. It would help students over the rough spots and encourage them to
make repayments as they become better able to afford them.

In conclusion. I'd like to thank the chairman and the committee for the
opportunity to appear before you today. I hope you will find my testimony of
some value to you as you review the whole area of student aid.

I'd be glad to answer any questions.

20
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APPENDIX B

INSTITUTIONAL REQUEST FOR FEDERAL AID 1971-75-UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974 -75

1. NDSL: I
Amount requested - Level cf lending $2, 750, 000 $2, 924, 960 $3, 781, 000 $1, 500, 000
P,.nel approved 2, 730, 000 2, 924, 9,0 3, 155, 360 4, 590, 000
Amount requested- Feder: contribution 1, 838, 091 1, 970, 849 2, 885, 400 3, 262, 222
Panel approved 1, 787, 105 1, 934, 849 2, 322, 324 2, 139, 883
Actual award 1, 493, 990 1,147, 534 1, 026, 219 962, 946

2. SEOG: 2

Amount requested 990, 400 1, 450, 000 1, 115, 000 2, (WO. 000
Panel approved 990, 400 1, 450, 000 929, 440 1, 300, 000
Actual award 829,148 984,646 404,632 585,000

3. CWSP:
Amount 1, 060, 000 1. 936. 000 1, 700, 000 2, 221, 751
Panel approved 1, 644. 000 1, 936. ma 1, 468 160 .2, 221, 751
Actual award 1, 099, 629 829, 536 644, 694 999, 783

.

NDSL f^rmerly notional defense student loan - currently nathnal direct student loan.
2SEGO -formeriy educational opportunity grant-currently supplemental educational opportunity grant.

APPENDIX C

TRENDS IN FISL AT SELECTED UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA CAMPUSES

Year
Number of

students
Total

dollars

I. Berkeley:
1971 to 1972 2, 888 $3, 086, 524
1972 to 1973 2,664 $2, 828, 689
1973 to 1974 2, 500 $2, 605, 931
Percent change -13 -16

II. Los Angeles:
August to November 1972 1, 328 $1, 650,172
August to November 1973 976 $1, 138, 50.3
Percent change -27.5 -31

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. RODRIGUEZ, VICE-PRESIDENT, STUDENT
ASSOCIATION OF TUE STATE 00' NEW YORK

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, we would like to thank you for
opportunity to testify here today. I appear on behalf of the Student Association of
the State University of New York (SASU, Inc.) to identify curruat problems in
the administration of the federal student financial aid programs.

SASU, Inc., a coalition of the student governments of the Stat3 University of
New York (SUNY) is the corporate arm of the newly created Student Assembly
of the State University. The two organizations work together to represent and
advocate the interests of State University students on a state-wide basis to the
Board of Trustees and the Central Administration of SUNY, as well as to the
Legislature, the Governor, and the executive agencies of the state of New York.

SASU, Inc.'s counterpart, the Student Assembly, was created by the Board of
Trustees (SUNY) last spring as the official representative student governance
organization of the University. An elected president, vice-president, and executive
committee, as well as the sixty-six delegates who are elected by and from the
students of the seventy-two campuses of SUNY, serve as an advisory body to the
University by advocating the interests of the 352,000 students it represents.

President Nixon has pledged that "no student will be denied access to post-
secondary education for financial reasons," and Congress has also authorized
such a goal in the Education Amendments of 1072. To stipulate here that current
funding for the new and crucial Basis Opportunity Grant Program is dramatically
insufficient, would he a gross understatement. If BOG is to accomplish the goals
for which it was intended, the (idly logical argument favors expanded funding of
this program. We support, however, the position adopted by Congress that the
funding of BOG should not be inereased by phasing out the Supplemental Student
Educational Opportunity Grant and National-Direct Student Loan Pregrams, as
has been recommended by the administration. I realize that this argument has
been exhausted, but I do seek to point out problems in the mechanics of adminis-
tering these programs.

9 2
0-4
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As stated in the Higher Education Amendment of 1972, BOG is an entitlement
program which would maintain open-ended funding. Obviously, this objective was
not met this year and until it is, the term "entitlement" is in effect meaningless.

The greatest problem in the administration of the Basic Opportunity Grants
Program in this first year was the extremely late date at which the funds for the
program were appropriated. I commend the committee's efforts to create a unified
program of federal student financial aid, but such a goal is unrealistic unless BOG
is funded well before the beginning of the academie year for which the awards
are to be made. The very name of the program "Bat 4t. Opportunity Grants illus-
trates this point. The award schedule for student-based programs should be
defined as early as possible, because it is the "base" from which state and other
federal programs can be better coordinated in determining the student financial
aid package. Currently, there is a new program under consideration by the New
York State. Legislature called the Tuition Assistance Program (TAP). One of the
TAP provisions stipulates that a student applying for a TAP award must also
apply for a BOG award. This provision is designed to reduce the problem of state
mad federal financial aid programs duplicating one another. We therefore recom-
mend "forward funding" as early as December 1, su that by no later than March 1,
the college financial aid offices will know exactly what the student's entitlement
is so that the student will know how much aid to expect for the coming academic
year, before 1w or she goes home for summer vacation.

Presently, the BOG program discriminates against low tuition institutions, a
feature which creates pressure for increasing public college tuition. Instead of
developing a separate cost schedule for students attending low and high tuition
institutions, the BOG regulations consider students in the same sliding schedule
and then add on restrictions that penalize the student attending a low-cost insti-
tution. No grant can be awarded that exceeds 507lo of the cost of the institution,
and under the present level of funding, no grant can exceed :30% Of the "need"
which is defined as the difference between the east and expected family eontribu-
Hon. Because of these and other restrictions, it is unlikely even at full funding
that the program would provide significant aid to middle income students attend-
ing low-cost institutions. To alleviate this problem, WE' recommend a modified
capitation formula for low-tuition institutions as a supplement to the student
aid programs.

The BOG definition of the cost of attendance is unrealistic. Table I illustrates
that the State University of NOW York (abbreviated SUNY), finaneial aid officers
define the cost of attendance at SUNY schools to be about $3,000 a year, but the
BOG regulations only provide $2,400, and even this amount is exaggerated because
of the regulation cited above that the BEOG grant cannot exceed 54)yt of the cost.
The most important factor here is that the BEOG regulations only allow $3:10 a
year for books, supplies, travel, personal, and all other invideutal expenses.
Another unrealistic regulation is that which allows only $930 a year for room
and board costs for those students who live off-campus, but not with their parents;
many of whom have moved out of dormitories because room and board charges
have become too expensive. Further, no consideration is given to differences in
"cost of living" expenses as they vary from region to region. The difference be-
tween the cost of living in New York City, and in Upper Sandusky should be taken
into account when determining the award to which the student is entitled.

The amount of parental contribution demanded under present BOG regulations
are far too strict. Most financial aid officers believe that the needs analysis
standards used by the College Scholarship Service (CM') and the American
College Testing (ACT) are also too strict.; yet when compared to the BOG
regulations promulgated by the U.S. Office of Education, they would almost
appear generous. Although, theoretically, needs analysis is the best system for
distributing financial aid monies, it should be employed only if the program is
funded at an adequate level so that the expected family contribution will be
computed on the basis of how much the parent at a particular income level should
really be expected to contribute to the college education of their son or daughter.
It should not be awarded on the basis of how mueli aid the program can afford to
award to the student. A needs analysis should be applied regardless of how much
money is available for the program.

Perhaps the committee should consider using alternate filing systems for BOG.
By allowing the already existing agencies of CtiS and ACT to compute the BOG
awards, the program would be one step closer to coordinating the student financial
aid package.

Further, this could be accomplisheed by making application for a BOG award
automatic, for any student who uses these college testing service needs analysis
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for other awards. It has been a common complaint that poor publicity and eon,
fusion surrounding the relatively new BOG program, the number of student
applicants feii short of the program expectations. Since so many students have
to use the services of CSS and ACT for other awards, the number of BOG awards
would be expanded to more of those in need. It should be noted that all students
who use the CSS or ACT forms should be made aware of its automatic application
for the BOG awards. This last provision is mentioned as the inherent right to
information that all persons should have when they submit for review and action
an analysis of their financial status.

Under the present guidelines of the BOG program, the student must fill out an
application form. After this form is submitted and processed, the student receives
a Family Contribution Analysis Report (FCAR) which indicates the amount of
money the student's parents will be expected to contribute to the cost of educa-
tion. The student and parents have little or no idea how much of nn award to
expect with the present procedure. This is true also of all other federal student
financial aid programs, both student based and campus based. At the time of
application, the student has no idea how much money he or she can expect to
receive. A conversion table whieh would allow the student and parents to at least
make a reasonable approximation would be helpful in two ways. First, the stu-.
denth could get a better estimate of their overall financial opportunities for con-
tinuing their education. Secondly, it would eliminate the unwieidly BOG award
notification process. When a student Is eligible for and award, he or she will first
get the "Preliminary Notifieation of Award" notice that will show the probable
award. When the final award schedules are determined, the student gets a "Final
Award" notice which will show his or her actual entitlement. If BOG awards
included a conversion table with its application, similar to the conversion tables
used to schedule awards under the New York State Regents Scholarships and
Scholar Incentive programs, the intermediary step of preliminary award notifiea-
tion could be eliminated, saving time for financial aid officers who must administerthem.

Another problem in the Fein form is the wording, which if misread, could
jeopardize a students' application for the BOG award. The wording is unclear,
in Section 4, the notice of Final Award. This vw,tion must be signed by the
student and notorized upon receipt of the fir ....yard. Bemuse it is not ex-
plicitly stated as such, many students forward their FCAR form signed and
notorized in the initial phase of the application process, thereby invalidating
the students application and forcing him or her to re-apply.

Ths year, BOG publicity in New York State was a failure. The applications
did not become available until the high schools had recessed. making it diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to notify students of this new financial opportunity. With
the forward funding suggested already, high sellout guidance counselors and
financial aid officers could take advantage of the captive audience of students
ill every high school to publicize the BOG program. Furthermore, it would be
a wise investment to appropriate a significant sum of money to finance a massive
advertising campaign using television, magazines, radio, and newspapers.

With the maximum grant of $1,400 (at full funding), the BUGG program
is inadequate to meet the needs of low-income students, and therefore, the
SBOG program must also be continued and expanded. Tile SASU membership
opposes any effort by the administration to cut appropriations for SEOG.

The administration has recently requested the abolition of the Guaranteed
Student Loan Programs; the impact of which would be felt by hundreds of
thousands of middle-Income students. SASU condemns this proposal and urges
congress to reaffirm its support for Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSL),
We urge Congress to eliminate or significantly readjust the needs test on GSL,
which this year, as you know, has been the major reason fur the 32% nation-
wide decrease in the number of approved loan applications.

I would like to applaud representative IlleS O'Hara in his efforts to deal
with this problem. The introduction of his bill that would allow students from
families with annual incomes of up to $20,000 to qualify for fully subsidized
guaranteed student loans of up to $2,000, shows imagination and insight to the
problems that middle-income students face in financing their post-seemulary
education.

Students are often compelled to submit records of parental income even
though they receive no monies from the parents towards the cost of education.
Determining whether or not a student is financially emancipated from his or
her parents is difficult. Thus far, the BEOG &Hutton of financal enumelpation
is fair, but very strict. We propose two amendments to the federal regulations
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governing the definition of financial emancipation. First, the regulations should.
apply the three criteria fur independence to the calendar year in which aid is
received and the calendar year prior to the academic semester for which aid is
requested, rather than to the calendar year prior to the full academic year for
which aid is requested. This proposal would still permit documentation of the
student's claims by submission of the federal income tax return. We therefore
see no reason to include the additional semester. Secondly, the financial aid
officer should be allowed a measure of discretion in determining the independent
and dependent status of a student. Therefore, I recommend that the appropriate
campus financial aid administrator, in extraordinary circumstances, to waive-
any or all of the three criteria.

The committee might also want to undertake a thorough study of the admin-
istration of the College Work Study Program. Financial aid officers in New
York state have often complained of the irrational fund juggling that goes on
in this program. The monies available to a college for a work-stud,) oiogram
often do not match the needs of the students at that college as well as the
realistic employment opportunities in that college's community. Many institu-
tions are left with excess or insufficient funds for the student needs. There
has been very little effort to study this problem, and little information as to
why the meehanies of CWS funding would vary widely from the institutional
needs, but it would appear to be an area where funds are wasted through
misdirection. A new method of determining the institutional appropriation
might closely resemble the one presently used for BEOG.

In conclusion, I would like to thank you in behalf of the students of the
State University of New York for your tireless efforts on our behalf. I hope you.
will find our comments and recommendations helpful in your deliberations.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PETER WONG, EDITOR, DAILY TROJAN, UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTHERN CALTIFORNIA

410Mr. Chairms..'n' and members of the subcommittee, I am pleased to appear
before all of you this morning to discuss Federal student assistance programs
on my campus. I should mention that I look ut the impact of these programs 110
o'fily from the student perspective -- although that is the most importantbut
also from a legislative perspective, which reflects my brief service as a staff
assistant in the other body.

Before I comment specifically on each program, I would like to explain why
private institutions of post-secondary education, including the University of
Southern California, need Federal student assistance programs.

The University is located in Los Angeles, four miles south of downtown. (It
should not be confused with the University of California at Los Angeles, a
state-controlled institution eleven miles to the west.) Some 20,000 students
attend the universityabout 10,000 full-time undergraduates, 4,000 full-time
graduate and professional students, and the rest part-time students.

It has been said that access to private institutions of post-secondary educa-
tionincluding the one thst I attendis barred to students from low-income
fazeili--, It is also said that only students from wealthy families can afford
to attend priva te universitiesand that they dominate en rollmen ts.

If it were not for Federal student assistance programs, these staten.ents
would be correct.

The, costs at a private university have increased considerably in recent years,
at a rate of inflation =eh greater than that of the national economy. In fact,
this is one of the major reasons for the recent decline in the proportion of stu-
dents who enroll in private institutions, although my university has not yet
suffered Heavily.

At the University of Southern California, tuition by itself was $1,800 in the
1999-70 academic year. It is $2,700 this yearand it will he $2,910 in 1974-75.
The increase from 1069 to 1973 was 50 percent, certainly more than the rate of
inflation nationwide.

However, tuition is only one part of student expenses. This year our office
of institutional studies did a survey on the costs of attendance. That is attached
as an appendix. It indicates that student costs have risen to more than $5.000
and no end can be forecast to these increases.

It could be truly said that only students from wealthy families can afford
to attend such private institutions as our university, but they do not dominate
our enrollment.

9 6-1*6. !L.
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It has been shown that our student body includes a greater proportion of
thoSe from low-income families in comparison with student bodies at other major
private institutions in the United States. I would like to note that of a 1971
sample of entering freshmen, 2U percent of them said their parents' total income
was $10,000 or less. This compares favorably with the findings of a 1971 national
freshman sample, which indicate that 18 percent of the respondents at private
universities had parents with incomes of $10,000 or less. (Data is included in
appendix A to this testimony.)

Furthermore, the diversity in socioeconomic backgrounds of students is re-
flected. in university statistics on parental occupations and levels of formal edu-
cation, as well as ethnic composition of the student body. (Appendices B, E)

What accounts for this diversity?
Federal student assistance programs make tbe difforence. Without them,

private institutions such as ours would be dominated by students from one sector
of societyundesirable for the nation, I think, and certainly for the institutions
and students.

About 50 percent of our students receive some form of financial assistance
from university, private or government sources. At our university, the student
aid office controls $9.7 million of a general budget of $130 million. At least $4.0
million comes from the Federal government under four programs. (This excludes
au estimated $4 million students receive under the Federal Insured Student
Loan Program, administered by banks and other lending institutions.) Only
$2.8 million comes from university general funds. If Federal student assistance
programs were to be discontinued suddenly, the university would have no means
by which it could assume the additional burdens.

You are, of course, familiar with the history of Federal student assistance
programs. Though Federal aid to education is not a recent idea, student assist-
ance programs really began with the Serviceman's Readjustment Act of 1944,
the so-called GI Bill. The National Defense Education Act of 1958, the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964. the Higher Education Act of 1965, the Education
Amendments of 1972these are the laws that have authorized these programs.

You are also familiar with the three-part formula used by college financial
aid officersscholarships/grants, loans and jobs. As a 1967 university report
stated :

"It is held that no student should receive total gift aid, no student should he
overburdened by loan commitments against his future income, and no students
should find it necessary to work beyond the point where his health or his aca-
demic survival is threatened."

When the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants Program was enacted under
the Edacation Amendments of 1072. the congressional intent was clear. The
funding of three previously established student assistance programsthe Sup-
plemental Educational Opportunity Grants Program (1905. renamed in the 1972
act):. College Work-Study Program, and National Direct Student Loan Program
(195R,...retamed in 1969)was to continue at specified minimum levels before
basic grants could be funded. Through this action, the Congress recognized the
need to supplement basic grants and insured loans.

President Nixon's budget proposals for fiscal 1974. then. were quite disturb-
ing. In that document, presented January 29. 1973. to the Congress. the Presi-
dent proposed the elimination of supplemental grants and new direct loans. He
claimed that increased funding of basic grants and insured loans, together with
steady-state funding of the work-study program. would provide the necessary
assistance to students.

This posed a problem for the Congress. The chairman of this subcommittee
DIr. O'Hara] phrased the congressional response quite well. He was quoted
as saying to another House subcommittee, "Let us ohey the law the way we
wrote the law, and let us turn down the request of the administration that it be
granted amnesty from observing a law which it finds uncomfortable to live
with."

Fortunately. the Congress appropriated student assistance funds for the
1973-74 and 1974-75 academic years in accordance with its own program pri-
oritiesnot those of.the President. It took this action twice in 1973both in the
'Urgent Supplemental Appropriations Act, signed April 26, and in appropriations
for the Departments of Labor and Health, Education and Welfare, signed
December 1$.

Yet in his fiscal 1975 budget submitted to the Congress February 4. Mr. Nixon
persists in hiS own course of action. He again wants to eliminate supplemental
grants and new direct loans and to maintain the work,study program at the
present level of funding.
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Aside from the specific provision of the 1972 law which requires funding of
three programs before basic grants can receive any money, I would like to corn-.
ment generally about these programs.

The university has recently had a dramatic increase in the level of funding for
its Federal student assistance programs. Some statistics :

Supplemental grants.The university received $251,182 under the former
Educational Opportunity Grants Program for the 1972-73 academic year. It
has received $522,420 in supplemental grants for the current academic year.
This is double the previous year's grants.

Work study.The university received $332,250 in Federal funds for the 1972-
73 academic year. Combined with matching funds from the university, students
earned, $454,970, This academic year, the university has received $724,383 in
Federal funds so that students can earn a total of more than $1 millionagain,
more than double the level of the previous year.

leans.The university received $1.4 million in Federal capital contri-
butions in the 1972-73 academic year to generate loans to students totaling an
estimated $2 million. This year, the university has received about $3 million in
Federal capital contributions, which will generate more than $4 million in loans
to students.

In all, student assistance funds at the university were increased from $2.1
million in the 1072-73 academic year to $4.0 million this year.

Why such a phenomenal increaseespecially in a year in which other institu-
tions of post-secondary education had their allocations reduced?

This increase cannot obviously be attributed to the rate of inflation. although
it may have been a minor factor in the allocations by HMV's regional panels.
Itathera more vigorous presentation by university administratorswith a more
thorough documentation of.student needs as a justification for increased funding
of assistatee programscaused our situation to improve drastically.

Universities have been forced to make better, more detailed presentations for
funds these days. More institutions have prepared their applications for Federal
student assistance funds much more carefullyand since appropriations by the
Congress have not been increased recently, the funds for various programs must
be divideal among a growing number of institutions. Consequently, individual
shares are smaller than they used to be.

A. chart included as an appendix shows that funding nationally for supple-
mental grants, work-study and the direct loan program has remained constant
since at least the 1972-73 academic year.

Although this subcommittee is noi, a substitute for the Committee on Appro-
priations and therefore cannot act or, this problem. it can take the matter into
account when it considers the authorization levels for new legislation in 1975,
when the present law is scheduled for extension.

I would urge the subcommittee to reauthorize all present student assistance
programsincluding supplemental grants, work-study and direct loans, which
the Nixon administration is determined to eliminate or maintain at. a minimum
level, in the case of work-study. The additional programs provide the flexibility
that institutions require in meeting the needs of students, although I fully sup-
port the concept of direct aid to studentsif this is reflected in the effective ad-
ministration of basic grants au(' insured loans.

I would like to make one further observation before I comment on each pro-
twit others rha:c a growing concern that students from families of mid-

dle-l\ el incomes, say, $12,000 to $15,000, are caught between two extremes. On
the one hand, students from low-income families qualify readily for most Fed-
eral and state student assistance programs, because they are based almost solely
on need. On the other hand, students from wealthy families can continue to af-
ford higher education particularly in private universities.

A report of our student aid, committee in June, 1072, phrased this dilemma
finite well :

-The consequences threaten polarization of the student body into high- and
low-incozne groups, with students from middle-income families dependi11,7, more
on the Office of Student Aid to remain in school."

Federal and state student assistance programs should be based on need. After
all, they have helpedand are helpingmany enter institutions of higher eduea-
tion (or post-secondary education, if you prefer) who would not have been able
to do so otherwise. However. students from middle-income families should not
be denied access to post-secondary education, either.

Let me turn my attention to specific programs.
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Basic grantsIn a special message March 19, 1970, President Nixon told Con-
gress, "No qualified student who wants to go to college should be barred by lack
of money. That has long been a great American goal; I propose that we achieve-
it now." This is a sentiment, I think, on which we all can agree.

Yet since its enactment in 1972 and its initial appropriation in 1973, the basic
grants program has disappointed many on our campus. Our student aid director
has said the program could not be fully operative for many years to come.
Another university officialnot of the officehas said the program will fail in
its attempts to provide direct assistance to students from low- income families.

I am not quite so pessimistic about the basic grants program. Like our vice-
president for student affairs, I believe the program can become just as valuable
to students as the programs enacted in the 1960s.

Part of the problem, of course, is the relatively low level of funding for this
programthe remedy for which, of course, lies beyond the jurisdiction of thissubcommittee.

For the 1973-74 academic year, the Congress appropriated $122.1 million for
basic grants, well below President Nixon's request of $622 million. I am aware
that this particular appropriation was so low because additional funds were
channeled into the older, established student assistance programsthose Presi-dent Nixon wanted to eliminate.

It is perhaps fortunate that the basic grants are being distributed to first-time,
full-time students only, so that fewer students can benefit a great deal more
from the limited appropriation.

Still. however, much of the appropriationabout halfis unspent, and the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare has extended the deadline for
applications from February 1 to April 1. Despite growing publicity, students
have not applied for this program in any great numbers. One problem is that
more than half the academic year has passed already. Another is that the maxi-
mum available grant under this limited national appropriation i9 $452which
would barely pay for one four-unit class at the university. So far, students on our
campus he received only $45,000 from the basic grants program, although this
is expected to increase somewhat.

I am encouraged by the Congressional appropriation for the 1974-75 academic
year and by the Nixon budget proposals for the 1975-76 academic year. The
$500 million in the 1974-75 academic year ($47.1 million if the 5- percent impound-
ment provision of the Labor-REW appropriations at is invoked) will provide
1.1 million freshmen and sophomores with average grants of $430 and maximum
grants of $945. The $1.3 billion full funding proposed for the 1975-76 academie
year would provide assistance to 1.7 million students at tll class levels. The
average grant would be $760; the maximum, $1,400, minus, of course, the family's
expected contribution to the educational expenses of the student.

However, the level of funding for basic grants is not the only problem the
program faces.

The family contribution schedule for basin grants. submitted by the Office of
Education to both houses of Congress, is somewhat improved from that submit-
ted February 1, 1973. This subcommittee and its counterpart in the other body
have, I trust, examined the schedule carefully before approval was givenor in
this case, disapproval withheldDecember 20,1973,

I particularly would caution the subcommittee as to the amounts of expected
family contributions to a student's educational expenses during times of great
uncertainty and anxiety over the national economy.

I would like to make two further suggestions for the improvement of this
program.

One has already been suggested by the chairman of this subcommittee. It would
provide for a section on the basic grants application form for the self-computa-
tion of grants. This would allow a student to jndge his eligibility for the pro -
grain and estimate the size of his grant before he sends application fr
processor.

The other suggestion relates to the size of the grants if the program is not fully
funded. If the basic grants program does not receive a full-funding appropriation
from the CongreSs:students, parents and financial aid officers should have a way
to calculate what 'reductions in individual grants WOUlti occur. If the program
is funded, say, at 60 percent of what are considered full-funding levels, what
will be the impact on the individnal student's estimated grant? The interested
members of the publicor at the very least, the national processorsshould he

9 6
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ble to determine the impact of appropriatons at less than full funding so that
students and institutions can be informed promptly of the size of grants.

I will have more to say about the need analyses and program applications
under the topic of general administration.

Supplemental grants.This program was first authorized in the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965 as the Educational Opportunity Grants Program. It was renamed
in the 1972 legislation. Although more money should be appropriated by the
Congress for this programgiven the increasing number of students who qualify
and the increasing number of institutions that apply for the fundsno real
problems exist in the supplemental grants program, as administered on my
campus. The average recipient at USC gets $800 from this program.

Work-atudy.This program originally was authorized by the Economic Op-
portunity Act of 1964 and included in subsequent legislation for postsecondary
education. Again, more money should be appropriated by the Congress for this
program, up to the authorized level of $420 million for the 1975-76 academic year.

Our record under the work-study program has been a good one, I think.
Through the spring of 1973, the university and off-campus nonprofit agencies
were able to hire some 300 students per year to work part time and earn money
for their educational expenses, as well as to gain some vocational experience.
The average earnings per student have been about $1,000. This academic year,
with vastly increased funding, close to 1,000 students have been able to secure
sobs under the program. Undergraduates have been able this year to earn as
much as $2.75 per hour ; graduate students, as much as $3.50.

As the years have passed, the money for the program has probably been used
more wisely than ever before. Students have been matched more readily with
suitable jobsthose relevant to their planned careers. If there were any doubts
as to student's reliability, they do not exist on my campus. Undergraduates have
been found to be just as reliable as any others in the performance of assigned
tasks.

The program helps institutions as well as students. University offices and non-
profit agencies are able to secure additional helpreliable helpat a fairly low
cost. Were they forced to hire more part-time employees instead of students,
major problems would probably occur.

Although not part of the scope of this hearing, the cooperative education
program should be mentioned at this point. The university is interested in
developing programs that combine periods of full-time academic study and
full-time work in selected business and industries.

The Congress should view the work-study program and the cooperative educa-
tion program as forms of vocational education adapted to higher education.

Direct and insured loansThe direct loan program was first authorized under
the National Defense Education Act of 1958 and renamed in 1969. The insured
loan program was authorized under the Higher Education Act of 1965 and
extended since then.

Direct loans are made by educational institutions at 3% interest ; insured
loans, primarily by banks and other authorized lending institutions, at 7%
interest. At our university, about 4,000 students hold a direct loan that averages
$1,000 ; 4,000 students also hold insured loans, the average also $1,000. The
Federal government may subsidize the interest on certain insured loans through-
out a student's years in college.

Some of the current problems with loan programs are similar, and that is
why I have placed them In one category for discussion.

A most highly publicized prnhIpm has ;wen cieraults on loans, particularly
insured loans. Let me say that I do not condone such actionsstudents should
repay loans just as anyone else is required to do.

On my campus, I have found that student defaults on insured loans have run
between 6 percent and 10 percent. This information was taken from a survey
by United California Bank in Los Angeles. Although this bank does not arrange
for all the insured loans to students on our campus, it does make many of them.

However, the rate of default on direct loans has been about 3 percent on our
campusabout half that of insured loans. This statistic is nothing to rejoice
about, though, since that rate a few years ago would have been less than 1 percent.

Why the difference in default rates?
Our student aid director believes that colleges and universities are able to

maintain a current listing of students' addresses better than the banks. Bank
officials in Los Angeles say it takes them about one year to discover that a
student's address is no longer validand by that time, the student may have left
Southern California altogether.

2 9
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A more important reason for the lower default rate on direct loans, though,
is that the incentives are stronger for educational institutions to collect such
loans. Because institutions can relend the collected money in new loans under
a revolving fund, our student loan collectors have good reason to be aggressive.
On the other hand, banks and other lending institutions can merely choose to
ask the Federal government to pick up the defaulted loansalthough this is
changing. Students have now been told more fully at the time insured loans are
granted about their repayment obligations.

I would like to point out some other problems with loan programs.
A great burden may be placed on students' futures because of the relative

scarcity of grants and jobsand the availability, no matter how little, of loans.
Some graduate students have been told by banks and other lenders that because
they have had direct loans as undergraduates, they cannot qualify for insured
loans, Because assistance programs for graduate students have been cut drasti-
cally in recent years, these people have no other sources of aid, except that which
their institutions may provide.

What may be more disturbing is that students in professional schoolsT am
particularly referring to those in medicine and dentistry. nithoogh ti,e-e fire
undobutedly othershave had to borrow up to $20.000 and $30,000 by the time
they earn their advanced degrees. On top of an this debt, these students are
expected to set up a practice somewhere upon graduation.

If this is the prospect for those who are expected to be among the nation's
highest-paid professionals, it is no wonder that students have found ways to
declare bankruptcy at an early agean action that. incidentally. I do not and
cannot condone. But can teachers, for example, with the salaries they will most
likely earn, hope to repay $5,000 to $10,000 inn reasonable time?

I will comment on the means test for insured loans under the topic if gen-
eral administration.

General administrationThis section is devoted to comments about the prob-
lems in the process of administering Federal student assistance programs.

First, and briefly, the money authorized and appropriated to educational
institutions for the administration of certain Federal student assistance pro-
grams could be increased slightly.

At the University of Southern California, for example, 17 staff members in
the student aid office process more than $17 million in university, private and
government funds. Although much of this work is routine, the allocation of the
controllable $9.7 millionincluding $4.6 million in four Federal programs
is anything but routine. The office is supposed to have a minimal role in the
administration of basic grants and insured loans, but staff members say they
spend more time on these than on most other programs combined.

The basic financial aid formsCol loge Scholarship Service, American College
Testing Program, HEW's Basic Grants and Insured loan formsmust be
standardized in such a manner so as to permit the use of one application and
one confidential financial statement for all Federal student, assistance programs.
This is a high riority of a task force in the Office of Education. The subcom-
mittee should help ensure the adoption of a workable form.

At the same time, the role of need analysis and the determination of the ex-
pected family contribution to a student's educational expenses must be studied
by the subcommittee A university report Indicates that students are falling
$400 to $560 shortthat actual need is still greater than what the national proc-
essing expect in family contributions to a student's educational expenses. Ti
maximum average difference between the expected contribution and the actual
amount provided by a family is $800 to $1,000. This is adjusted downward
about $100 to $150 after a student's earnings are taken into account. Neverthe-
less, the report's findings are similar to one that was done recently in Michigan.
How accurate are the need analyses of the two major national processors? The
answer to runs question might well improve Federal student assistance programs.

The need analysis for the determination of insured-loan U.rhsidies ought to
be modified or done away with altogether, as provided in H.R. 12523. While such
loans should not be made to those who clearly do not need them, the imposi-
tion of the means test has effectively barred students from families with incomes
of more than $15.000 from getting insured loans at all. This was not the intent
of the lawit was merely meant to help determine which students were eligible
ft:r the Federal interest subsidy. So I urge a enange to ensure better access to
this program by middle- income

The national services' tables for expected family contributions to a student's
educational expenses are not realistic. Far too much is expected of a family-
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and with today's uncertain economic conditions, the estimates of the national
services may be far off base.

Finally, I would like to say that the forward-funding provisions for most
Federal student assistance programs have not worked too wellparticularly
in this administration. Although this problem cannot be resolved by this sub-
committee, I want to say that it is a disservice to students, parents and finan-
eial aid officers to gig such late notification of specific aid amounts. Students
would like notification as early as Marchnot in late May or even during the
summer. This uncertainty must come to an end.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, this concludes my testimony-.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to testify this morning. I will be
pleased to answer any questions you may have.

APPENDIX A

1971 NATIONAL FRESHMAN SAMPLES

[In percent]

Parents' income
USC freshman

samples
Private

universities
All

universities

. .

$10,000 or. less 26 18 25

110,000 to $15,000 17 24 32

$15,001 to $20,000 16 16 17

$20,001 to $25,000 11 13 11

$25,001 to $30,00.n
6 8 6

$30,000 and over 23 21 10

Sources: Entering Freshmen, Fall 1971. Office of Institutional Studies, University of Southern California. The American
Freshmen: National Norms for Fall 1971. American Council on Education.

APPENDIX B

PARENT'S OCCUPATION
Percent

Professional 1 (physician, lawyer, professor) 16
Professional 2, managerial and executive (business executive, banker,

store manager, teacher, accountant) 35
Semi-professional, technical, small business, firm owner (programmer, lab

technician) 23
Public official or supervisor (office manager, policeman) 4
Sales trades and clerical (auto salesman, secretary, department store

clerk) 6
Skilled, semi-skilled, general labor (electrician, machine operator, con-

struction worker) 16

[in percent!

Parent's education (highest attained) Father Mother

Grade school, SGiii3 high school 12 10

High school graduate 15 29

Technical, business or vocational school beyond grade 12 7 10

Some college
21 26

College graduate
21 18

Some graduate/professional work
10 4

Higher graduate degree
2 1

Higher professional degree
12 2

Source: A Profile of USC Undergraduate Students. Office of Institutional Studies, University of Southern California, 1972

APPENDIX C

BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS PROGRAM

Academic year 1972-73
Authorization : None
Appropriation : None
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Academic year 1973-74
Authorization : Indefinite
Nixon request : $622 million
Appropriation: $122.1 million
USC's share: $45,000 (to date)

Academic year 1974-75
Authorization: Indefinite
Nixon request : $959 million
Appropriation: $500 million ($475 million with 5% impoundment provision)
USC's share : Undetermined

Academic year 1975-76
Authorization:Indefinite
Nixon request : $1.3 billion

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY' GRANTS PROGRAM

Academic year 1972-73
Authorization : $170 million
Appropriation: $210.3 million
USC's share: $251,182

Academic year 1973-74
Authorization: $200 million.
Nixon request : None
Appropriation: $210.3 million
USC's share: $522,420

Academic year 1974-75
Authorization: $200 million
Nixon request : None
Appropriation: $210.3 million
USC's share: Undetermined

Academic year 1975-76
Authorization : $200 million
Nixon request : None

COLLEGE WORK-STUDY' PROGRAM

Academic year 1972-73
Authorization : $330 million
Appropriation: $426.6 million, of which $156.4 million was for fiscal 1971 to

convert program to a forward-funding basis
USC's share : $332,250(without matching funds)

Academic year 1973-74
Authorization: $360 million
Nixon requests: $250 million
Appropriation: $270.2 million
USC's share: $724,382 (without matching funds)

Academic year 1974-75
Authorization: $390 million
Nixon request : $250 million
Appropriation: $270.2 million
TTSC'Q share: Undetermined

Academic year 1975-76
Authorization $420 million
Nixon request: $250 million

FEDERAL INSURED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

Academic year 1972-73
Autliorivation: Indefinite
Appropriation: $197.4 million
USC's share: $4 million (estimated)
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Academie year 1973-74
Authorization : Indefinite
Nixon request : $245 million ($30 million in supplemental)
Appropriation : $245 million
U SC's share : $4 million (estimate)

Academic year 1974-75
Authorization : Indefinite
Nixon request $310 million
Appropriation : $310 million
USC's share : Undetermined

Academic year 1975-76
Authorization : Indefinite .

Nixon request : $315 million

NATIONAL. DIRECT STIDENT I OA N 1410(i IiAN

Academic year 1972-73
Authorization : $375 million
Appropriation : $286 million
USC's share : $1.4 million

Academic year 1973-74
Authorization : $400 million
Nixon request : No new funds/carryover of $23.6 million
Appropriation : $269.4 million plus carryover of $23.6 million
U SC's share : $3 million

Academic year 1974-75
Authorization : $400 million
Nixon request : $5 million
Appropriation : $293 million
USC's share : Undetermined

Academic year 1975 76
Authorization : $400 million
Nixon request : $6 million

APPENDIX D

COSTS OF ATTENDANCETHE UNIVERSITY or SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

The increasing cost of college education is a matter of considerable concern
to students, parents, educators and public officials. Factual information on the
total cost of attendance is urgently needed to guide federal and state agencies in
developing eligibility guidelines for student financial assistance and for verifying
to these agencies the estimated budgets used by the USC student aid office.

Rapid cost increases are a major reason for the decline in the proportion of
college students enrolling in private institutions. During 1972-73, the average
total cost of attendance for a USC undergraduate woman living in the residence
halls was $5,230. This same student will need approximately $5,910 to attend
CSC during the nine month 1974-75 academic year. A graduate man sharing an
apartment and commuting 20 miles a day spends about $5,280 during 1972-73 and
will spend approximately $6,550 during the 1974-75 year.

These estimates are based on a survey on the cost of attending 'CSC con-
ducted by the office of institutional studies. The USC student aid office requested
the study at the end of the spring, 1973 semester. Because of the short time avail-
able, the survey was conducted with a small stratified sample of undergraduate
and graduate in-session classes and questionnaires were distributed to students
during their class meetings.

This procedure does not provide information that can be confidently generalized
to the tots' population of students, but the data do correlate well with other
existing information on student costs and can be regarded as suggestive of the
expenses which most students do incur. There were a total of 234 respondents :
57% (133) were men, and 43% (101) were women ; 40% (94) were undergradu-
ates, 16% (38) were graduate students, and 44% (102) were professional stu-
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dents. (A special effort was made to obtain information from professional
students majoring In law, dentistry and library science.)

In order to estimate total expenses for a student over the 9 month academic
year, information was requested on the following possible expenditures :

1, Housing, food and related expenditures :
Room and board to parents or guardians
Room and/or board for residence hall
Aparatment or house rent (total and student's share) :

Non-refundable fees
Utilities

Phone
Food costs (excluding board contract)

2. Medical/Dental
3. Books
4. Equipment, supplies (e.g., art or lab materials, notebook, slide rules)
5. Laundry and cleaning
6. Clothing
7. Entertainment (including weekend trips)
8. Travel (including holidays, and beginning and end of academic year)
9. Expenses related to sorority or fraternily membership not previously

reported
10. Household goods and/or personal expenses (e.g., cigarettes, shampoo,

paper products, ete.)
11. Babysitting and/or child care
12. Other expenses
13. Transportation :

Cur payments
Car insurance
Gasoline and oil
Car repairs
Miscellaneous transportation expenses (e.g., bus fare)

Married students were asked to estimate costs for the above items for them-
selves and their families. If they had children, they were also requested to esti-
mate the dollar amount of their reported expenses that was attributable to each
child. .

As appropriate cost information was analyzed by student residence, year in
college, sex, marital status, commuting distance to USC and by whether or not
the student was a dependent. For each expense category (e.g., rent, food, books),
an estimate of the cost was made based on the median- mean and standard de-
viation of the reported costs and on the proportion of students who had incurred
that expense. These estimated cost items were then put together in the form of
a sample basic budget for each different type of student (Table 1). These basic
budgets do not include car and commuting costs. Estimates of transportation
expenses are shown in Table 2 and must be added to the basic budgets of those
students requiring transportation.

For the 1074-75 academic year the 1972-73 non-tuition expenses were increased
by 8.4%, and a tuition of $2910 plus $54 in fees was assumed.'

'The estimate or an 8.4% increase in non-tuition costs was based on consumer price
index forecasts from May 1973 through December 1974 as stated in the "'UCLA Business
Forecast for 1973 and 1974," UCLA Graduate School of Management, September 1973.
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TABLE 1.-ESTIMATED COST OF ATTENDANCE AT USC FOR SEVERAL STUDENT GROUPS (EXCLUDING CAR AND
COMMUTING COSTS)

1972 73 academic year 1974-75 academic year

Group

Nontultion expenses I Total expenses 2

Men Women

Nontultion expenses I

Mon Women

Total expenses 2

Men WomenMen Women

UNDERGRADUATES

Residence hall:
Room and board $2, 517 $2, 715 $5, 031 $5, 229 $2, 728 $2, 943 $5, 692 $5, 907
Room only 2, 351 2, 549 4, 865 5, 063 2, 548 2, 763 5, 512 5, 727

Sorority house 3, 099 5, 613 3, 359 6, 323
Undergraduates at home:

Pay parents something_ _ 2, 143 2, 195 4, 657 4, 709 2, 323 2, 379 5, 287 5, 343
Do not pay parent any-

thing 1, 693 1,745 4,207 4,259 1, 835 1, 892 4,799 4, 856
Undergraduates in apart-

ments:
No roommates 3, 101 3, 249 5, 615 5, 763 3, 361 3, 522 6, 325 6, 486
With roommates 2, 643 2, 791 5, 157 5, 305 2, 865 3, 025 5, 829 5, 989

GRADUATES/PROFESSIONALS

Graduates/professionals at
home:

Pay parents something_ 1, 886 1, 702 4, 400 4, 216 2, 044 1, 845 5, 008 4, 809
Do not pay parents any-

thing 1, 660 1, 476 4, 174 3, 990 1, 799 1, 600 4, 763 4, 564
Graduates/professionals in

apartments:
No roommates 3, 102 3, 068 5, 616 5, 582 3, 363 3, 325 6, 327 6, 289
With roommates 2, 644 2,614 5, 158 5, 128 2, 866 2, 834 5, 830 5, 798

TABLE 2.-ESTIMATES OF CAR AND COMMUTING COSTS FOR USC STUDENTS

1972-73 1973-74

Expense/group Men Women Men Women

Car:
Undergraduates:

Car Insurance $380 $280 $412 $304
Gasoline-oil 240 240 260 260
Repairs 160 200 173 217
If commute over 20 mi a day, add 80 100 87 108

Graduates/professionals:
Car insurance 320 180 347 195
Gasoline-oil 210 290 228 314
Repairs 130 140 141 152
If commute over 20 mi a day, add 80 100 87 108

Other transportation (do not drive to USC) 100 100 108 108

Note: Some students make car payments and this expense should be included when appropriate.
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MARRIED STUDENTS

Group

1972-73 academic year 1974-75 academic year

Nontuilion Total Mont utioin Total
expenses' expenses a expenses I expenses:

No children $4, 146 $6, 660 $4, 494 $7, 458
With children 5, 696 8, 210 6, 174 9, 138

I See table 2 for estimates of car and commuting costs.
a Total expenses include nontuition (except car and commuting) and tuition and fees (1972 -73= $2,514; 1974-75

estimate=42,964). Laboratory fees are not included.

Note: Add approximate $1,000 more per year for dental students. For married students with more than 2 children,
add $1,000 per child.

APPENDIX E

REPORT TO THE MINORITY AFFAIRS COMMISSIONREVISED DRAFT: ANN I.
MOREY OFFICE' OF INSTITUTIONAL STUDIES

An estimated 3,800 USC undergraduates (38%) are employed on a parttime
basis during the academic year, and an additional 1,500 undergraduates will
or are seeking occasional employment. A larger proportion of USC students who
have applied for financial aid are employed than are non-applicants. As we know,
many minority students are financial aid applicants. Some basic statistics are
given below.

STUDENTS ATTENDING USC

Fall 1972 group

Percent Percent
employed minority
students students
in group in group

Continuing USC students denied aid 70 23
Continuing USC students awarded aid 62 30
Firts time USC students awarded aid 53 47
First time USC students denied ald (I) 24
All USC undergraduates 8 17

Unknown.

The student aid office offers two types of assistance to students seeking
employment.

1. The Work-Study Program was greatly expanded during .'073/74. Funded
by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, eligible students are
placed in jobs which allow them to maintain their academic responsibilities
while paying for the portion of their educational expenses not met by scholar-
ship, loans, or grants. Funds underwrite 70% of the student's wages, while the
on-campus or off-campus (being a non-profit, public service organization) em-
ployer is responsible for the remaining 30%, thus providing an incentive for
such employers to hire stiulents.

Eligible students are those who demonstrate financial need as determined by
the student aid office. Students are allowed to earn up to the amount of deter-
mined need during the course of the year. Maximum wages for an undergraduate
is $2.75 per hour, and for a graduate student $3.50 per hour. Students cony not
gain academic credit for their employment.

This year, 375 students are already employed with projected earnings of $750, -
J00. With total potential earnings of $1,034,000 under the program, an additional
250-300 students will be placed on the program for the spring.

The program has been highly successful in putting minority students in work-
study jobs. In a report filed August 1, 1973 (see attachment) the proportion of
work-,study student from minority groups (American Indian, Oriental, Spanish
surname, and American Negro) constituted nearly half of all students on the
program during the academic year 1972-73.

The inclusion of off-campus employers in the work-study program has greatly
increased the quality of employment offered. An examination of the current
off-campus employers (see attachment) reveals positions available with various
government and philanthropic agencies. Such position as research aids, admin-
istrative assistance, and teachers' aides are offered. Admittedly, the greater
Proportion of jobs remain clerical, particularly those on campus, but manual
labor positions under the program are practically non-existent.
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. 2. Regular student employment (non-work study). While the work-study
program has assisted students who are eligible under the program to obtain
employment, the majority of employed IJSO students are ineligible for the pro-
gram. These students must seek employment through other means. Primarily
because the students aid office has offered a limited employment service, few
students use the service and are helped by it.

A major deficiency is the identification and recruitment of off-campus jobs.
The student aid office presently only lists jobs where the employer has taken the
initiative to call the office. Little recruitment of employers is currently being
done. A proposal that a full-time staff person be added to carry on this function
was not implemented in June, 1973. As a result, there are few job openings listed
1'4 students who do not qualify for Work Study. Effective communication be-
tween private employers and the university could greatly improve this situation.
The lack of available and suitable job opportunities is equally detrimental to all
students, regardless of background.

The office of institutional studies conducted an extensive study on student em-
ployment. Among the recommendations made on the, basis of the results were :

1, The student aid office should greatly expand its employment service for
non-work study students. One staff person should have as his/her major respon-
sibilities (a) locating existing part-time job vacancies and (b) generating new
employment opportunities through contacts with business and industry, and (c)
assisting in the establishment of cooperative educational programs.

2. When the expanded employment service is operational, a "guaranteed stu-
dent employment" program should be instituted as a possible source a aid for
students who are ineligible for work study.

3. All departmental and other university requests for student employees should
be channelled through the student aid office.

Current staff. The current staff for the work-study program consists of one
supervisor, two counselors, and two secretaries. The myraid of paperwork required
to meet Federal guidelines and smooth functioning with the Payroll and Account-
ing offices, precludes efforts for effective job recruitment with private employers.
This is unfortunate, particularly for a student who might find such an experience
a springboard into a future career.

Job placement. Students are still expected to do their own follow-up after this
office has provided job leads. This experience is valuable in that it acquaints the
student with interviewing procedures. It also encourages the student to mushier
his own qualification and interests in pursuing employment, an essential step in
career planning.

RACiAL COMPOSITION I

lStudant body, fall 19721

American Indian Black Oriental Spanish surnam e

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Undergraduate:
FT (8,649) 29 0.3 401 5.0 819 9.5 254 3.0
PT (1,107) 2 .2 53 4.8 61 5.5 18 1.6

Total undorgrad (9,756) 31 .3 454 4.7 880 9. 0 272 2. R

Graduate:
FT (2,419) 7 .3 176 .3 132 5, 5 97 4.0
PT (4,836) 13 .3 213 4.4 153 3.2 113 2.3

Total graduates (7,255) 20 .3 389 5.3 285 3.8 210 2.9

Professional:
FT (2,053) 2 .1 64 3.1 224 10.9 69 3.4
PT (65) 0 2 3.1 4 6.2 0

Total professional (2,118) 2 .1 66 3.1 228 10.8 69 3.3

Totals 53 909 1,393 551

Minorities as percentage of total enrollment of
19,896 0.3 4.6 7. 0 2.8

I Oata taken from fall 1972 HEW compliance report.

Note: Total foreign student enrollment of 1,474 represents 7.4 percent of total enrollment. Total minority enrollment
of 2,906 (excluding foreign students) represents 14.6 percent of total student body (including foreign students). Minority
(excluding foreign students) represents 15.8 percent cf the total student body (excluding foreign students).
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APPENDIX F

[From the Daily Trojan, Feb. 21, 1973]

PRESIDENT NIXON'S NEW,BUDGET FUTURE COURSE Or FEDERAL
FINANCIAL-AID PROGRAMS FOR STUDENTS

WesfuNaTox.Federal financial-aid programs for college students may be cutback sharplyor increased greatlyif President Nixon's budget proposals areenacted by Congress.
Wily the highly contrasting prospects offered for such programs?
The $268.7-billion budget submitted Jan. 29 to Congress does request $622 mil-

lion for the establishMent of the Basic Opportunity Grants Program, a major newfinancial-aid program.
But, the budget does not include additional funds for the Supplemental Educa-

tional Opportunity Grants Program, the National Direct-Student Loan Program.It requests .s250 million for the College Work-Study Program and $310 million
for the Federally Insured Student Loan Program.

If this isn't enough to confuse students, parents and college officials, spending
on financial-aid programs for 1974-75 (and also for the current academic year and
perhaps years to come) may denpend on the outcome of the impending showdownbetween the President and Congress over the budget and national priorities.

What does this battle mean for USC? Because of the $240 increase in tuition
for 1973-74, making an annual rate of $2,700, large increases or decreases in funds
for financial-aid programs may determine whether many students will continue
to attend USCor leave because of the high educational costs.

In December, the Student Aid Office reported that 190 undergraduates were
receiving $159,332 in Educational Opportunity Grants for 1972.73, an average of
$839 per student, well above the national program average of $600.

Under the National Defense Student Loan Program, 481 undergraduates were
receiving $401,099, an average of $834 per student ; 185 graduate students were
receiving $128,550, or $695 per student. Both figures were above the national
program average of $670.

If money for the four major federal financial-aid programsSupplemental
Opportunity Grants Program, College Work-Study Program, National Direct
Student Loan Program, and Federally Insured Student Loan Programwere to
be suddenly reduced, the university would have no means of providing enough aid
to make up for this loss, let alone the necessary extra money to alleviate an in-crease in student tuition.

Therefore, students in serious financial trouble would probably not be able tostay at USC.
On the other hand, if additional federal money were made available, perhaps

students would be able to continue-6r start at the university.
Two different situations concerning federal education programs are involved

here, one affecting the current year's spending and the other affecting the 1973-
74 programs and possibly beyond.

No one here really knows whether the budget proposals for 1973-74 will repre-
sent an increase or a decrease in spending on financial-aid programs, because it is
not yet known how much will be available for 1973-74.

Ordinarily. the Office of Education, the agency of the U.S. I)epartment of
Health, Education and Welfare that administers these programs, would have
known by June 30, 1072, how much money would be available for these programs
in 1973-74.

Congress twice appropriated money for the department's operations, but Presi-
dent Nixon twice vetoed the bills, saying more money was allocated than he origi-
nal:: recommended. Congress is expected to again with another money hill.

The spending figures projected for the Office of Education are based on revised
1973 expenditures. one supplemental money bill already enacted and another the
administration hopes Congress will consider soon, and the budget proposals for
1973-74.

Congress may again try to appropriate more money for financial aid than the
President would like to spend, if only because the total of requests from colleges
for more money are simply more than the actual funds available in the current
budget.

Will the budget, ttm, increase or decrease money for financial -aid programs?
It can be argued it will increase greatly funds for such programs, because the
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administration has asked Congress for $622 million for 1973-74 to establish
the Basic Opportunity Grants Program, authorized in the Education Amendments
of 1972.

Under this program, anyone who wants to attend college may get up to $1,400
from the federal government, minus the contributions he and his family can
make toward his college education.

Congress is considering the regulations under which grants may be made.
hi the other hand, it can be argued the budget will substantially decrease

student financial aid, because the administration failed to ask for additional funds
for the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants Program and Direct
Student Loan Program.

This action, it is claimed, violates the provisions of the Education Amend-
ments of 1972 because the law says that before any money can be allocated
for the Bask Opportunity Grants Program, current programs must be funded
at previous levels or better.

At least $130.1 million must be allocated for the Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants Program, the law says ; $237.4 million for the College Work-
Study Program ; $286 million for the National Defense Student Loan Program.

Figures of the President's Office of Management and Budget show that for
1911-72, these programs were funded well above these limits.

In fact, Congress authorized $18.5 billion over a three-year period for aid to
higher education in the 1972 act, though not all of this was allocated for student
aid. However, Congress did not appropriate any of this money.

Congress authorized $170 million for the Supplemental Educational Oppor-
tunity Grants Program for 1971-72, and $200 million in each of the next three
years. It authorized $330 million for the College Work-Study Program, and in-
(Teases of $30 million annually for the next three years.

Large sums were also authorized for the National Direct Student Loan Pro-
gram. $375 million in 1971-72, and $400 million in each of the next three years, and
the Federally Insured Student Loan Program, $1.4 billion for 1971-72, and
increases of $200 million annually for the next three years.

Io addition to the large increases in current programs and the establishment
of rho Basic Opportunity Grants Prograihs. the 1972 net also authorized funds
for student-incentive grants by states that do not have such programs. California,
however, already has such a program, and would not be eligible for the $150 mil-
lion Congress has authorized for such grants over a three-year period.

Furthermore, the 1972 act establishes the Student Loan Marketing Associa-
tion. a government-sponsored private corporation that will serve as a secondary
market for student loans. It will be financed by private funds, but Congress has
authorized $5 million for the secretary of health, education and welfare to help
establish the organization.

Perhaps the Nixon administration. in its efforts to control federal spending.
hopes the funds provided under the Basic Opportunity Grants Program will
replace those under the Supplemental Eilucatioual Opportunity Grants Program,
established by the Higher Education Act of 1965.

In addition. perhaps the administration hopes that once the Student Loan
Nfarlieting Association i8 in full operation, the association's resources, together
with those of the Federally Insured Student Loan Program, will meet the needs
now partly served by the National Direct Student Loan Program.

The Federally Insured Student Loan Program. established by the Higher Ethi-
c:IA.1i At of 1965. is administered by private and state lending agencies, while
the National Direct Student Loan Program. created by the National Defense
F:ancatum Act of 195S, is administered by educational institutions.

congress may try to appropriate more money for financial-aid programs than
th President wants to spend.

If flu-. president's planned cuts in two programs stand. Congress will be accept-
ing presidential priorities in the budget---an action it will probably not take. at
least judging from early indleathms from both Democratic and Republiean con-
gressi.mal leaders.

But if Congress increases student aid funds. the President may veto money
bills or impound the funds. no matter what Congress does.

Whether Congress will accept President 'Nixon's budget recononendations is a
question of where federal money should be spent.

The outcome of that struggle will have an immediate impact on student aid as
well as other programsand on USC students.
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[Prom the Daily Trojan, Apr. 10, 1973]

FATE OF STUDENT Am HINGES ON BUDGET BATTLE

WAsumarouThe amount of money for federal student aid programs in
1973-74 will depend largely on the outcome of the battle between President Nixon
and Congress over budget priorities.

In this case, at least, it appears that President Nixon holds the upper hand,
much to the dismay of those in Congress who support full funding for all
education programs.

If Congress approves the amounts required by the Education Amendments of
1972, well above the administration's budget requests, the President may veto the
appropriations bill for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, in
which student aid money would be included.

President Nixon has vetoed education appropriations bills before, so he will no
doubt veto any bill he believes will allocate more money than he originally
recommended in his budget.

Even if Congress overrides a Presidential veto of education moneyand it has
done this before, by margins far above the required two-thirds majorityNixon
could impound the money he does not want spent by orders to Roy L. Ash, direc-
tor of the Office of Management and Budget.

If the Nixon administration's impoundment procedures do not worksince
the executive's power to impound money is not absolutely clear under the Con-
stitution, the President could lose this fight, tooit can always rely on Caspar W.
Weinberger, the HEW secretary.

Weinberger, nicknamed "Cap the Knife" because of his budget-cutting reputa-
tion as Gov. Ronald Reagan's finance director and later as Nixon's director of the
Office of Management and Budget, has pledged to hold down expenditures in his
department.

Any money the Nixon administration did not ask for in the 1973-74 budget
would presumably be considered excessive under Weinberger's pledge, including
extra student aid money.

However, Congress does have one strong argument against the Nixon admin-
istration it can use in the battle over student aid programs : The President's
budget request in this category for 1973-74 and his request for a supplemental
appropriations bill for 1972-73 violate the law.

Senators and Representatives will not let the Nixon administration forget,
either.

President Nixon asked for $622 million to establish the Basic Opportunity
Grants Program, authorized by the Education Amendments of 1972. The money
was requested in the 1972-73 supplemental appropriations bill, but it will not be
spent until the 1973-74 academic year.

However, before any money can be allocated for that program, the Education
Amendments of 1972 say three current programs must be funded at minimum
levels.

On these minimum standards, the Nixon administration's budget requests fail
in two of three instances.

At least $130.1 million must be allocated for the current Educational Oppor-
tunity Grants Program, the law says. However, this program, which is renamed
the Supplemental Opportunity Grants Program, would receive nothing in 1973-74
under Nixon's budget requests.

At least $286 million must be allocated for the National Direct Student Loan
Program, which Is administered by educational institutions. This program was
created by the National Defense Education Act of 1958 and was renamed in 1969.

Here again, the Nixon budget fails to meet the law, for it requests nothing for
this program in 1973-74.

Only the College Work-Study Program request for 1973-74 meets the standard
of the Education Amendments of 1972, for President Nixon asks for $250 million,
just above the minimum of $237.4 million.

The Nixon administration did ask for a $95-million increase in the Federally
Insured Student Loan Program, to $310 million in 1973-74. However, the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972 do not require any minimum allocation of funds for
this program.

Members of Congress have sharply criticized the Nixon administration for
ignoring the 1972 law and failing to include money for the Supplemental Oppor-
tunity Grants Program and the National Direct Student Loan Program.
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"The budget submission violates the law, and we cannot allow this to stand,"
Rep. Carl D. Perkins (D-Ky.), chairman of the House Education and Labor
Committee, said.

Rep. John Brademas (D-Ind.), chairman of the House education subcommittee
on special programs, agreed, describing Nixon's student aid budget request as
"one more willful expression of contempt for the Cangressional intent."

HEW officials have defended the administration's budget request. Acting Com-
missioner of Education John R. Ottina said the budget request includes an appeal
to Congress to reconsider the provisions of the Education Amendments of 1972
that require funding of current programs at minimum levels.

This could be done, he said, by inserting language in the supplemental appro-
priations bill for 1972-73 that would allow the Basic Opportunity Grants Pro-
gram to be funded at $622 million despite the requirements of 1972 law.

Rep. James G. O'Hara (DMich.), chairman of the House subcommittee on
higher education, urged Congress to ignore the Nixon administration's request
to bypass the 1972 law.

"Let us obey the law the way we wrote the law, and let us turn down
the request of the administration that it be granted amnesty from observing
a law winch it finds uncomfortable to live with." O'Hara told the House HEW-
Labor appropriations subcommittee.

HEW Secretary Weinberger, however, told the same subcommittee the Nixon
student-aid budget proposals "will strengthen individual choice."

With the proposed special revenue-sharing program for elementary and sec-
ondary education, he said it is "a significant part of our effort to move power
and decision-making away from the federal government in Washington."

Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) and Sen. Clifford P. Case (R-N.J.),
the second-ranking minority member on the Senate Appropriations subcommittee
for Labor-HEW programs have urged the Nixon administration to provide the
supplemental opportunity grants program with $130 million to meet the require-
ments of the education amendments of 1972.

Since he asked for the supplemental bill, Nixon is not likely to veto it or
impound the money.

The Nixon administration's student aid programs for 1973-74 total $1.2 billion,
without money for the Supplemental Opportunity Grants Program and the
National Direct Student Loan Program Congress would like to appropriate. at
least $1.6 billion. including money for the two programs above.

But which side will prevail in this part of the budget battle has yet to he
known. The opportunities for millions of college students, though, are in the
balance.

From the Daily Trojan, Apr. 25, 1973]

CONGRESS APPROVES SUPPLEMENTAL BILL FOR FEDERAL STUDENT AID FUNDS

Wesnxxozorf.Congress has approved a supplemental appropriations bill that
will provide $872 million in federal student aid funds for 1973-74.

The measure also provides for an extra $468 million in veterans' education
and training benefits.

Although the student aid money is allocated in a different manner than he
originally asked, President Nixon is expected, with some reluctance, to sign
the bill into law, or at least let it become law without his signature.

He is not expected to veto the bill because it would further delay money for
federal student aid programs.

Colleges and universities across the nation, including 17SC. have started to
accept students for the coming academic year and must know how much money
will he available from the federal government, so that their financial aid officers
can tell new as well as current students how much money they can expect.

Furthermore. the President will probably not veto the bill because it ineludes
v,-fc -inns' benefits, and because the student aid money he asked for in the supple-
mental appropriations bill is the total he originally requestedand not a higher
one.

The $872 million as approved by Congress is allocated mostly for a current
programs and not for the new Basic Opportunity Grants Program, for which
Mr. Nixon had sought most of the money.

The bill provides $210.3 million for the Supplemental Opportunity Grants Pro-
gram (formerly the Educational Opportunity Grants Program), $270.2 million
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for the College Work-Study Program, $269.4 million for the National DirectStudent Loan Program. With carryover funds, the direct loan program willhave a total of $293 million for 1973-74.
Only $122.1 million is allocated for the basic grants program, authorized by theEducation Amendments of 1972.
President Nixon,.in his request Jan. 29 to Congress for a supplemental appro-priations bill, had asked $622 million for the basic grants program, $250 millionfor the work-study program, but no money for the other programs.The student-aid money bill was to have been reported out of the House Appro-priations Committee in May, but in a surprise move April 12, the $872 millionwas added to an urgent supplemental appropriations bill containing $468 millionfor veterans' benefits and $26.8 million for airline mail subsidies.The appropriations bill is technically for the fiscal year ending July 1, butthe money will not be spent until 1973-74, because student aid programs are puton a forward-funding basis.
That is, money for student aid is allocated long before it is actually spent,so that financial aid officers will know what they can expect from the federalgovernment.
However, Congress has delayed action on these programs until the last minute,and sometimes beyond that, so that financial officers, students and parents areleft waiting for months before they can make their plans for the next academicyear.
The bill this year came late, though, because President Nixon has twice vetoedappropriations bills for HEW that contained student aid money. Congress passedappropriations that were well above Mr. Nixon's original request.Congress was forced to pass supplemental appropriations bills to keep HEWprograms operating.
Yet to come is the battle over the President's student aid budget for the fiscalyear starting July :1 or fiscal year 1974. The money in this budget. althoughallocated in 1973-74, will be spent by the colleges and universities in 1974-75.President Nixon has asked for $959 million for the basic grants program,$250 million for the work-study program, $5 million for direct loans, and $310million for the Federally Insured Student Loan Program, or the guaranteedloan program.
He asked for nothing for the supplemental grants program.Again, Congress will challenge the presidential proposal on the basis of theEducation Amendments of 1972 and the requirement for financing currentprograms.

[From the Daily Trojan, Apr. 27, 1973]

STUDENT GRANT PROGRAM CAUGHT IN CONGRESS, WIIITE HOUSE CONFLICT
WASIIINGTON.--The Basic Opportunity Grants program may be dead for the1973-74 academic year. or at least it is off to a slow start.
President Nixon requested $622 million to start the program, but Congressprovided only $122.1 million for the 1973-74 school year.
Congress has yet to approve regulations for the program as authorized by theEducation Amendment of 1972.
The regulations were .finbmitted Feb. 1 by the Department of Health. Educationand Welfare. Several members of Congress have criticized the regulations on thegrounds that they would discriminate against students whose parents are small-business owners or farmers.
Neither the House nor the Senate has adopted a resolution disapproving the

proposed regulations, even though such a resolution had been proposed April 3by the House Special Subcommittee on Education.
Subcommittee Chairman, James G. O'Hara (I1- Mich.) instead sent a letter toJohn R. Ottina, acting U.S. commissioner of education, asking him to revise the

regulations to solve this problem in time for next year,
O'Hara also asked Ottina to submit next year's proposed regulations earlierthan the legal deadline, which is Feb. 1, 1974.
The Senate Subcommittee on Education held a hearing on the regulationsFeb. 22. but has taken no further action.
Under the 1972 law, Congress has until May 1 each year to disapprove, theregulations offered by the department for the program, which provides for grantsof up to $1,400 minus the student's expected family contribution.
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Sen. Claiborne Pell (D-R.I.,), chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Educa-
tion and originator of the basic grants prograrn, proposed an amendment to limit
grants of 1973-74 to first-time, full-time students, because of the low funding.

Pell suggested the amendment because he said that if the $122.1 million were
distributed to all students, the average grants would be $80.

Limiting the funds to first-time, full-time students, he said, would provide sub-
stantial help to fewer students.

Pell's amendment to House Joint Resolution 393, approved April 18 by the
Senate, extern's the life of the National Commission on Financing of Postsecond-
ary Education to mid-1974. Under present law, the commission is scheduled to
disband April 30.

The resolution was sent to a House-Senate conference committee, which will
meet after Congress returns from its Easter recess.

[From the Daily Trojan, Oct, 5, 1973]

CUT IN FEDERAL AID FEARED BY DIRECTOR

Although university-controlled student aid funds are at their highest level
evernearly double that of last yearthe director of the Student Aid Office fears
that changes in federal programs may cause USC to lose such funds next year.

About $9.7 million is controlled by the university for student aid this year,
compared with $5.7 million last year.

But Pamela Walborn, director of the Student Aid Office, said most of the $4
million increase came from federal student-aid programsand that if the Nixon
administration were successful in its proposed changes, USC stands to lose a
great deal of that increase.

"We are greatly concerned about the Nixon administration's proposed changes,"
she said. "We would have no resources to help those affected by the elimination
of federal student-aid programs."

The Nixon Administration's fiscal 1974 budget proposes the elimination of two
programs, the Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grants Program for low-
income students, and the National Direct Student Loan Program.

In January, the Nixon administration asked Congress to end the programs
as of July 1, which would have meant that no more new money would have been
available after this academic year.

However, the administration's move failed in Congress "because of congres-
sional anger after Watergate," Walborn said.

Congress voted out a bill, reluctantly signed by President Nixon, that largely
continued current programs and under-funded the administration's new pro-

. .

grain, during the spring. The total appropriation was $872 million.
The university received more than $250.000 from the former Educational

Opportunity Grants Program. It now receives more than $500,000 from the
successor program of supplemental grants.

National Direct Student Loans more than doubled, from $1.4 million last year
to $3 million.

The college Work-Study Program, under which students may work part-time
with federal support. had a similar increase, front $450.000 to $1 million.

But the Basic Opportunity Grants Program, established under the Education
Amendments of 1972, offered only $45,000 to the university.

"That program can't possibly be fully operative, at least for another few
years," Walborn said.

Congress allocated only $122 million nationwide to the basic grants program.
Why such large increases in federal funds? "We applied for more funds than

we did last yearand we were able to document to the govt,rinuent our need for
such funds," the director said.

Walborn was assisted by James R. Appleton, vice-president for student affairs,
in obtaining additional federal aid.

[From the Daily Trojan, Oct. 9, 1973]

FINANCIAL AID IS LINKED WITH ADMISSIONS POLICY

Because the admission of the brightest, most talented students was one of
USC's major concerns under its Master Plan of the 1900's, the availability of
financial aid was also a top priority, too.
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Although tuition in 1961 was only $900 a year, compared with $2,700 currently,
most officials recognized that if USC students were to represent a wide range of
economic, geographical, and racial backgrounds, the university would have to
assist those most in need of financial aidno scatter what tuition was.

A report to the University Planning Commission, the group appointed by Presi-
dent Norman Topping in 1958 to develop the Master Plan, described the need for
student financial aid as it related to admissions policies.

The report, Student Life and Student Services, 1966-80, issued in March,
1967, said :

"For a university to assure itself of a student body which is capable of profit -
lug from its program, it must find ways to enable students from many walks of
life to enroll,. as ability and potential in young people are not distributed accord-
ing to the socioeconomic level of their families.

"The provision of a financial aid program for students whose financial resources
fall short of meeting the costs of private higher education affirms the belief that
qualities sought in students are to be found in every social, racial and economic
level of society.

"When possible. students should be accepted for college-level study on the
quality of their achievement, their future promise, and their character.

-Financial assistance to those who have problems in meeting educational costs
should be a next consideration."

However, until 1981, USQ.4id not even have an office to administer financial
assistance.

Scholarshipsthe few that existedwere handled by the Admissions Office
and the Business Office. Loans were made by the Business Office.

Part-time jobs were arranged by the Vocational Placement Bureau (prede-
cessor of the Career Planning and Placement Center), which sought full-time
jobs for graduates.

But the demand for more student financial aid and the increased availability
of money fur it led to the establishment of the Student Aid Office in 1961.

The demand for aid came from the growing numbers of students from lOw
and middle-income families at USC and other universities across the nation. Once,
college was merely for those who could afford it without helpbut no more.

"On the undergraduate level, a vastly increasing proportion of the population
looks upon a college education as essential to personal development and advance-
ment." the 1967 report said, describing the trends of the 1960s.

"As society grows more complex and the responsibility of its individual mem-
bers increases, a broader base of access to higher education Is indicated for those
who demonstrate the motivation to achieve it and the capacity to benefit from it."

The increased availability of such aid was caused in part by the generosity of
donors and by the university's own efforts, but mainly by the state and federal
governments.

After World War II. the federal government helped finance the college eduen-
tion of millions of veteransincluding many at USCthrough what became
known as the GI Bill of Rights. Such benefits were later extended to other
veterans.

This was actually the Serviceman's Readjustment Act of 1044.
But not until the Soviet Union launched Sputnik I In October, 1957. did the

federal government identify higher education as a national priority.
Under the National Defense Education Act of 1055. the first of the federal

financial -aid programsthe National Defense Student Loan Programwas
established. Others soon followed.

Nevertheless, when Florence Scruggs was named as the first director of the
Student Aid Office in 1961, USC hall less than $500,000 to administer in financial
aidand no guidelines.

"When we established the Office of Student Aid at USC, there were virtually no
precedents. We had to make our own rules and regulations," she said in an

-interview in June, 1970, shortly after her retirement.
By the time she retired, the office was administering about $11 million. (It is

$17 million today.)
Because the availability of financial aid is tied so closely with admissions

policies, the university made the acquisition of additional aid one of its five fund.
raising goals in A Priority for the 70s.

When the Board of Trustees considered the statement of goals for A Priority
for the 70s, the program of academic improvements in this decade, financial aid
was mentioned.
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The board's Academic Affairs Committee, in a preliminary resolution issued
Feb. 19, 1970, said, "Such (undergraduate) programs must be supported by ex-
panded scholarship funds, both restricted and unrestricted."

Although this sentence was deleted from the final statement approved by the
board April 30, 1970, the fund-raising goal of an additional $1.5 million for schol-
arships, fellowships, loans and work-study programs was confirmed.

What has happened since 1970?
President John R. Hubbard said in an interview in fall, 1972, that A Priority

for the 70s, approved under Topping's administration, was an interim step toward
a comprehensive fund-raising plan for the 100th anniversary of the university in

1980.
Such a fund-raising plan is still under development by planning committees. It

is not known whether student financial aid will remain one of the top goals.
However, at least two university panels have called on the administration to

take such action.
"We believe that both the quality and quantity of financial aid plays au im-

portant role in recruitment and retention of students, and that the efficient admin-
istration of existing resources and the generation of new resources should. he one
of the major goals of the university," the Student Aid Committee said in a spe-
cial report in June, 1972.

Hubbard's Commission on Student Life, in its report of September, 1972. en-
dorsed the committee's report :

"We recommend that the university exert every possible effort to implement
immediately the recommendations . . . because we feel there is no more critical
priority than adequate student aid funds and the most efficient administrative
offices to counsel students and process these funds."

[Prom the Daily Trojan, Oct. 9, 1973]

STUDY Snows STUDENT BODY Nor DOMINATED By WEALTHY

USC is dominated by students from wealthy families, it has been said, but
this does not appear to be so, if a university survey is an accurate indicator.

In a sample of 1971 entering freshmen, polled by the Office of Institutional
Studies, 26% have parents with total income under $10,000.

This percentage is higher than the average in this group (18%) for private
universities throughout the nation, as determined by the American Council on
Education in fall, 1971.

On the other hand, USC attracts more freshmen with parental income over
$30.000 (23%) than the average private university (21%) or any university

(10%).Furthermore, only 17% of the entering freshmen had parents with total
income between $10.000 and $15,000, as compared with 25% in private uni-
versities and 32% in all American universities.

More evidence of socioeconomy diversity in the student body can be found

when the occupations of students' fathers are classified.
A slight majority of the student sample (51%) had fathers in professional

managerial occupations ;other fathers (23%) are in such semi-professional
occupations as small business.

But 16% of the students had fathers as skilled, semi-skilled or general laborers.
Still more evidence of student diversity can be indicated in parents' ednca-

tional background.
Nearly half the fathers (45%) and 25% of the mothers hold at least a bache-

lor's degree. On the other hand, 12% of the fathers and 10% of the mothers did

not graduate from high school.
Because economic backgrounds of students differ so much, the cost of attend-

ing USC is high for many students and parents.
"For almost all of these students there are numerous less expensive, less

difficult. alternative universities or colleges to attend," Rosemary (711ff of tin'
Office of institutional Studies wrote in a survey of sophomores in spring, 1971.

"Their attendance at USC represents a definite commitment worthy of sonic
degree of personal and family sacrifice."

In a survey of student employment in 1972, 38% of the sample held part-time
jobsand 15% sought them.

The cost of ITS(' was cited as the most important single factor in the departure
of some freshmen in the 1970 entering class.
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In a study of freshman attitudes issued by the Office of Institutional Studies
in April, 1972 :
"This (cost) . . . ranged from absolute inability to provide the finances to an
evaluation that value received was not worth the priceespecially at the
lower-division level."

President John R. Hubbard's Commission on Student Life, in its report of
September, 1972, recognized the financial problem for many families.

"The high cost of education has made it increasingly difficult for all students
to afford to attend a private university such as USC," the report said.

"Because the increasing tuition costs work a special hardship on students
from a more modest socioeconomic background, the commission is much con-
cerned with the university'S capacity to provide adequate financial aid to
students who need it.

"We are aware that there are difficult implications of an admissions policy
which, by default, is determined primarily by a student's ability to pay for the
entire cost of his education."

[From the Daily Trojan, Oct. 16, 1973]

STUDENT AID BECAME A FEDERAL PRIORITY

Federal financial aid has made it possible for many students to attend USC
and other universities, and therein lies a dilemma for the university.

Although such funds help to diversify its student body by allowing students
from many economic and racial backgrounds to attend USC, such funds also
require the university to comply with numerous federal regulations, depriving
It of some of its autonomy.

A chapter of Student Life and Student Services, 1966-80, a report to the 'Uni-
versity Planning Commission in March, 1967, summarized the impact of such
programs.

"The impact of recent federal programs on the whole field of financial assist-
ance to students in colleges and universities has been revolutionary," the report
said.

"The relative independence formerly enjoyed by Institutions in administering
their own aid programs has shifted to a kind of junior partnership with the
government, which controls the use of large sums of money.

"Previously most private institutions selected recipients of undergraduate
scholarships from exceptionally bright applicants . , The new government
programs focus on able students who are eligible for admission to a college
and whose family resources are inadequate for their education."

Federal aid to education is not newit dates back to 1787, when the North-
west Ordinance required land grants in support of public edueation.

But in the wake of the Soviet Union's launch of Sputnik I in October, 1957, the
United States government declared higher education a top national priority.

In his StAte of the Union message of Jan. 9, 1958, President Dwight D.
Eisenhower asked for what was to become the National Defense Education Act.

"In the area of education and research, I recommend a balanced program to
improve our resources, involving an investment of about a billion dollars over
a four -year period." Eisenhower told Congress.

"This involves new activities by the Department of Health. Education and
Welfare designed principally to encourage improved teaching quality and stu-
dent opportunities in the interests of national security."

Eisenhower and the nation perceived a Soviet threat, and in a special message
on education Jan. 27, 1958, he explained the role of higher edueation in meeting
the crisis.

"But if we are to maintain a position of leadership, we must sec to it that
today's young people are prepared to contribute the maximum to our future
progress." he told Congress.

"Because of the growing importance of science and technology, we must
necessarily give specialbut ljy no means exclusiveattention in science and
engineering."

.Eisenhower proposed a program of federal scholarships for high school
graduates who lacked financial means to go to college-10,000 per year, reaching
40,009 by the fourth year.

However, the bill. as passed by Congress, did not provide for any scholarships.
Instead, it provided for a loan fundthe National Defense Student Loan Pro-
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gram. The name of the program was changed to the National Direct Student Loan
Program in 1969.

Nonetheless, Eisenhower signed the bill into law Sept. 2, 1958, seven months
after its introduction.

The next major federal student-aid program actually was proposed under
President Lyndon B. Johnson's War on Poverty in 1964.

In asking for what was to become the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, LBJ
included the College Work-Study Program.

"There is no more senseless waste than the waste of the brainpower and skill
of those who are kept from college by economic circumstance," Johnson said
March 16, 1964, in a special message to Congress.

"Under this program they will, in a great American tradition, be able to work
their way through school. They and the country will be richer for it."

Johnson proposed to provide full-time and part-time students workers for such
nonprofit organizations as hospitals, playgrounds, libraries and settlement houses.

In January, 1965, LBJ proposed not only an expansion of the work-study pro-
gram, but also a college scholarship program for needy high school graduates
and guaranteed low-interest loans for college students.

"Higher education is no longer a luxury, but a necessity," he said Jan. 12,
1965, in a special message to Congress.

He proposed what was to become the Educational Opportunity Grants Program.
"For many young people from poor families, loans are not enough to open

the way to higher education," he said.
"Under this program, a special effort will be made to identify needy Students

of promise early in their high school careers. The scholarship will serve as a
building block . . . so that the needy student can chart his own course in higher
studies."

He also proposed what was to become the Federally Insured Student Loan
Program.

"We should assure greater availability of private credit on reasonable terms
and conditions," he said.

"This can best be done by paying part of the interest cost of guaranteed loans
made by private lendersa more effective, fairer and less costly way of providing
assistance than the various tax-credit devices which have been proposed."

Both programs were enacted under the Higher Education Act of 1965, which
LBJ signed Nov. 8, 1965, at Southwest Texas State College, his alma mater.

Besides such general programs, the federal government established student-
aid programs in the 1960s to fill needs in what it considered to be two critical
areashealth care and law enforcement.

On Sept. 24, 1963, President John P. Kennedy signed into law the Health Pro-
fessions Educational Assistance Act, which, among other things, provided loans
to students in medicine, dentistry, nursing, and other related fields.

In 1965, JFK's successor asked for a scholarship program in health-care
training.

"Traditionally, our medical profession has attracted outstanding young tal-
ent and we must be certain that this tradition is not compromised," LBJ said
.Tan. 7, 1965, in a special message to Congress.

"The high costs of medical school must not deny access to the medical pro-
fession for able youths from low- and middle-Income families."

On Oct. 22, 1965, LBJ signed the Health Professions Educational Assistance
Amendments into law.

As for law enforcement needs, Johnson proposed a grants program in Feb-
ruary, 1967, as part of his recommendations to Congress based on the report
of his Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice.

The Law Enforcement Education Program was part of the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act that LBJ signed June 19, 1908.

However, even the federal student-aid programs of the 1960s were not enough
to achieve what President Nixon desired.

"No qualified student who wants to go to college should be barred by lack of
money, That has long been a great American goal ; I propose that we achieve it
now," Nixon declared March 19. 1970, in a special message to Congress.

He proposed measures to increase federal aid to the neediest students and
the establishment of a national student loan association to make more money
available for college loans.
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On Feb. 22, 1971, he prodded Congress to act on his proposals, for "existing
legislative authority for the basic federal higher education programs expires at
the current fiscal year."

It was not until June 23. 1972, however, that President Nixon signed the Edu-
cation Amendments of 1972, which extended all current programs and established
the Basic Opportunity Grants Program and the Student Loan Marketing Asso-
ciation.

The basic-grants program offered students up to $1,400 annually toward col-
lege costs, minus the expected family contribution.

[From the Daily Trojan, Oct. 24, 1973]

NIXON-CONGRESS BATTLE MAY STALL. STD-DENT AID

Because of USC's dependence on federal funds as the major source of financial
aid for students, the director of the Student Aid Office is worried, especially
this year.

Pamela Walborn, the director, fears that if the Nixon administration contin-
ues its attempts to abolish two major student-aid programs in definance of con-
gressional intent, "it's going to be another one of those years,"

That can mean only bad news for students. Financial-aid funds for the 1974-75
academic year could again be delayed because of another confrontation between
President Nixon and Congress over the amount of funds and which programs
they should go to.

If this happens, financial aid officers will not be able to inform both current and
entering students of how much they can expect' for next year. Students, parents
and university officials will again face confusion and last-minute worries.

Because another increase in tuition is possible for 1974 -75, the question of fed-
eral student aid becomes even more critical to the university.

"There's no question the federal aid will again he our major resource." Wal-
born said in an interview. But its a Pause for tremendous frustration, been 11,:e
control of the funds is not wholly within the university."

Student-aid funds at the discretion of the university total $9.7 million this year.
as opposed to $5.7 million in 1972-73. However, nearly all of the increase came
from additional federal support.

The budget confrontation may come sooner than expected.
The Senate passed Oct. 4 an appropriations bill of $33.4 billion for the Depart-

ments of Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare. This is $1.8 billion more
than President Nixon requested in his budget.

The money, although included as part of the 1973-74 budget, will be spent in
1974-75.

Of the increase $1.1 billion is for education programs, including student aid.
The Senate version contaim $600 million more than the hill passed by the

House. The differences must he resolved in a House-Senate conference committee,
and a bill is expected to be sent soon to President Nixon, following final approval
by both houses.

The bill was sent to conference Oct. 9.
However, even a compromise version would probably appropriate more money

than Nixon wants spentand could well invite his veto. Nixon has vetoed HEW-
Labor appropriations bills five times.

on the other hand. Congress has overridden such vetoes before by the required
two-thirds majority, because education programs have had broad congre,Nional
support.

Because President Nixon is curently in deep trouble. he is unlikely to force
a test of his remaining strength in Congress by vetoing this bill.

He has not had a veto overridden by Congress this year, but he might lose
this testand suffer greatly.

If he decides to sign a budget-breaking bill and impound the extra 1110110r
instead, he faces the anger of not only members of Congress but edneatorsand
possibly Nada lose in the courts.

If Nixon decides to fight Congress on this issue. it could take several moot
If the veto is sustained, college financial-aid officers, students and parents would
have to wait until a compromise is reached.

As it tried to do for this academic year, the Nixon alministraion seeks the
abolition in 1974-75 of the National Direct (formerly Defense) Student Loan
Program and the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants Program.
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USC students receive an estimated $3 million in direct loans this year, as
opposed to $1.4 million last year. They are getting more than $600,000 in supple-
mental grants this year, as opposed to $250,000 last year.

The Nixon administration, in a 1973 supplemental appropriations request
Jan. 29, had asked nothing for these two programs for the 1973-74 academic year.

Had Congress complied, no supplemental grants would have been awarded this
year, and direct loans would have been limited to the amount USC receives
each year in repayments from its graduates.

Congress, however, allocated in the spring $210.3 million nationally for supple-
mental grants and $269,4 million for new direct loans. With carryover funds,
direct-loan funds totaled $293 million.

The Nixon request in the 1973-74 budget for ,,he 1974-75 academic year, also
made Jan. 29, was only $5 million for direct loans and nothing for supplemental
grants.

However, Congress is again expected to reject the President's requests and con-
tinue the two programs, which are specifically aimed at helping students from
low-income families.

The administration's requests emphasize full funding of the Basic Opportunity
Grants Program, established by the Education Amendments of 1972, and the
Federally Insured Student Loan Program.

For the 1973-74 academic year, Nixon asked for $622 million for basic grants
and $310 million for insured loans.

He got what he wanted for insured loans, but only $122.1 million for basic
grants, because of the congressional refusal to alter program priorities.

This meant that no student was able to get the maximum of $1,400 in a basic
grant (minus the expected family contribution) because the program was so
underfunded. The maximum, instead, was $450.

USC students received only $45,000 under this program for 1973-74.
"That program can't possibly be fully operative at least for another few years."

Walborn said.
Walborn had her doubts about the availability of insured loans, since such

loans are determined by banks and other lending institutions, unlike other
federal programs, under which colleges themselves make the judgments.

Although the Student Aid Office is required to analyze the student's financial
statement for need, determine the amount he will receive. and whether he pays
interest from the date of the loan, the banks decide the actual loan.

"I'm not sure the bankers are willing to lend any more money to students at
this time," Walborn said. On the East Coast and in Northern California, she
said, banks are becoming more unwilling to grant such loans.

"The university itself could become a lending institution, but that would be
terribly expensive as far as administrative costs are concerned." she said.

The director has discussed this possibility with James R. Appleton, vice-presi-
dent for student affairs, but she is not enthusiastic about it.

Insured loans carry an interest rate of 7%; direct loans, 3%. This is why many
in Congress oppose the abolition of the direct-loan program.

Nixon and Congress seem to agree on the College Work-Study Program. For
1973-74, Nixon asked for $250 million ; Congress approved $270.2 million. For
1974-75, Nixon again asked $250 million ; Congress is likely to approve a higher
amount.

USC students under this program got a little more than $450,000 in 1972-73 and
more than $1 million this year.

The direct-loan program and supplemental-grants program are designed
especially to help students from low-income families. The insured-loan program
and basic-grants program are designed to help all students.

Direct loans and supplemental grants are determined by the colleges themselve.
but insured loans and basic grants are not.

The Shift that the Nixon administration seeks in student-aid programs is
directed toward their decentralization from colleges and ultimately, form the
federal government, which has to monitor themto a free-market model.

But the Education Amendments of 1972, the basic law authorizing student-aid
programs. requires that supplemental grants and direct loans, Nixon is study
program he funded at specified minimum levels before basic grants can get any
money.Congressional critics say that in asking for no supplemental grants and direct
loans, Nixon is violating requirements of the 1972 law.

Though the Nixon administration has requested repeal of the minimum fund-
ing rules. Congress has refused to do so.

42-884-75-4
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"We are greatly concerned about the Nixon administration's proposed
changes," Walborn said in an interview.

"We would have no resources to help those affected by the elimination of Fed-
eral student-aid programs."

This brings to mind the goal of $1.5 million for scholarships under A Priority
for the 70s, the university's plan for academic improvement in this decade,
Can USC put itself into a better position to aid students without total federal
dependence?

[Prom the Daily Trojan, Oct. 29, 19731

Is USC's STUDENT Am ENOUGH?

If its federal funds were to disappear tomorrow, USC would have difficulty
in providing financial aid to students because its own funds are relatively low.

'This is why, in part,. the university's plan for academic improvements in thisdeca,deA Priority for the 70splaced the acquisition of an additional $1.5
millibn for scholarships, fellowships, loans and work-study programs as the topfund-raising goal.

What has happened since the plan was approved by the Board of Trustees inApril, 1970, under President Norman Topping's administration?
President John R. Hubbard has said the plan was only a preliminary step

toward a comprehensive fund-raising drive to coincide with the university's100th anniversny in 1950.
However, no specific plan to replace A Priority for the 70s has yet been ap-proved.
Some figures provided by the Association of Independent California Colleges

and Universities Indicate just how badly T'SC needs more of its own student-aid
fundsand how nil:mil it currently depends on federal programs.

Major differences are apparent when USC and Stanford University are com-pared.
The association's figures show that Stanford students got more than $5.5million in university student-aid funds for 1972-73, as compared with the slightly

more than $1.1 million received by T'SC students.
These funds were for scholarships, regular loans and short-term emergencyloans,
Stanford University offered nearly $5.2 million in university scholarships

alone last year, as compared to USC's $775.000.
The figures, based on those reported to the association by the colleges them-selves, thus show that Stanford University has more institutional funds thanUSC has.
As far as agency and donor scholarships are concerned, USC has a slight edgeover Stanford.
USC also has an edge in winners of California state scholarships. Last year,the number of such scholars was about 1.700. the Student Aid Office renorted,The maximum then was 52.000:per year. This year the number of USC recipients.has risen to about 2.200, and theMaximmn now is $2,200 per year.
Next year. the maximum award by the state will be $2.500.Stanford's total of state seholarship winners was 925 for 1072-73. They

qualified for a hon t 31.5 million in state a id.
On the other hand, USC students get far more federal funds than Stanfordstudents.
I'SC's federal funds for 1072-73. Student Aid Office figures show, totaled32.1 million. The r Iney came under three programs Educational OpporthnifyGrants Program. ,..(ioge Work -Study Program, and National Direct. StinlentLoan Program.
An additional $4 million was made available to USC students though the Fed-erally Insured Student Loan Program. However. banks and other lending in-stitutions- -not the Stndent Aid Office decide on granting such loans.
For 1073-74. T'SC will receive $4.0 million in federal funds, including moneyfrom the new Basic Opportunity Grants Program as well as the three previous

programs, again excluding insured loans.
Stanford University students. on the other hand, got only about $740,000 infederal funds for 1972-73, excluding 3450.000 in insured loans.
The university's great advantage in federal funds does not do enough to offsetits own relatively low institutional funds, particularly hocanse the universitydoes not have absolute discretion over.the use of federal funds.
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Yet how much will the university need in the 1970s for its own student-aid
funds so that its dependence on the federal government will not be so total?

Clearly, the $1.5 million proposed in A Priority for the 70s for additional
scholarships, loans and work-study programs would have helped.

The university's Student Aid Committee, In its special report of June, 1972,
urged that the acquisition of student-aid funds be a top priority in fund-raising.

"The University of Southern California has no reason to be satisfied with its
program for financial assistance to students," the committee said in its report.

"The amount of available money is not Sufficient to meet current needs. While
this problem is not unique to USC, it is not clear that the problem ranks high
enough in the university's priorities to suggest the situation will improve in the
near future unless new effort is expanded in this area."

"The university must acquire new funds. I hope the fund-raisers will make this
task one of their priorities," Pamela H. Walborn, director of the Student Aid
Office, said in an interview.

Walborn suggested company and minority scholarships as two possibilities for
fund-raising targets.

"A great deal of potential exists for company scholarships. The company gives
a student, say, $500 or $1,000. In _turn, the company could hire the student after
graduation, and the student would also be satisfied," she said.

She said minority scholarships are a real possibility for more student-aid
funds, "but the fund-raisers have to be willing to try."

Yet how much is enough?
The Student Aid Committee, in its 1972 report to Daniel B. Nowak, then acting

vice-president for student affairs, largely sidestepped this question.
"It is unlikely there would ever be enough financial assistance available to

please everyone," the committee said.
"We recognize that the administration is beset with a number of other pressing

financial needs and is also responsible for deciding the priority assigned to
each of these needs in the allocation of university fund-raising efforts.. .

"The. committee feels the administration should review its priority for financial
aid to students.

"If the aid program is going to play an increasingly important role in the
recruitment and retention of students, as we feel it will, it may be appropriate to
consider a higher priority for the efficient administration of existing student
aid resources, and the generation of new resources.

However, the figure of $1.5 million i A Priority for the 70s appears to be
more than just an arbitrary amount.

In Student Life and Student Services, 1966-80, a report to the University
Planning Commission in March, 1967, the demand for university scholarships was
expected to reach $1.5 million by 1975-76, and $2.7 million by 1980-81.

Donor scholarships were expected to reach $1.6 million in 1973-76, and $2.5
million in 1980-81.

The demand for university loan funds was expected to be about $200,000 in
1975-76. and about $240,000 by 1080-81.

"The amount of funds available in university and donor categories should be
increased as rapidly as possible in order to reach the support levels projected
as needed between now (1067) and 1980-81," the report recommended.

No such projections have been made since the 1067 report.
Without adequate funds of its own, PSC will be forced to depend on federal

programs for student aid. Such dependence. given the struggles between the
Nixon administration and Congress since 1970 over such programs, would be
dangerous.

[From the Daily Trojan. Oct. 31. 1073

DANGEROUS DEPENDENCE

The university's dependence on the federal government for student financial
aid can he dangerous in the long run.

Though we commend the university administration for security a large in-
crease in federal funds this year$4.6 million, compared with $2.1 in 1972 -73
we wonder why it isn't making the same effort to increase university funds.

The university's plan for academic improvements in this deeadeA Priority
for the 70spledges that $1.5 million in additional funds would be raised for
scholarships, loans and work programs.
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Even though top administrators have indicated that a comprehensive fund-raising plan for TJSC'S 100th anniversary will replace A Priority for the 70F,we hope the university will establish the acquisition of additional student-aidfunds as one of its highest priorities in the new plan.
USC's present dependence on federal funds is dangerous for three reasonsFederal programs face uncertainty over the levels of funding. Since 1970,

President Nixon and Congress have fought again and again over how muchmoney should be spent. Students, parents and financial-aid officers havebeen kept waiting.
Federal programs face uncertainty over their continuity. President Nixonwants to abolish supplemental grants and new direct loans, against theintent of Congress. However, should Nixon ever succeed in doing this, T'SCwould have no way to help students affected by the cutbacks,
Federal programs face uncertainty over standards of need. Most federal

programs are aimed toward helping the neediest college students. This isas it should be. However, students from the middle class increasingly needhelp, toohelp that cannot be provided through insured loans at 7%.This is not to say that such financial-aid programs should be reduced or ended.If anything, they should be increased. After all, they have made it possible formillions to afford college.
This is not to say, also, that the university's own programs could not bemanaged betterthey can beor that everyone who qualifies should get ascholarship. Ideally, aid should be given as a package of a scholarship, n than,and part-time work.
The Daily Trojan urges the administrationand the university communityto keep student aid as a top priority in its planning. University flexibility ispreferable to federal rigidity.

[From the Daily Trojan, Nov. 7, 10781

PRESENTATION CALLED CAr 1 : OF I xcumss IN FEDERAL AID
A more vigorous presentation of its case for student financial aid was thereason for USC's large increases in federal funding this year, James R. Appleton,

Tice-president for student affairs, said recently.
"The levels of funding for our federiJ programs have been abnormally low,I think, and did not accurately indicate student needs," Appleton said in aninterview.
"I believe we made a better presentation of our needs than we have in the

past. I believed we would get more federal funds. But I was surprised as everyoneelse at the size of the increases we were awarded."
For 1973-74, USC students are receiving $4,6 million from four federal pro-

gramsthe College Work-Study Program, National Direct Student Loan Pro-
gram. Basic Opportunity Grants Program. and Supplemental Opportunity GrantsProgram.

This compares with $2.1 million in 1972-73 from three federal programs l hastegrants are excluded).
The presentation of TTSC's case, Appleton said, was based on three factors.
First, Appleton said the Student Aid Office had improved its data base in the

spring, so that it could give a better statistical picture to federal officials of what
student financial needs were.

"With our improved management of the Student Aid Office, we were able to
accomplish this," he said.

In ,Taly, 1972, the Student Aid Office was transferred from the Student _AffairsDivision to the Office of Academic Administration and research, under Vice-
President Z. A. Kaprielian, while the vice-presideucy for student affairs wasvacant.

Kaprielian then appointed William C. Himstreet, professor of business
communications, as executive director of student- administrative services. with
jurisdiction over the Admissions Office, Registrar's Office, and Student Aid
Office.

Himstreet's task, in part, was to help modernize the operations of the three
offices.

In January, shortly after Appleton took over, the three of were transfer-
red hack to the Student Affairs Division.
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Appleton, Kaprielian and Himstreet worked with Pamela H. Walborn, director
of the Student Aid Office, to improve record-keeping systems.

Second, Appleton said the university made better use of the appeals process
for federal funding.

Funds for federal supplemental grants, work-study, and direct loans are
allocated to states. State panels then reallocate the money to colleges and
universities. _

The California. panel originally allocated about the same amount to USC for
this year as it did for last year.

"We weren't satisfied with the amount, so we appealed to a federal panel for
higher levels of funding," Appleton said. The appeals panel included both
personnel from the San Francisco office of the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare and the Washington, D.C. headquarters.

As a result, the university was granted a higher level of funding for the
three programs.

The levels of funding we have now are more realistic and in line with student
needs," Appleton said.

Third. Appleton visited HEW's San Francisco office (one of ten regional
offices throughout the nation). and discussed USC's needs with field personnel
in the U.S. Office of Education.

"As far as I know, no one from the university has made such a visitat
least not in recent years," he said.

IIEW officials have visited the Student Aid Office twice since, and they have
given us increasingly favorable reports because of our management of the
office." Appleton said.

[Prom the Daily Trojan, Nov. 7,19731

USC SHOULD INCREASE STUDENT Am

The Daily Trojan urges the university administration to place the acquisition
of additional financial aid as a top priority in its planning because it is so crucial
to attracting and retaining top students.
. Last week ave urged such a move because of USC's present overdependence
on federal funds to assist students.

However, many key .pointa are omitted in explaining why the university's
financial support of students should not rely on the actions of President Nixon
pr Congress.

The amount of aid available is highly important in attracting top students.
Itt comparing student aid funds for 1972-73, we find Stanford University

pan offer much more of its own money$5.5 millionthan can USC, with only
$1.1

This is not flattering. The university's plan for academic improvements in
this decadeA Priority for the 70srecognized this problem and placed the
acquisition of an additional $1.5 million in student aid as its top fund-raising

-'This plan, officials in the Hubbard administration say, will be replaced by a
ciiinprebensive plan for the etennial. We hope student aid remains a top
priority in thatTlao, inn.

The university . should get the best students regardless of financial need.
We hope 9-,e Hubbard administration will place considerations* of student
quality above those of the budget : that is, to stop making the enrollment level
of the freshman class its chief concern.

l'S(' should not acquire i or strengthen) its image of a university in which
entrance tinted solely by the ability to pay.

This is not so, because about half of the student body gets financial assistance.
Iet it could easily become that way.

The amount of aid available is also highly important in retaining top
students.

A survey by the Office of Institutional Students shows that those who felt
they had no choice in leaving PSC cited financial difficulty as the primary
reason far their departure.

We think it's about time the administration made some serious plans for
student aid. Wedon't mean merely the allocation of money from tuition in-
creases to support studentswe mean the systematic acquisition of new funds
to attract and retain top students.
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[From the Daily Trojan, Nov. 13, 1973)

STUDENT AID ADVISEES PEEFOEM MANY DUTIES

Almost as important as the amount of money available for financial aid are
the services performed by the staff members of the Student Aid Office.

Because some $17 million in university, private and government funds is
distributed by the office $9.7 million controllable by the office itselfthe quality
of the staff can help (or hinder) a student in his financial planning.

"The scope and size of the student-aid program requires capable and experi-
enced staff members," a report to the University Planning Commission, Student
Life and Student Services, 1966-80, said in March, 1967.

What do these staff members do?
"I think the impression in the past was that most of the work was suited only

for clerk - typists, in which forms were typed up," Pamela II. Walborn, director
of the Student Aid Office, said in an interview in 1972. "That's misleading."

The staff members students are most likely to see, financial-aid advisers,
have two key functionsinformation and counseling.

Advisers tell students what forms of aid are available, how they can apply,
and the standards of qualification for programs.

"Our staff members are to know about all financial-aid programs, so that
when a student comes in to inquire about aid, one person can tell him about all
programs." Walborn said.

"It used to be that a student would have to see one person to get information
about scholarships, another person about loans, a third about work-study
programs. The student would have to make five trips before he got an answer
to everything."

It appears, however, that dissatisfaction still exists with the office's efforts
to inform students about programs.

"Interviews with students indicated that part of the dissatisfaction with the
Student Aid Office may stem from lack of or inaccurate information about the
aid programs as it does from the actual amounts available," a special report
of the Student Aid Committee said in June, 1972.

"Students are not regularly informed . . ,"
The office has tried to solve these problems by more publicity about student-

aid programs and the publication of a booklet, d Guide to Financial Jul at
USC.

Advisers also counsel a student about financial planningto help students
make their own decisions.

"The student is seen as an individual seeking a solution to a problem and as
worthy of our counsel and assistance," the 1967 report, Student Life and Student
Services, 1966-80, said.

"He is encouraged to state his problem and relate it not only to his immediate
circumstances but to a long-range plan with broader implicatiom for his
development as a person.

"While the practical problems of balancing, his budget are being worked mit.
he is also being made aware of the importance of planning ahead : of having-
an alternative course of action if his plan does not work out or if the goal
shifts ; of being responsible for his commitments ; of exerting his best efforts in
the accomplishment of his undertakings, and of establishing a priority of
values in managing his time and energy."

Florence Scruggs, the first director of the Student All Office. saw counseling
as a primary dutyone of her compensating joys for the "panic hour,: when
the days drew on and on."

"I would willingly set aside paper work which was important for the
opportunity to meet and counsel a student," she said in an interview in June,
1970. following her retirement.

"We have found in this office that the needs for financial help many times
were only a part of the problem.

"In interviewing students, we bare learned about family problems. and
personal problems that required a groat deal more help than we could give,
but we could refer students to the proper counseling resources on t he (.a

"And we undertook that as part of our job."
Yet students found the Student All Office increasingly impersonal. the

Student Aid Committee reported in june. 1972.
"This was a source of considerable frustration to the office shi ft'. who

seemed genuinely concerned with providing appropriate individual considera-
tion to all applicants," the report said.
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"The committee feels that the financial needs of students are bound up with
their educational and vocational future, and very often, with health and adjust-
ment aspects of their development.

Walborn, the current director, believes more financial aid advisers are-
necessary.

"The ratio now is maybe about 2,000 students to every staff member in terms-
of the programs on which we make decisions," she said.

"What happens is that there's simply no way we can spend an adequate
amount of time with students, helping them to solve their financial problems.

"We've got a good staff who are interested in students. But we've also got
about 200 students per day, and they're forced to wait long periods before they
can see an adviser.

"We may have to schedule appointments, which takes some of the informality
out of the office, but it will at least guarantee that students will see an advise."-

In addition to informing and counseling students about financial aid, advisers,.
along with the rest of the office staff, must joint in administering funds.

"They (the advisers) have to compile all the necessary formsapplications,
financial recommendations, and others. They have to determine whether the
student has financial need by doing need analysis," Walborn said.

"They are determining his grade-point average. the programs he is eligible,
forand there are maybe five different programs for which must students may
be eligible, so they have to determine which programs are best for himand
how to package such aid."

The process of packaging aid is crucial, she said
"What we do, simply because we have such a lack of funds, is that we have to

use as mueh of them as possible and package them in such a way as to stretch
them as far as possible to all the students," she said.

The 1967 report states further reasons for package aid :
"It is held that no student should receive total gift aid, no student should be

overburdened by loan commitments against his future income, and no student
should find it necessary to work beyond the point where his health or his aca-
demic survival is threatened."

The Student Aid Office staff's fourth major function is the coordination of its
records with other units of the university, particularly those also providing
services for students.

"The records of the Student Aid Office should he integrated with the univer-
sity's data-processing system. A continuing program of evaluation and researeh
should be initiated to provide information on the effectiveness of the program
and for administrative decision-making," the 1907 report to the University
Planning Commission said.

However, by the time of the Student Aid Committee's report in June, 1972, no
action had been taken.

"The committee recommends that a computerized record-keeping system he
developed . . This should eliminate needless duplication of effort, allow more
ready access, to information required to provide student services, and give the
administration a more efficient management-information system," the committee
report said.

A 'program to automate student records for the ..dmissions Office. Registrar's
Office and Student Aid Office is final!v "der ivur. However, it is estimated that
it will not be completed for two to five years.

rjallnun is aNvip.0 rs 4i,dent complaints.
apologize to all those students who (tame in this offiee and found it a fiasco.

It's been a frustrating year, because we moved at the wrong timebefore regular
registratioa--we reorganized ourselves, hopefully for the better. and We had
problems with the university computers," she said.

[From the Daily Trojan, Nov. 14, 19781

FINANCIAL AID DETERMINED TIIROVOII ANALYSIS OF NEED

The process is called need analysisand from it comes the determination of
how much financial aid a student. will get each year. if he gets any at all.

Because federal and state student-aid programs emphasize financial need
more than other factors. it is important to understand the role of need analysis- -
and whether students from the middle class are nnintentially excluded from aid.

A chapter in Student Life and Student Serrioes, 1966-80, a report to the Uni-
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verity Planning Commission in March, 1967, described the reason for need
analysis.

"Because the majority of undergraduates are financially dependent on their
parents, an assessment is made of the family's ability to contribute to the stu-
dent's education compared to the overall cost of attending a particular institu-
tion," the report said.

"The college or university then attempts to cover all or part of the difference
between costs and family resources by means of a scholarship, a loan, a job, or
a combination of these."

Student Aid Office staff members do the need analyses, with assistance from
the College Scholarship Service of the 'College Entrance Examination Board
and the American College Testing Service.

Both of these services are provided nationally. Most stmlents and parents are
familiar with them--overly familiar, because about this time every year. they
struggle to complete such forms as the Parents' Confidential Statement and mail
them to the processing service.

Why are these national agencies used?
"First, the federal government requires that students applying for financial

aid through it programs must have need analysis done under a set of nationally
stainlardized procedures," Pamela H. Walborn, director of the Student Aid Office,
said in an interview in 1972.

"These services satisfy that federal requirement."
But more importantly, the services can do a thorough job, Walborn said.
"They do a far, more adequate job of financial analysis than we could eve,

do with the limited number of staff members we have in relationship to the
number of students we must serve," she said.

The financial statement requests information about parents' income and
expenses.

It also asks information about parents' assets and liabilities.
Special information is asked of owners of businesses and farms, farm operators

and tenants, and self-employed professionals.
The student's own assets are taken into account, too.
From this information, parental incomes are adjusted, and the expected con-

tributions of the family to a student's educational costs are determined. The
differences are then taken into account by the colleges in determining how much
they can provide.

"Overall, I think it (need analysis) is the fairest way of determining need for
students," Walborn said.

However, because federal and state student-aid programs have increasingly
placed emphasis on need, a new problem has arisen.

In the report to the University Planning Commission in 1967, this problem
was discussed.

"Previously most private institutions selected recipients of undergraduate
scholarships from exceptionally bright applicants, and generally the aid was in
the form of an outright gift," the report said.

"The new government programs focus on able students who are eligible for
admission to a college and whose family resources are inadequate for their
education.

"The meshing of these two divergent programs requires adjustment and skill'
on the part of student aid directors . ."

But because of the university's dependence on federal and state funds for
student financial aid, it appears that financial need is now the dominant factor
in the determination of aid.

"Students from families with incomes beyond the $12,000 to $15,000 range
are now almost entirely excluded from four of the five (federal) programs,
financial need being the sole criterion and scholastic achievement having ab-
solutely no bearing," Gene I. Maeroff of The Yews York Times reported Sept. 4.

Because federal regulations limit much government assistance to students
from low-income families, students from middle-class families cannot get such
aid.

As tuition and the general costs of education increase, especially at private
universities such as USC, students from low-income families increasingly qualify
for financial aid. Middle-income families apparently do not.

"I and other financial-aid officers have told people from these national services
that the amounts of expected family contributions are way too unrealistic,"
Walborn said.
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"The consequences threaten polarization of the student body into high- and
low-income groups, 'with students from middle-income families depending more
on assistance from the Office of Student Aid to remain in school," the Student
Aid Committee said in a special report in June 1972.

But what if the university does not have enough in instithlional funds to help

make up the critical difference between family contributions and educational

costs?
This is a growing problem for Walborn and the Student Aid Office staff,
"The federal governments guidelines stipulate that aid must be given to the

neediest studentsbut who is the most needy? Inevitably, aid goes to those from
families with the lowest incomes," the director said.

"Our aid doesn't stretch far enough to meet the full needs of students. We

estimate that a student's costs will be about $4,500 (in 1972-73the figure is
about $4,750 now). We're lucky if we can meet half of that amount, and that
includes a loan of $1,000.

"If we can't find other resources by which 'we can provide scholarships, loans
and jobs, students must either drop out for a semester or more or transfer to
a University of California campus or one of the state colleges and universities
and some have already done so."

At the moment, only the Federally insured Student Loan Pregssm, under
which banks and other lending institutions offer loans at 7% interest, is open
to students from middle-clasS familiesat least on paper.

Much of the aid in other federal programs has gone to students from minority
groups because of their greater financial need.

In 1970-71, minority students were 10.6% of the population, the Office of
Education reported. They received 20.8% of the federal direct loans, 29.3(1 of
the work-study payments, and 37% of the raz.spplemental grants.

'Linder the Education Amendment of 1972, the Basic Opportunity Grants Pro-
gram was established.

In the older programs, students competed for the available money, and the
university was responsible for final decisions on awards, subject to federal
regulations.

However, the basic - grants program differs in that aid is channeled direetly
to the needy student, and that eligible students receive the same minimum
grants as students of similar need do.

Federal programs will continue to emphasize need, which will not help students
from midle-class families.

Some university officials hope more students will qualify for federal aid simply
because of increasing educational costs and diminishing family contributions.

Only time will tell, though.

[From the Daily Trojan, Nov. 27, 1973]

TUITION POLICY Is Focus OF PANEL'S MAJORITY REPORT

The majority recommendations of the Commission on Tuition and Fees are
limited to the university's tuition policy and do not consider its general financial
situation.

Three of the five majority recommendations deal solely with tuition, and a
fourth is concerned with long-range tuition policy.

In this respect, then, the majority recommendations differ from those in the
minority report, which deal with general university finances.

Roth reports are scheduled to be discussed Monday by the university Council.
A recommendation on tuition is expected to be made then.

Two of the recommendations in the majority report were passed easily at the
commission's final. meeting Nov. 8.

One of these urged the university to cope with cost increases by a combination
of better management and additional income from gifts.

The other urged the establishment of a permanent commission to determine
long-range tuition policy.

A third recommendationto limit revenue from student tuition to 40% of
total university income in 1974-75was passed, 7-5.

However, on one motion that included the critical recommendationsto
increase tuition by $7 per unit in 1974-75, or by $210 above the current tuition
of $2,700, and,to reinstate the flat rate for students taking 15 to 18 unitsthe
10 faculty and staff members and the 9 students on the commission were divided.
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seven commission members voted in favor of the increase, four voted againstit and three abstained. The other members were absent. None of the student
znembers voted in favor of this motion,

So the majority report includes two recommendations passed overwhelmingly
and three recommendations adopted by a plurality of commission memberS, nota majority.

The minority report was approved by all the student members. It is a minority
repQrt only in the sense that the students were outvoted on the critical recom-mendations.

It urges the University Council to defer a decision pending completion in the
.spring of the 1974-75 budget, when cuts might be made.

This is perhaps the major difference between the reports.In the adoption of the majority reportthe proposed $210 tuition increase
it was assumed that about $8 million in additional revenue would be needed in1974-75 to pay for new costs.

An increase of $210 would not generate that much money. It is estimated that
such an increase would produce about $4 million in new revenue. The rest of themoney, would have to be raised from other sources.

What are these increases in university costs on which the key majority rec-.omnicudation is based?
The administration has estimated the following minimum new expenses :

A general increase of 5.5% in faculty and staff salaries : $2.8 million.An increase in student financial-aid funds : $500,000.
Increases in externally imposed programs (mostly fringe benefits) andincreases for operations and maintenance : $1.9 million,
Price inflation on university purchases : $1 million.
Increases for personnel improvements, including the equalization of

faculty and staff salaries, offices for personnel and equal employment op-portunity, and the elimination of discrimination : $1.5 million.
However, these are not yet firm university commitments. Once an increase in-tuition is approved by the Board of Trustees, the additional revenue can beallocated by the university administration any way it chooses.
The administration has listed what Golin MacLeod, director of financial serv-ices, has called a more realistic estimate of increased costs for 1974-75about

.$12 million.
These would be distributed as follows f

General increase of 10% in faculty and staff salaries to catch up with
levels at other universities : $5 million.

An increase in student financial-aid funds : $1 million.
Increases in externally imposed programs : $2.3 million,
Price inflation on university purchases : $1.2 million.
Increases for personnel improvements : $1.5 million.
Academic-program improvement : $1 million.

An increase of $350 in tuition $12 per unit) was suggested. This would have
produced about $7 million of the estimated needs. However, the commission didnot vote for such an increase.

But it is possible that the Board of .Trustees could accept these higher esti-
mates, and may well increase tuition at least $300, despite final action by the
University Connti. If that happens, a major university crisis could occur,

In fall, 1972, the recommendation for an increase in tuition was $210, but the
figure finally approved was $240, for the current $2.700.

So the key majority recommendation this time could be discarded in favor of atrustee-imposed increase.
The other majority recommendations are less controversial.
The flat rate for tuition, which allows a student to take up to 15 units at the

regular rate of 15 units, was to have been eliminated under one of the commis-
sion's tentative recommendations adopted Nov. 1.

However, in the final vote Nov. 8. the commission retained the flat rate, because
its abolition would have added at least $180 per year to the tuition of many stu-
dents, since a regular academic load is 16 units per semester, not 15 units.

An estimated $2 million in revenue may be lost by the retention of the fiat rate,
the commission was told.

Another majority recommendation urged that the revenue from student tuition
should he limited to 40% of total university income in 1974-75.

This percentage has been reasonably stable since at least 1962.
A fourth majority recommendation urged the university administration to

'cope with cost increases through better management and increased revenue from

50
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The report did not elaborate on the first of this recommendation, except
to say that the administration should try to keep costs down.

Private gifts and grants totaled $18.8 million for 1972-73, more than the
original target of $15 million. This part of the majority recommendation urged
the administration to increase such gifts.

However, it is uncertain just where the increase above the $3 million already
proposedis to take place. Is it in last year's target of $15 million' Or last year's
result of 08.8 million? .

The final recommendation urges the establishment of a permanent commission
to study long-range tuition policy.

"The commission members felt that six weeks was not sufficient time in which
to make a thoughtful, detailed study of all the issues germane to the formulation
of a tuition policy," the majority report said.

"Its recommendations for 1974-75 tuition policy reflect a reasonable Band-
Aid solution to a complex problem. Sometimes critical information was either
nonexistent or unavailable."

The majority report said tuition was linked to the general financial situation.
"Inevitably, the setting of tuition rates will become inextricably involved with

the accountability for usage of these present and future tuition revenues" the
report said.

"To accomplish this task in a thoughtful manner requires an exhaustive ex-
amination and analysis of the relevant data as well, perhaps, as an assessment
of university priorities."

[From the Daily Trojan, Nov. 28, 1973]

STUDENT JOBS UNFILLED DESPITE U.S. FUNDING

The Student Aid Office has a new problem this yearapparently more part-
ti Me jobs are available than there are student applicants who qualify.

In the past, students have besieged the Office for such jobs, the earnings from
which pay the costs of their education.

In response to these needs, the Student Aid Office sought more money last
spring from the federal government to fund additional part-time jobs under the
Co liege Work-Study Program. It was successful in this effort.

Under the program, established under the Economic. Opportunity Act of 1964,
the federal government pays 70% of the wages of a needy student working in a
university office or an off-campus nonprofit agency. The university pays the other
30%.

Undergraduates this year may earn up to $2.75 an hour ; graduate students, up
to $3.50.

in 1972-73, the university received $332,250 from the federal government for
wages. and students earned a total of $454,976.

For this year, the university received more than twice as much as last year
$724,383and students are expected to earn $1,034,000.

However, despite the attempts of Ron Mills, the employment coordinator in the
Student Aid Office, to match as many student applicants as possible, many jobs
have been unfilled.

If this is the ease at the end of the year the Student Aid Office will have to
return unspent funds for the College Work-Study Program to the federal govern-
ment.

What may be (wen more damaging- to I'S(' is that its allocation for the program
in 1974 -75 could be cut drastically because it failed to spend all its money for
1973-74.

-We have been starved (of funds) for many years, and we couldn't meet stu-
dent demands for part-time jobs. Now we have the money, but apparently there
are no other students who want to help pay their own way through school," Mills
said.

"Next year we'll probably be starving again."
About 300 students here were earning money under the College Work-Study

Program in 1971-72 and 1972-73. With this year's increased funding, about 1,000
job opportunities are available.

Despite publicity in the Daily Trojan through news stories and half-page ads,
not tmough new applicants came in, Mills said.

"I guess we are already helping all of the needy students we can. I don't know
how else I can reach other potential job applicantsexcept to set up a table by
Tommy Trojan and advertise free money," Mills said.
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He will now consider part-time students for jobs.Mills did not know why more potential applicants failed to seek part-timework.
Like most federal programs, the College Work-Study Program is based on finan-cial need. The lack of such need is why some applicants were not accepted for theavailable part-time jobs, Mills said.
For years, the university has tried to develop a better program for part-time

work to supplement financial aid from scholarship and loans.
"The university's participation in the federal College Work-Study Program hasincreased the number of job openings for students who need the earnings fromsuch employment to continue their education," a report in March, 1967. StudentLife and Student Services, 1966-80, said.
"This type of aid was designed to stimulate and promote part-time work forstudents, preferably in jobs related to the student's educational objective."
However, the report, which was submitted to the 'University Planning Commis-sion. suggested an expanded program.
"This expansion should include contacts with alumni and staff visitations tobusiness and industrial organizations to promote a student work program whichwould be mutually beneficial," the report said.
A Priority for the 70s, the plan for academic improvements in this decade ap-proved in April, 1970, pledged that $1.5 million would be raised for scholarship:4,loans, and work-study programs.
The special report of the university's Student Aid Committee in June, 1972,

emphasized the necessity of plentiful part-time jobs for students.
The Committee endorsed an expansion of the job program, saying, "This ap-pears to be au excellent source of additional financial assistance."Pamela H. Walborn, director of the Student Aid Office, pledged such au expan-sion during an interview in 1972.
"We're going to spend a lot more time in developing jobs for students," shesaid.
Two other projects that will receive attention in the next few years will lie theacquisition of more donor scholarships and better coordination with alumnischolarship committees.
"We have about 300 donor scholarships for which we mist select special stu-dents; we have to match students with those funds." Walborn said.
"They may have to have a higher grade-point average. We have to report to thedonors on the progress of the students, their majors. their grade-point averages,

the number of units they take per semester, and so forth."
Donor scholarships are often restricted by a student's permanent residence,major, career objectives, class level, and extracurricular interests, among other-factors.
This matching process takes timetime that an overworked Student Aid Oflieestaff may not be able to take. This apparently was the case in mid-1972.
"Our investigation revealed a number of instanees of failure to comply with

donor regulations. Most appeared to be related to the excessive workload." the
Student Aid Committee said in its report.

"The committee was concerned that some of these situations clearly jeopardized
the continuity of funding. and in one, 9.:,..211able binds were not being utilized."

the acquisition of additional donor scholarships will probably require a more
thorough process of matching and reporting by the Student AM office staff.

Another major concern of the Student Aid Office will he better coordination
with the University Scholarship Alumni Interview Program-110 alumni eom-mittees in the United States that interview student applicants for admission and,schol a rships.

"Evaluators use recommendations from these scholarships committees indetermining financial need and respond to the connnittees as to what aid wasreceived." Walborn said.
The Student Aid Committee reported some dissatisfaction with the operationof the system.
"It appears that in a number of instances, the top-rated (mndate,: by the

alumni interview groups have not been awarded scholarships, while lower-rated
candidates have," the 1972 report said.

When this information becomes known by the local committee, it understand-
ably jeopardizes the continuity of the committee, whose members feel their work
is in vain, and reduces their potential as a source of additional financial aid."

"The committee views this situation as another example of the present staff's
inability to cope ;slat the work assigned to their office.. ..

GO
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"Occasionally they (alumni) may have been slighted ; in other cases, there has
not been enough time to provide sufficient feedback to alumni groups on financial
and scholastic eligibility requirements, with the result that their advice appears
to be ignored."

Since the report, special workships have been held so that alumni committee
members and university personnel can coordinate their efforts.

[From the Daily Trojan, Noy. 29, 19731

MINORITY TUPCION REPORT CALLS BUDGET EXCESSIVE

The minority report of the Commission on Tuition and Fees poses numerous
questions about the university's financial conditionquestions omitted from
the majority report because of its limited focus.

"It would be absurd to consider tuition and fees separately without an exam-
ination of the context under which they are levied," the minority report said.

Its primary recommendation urges the Univ°rsity Council to delay a decision
on an increase in tuition until the 1974-75 budget is completed in the spring.

At that time, the report said, the budget should be submitted to the commission,
Which would then recommend possible cuts.

"There are far too many questions of university expenditures, income and
management practicesparticularly the university administration's projected
increases in expenditures for the 1974-75 yearstill unanswered for us to
endorse the commission's recommendation at this time," it said.

The winority report was approved by the nine student members of the coin-
mission. Both it and the majority report, which recommends an increase of $210
in the current tuition of $2,700, are to be discussed Monday by the council.

"Students have the right to knoW just for what their tuition money is being
spent. . . We fear the commission's recommendation reflects the belief that in-
creasing student tuition is the most expedient and simplest solution to some very
Complex problems," the minority report said.

About a third of the 27-page report comments on proposed increases in uni-
versity expenditures for 1974-75estimates it calls needlessly high.

It commented extensively on proposed salary increases for faculty and staff
members.

"We realize that the university must offer salaries competitive with those of
other universities across the state and nation if it is to recruit and retain top
faculty and staff members," it said.

"Yet we seriously question the administration's planning in this vital matter."
The report asks why the administration failed to announce until Nov. 8 (the

commission's last meeting) that it was contemplating an increase of 10% in
salaries. It also asks if estimated funds will actually be committed to pay for
increases.

It criticizes the administration's implementation of such salary increases on a
nonsystematic basis. If a 10% increase for faculty members were granted. it
would follow reported average increases of 5% for 1971-72 and 3% for 1972-73.

It questions whether a 10% increase in faculty and staff salaries. increases for
equalization of salaries, and increases In fringe benefits are too much in one
year for students to bear.

The report also commented on increased expenditures for personnel im-
provement and the equalization of faculty and staff salaries.

"The university administration's proposals under this category are unclear at
best." it said.

"We support the concept of equal pay for equal work. But why did the adminis-
tration postpone such Improvements in women's salaries for years until pressure
from the women and the federal government . . . forced such action?

It urges the administration to state the exact allocation of funds for salary
equalization for 1974-75.

An estimate of $1 million for academic-program improvement was criticized in
the report.

"We want specific accounting by the administration on which programs the
money will be spent, and whether such money will really benefit classroom and
laboratory instructionor will, instead, benefit university administrators and
their staffs," It said.

The report said the allowance for price inflation appeared to be reasonable
in other major categories of proposed expenditures. The allocation for student
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financial aid was inadequate. and externally imposed costs alight be reducedthrough careful management, it added.
The report also stressed the need for a look at the programs in the currentbudget, as well as the proposed new expenditures for 1974-75.
"It (the administration) Should not assume that all expenditures are beyondquestion," the report said. "We believe the administration has failed to presentsufficient evidence that it has attempted to study such reduelions."
Another major section of the report discusses possible new sources of income.On increased student enrollment, the report said :
"Although we it( alize that the university budget is dependent on the levels of

enrollment ... we are primarily concerned with the maintenance of highstudent academic standards.
"We firmly believe that such student quality should always have a clear priorityover budgetary considerations."
On acquisition of private gifts and greAts, the report urged the administrationto step up its fund-raising efforts.
But it said, "We would like to call attention to recent trends in the nationaleconomy . . . Because of these trends, it may be far more difficult for the uni-

versity to raise money this year."
It also questioned whether the administration could top the $18.8 million

acquired in 1972-73, the second highest total in ITSC's history.
The report urged the administration to try to channnel all possible donationsinto unrestricted university funds instead of to donor-restricted projects.
It also asked that income be generated from new or expended auxiliary services,

extracurricular activities and innovative academic programs.
"We urge that work on such programs begin now so that future financial dif-

ficulties may be averted," it said,
Like the majority report, the minority report called for the establishment on apermanent panel to determine long-term policies on tuition and general finances.
"We believe, in fact, that such a panel should have been established several

years ago so that long-range planning could have been under way by now," thereport said.
"Therefore, hasty decisions . . . such as those forced upon the present commis-sion, could have been averted . . . the administration would not find itself in the

r)osi Hon of facing a suit by students "
It called for full disclosure of the budget and other financial data so that apermanent panel could make informed judgments.
It criticized the administration's handling of budgetary matters: "We do notconsider the university administration's crisis-management system its adequateplanning, and certainly not 'innovative management.' "

[From the Daily Trojan, Dec. 3, 19731

COUNCIL FACES CRITICAL TUITION DEBATE TonAy

In the debate about the majority and minority recommendations of the
Commission on Tuition and Fees, the key question it; whether the administration's
proposed new expenditures for 1974-75 justify an increase in tuition.

The University Council it:- expected to give its response to that question afterits meeting today at 4 p.m. in Upper Commons Lounge, It is expected to make
a recommendation to President John It. Hubbard.

The majority report, which recommends a $210 increase, assumes that at least $million in additional revenueand possibly up to $12 millionwould be needed in
1974-75 to pay for new costs.

Such an increase would produce about $4.2 million in new revenue. The restwould have to he raised from other sources.
The minority report, which recommends that no decision be made at t histime on an increase, accepts the need for some of these new expendituresbut

challenges the administration's cost estimates.
The report states the majority recommendations were fornuilated in an inade-quate amount of time and with Insufficient information about the universitybudget and finances.
ft urges that when the 1974-75 budget is completed in the spring, the

administration should submit it to the commission for review and recommendedcuts in expenditures.
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The Finance and Budget Committee of the Board of Trustees plans to meet
Thursday, and the University Council's recommendation is expected to be on the
agenda.

The full board will meet Dee. 12 and is expected to set the 1974-75 tuition then.
A senior administrator has said that if the University Council fails to decide the

issue today, the trustees could unilaterally set the tuition rate without the
council's adviceand that such an increase would be at least $300 above this
year's $2,700.

Although the trustees have complete authority to decide the rate, they might
well start a major crisis if they move to increase tuition by that much.

The University Council, though only an advisory body, serves as the chief
instrument of University governance, and represents students, faculty and staff.

If its advice on this issue is ignored, the council could face severe criticism as a
group without any influence on major policy decision.

The council's chief supporter. President Hubbard. could thereby lose, too.
Of the new expenditures proposcld f.G,r 1971-75, salary increases for faculty and

staff members constitute a major category.
Both the majority and minority reports agree such increases are needed if

the university is to recruit and retain top faculty and staff members.
The majority report offers several estimates. For a general raise of 5.5%, $2.75

million would be needed in 1974-75 ; for 7.5%, $3,75 million ; for 10%, $5 million.
If it is assumed that at least $8 million in new expenditures is needed in 1974-

75, $2.8 million is estimated for increases of 5.5%. If minimum needs are as-
sumed to be $12 million, then $5 million is estimated for increases of 10%.

The minority report questions why the administration did not announce until
Nov. 8 that it was contemplating a 10% increase.

It also asks if estimated funds will actually be committed in 1974-75 to
salary increases.

In 1971-72, faculty reportedly got a 5% increase ; staff, 3%. In 1972 -73, faculty
reportedly got a 3% ; staff, 1.5%.

The minority report questions the administration's commitment to such in-
creases said that apparently, students are being played off against faculty and
staff members.

It also criticizes the administration for declining to implement salary in-
creases in a stop-by-stop program, thereby easing the impact on university
finances, and asked who will get the increases.

Another major category of expenditurespersonnel improvements and salary
equalizationis assumed in the majority report to be 4.5 million for 1974-75.

These expenditures include a new personnel office, equalization of certain
faculty and staff salaries, elimination of discrimination against women, and
improved equal employment opportunity.

The minority report accepts the concept of salary equalization, but objects to
the administration's implementation of it in a nonsystematic manner. It also
says the administration should have acted sootier to eliminate inequities.

As for student financial aid, 'the majority report assumes an estimated mini-
mum of $500,000 (given $8 million in total new expenses) and an estimated
maxim= of $1 million (given $12 million).

The minority report says this allocation should be slightly higher, and that
perhaps not as much should be committed from the general budget for athletic
scholarships,

For improvsments in academic programs, the majority report assumes that if
$12 million is the total of new expenditures, $1 million should be estimated in
this category.

But the minority report. critical of the administration for inclusion of the
category only at the commission's final meeting, asks for a detailed justification
of such expenses.

The list of externally imposed commitments is estimated :n the majority
report from $1.9 million (given $8 million in new expenditures) to $2.3 million
(given $12 million).

This includes money for increases in fringe-benefit programs and for increased
costs of operation and maintenance, including utility rates.

Both reports agree that the estimated $1 million to $1.2 million in the majority
report for inflation on purchases, given an inflation rate of 6.5% to 7.5%, appears
to be reasonable.

The minority report urges a thorough review of current programs so that
possible reductions could be made in other than proposed new expenditures.

Other major topics discussed are university income and institutional reforms.
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The differences between the reports on these topics are less apparent, too,
except for university management.

Both urge the university to increase its income from sources other than
tuitionprivate gifts and grants, increased enrollment, and new and expanded
academic programs, auxiliary services and extracurricular activities.

The minority report, however, has some reservations about the current uses
of largely donor-restricted gifts, and the enrollment of additional students if
budgetary considerations are overly emphasized.

Both reports also urge the establishment of a permanent panel to develop a
long -range tuition policy.

The minority report more fully describes the composition and jurisdiction of
such a panel, and supports full access to budgetary and financial data and their
Public disclosure.

The reports also urge the administration to manage university resources more
effectively, although the minority report is sharply critical of the administra-
tion's performance.

The key majority recommendationthe $210 increasewas approved by seven
of the 19-member commission. Four voted against it, and three abstained. The
others were absent.

Only four of the nine student members voted against the increase, but the
fact that all approved the minority report indicates that no student support exists
for the increase as proposed in the majority report.

[From the Daily Trojan, Dec. 5, 1973]

NEW AID FUNDS CALLED VITAL

Despite the growth in USC's financial aid since the Student Aid Office was
established in 1961. the current director believes that the acquisition of more
funds for scholarships, loans and work-study programs is critical in the next
deride.

"I think it (acquisition) is almost vital to the university if it is going to
try and seek the top students. We're competing with other private universities
that have a great deal more money in terms of donor and universally funds,"
Pamela H. Malbom, the director, said in an interview.

"If we're going to compete adequately and bring top students at all or bring
students with financial need, something more is going to have to be done in a
large way."

That "something more" was the aim of A Priority for the 70s, the plan for
academic improvements in this decade that was approved by the Board of
Trustees in April, 1970. 1

Under the plan, the top fund-raising goal was the $1.5 million for scholarships,
loans and work-study programs.

President John R. Hubbard has said that A Priority for the 70s was merely
an interim step towards a comprehensive fund-raising plan for the university's
centennial in 1980.

In mid-1972, Walbom and Daniel B. Nowak, then the acting vice-president for
student afliairs, made a presentation to senior university administrators, urging
that new funds be raised.

"Time will Ml on what the result of that effort is." Walborn said.
"That's one of the programs on which the university must spend a great deal of

time and consideration. We must have additional funds, There's no question that
we need ita tremendous amount of new money.

"We're hopeful that the fund-raisers for the university will accept- this as one
of their priorities."

The needs, of course, are not new.
In a report to the University Planning Commission in March. 1907, Student Ltir

and Student Serrires, 1966--SO, large inereasey in student aid funds were projected.
"Based on present information and an interpretation of apparent trends, gift

and loan funds will be needed in an amount which doubles present resources."
the report said.

"Estimates show that all graduates and as many as one-half of the under-
graduates will be receiving some amount of these two types of support. or will be
working part time for the university. Many more will be employed part time off
campus."
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At the time the report was released, the Student Aid Office was administering
about $5.2 million from all sources. It now administers $17 million.

However, those totals include all funds from university, private and govern-
mental sources for undergraduate and graduate student aid.

The report argues the case for student aid :
"Two factors emphasize the importance of developing and maintaining a

strong student aid program:
"The increasing number of tax-supported institutions of higher learning in

California, and the commitment of the university to seek out talented students
from low-income families whose education might otherwise fall short of their
potential.

"An adequate student aid program can build a more diversified student popula-
tion because it removes, in large measure, the cost barrier in attending a private
university and allows a qualified student the opportunity to select a college or uni-
versity for other than economic reasons.

"The effectiveness of the program has been demonstrated by the large propor-
tion of aid recipients among those students who are achieving constructive student
leadership."

The university's Student Aid Committee isued a special report in June, 1972,
which reemphasized the need for additional student financial aid.

The President's Commission on Student Life in its own report of September,
1972, supported the recommendations made in the Student Aid Committee report.

"It's an almost impossible task the commission faced. It was forced to cover
the surface of the student aid problem because there wasn't enough time for it
to do so," Walbom said in 1972.

"It was limited merely to the endorsement of the Student Aid Committee re-
port, which recognized only the most immediate needs."

These particular needs were perceived because of the crisis in the Student Aid
Office in spring, 1972.

"The Office of Student Aid is administering an array of diverse financial-aid
programs which result in a significant's portion of the university's income, with
insufficient staff to handle the work in an appropriate manner," the Student Aid
Committee report said.

This year, the Student Aid Office staff was expanded slightly and given addi-
tional clerical assistance.

The funds controllable by the office increased from $5.7 million in 1972-73 to
$9.7 million in 1973-74.

Ths year funds from the general budget are $2.8 million, $850,000 for uni-
versity scholarships. (See story, this page.)

Federal and state funding continues to provide most of the money for the
Student Aid Office.

Many of the other funds administered by the Student Aid Office are restricted
by their donors.

In the 1970s, Walborn and the Student Aid Office will seek additional funds,
both restricted and unrestricted, to supplement funds from federal and state
programs.

If such institutional funds can he acquired, the Student Aid Office will then be
able to exercise more discretion in selecting recipients of aid, since federal and
state programs allocate funds to students mainly on the basis of financial need.

"It's obvious that our office really decides who attends I7SC, not the Admissions
Office," Walborn said.

She did not mean that financial considerations are actually taken into account
in the administrations process.

Instead, she meant that once a student is ac.-ypted for admission, the student's
abilityor inabilityto pay greatly influences his choice of a college.

Despite problems within the Student Aid Office, its goals remain those stated
in the 1007 report :

(1) Accurate and comprehensive information about opportunities for financial
assistance should be available and widely disseminated.

(2) The student-aid program should be highly individualized through financial
counseling. which will help make the student's educational experience produc-
tive and gratifying one, and encourage him to assume his responsibilities ns a
member of the university community and later as an alumnus.

(3) Sufficient funds should he provided so that any qualified enrolled student
with a legitimate financial problem may have some opportunity for assistance.

42-884----75-----5
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[Prom the Daily Trojan, Dec. 5, 1973]

Am FUNDS HIKED IN BUDGET

Student financial aid from the university's general fund this academic year
has been increased to 48 million, up from $2.4 million in 1972-73. This is an
increase of about 17%.

Funds for general university scholarships were increased from $774,900 to
$850,531, or nearly 10%. This was also the percentage of the most recent increase
in tuition, from $2,460 in 1972-73 to $2,700 this year.

Funds for teaching assistants were increased from $790,000 to $867,104,
also about 10% more than last year.

Athletic subsistence tuition was increased from $780,220 to $843,770. This
money is in addition to funds from three major support groups for intercollegiate
athletics.

Other programs in this year's general budget are trustee scholarships, $40.501.
up from $36,900; Martin Luther King scholarships, $8.100, up from $7,380; band
grants, $40,000, up from $29,184; fraternity advisers, $20,000, expanded from
$10,220; aid to law students, $171,226.

In addition to general-fund appropriations, the Student Aid Office was allocated
more than $600,000 Mr tuition grants.

These were $75.000 for Nat' mal Merit Scholars ; $100,000 in supplemental
funds for California State Scholarship renewal students ; $128,742 in supple-
mental funds for new state scholarship winners ; $200,000 for students in grad.
nate and professional schools.

The grants were new funds used for student recruitment and retention.
The total of new funds from the university was about $1 million.

Student Aid Office also got much more money from the federal government
this year$4.6 million, up from $2.1 million last year.

It got $522.420 from the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants Pro-
gram, more than double the $251,182 from the former Educational Opportunity
Grants Program.

It got $1.034,000 from the College Work-Study Program, also double the
$454,976 from last year. (These figures include the university's share of 30%
for student wages. The federal government actually contributed $724,383 this
year, $333.250 last year.)

The office also got an estimated $3 million from the Natimal Direct Student
Loan Program, up from last year's $1,4 million, This year's direct-loan funds are
expected to provide about $4 million in aid, as opposed to $2 million last year.

From the new Basic Opportunity Grants Program, the office received only
$45.000 This is expected to increase, however.

Total funds controllable by the Student Aid Office is $9.7 million this year,
as compared with $5.7 million last year.

(From the Dally Trojan, Dec. 11, 1973]

AID BILL CLEARS CONGRESS; NIXON VETO CALLED LIKELY

Congress has completed action on a key federal money bill that includes funds
for 'student financial aid in 1974-75. However, President Nixon is expected to
veto the bill because it appropriates much more than he requested in his budget.

By a vote of 85-3 Thursday, the Senate approved an appropriations bill for the
Departments of Labor and Health, Education and Welfare for 1973-74. The
total appropriation was $32.9 billion$1.2 billion more than Nixon':, requests.

The bill includes more than $1.5 billion in student financial aid, which will not
be actually spent until 1974-75%

Earlier, the House voted 371-33 to approve the bfll, which will allow the
President to impound $400 million from the appropriation, as long as no program
is cut by more than 5%.

The bill will not be sent to the President until a copy is enrolled, or prepared
formally for presentation. This may take a few days.

However, once the bill is presented to him, Nixon will have 10 days to sign it.
permit it to become law without his signature--or veto it.

No one can predict what Nixon considers the breaking pointand no one
knows whether a presidential veto of a bill in excess of such a limit would be
sustained in Congress. given Nixou's current troubles.
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The i tie is important to students, not only in how much they can expect to
receive. but also from which programs they can get aidand if they can get any
aid at all, because of differing standards for the programs.

It is also important because if federal funds are not approved scon, students,
parents and financial aid officers will have difficulty in making plans for the
1974-75 academic year.

Because an increase in tuition is probable for next year the federal funding
queston becomes even more critical to the university.

For many students, federal aid provides the only means by which they can
afford to attend 1.7SC. If this were to be reduced sharply, the university could
not come to the rescue.

Federal aid administered Oy the university in four separate programs totals
$4.t1 million this year. This does not include another $4 million in insured
loans of 7%, which are decided by banks and other lending institutions.

Pamela IL Walborn, director of the Student Aid (/ffiee, said in an interview
that her conversations with IIEW regional officials indicate that they expect a
veto.

Whether a veto would he overridden, however, would depend on the intensity
of congressional anger over WatergatP and related scandals she said.

President Nixon requested $31.9 billion Jan. 29 for Labor-IIEW programs.
The House approved $32.s billion June Di for such programs, $1.2 billion more
than the presidential request. The Senate approved $33.4 billion ()et. 4, $1.8
billion more.

Because the House and Senate versions differed the bill was sent Oct. 9 to a
j,)int conferetwo committee from which the compromise was reached.

Would Nixon sign the bill, anyway, and swallow the additional $1.3 billion?
"Sf, long as the Congress follows a responsible course in the passage of future

spending bills. I will cooperate in the spirit of partnership," Nixon said June 19
in signing three budget-authorization bills.

. let there III` no mistake abmit one fundamental point : If bills come
to tmy desk which ate irresponsible and would break open the federal budget,
for, ing in,re intla him upon the American people, I will vein them.-

on the other hand, he (lid sign a $19- billion appropriations bill in October for
the Department of housing and Urban I)evelopment, National Aeronautics and
Spare .1dministration. Veterans Administration, and other federal agencies.

Tlik was St31) million above the budget ropiest.
Looking closely at the stmlent-aid port hill of the Labor-HEW appropriation.

tumor differenees between the President's requests and the congressional versions
are apparent.

nosievcr. for the most part. the annmitts for student aid programs in 1974-75
will the line oil spen(ling, That means students should not expect major
increases in aid next ytar. except for the Basic Opportunity Grants Program.

President Nixon asked for $1.5 billion in student aid allocated in the following
manner million for basic grants. $27)0 million for the ('allege Work-Study
Program, $::10 million for the Federally Insured Student Loan Program, and $5
million for the National 1,11141 Student Loan Program.

Ho asked for nothing for the Supplemental Opportunity Grants Program.
IItuse version allocated $1.5 billion. too. but in a different manner : $140.5

million for basic grants. $210.3 million for supplemental grants, $70.2 million
for worn-study. $310 nilllitm for insured loans. $2.)3 million for direct loans.

"l'ho Semite version allocated slightly more mney--$1.7 billion. It ineludes
Sting willion filr basic grants and $:10 million for state student-incentive grants ;
other itrograms are funded as in tlw House version. The senate habit natty
ineveasf.s app1 )priati.11 huts passed by the House,

In comparison. the 1973 -71 amounts Were as follows : basic grants. $122.1
110.1114m : supplemental grants. $210.3 million: work-study. $270.2 million : insured
loans. S2 17) million: direct loans. $269.1 million $293 million with carryover
funds).

ltsC's share of 1973-71 funds; basic grants. $13.000; supplemental grants,
$7;22.-120 : stork- study. $1,031,00n ; direct loans, $3 million.

Congress passed the urgent supplemental aporopiathms 1)111 in April. allocat-
ing S',72 million in 1973 71 for four of the tive programs. This was the total of
President Nixon's requestbut vas not allocated in the manner lie desired.

Nixon sought $622 million for basic grants, $250 million for work-study and
nothing for programs.

Vonore,: tried to appropriate the money In itecordance with the requirements
of the Edneaticut Amendments of 1972. 1-hicli say that three current federal
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programs must be funded at minimum levels before basic grants can get any
money.

These are $130.1 million for supplemental grants, $237.2 million for work-study,
and $286 million for direct loans. Congressional critics said two of Nixon's
budget requests violated the law's provisions.

When he reluctantly signed the appropriations bill April 26, Nixon explained
his reasons for support of basic grants at the expense of other established
programs.

"Such grants would be made directly to needy students according to need.
in contrast to the current methodan outmoded, inequitable one, I thinkof
channeling student assistance funds to schools through state formula grants,"
he said.

Nixon urged the repeal of minimum-funding requirements, but to date he has
not been successful.

[From the Daily Trojan, Dec. 11, 1973]

N/XON Sit otim SIGN HEW Btu,

President Nixon should sign the appropriations bill for the Departments of
Labor and Health, Education and Welfare--which includes student aid funds
for 1974 -V-- passed by Congress last week.

I he decides to veto it, both the House and Senate should override his veto
without hesitation.

One reason for the quick approval of the Labor-HEW appropriations bill is
obvious.

If federal officials know how much they will have to administer in 1974-75,
they can tell college financial-aid officers throughout the nation exactly how
much they can count on.

This will permit students and parents to know how much in federal funds
they can expect next year, which will allow better planningespecially in view
of another certain increase in tuition for next year.

However, President Nixon should sign this bill not only because it will permit
the quick and orderly allocation of more than $1.5 billion.

The other reason he should sign the bill is that he must recognize the role
of the Congress in the determination of national priorities.

The bill, calls for $32.9 billion$1.3 billion more than presidential requests.
Furthermore, student-aid funds are allocated largely for older, already-tested

programs, instead of a relatively new basic grants program.
On both counts, Congress has determined priorities well.
We believe such social programs should get more emphasis than President

Nixon has given ; we also believe that funding for the older student-aid programs
should be continued, instead of curtailed.

If the President should veto the bill (H.R. 8877) and claim that his huge
mandate in the 1972 election justifies the reduction of such programs, Congress
should swiftly override that veto.

In 1972, the voters did not elect members of Congress to dismantle all the
social programs of the modern eraonly those they determined did not work.

Such is not the case with federal student-aid programs.
President Nixon should also check the latest poll by Lou Harris, which sug-

gests that public confidence in Congress is greater than that in the White House.
Students and parents must write to the President and tell him to sign the

appropriations billand if he vetoes it anyway, to urge their representatives
and senators to override the veto.

It would be a tragedy if we left the determination of national priorities to
one person's decision.

[From the Daily Trojan, Dee. 14. 19731

CHANCES GOOD FOR AID BILL

The chances appear to be good for a congressional override of a possible presi-
dential veto of a key bill that includes $1.5 billion for student financial aid in
1974-75.

President Nixon may veto the appropriations bill for the Departments of
Labor, and Health, Education, and We ll'a re. approved by ('ongress last week,
because it totals $32.9 billion$1.3 billion more than the President requested.
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On the other hand, both the House and the Senate passed the bill by far more
than the required two-thirds majorities, both in the bill's original forms and Jut
the final compromise version.

The Senate voted 85-3 to approve the appropriations bill. The House passed it
earlier, 371-33.

Furthermore, Nixon would probably not want to risk his remaining support in
Congressgreatly reduced because of Watergate and related scandalsto muster
votes to sustain a veto if he is going to lose.

Both the House and the Senate recently overrode Nixon's veto of the act limit-
ing the extent of presidential war powers.

Ho Weyer, of nine vetoes this year, six have been sustained, one overridden, and
two have yet to be voted on.

HEW officials expect a veto of this appropriations bill, Pamela H. Wa lbonf,
director of the university's Student Aid Office, has said.

The House, where the bill originated, will be the key battleground.
But Nixon's former chief lieutenant in the House, Gerald R. Ford, can no

longer help round up votes to sustain vetoes. Ford is now the Vice-President.
The National Student Lobby plans to join with the National Coalition for

Full Funding of Education Programs and the Coalition on Human Needs and
Budget Priorities to put pressure on Congress to override the expected veto.

The House Appropriations Committee held hearings on Labor-HEW requests
in mid-March. On June 21, it sent to the floor a bill appropriating $32.8 billion
for t 11(.11 programs.

The hill was finally passed, 347-5S. on June 26.
However, two key votes in the House may influence President Nixon's deci-

sion to sign or veto the bill.
The House rejected (213-1$6) an amendment offered by Rep. Robert H.

Michel (R-Ill.) to cut $t131.(; million from the bill. The motion, had it succeeded,
would have still left the bill some $600 million more than Nixon requested.

The House also rejected ( 219-186) Michel's motion to send the bill back to
the connnittee with instructions to cut $631.6 million.

Neither vote, however, amounted to a two-thirds majority.
Would President Nixon veto a budget-breaking bill and gamble that the

necessary two-thirds majority to override his veto would not materialize in
the House, given those two key votes?

Significantly, the votes were taken in Junenot in December. A different
political climate exists in Washington.

If the bill is vetoed, and the veto can be overridden in the House, the veto
would he easily overridden in the Senate.

The Senate Appropriations Committee sent to the floor a $33.4-billion bill
Oct. 2. Several senators had indicated their intentions to amend the bill and
add $4.5 billion to $5 billion.

However, Mike Mansfield (P- Mont.), the Senate majority leader, and Warren
G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate subcommittee on Labor-HEW
appropriations, warned that adding $5 billion to the bill would assure a veto.

Surprisingly, Sen. Norris Cotton (R- N,H.), ranking minority member of
Magnuson's subcommittee, told the Senate he would urge au override. Cotton
is a conservative.

"I want to send a bill to the White House that lie (Nixon) will sign, and if he
does not sign, a bill on which we can override the veto," Cotton said.

The Senate passed the bill Oct. 4, 79-9.
The House and Senate versions of the bill then went to a joint conference

committee, from which the compromise version of $32.9 billion emerged last
week.

Of five Nixon vetoes on Labor-HEW appropriations bills, only one has ever
been overridden.

[From the Daily Trojan, Jan. 8, 1074]

NIXON SIGNS STUDENT Am BILL

President Nixon has signed a key bill that will provide $1.6 billion in student
financial aid for the 1974-75 academic year.

The funds were part of an appropriations bill for the Departments of Labor
and Health, Education and Welfare for 1973-74. The total appropriations was
.$32.9 billion$1.3 billion more than Nixon requested.
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The money is divided as fellows :
Basic Opportunity Grants Program, $500 million ; Supplemental Opportunity

Grants frogram, $210.3 million ; State Student Incentive Grants Program,
.$20 million ; College Work-Study Program, $270.2 million ; National Direct Stu-
dent Loan Program, $293 million ; Federally Insured Student Loan Program,
$810

This is believed to be the first time in the five years of the Nixon adminis-
tration that Labor-HEW funds have been approved without a prolonged struggle
between Nixon and Congress.

In comparison, here are the totals for 1973-74.
Basic grants, $122.1 million ; supplemental grants, $210.3 million ; state grants,

nothing ; work-study, $270.2 million : direct loans, $269.4 million, and with
carry-over funds, $293 million ; insured loans, $245 million.

Federal aid administered by USC in four separate programs totals $4.6
million this year. This does not include state grants or $4 million in insured
loans or 7%, which are determined by banks and other lending institutions.

Students here can generally expect their federal aid to remain at the same
levels or possibly even decrease, although individual circumstances will vary.

This is because three of the major programssupplemental grants, work-
study, and direct loanswill be funded in 1974-75 at the same levels they were

s for this year.
Yet because of the $210 increase in tuition next year, more students will

qualify for the federal funds that USC will administer.
The basic-gradts program may prove to be of additional help, however,

although USC students did not get much this year.

[Prom the Daily Trojan, Jan. 8, 1974]

Only $45,000 was allocated to USC students this year from the $122.1 million
nationally in the basic-grants program. This may be attributed to the late
funding of the programtoo late for many college-bound high school seniors to
apply.

More applicants are expected this year for the $500 million available. in 1974-75.
In a letter to President Nixon, two officials of the National Student Lobby said

they were pleased with his decision to sign the bill.
"Although the increase does not completely keep pace with inflation, the costs

of expanded eligibility for aid among students at newly eligible. institutions, or
financial need as determined by the Office of Education, the signing of the hill in
advance of this spring's financial-aid decisions will prevent the chaos that
occurred last spring," they said.

Arthur Rodbell, executive director of the lobby, and Willis Edwards, who heads
the hoard of directors, signed the letter.

In five years, Nixon has vetoed five Labor-HEW appropriations hills. Only one
was overridden by Congress.

At least three bills were vetoed because they appropriated inure than Nixon
wantedthoUgh less than this bill did.

Why, then, did this bill get Nixon's approval?
Although no one mentioned the impact of Watergate and related sea !vials on

President Nixon's position in dealing with Congress. some effects were evident.
The bill was passed in both the House and Senate by far more than the required

two-thirds majorities, both in its original forms and in the final compromise
version.

By a vote of 347-5S, the House approved $32.8 billion for Labor-HEW programs
June 26. By a vote of 79-9. the Senate approved $33.4 billion Oct. 4. A compromise
version of $32.9 billion was agreed upon by House and Senate conferees Nov. S.

The conferees added a provision to the bill that would allow the President to
impound $400 million from the appropriation, as long as no program is cut by more
than 5%.

Three top administration officials- -Roy L. Ash, director of the Office of Man-
agement and Midget ; Melvin R. Laird, Nixnn's counselor for domestic affairs ;
Caspar 'W. Weinberger, HEW secretary took part in the negotiations.

Even with the impoundment provision, the hill would still he $1 billion more
than Nixon requested. bid a key Republican senator said it would be satisfactory
to the Nixon administration.
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"I am satisfied that, for the first time in years, we have as near an agreement
(as possible) on the part of the White House." Sen. Norris Cotton (R.-N.H.),
ranking minority member of the Labor-HEW appropriations subcommittee,
said Dec. 6.

The compromise version was finally approved Dec. 5 by the house, 371-33,
and Dec. 6 by the Senate, 85-3.

Another reason for the signing of the bill is that various groups put additional
pressure on Congress and President Nixon to agree quickly on funding levels.

Under the law authorizing higher-education programs, most student aid funds
for one year are supposed to be enacted in the preceding year, so that financial-
aid officers can plan wisely.

However, because Congress and President Nixon have had so many prolonged
fights over HEW appropriations, students, parents and financial-aid officers
have had to wait for months until the disputes were resolved.

Gerald L. Warren, Nixon's deputy press secretary, said the President wanted
to avoid another prolonged battle that would leave Labor-HEW programs in
uncertainty.

[From the Daily Trojan, Jan. 10, 1974]

AID OUTLOOK TERMED GOOD

Funding for student financial-aid programs is in fairly good shape for the
1974-75 academic year, Pamela H. Walbom, director of the Student Aid Office,
said Wednesday.

Following congressional passage in December of an appropriations bill for
the Departments of Labor and Health, Education and Welfare and presidential
approval, HEW regional panels will begin soon to allocate more than $1 billion
to the nation's colleges.

Walborn said the early enactment of the bill and early allocations by HEW
would permit the Student Aid Office here to notify first-time and continuing aid
recipients of their awards by April 24, and in many cases, much sooner.

"I think our totals will be about the same, although since 10% more institu-
tions are competing for the same federal funds, we may lose a little bit,"
Walborn said.

Last year, the student-aid appropriations for the 1973-74 academic year were
not approved until the end of April.

Most federal aid programs are supposed to be forward-funded--that is, money
appropriated in one year is to be spent in the following year.

However, budget battles between the Nixon administration and Congress
delayed appropriations until the last minute.

"Congress gave us a nice surprise this year," Walborn said, not only becau.se
of the timing of the appropriation but also because the programs that were
funded.

Earlier in the year, she feared that the Nixon administration's determination
to eliminate two federal programsat the expense of a new Nixon program
would cause the university to lose up to $3.5 million.

However, Congress continued to provide funds for the Supplemental Opportu-
nity Grants Program and the National Direct Student Loan Program, at the
same levels as this year,

At the same time, it provided only $50() million of Nixon's request of $959
million for the Basic Opportunity Grants Program, which Walborn called "a
colossal mess."

"The processor hasn't even printed applications for 1974-75. And the money
isn't all being used this year," she said.

As of mid-November, the College Entrance Examination Board reports, less
than half of the $122.1 million appropriated for basic grants had been committed
to qualified students.

Walbom said many freshmen have applied now for basic grants for this year.
She has asked that all incoming freshmen apply for basic grants, as well as

current freshmen.
Walborn has also asked for a 7% increase in the budget for university scholar-

ships for 1974-75, which would keep pace with the planned $210 increase in
tuition.

"I'm pretty sure that we will get that budget increase," she said.
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[From the Daily Trojan, Feb. 7, 1974]

AID ALLOCATIONS FACE CHALLENGE

President Nixon has asked for some $2 billion in student aid funds to be spent
nationally in 1975-76, but the manner in which he has allocated the funds is
certain to be challenged by Congress again.

In the budget he submitted Monday to Congress, Nixon seeks $1.3 billion for
the Basic Opportunity Grants Program, $250 million for the College Work-
Study Program, and $430 million for the Federally Insured Student LoanProgram.

However, he asked only $6 million for. the National Direct Student Loan
Program and nothing for the Supplemental Educational Opportunity GrantsProgram.

Although these funds are included in the budget for the year starting July 1,
the money is actually spent the following year.

Those who are sophomores now will be affected most by the expected battle
between Nixon and Congress over the allocation of federal student aid funds,
because the dispute will be over the level of funding in their senior year.

Excluding insured loans, USC students are receiving a total of $4.6 million
from federal aid programs in the current academic year.

"I have a very negative reaction to what President Nixon is proposing this
year," Pamela Walborn, director of the Student Aid Office, said in a telephoneinterview.

"I don't think his proposals would be a success in any waynot unless the
basic grants program performs much better than it has so far."

The basic grants program was enacted in 1972 and funded for the first time
last year.

Money is still available from the $122.1 million appropriation for 1973-74 so
that students who have not attended college before April, 1973, may apply for
basic grants. The current maximum is $452 per student.

"We are encouraging students to apply for that money, but as for next year
(1974-75), the applications for that program haven't been printed yet," Walborn
said. "It's in bad shape."

Under the basic-grants program, money is channeled directly to needy students,
currently to those from families with under $12,000 in income. Applications are
determined by a processing service under federal contract.

This differs from such programs as supplemental grants and direct loans,
which are administered by educational institutions. Financial-aid officers select
the recipients according to need.

President Nixon tried last year to end supplemental grants and direct loans
(which curry 3% interest) in favor of a formula combining grants, insured
loans (which carry 7% interest) and work-study jobs.

Last year, he asked for $959 million in basic grants, $310 million in insured-
loan interest subsidies. and 5250 million for work-study, but only $5 million for
direct loans and nothing for supplemental grants.

But Congress refused to go along with this. Instead, it passed $500 million
for basic grants, $210.3 million for supplemental grants, $293 million for direct
loans, $270.2 million for workstudy, and $310 million for insured loans.

Nixon signed the bill Dec. 18. That money will be spent in the 1074-75
academic year, and the Student Aid Office is waiting for panels of the Depart-
ment a Health, Education and Welfare to determine what USC will get.

Walborn is confident that Congress will force Nixon to compromise on aidfunding once again.
"I suppose these budget proposals are based on the assumption that he'll be

serving the rest of his term," she said in apparent reference to the impact of
the Watergate scandals.
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STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
(Miscellaneous)

FRIDAY, JUNE 14, 1974

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMIP.TEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

The subcommittee met at 9 a.m., pursuant to call in Miami-Dade
Junior College auditorium, Miami, Fla.

Hon. William Lehman, presiding.
Present : Representative Lehman.
Staff members present : Al Franklin, majority counsel ; Elnora Teets,

clerk; John Lee, minority counsel.
Mr. LEHMAN. This session of the Special Subcommittee on Educa-

tion of the House Education and Labor Committee will come to order.
Before we call the first witness, I wish to thank Chairman James

O'Hara for directing the subcommittee to hold these hearings in the
13th Congressional District which houses so many fine institutions of
higher learning.

The testimony in this hearing will go into the record on which will
be based the decisionmaking process of this committee in regards to
financial aid to students for higher education.

The witnesses today who will testify will be instrumental in helping
the subcommittee members, as I said, to help the middle income fam-
ilies and the young people of middle income families have a better
chance to get the kind of financial assistance they need in order to
oomplete their college education.

As we know, there have been longstanding programs for eco-
nomically deprived young people, and of course the children of very
affluent families do not have a serious problem in pursuing studies
in higher education. But in the last few years the middle, income
family and the young people from middle income families have
been 'caught in a bind between the rising cost of education and insti-
tutions of higher learning and the pinch of inflation.

We're threatened with the probability that our college campuses
will not longer see, the mass of people in their institutions from so-
called middle America, and of course our subcommittee and I
feel that there really should he no substantial financial barrier to
higher education, regardless of income, social position and any other
consequence. There should be no roadblocks to a person seeking the
opportunity to acquire a higher education, not only for the person
themselves, but for our whole political, social, and economic society
which so badly needs the kind of trained people and the kind of
input from all segments of our society.

(69)
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I would also like to bring to your attention that one of the factors
to be taken into consideration is the new majority age of 18 and how
it will affect the ability and capacity for young people to go to college.
and 'responsibilities that these people will have and their families
will have in regards to this.

There are many other problems, and many of them will be com-
mon to all of the witnesses who appear here today, and we would be
interested in hearing any problems that you would like to discuss at
this time.

Before I would go any further I would like to introduce the
counsel for our subcommittee, Al Franklin, and then I would like for
Al to introduce the other members of the staff of the committee that
are here with us today.

Mr. FRANKLIN. To my left is Elnora Teets, who is the clerk of the
Special Subcommittee on Education, and on the far right is Mr.
John Lee, who is here representing the minority, the Republican
members of the committee.

Mr. LEHMAN. John, would you like to make a statement for John
Dellenback, the ranking minority member who was very anxious to
be here, but also several days ago told me he couldn't make it?

Mr. LEE. Thank you.
This committee has been working very hard for the last few

months and will continue to do so to rewrite title. IV of the Higher
Education Act, which outlines the major financial aid programs.

We're looking forward today to getting your input so that we can
better look at those problems and those issues and the primary
changes. I can assure you I'll go back to Mr: Dellenback and let him
know what you're concerned about and hopefully, some of the resolu-
tions that you can provide for us.

Mr. LEHmAN. Thank you, John.
Now, we've held many days of hearings on this matter in Wash-

ington. Both Chairman O'Hara and myself thought it would be a
good idea to get testimony not just from the people who are able and
willing to come to Washington, but from areas of the country where
the problems really are and really exist.

I think that's an important. part of getting the facts and the avail-
able information that we're going to need to continue this process
and arrive at the proper decision.

Without further ado I would like to call our first witness and my
old boss when I was working for this school, Dr. Peter Masiko. presi-
dent of Miami-Dade Community College.

Dr. Masiko and the other witnesses,,you're free to either rend the
statement as it appears or you can smnmarize it. but in either respect
the statements in complete form will appear as part of the testimony.

STATEMENT 01' DR. PETER MASIKO, PRESIDENT, MIAMI-DADE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, ACCOMPANIED BY DWAYNE HANSEN.
VICE PRESIDENT, AND TOM McFARLAND, DIRECTOR OF FED-
ERAL AND STATE RELATIONS, MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

Dr. MAsrgo. Thank you, C011;TOSSMall Lehman.
I am Peter Masiko. nresident of Miami-Dade Community Col-

lege. I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before you
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today and present our views on the Federal student financial aid
programs.

First, I would like very much to extend my appreciation and con-
gratulations for the outstanding contribution which you personally
have made to the work of the House Subcommittee on Education and
which the comittee itself has made in the Education Amendment Acts
of 1972.

This very comprehensive and farsighted legislation established the
basis for resolving many institutional problems, including the pro-
vision of needed funds for higher education.

The funding, however, has been appropriated for only a portion of
the program authorized by the legislation. The act assured an appro-
priate balance of student nancial aid programs by requiring the con-
tinuation of institutional-based programs which complement the basic
education opportunity grant program and the guaranteed student
loan program.

The launching of the basic grant program for the current academic
year was not too successful as only 3 percent of the students estimated
to be qualified submitted applications for these grants.

Had you yielded to the pressures to limit student financial aid to
basic grants and the less successfulor less than successful guaran-
teed student loan program, most financially needy, students would
have been denied higher education during the academic year.

Your persistence in carrying out the intent of the amendments of
1972 by including funds for the national direct student loans and the
supplemental education opportunity grants programs assisted very
substantially in meeting the increased cost of education and the
widening gap between cost and family resources.

In your committee deliberations to appropriate funds for the fiscal
year 1975, we urge you to continue your resolve to withstand pressures
to eliminate the institutionally based programs, the SEOG and the
NDSL.

We would like to recommend for your consideration appropriation
minimums of the following: $230 million for the supplemental edu-
cational opportunity grants, $400 million for the national direct stu-
dent loans, $420 million for the college work study programs, WO
million for the basic educational opportunity grants under which
freshmen, sophomores, and juniors would be authorized basic grants.

Congress has taken steps to improve the acceptability of the basic
grant program, but we believe that further modification is needed to
assure substantial increases in student applications, and I would rec-
ommend that the present, I3EOG family contribution schedule be
abandoned.

The separate family contribution schedule, required for the basic
grant program, is not an equitable financial need assessment. Instead,
I suggest the use of the need analysis systems of the American college
testing program and the College Scholarship Service. Both systems
have been proven through years of research and implementation,
and both the ACT and CSS r ystems meet the basic criteria of the Edu-
cation Amendments of 1972.

Students' financial needs could be best. served by compatible anal-
yses for basic grants and college-based programs. The elimination of
the dual application process which is troubling to students, parents,
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and the educational institutions, could resolve the major problem we
have encountered with the 1EOGthe majority of eligible students
are not applying despite extraordinary efforts on our part and by our
financial aid administrators to encourage students to make application.

Earlier this year, Congress did an excellent job in correcting the de-
ficiences and misconceptions involving the guaranteed student loan
program. The elimination of the needs test, where adjusted family
income is below $15,000, together with the clarification of congressional
intent to provide loans for middle-income families should result in
substantial increases in guaranteed student loans for next year.

When you consider education amendments for 1974, I recommend,
No. 1, an administrative expense of 1 percent be authorized to reim-
burse institutions for the greatly increased workload of financial aid
administrators.

No. 2, an increase in the Federal interest subsidy to 11 percent to
provide incentive for banks to participate.

In your deliberations for fiscal year 1975, I also recommend that you
consider reimbursement to institutions for the added administrative
burden of the basic educational opportunity grant program. The
administrative workload for this program is often greater than for
traditional programs such as the SEOG and NDSL. The traditional
administrative expense of 3 percent, however, would be an acceptable
reimbursement.

There is probably no Federal assistance program which is more effec-
tive than the college work-study program. It helps the student pay
educational costs. It provides worthwhile work experience, frequently
in the student's academic field, and assists institutions and oft-campus
employing agencies in providing additional services.

Seldom has a Federal program done so much for so many students.
We would, however, recommend one modification to the college work-
study program. We suggest that institutions be given the authority to
carry over up to 10 percent of an allocation to the succeeding fiscal
year, or to utilize up to 10 percent of the allocation for the succeeding
fiscal year to meet current year obligations.

Since it is very difficult to estimate precisely the total earnings of
each student awarded work-study employment, there is risk of a
surplus which results in loss of funds to the institution and students,
or excess earnings which must be paid by the institution from its own
funds, which could cause unnecessary hardship on most institutions.
Allowing for a 10-percent shift of funds between fiscal years would
greatly improve utilization of college work-study funds for all
institutions.

We also propose an amendment to the national direct student loan
program to authorize the transfer of up to 10 percent of an institu-
tional allotment of NDSL funds to college work-study program, the
SEOG, and vice versa.

The same rationale exists for NDSL as for the current authority to
transfer the college work-study program and the supplementary
grants. The applications for funding of these programs are prepared
and submitted prior to knowledge of appropriation levels.

Subsequent variations in funding levels among programs destroy
the packaging logic utilized in preparing the original institutional
application. The availability of other forms of assistance also varies
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from year to year and month to month. Thus, the ability to transfer
a limited amount of funds among the three campus-based programs
would, permit the aid administrator to adjust for such variations and
utilize the total Federal allotment in the most effective and efficient
manner.

These modifications in [Federal student financial aid programs
should resolve some institutional problems and should further the
objectives of Congress in the Education Amendment Act of 1972.

Certainly the basic grant, the guaranteed loan, and the college-
based programs will provide the funds for more students to attend
institutions of higher education, including large numbers c' .:,udents
from low income or disadvantaged backgrounds.

In asking institutions to assume a major public responsibility, to
help lower income students go to college, the Congress provided for
cost-of-instruction grants to reimburse institutions for part of the
added costs.

Funding of the cost-of-education section of the Amendment Act
of 1972 should have a high priority for fiscal year 1975. The eight
college associations which represent most institutions of higher educa-
tion in the United States are in strong agreement that at least $200
million should be appropriated for the cost-of-education program.

I would be remiss if I neglected to mention the exceptional amount
of education provided by community colleges for each Federal student
aid dollar. Community colleges enroll approximately one-third of the
undergraduate students and more than 50 percent of all freshmen.

Yet in the current fiscal year only 12.9 percent of Federal student
aid was allocated for students enrolle in 2-year colleges. To put. it
another way, we have a very strong feeling that there's no better stu-
dent aid than low or no tuition.

In conclusion may I again congratulate the subcommittee on its
contribution to the far reaching legislation contained in the Amend-
ment Act of 1972 and subsequent modifications. I would urge you to
proceed in carrying out the intent of that act by asking the Congress
to appropriate the funds to assure the implementation of the provi-
sions of that act.

Thanes you very much for the opportunity to appear before the sub-
committee, and we were very pleased to serve as hosts for this hearing
this morning. Thank you.

Mr. Litnetniv. Dr. Masiko, your testimony was excellent, and I can
just see myself now working with other members of the committee
and the staff to try to include some of your recommendations in the
legislation we're working on.

I have some questions of my awn, but first I would like to start with
Mr. Franklin to see if he has some questions he would like to ask you.

Mr. FRANKLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Masiko, thank you very much for your statement. It is going

to be extremely helpful to us. You addressed all the issues that are
before us.

I wonder if I could get in some greater detail some information
about your experience with some of these programs. I take it that since
this is a community college a fairly large percentage of your students
work while they're attending school.

Dr. Mitsixo. That's true, yes, sir.
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Mr. FRANKLIN. Do almost all of them do that?
Dr. MAsmo. Do we have a hard figure on that, Tom?
Mr. MCFARLAND. We have a figure of about 10 percent working in

college and offcampus agencies.
Dr. MAsnio. No, I'm talking about just college work-studid
Mr. MCFARLAND. That was the next point. W don't, have a figure

on employment in the community.
Mr. ITANsEN. Close to 75 percent of our students are involved in

some type of employment while they're going to school.
Dr. MAsmo. I think it might be of interest to the committee that

we have a board policy which waives our local fees for all students
whose families are in the federally defined poverty classification, and
well over 2,000 of our students are in that category.

So in addition to all the other programs that we have, the college
itself provides its stimulation to get students into the community
-college. It's a very effective aspect for our total aid program.

Mr. FRANKLIN. What would a typical aid package be for students
from such a fain ily ?

I)r. AfistKo. Well, we have the representatives from all the cam-
pulses. There may be a little difference in the experience. If I may call
on some of our financial aid experts for the members of the committee,
I would like to do that, or, Tom, if you feel qualified to answer that.

Mr. MCFARLAND. This of course would vary appreciably, and as I)r.
Masiko made on the point on the basic educational opportunity grant,
this has resulted in a considerable change in our packaging.

For next year for example, our maximum would be $875 under the
cost of" criteria. Now, we might have that plus a job. That would

probably about cover most of the individual's needs for two long
terms.

If, however, and this would be the case with many. he's not qualified
for the basic educational opportunity grant, we might have a tuition
waiver or we might have a need scholarship which is Miami-Dade
contributed. We might have a job totalling $2,2(H)iswould be
about maximum. Actually, $2,295 is our cost figure for three terms.

Now, I could give you all other combinations. because I haven't
mentioned national defense student loans. Our philosophy is thnt we
will emphasize self help in addition to grants, and if the individnal
is qualified for the basic educational opportunity grant, then we pre-
fer matching this with the job on the college work-study program.
Two of these will about take care of the needy student's requirements,
but then if for sonic reason he can't workhe or she cannot work, then
we could fill out tlie other half of that package with another grant
and a national defense student loan. Those are some of the, examples.

Dr. AfAsiko. Mr. Chairman, we try to operate on the philosophy
that no eligible student in the count-3,- would be denied admission to
Miami-Dade because of lack of finances. Now, this is a fine .concept,
and I think we're reasonably true to it.

The only problem is that in some cases, unless there's some supple-
mentary support for the family, which many of our students are ex-
pected to contribute to, all the things that we can do are still not
enough to encourage some students t o come.

We look forward to the (lay when this aspect of forgone income can
be considered a respectable part of the total requirement to really get
those at the bottom of the economic scale. It's not yet an effective part
of our operations.
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Mr. LEHMAN. The economic problems of the lower income student
are not just the economic problems that exist on the campus, as eco-
nomic problems exist throughout life as \veil, and I can understand
that.

The fact that, you've let everyone come into Miami-Dada regardless
of ability throws an additional burden that you have to solve internally
in your school, and in my opinion of course we need more Federal
assistance to enable you to do this.

John. do you
Mr. LEE. You started to speak a little bit about the college work-

study program. You indicated, I think, that 10 percent of your stu-
dents avail themselves of the program ?

Mr. MCFARLAND. Noyou mean initial coverage of about 10 per-
cent employed on campus and off campus?

That's based on approximately 4,200 individuals who are employed
under that program out of about 20,000 who get financial aid at
Miami-Dade.

Mr. LEE. What's the hill student body?
Dr. MASIKO. Well, we have a gross enrollment figure of all cate-

gories, credit and noncredit, a little over -10,000 for the current year.
Mr. LEE. And does that include part-thne?
Dr. MAKKo. That includes full-time and part-time and noncredit

community type service as well. Now, many of these in the latter
category just are not part of the total aid requirement.

So the basic figure of present students is in the neighborhood of
about 30,000 now; and the full-time equivalent on the yearly basis,
iswell, we're beyond 2S,000 now on the yearly basis, and in a par-
ticular semester it might run as high as 2:000.

So this in essence would be the kind of base that Tom is talking
about.

The other part of the problem, and I think were beginning to get
some recognition on this, and that is the need for assistance to students
who are not full-time students. This is an area of grave deficiency,
and I think it's particularly harmful thatthe absence of aid is par-
ticularly harmful to those students in the lower income category who
must continue to make a contribution to the family income and vet are
encouraged to one to us and other institutions to try to improve their
-lob opportunities.

Our inability to really grant them comparable aid as full-time
students I think is an clement of unfairness there as well as a hard-
ship for them and to us. So if we can extend the privilege of all of
these programs to the part-time student, this I think would be a great
help.

Mr. LEE. Now, on the college work-study how many of those people
are on off-campus jobs?

Dr. MAsmo. Forty percent.
Mr. LEE. Forty percent.
Mr. McFAELAND. We have one of the largest in the Nation in off-

campus-25 different off-campus agencies participate. We've worked
hard on that aspect of it.

Mr. LEE. If the college work-study program were to be enlarged,
can you give me an estimate of about what ki.ad of increase would be
reasonable in your area in terms of number of jobs?
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Mr. MCFARLAND. I think the figure Dr. Masiko used was $422 mil-
lion which wouldabout 35 to 40 percent in total returns at Miami-
Dade$420 million.

Mr. LEE. We have heard witnesses in the past suggest that we change
the matching ratio of 80 percent Federal money, 20 percent agency
money to some smaller ratio, say 60 percent Federal, 40 percent agency.
You could have the percentage optional within bounds if you desired to
make that decision on the local level.

Do you feel that the nonprofit agencies you're working with would
still be interested if you had an ability to stretch your Federal money
further that way ?

Mr. MCFARLAND. My view is that it would definitely inhibit our
off-campus program. I think there would be some who would not par-
ticipate as fully, maybe some who would not participate at all.

For example, some of them are rather strict on their budget and
amount from 20 percent, even though we might offer them more stu-
dents in a particular area. They budget a particular amount of their
budget, and then they will not go beyond this.

Mr. LEHMAN. I'm a little uneasy about the work-study program in
two respects. One concern is the rather nonmeaningful jobs that are
created sometimes just to provide jobs. I would like to see the criteria
be not necessariy nonprofit, but if an extension of this program into
profit-making agencies, with assistance at some level such as a 50-50
basis or one-third, two-thirds matching.

After all, profit isn't a dirty word, and I think that we have to look
at not just the on-campus and off -campus nonprofit institutions, but
also the possibility of extending this to the needs of the students who
will work in a profit-making world, because our society happens to be
profit oriented.

I can't think of a better training ground to assist this education
than working for a profitmaking institution, and I would hope that.
wre can do somet hi lig on that.

I wanted to also talk to you in regards to your 1 percent reim-
bursement to institutions to cover the cost of administration of these
programs. I think that's:) valid request.

Not necessarily this case, but we've had complaints that too many
of the administrative people :ire not adequately trained and equipped
to deal with the problems of the students, and I believe if the insti-
tutions themselVe were better financed to rover these costs, we would

t the kind of campus officials to deal with students who are more
capable, more understanding and better equipped to handle these
kind of situations, instead of just somebody whom you could cover

your ln idget.
T think that's a good suggestion, and I'll pursue it.
Dr. MAsiKo. Mr. Lehman. in that regard let me say that even

though we have not been getting particular financing for the admin-
istrative costs, that we have hiken most seriously our responsibilities
because the size of the funds that we get from the Government has
been very substantial.

Our needs of course for the students have been very substantial,
too, and we have conducted Our internal seminars and workshops so
that each of the campuses is fully prepared to handle the respon-
sibilities.
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One of the real problems is trying to get additional staff who ought
to be on hand at the critical periods of registration and whatnot.
Now, this gets to be part of the overall problem and some recognition
as expense, particularly to those rush periods, would be, I think, very,
very helpful.

Mr. Iasiim As. I just want to thank you for your testimony, and
if any of the other staff people have any other questions, I would be
glad to open it up, but I would like to move it along to so we can
hear all the witnesses by 12 o'clock. So, suppose we just get a couple
of more questions and see where we're going.

Mr. FRANKLIN. You mentioned that it is your philosophy that it is
good for a student to be doing some workas opposed to studying
while he's in school. I wonder if you could develop, that a little
further. Can't it also sometimes be a burden on the student's studies?

Dr. MASIKO. Well, I don't think it's wise to necessarily generalize
in this regard. The truth of the matter is by our experience, and for
me it's been my whole life experience in the community colleges of
more than 35 years, that it's the lower classes economically and the
lower middle classes that primarily send their sons and daughters
to community colleges.

It's a very great economic hardship for the families to do without
the incomes that these people could be earning, and even though in
most of the cases tuition is very low, it's still something that has to be
made up in cold cash.

So the requirements for doing some kind of gainful employment is
there. Personally I would suspect that most of the individuals in this
society might well profit, if on the basis of the indicated academic
ability, if we could make it possible for a number of these students
not to have to work at all.

I don't want to downgrade the value of work in and of itself as a
discipline and as a valuable experience because having gone through
it, I know what it can mean.

The only trouble is that the success in college is too often related
to how much work is done on the outside, and all too frequently
students are not the best judge of how much they can handle.

Mr. Lraimociv. Dr. Masiko, I know. when I was teaching, handing
out homework to kids who worked almost full time, 40 hours a week,
off the campus, burdened their ability to produce written material
to turn back in, and I think that's exactly what you're trying to in-
dicate.

Dr. MASIKO. Well, the only other reasonable alternative is to see
that they do not take a full college program. There is a requirement
to earn some money, so you prollmg the thing.

You can argue the economics of adding an extra year or semester
as against devoting full time to the studies and getting into gainful
employment that much sooner.

Mr.'1.4Enar.vg. Are you giving any academic credit now for work
on the outside ?

Dr. MASIKO. Well, this whole area is being examined very, very
closely by us internally end by our junior college system in conjunc-
tion with our State universities. We have to be sure whatever we do
in this connection will be honored if the students want to transfer
to the senior universities and colleges.
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Mr. 1-4}unt.kx. Well, if you give them credit, yon can't use it in
the second port ?

Dr. MAsnio. I think this is part of the problem, and I wont to be
sore on that score.

Mr. LEHMAN. Right.
Dr. MARK°. There is a national movement. The American Council

of Education recently reorganized its eommittee which had been
charged with the evaluation of service experience, and they now are
including all kinds of open university type instructions.

So we expect to get some good guidelines that We might be able
to follow, but it's a very definite trend and I think a worthwhile one.

Mr. LEHMAN. HOW well are you able to coordinate student loan appli-
cations with your financial institutions in this area ? Do you have a
very workable arrangements? Do you have three parties, the university,
the student, and the financial institutions?

Dr. MASHCO. Well
Mr. LEHMAN interposing]. What could We do.legislatively to make

it more easy to handle?
Dr. MAslico. I think the hank officials are here for several banks and

institutions, and I'm sure they will have their particular problems to
present to you.

I have not worked directly on this problem. Tom may have some-
thing to say. I would like to report for the benefit of the committee
though that we get a substantial contribution from the First National
Bank, $5.000 a year, to expand on the nine to one basis for additional
loans that we could make. So they've been very generous in making this
available, and this then enables us to assist students in the loan
program.

Mr. LEE. Just a couple of questions.
Mr. McFARLAND. May I say just one word on this?

fr. LEHMAN. Sure.
Mr. McFAHLANn. As you know we had some difficulty in the past

getting good coordination between the banks and the colleges.
Mr. LEHMAN. I know, they didn't want the business.
Mr. McFAtir.Awn. However, they have come forward in a very

delightful fashion. We're getting, exceptional cooperation from the
bonlcs now and really do not have the difficulty in placing loons where
a student doesn't have a bank.

Mr. Lei:. To follow up a little bit on this idea of work, the co-op
education program has some Federal funding under this title, and
many schools have operated co-op edneation independent of Huth Hove
your institutions gone into that ?

Dr. MAsnco. We have co-op education. We havewho's here today
who would handle that ?

Mr. HANsE.N. We have a small grant right now which helps us in mur
supervision and some of our clerical support for co-op education.

Mr. LEHMAN. W0111 d you identify yourself for the record?
Mr. TIAxsE.N. I'm Dwayne Hansen, vice president. Miami-Dade.
Dr. ArASIKO. We have a large member of career-oriented program;..

and we're extending the cooperative feature to more and more of these
programs as the opportunities arise. We do a lot which doesn't foil
within the rather narrowly defined concept of cooperative education.

Now, if you take it as a broad concept where students work in areas
which complement theireNies, there's a lot of that going on, but it's

%J. 40
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not the formal type where we have a supervisor going out and we give
a particular credit.

I would suspect your question is related to the more formal arrange-
ment in which we have many supervisors who do go out, and the work
is evaluated. It may be on the job for a semester, and then back to the
school the next semester, or a whole host of different kind of arrange-

ants.
We are. moving in that area. We do have some programs going, but

it's not a big program because we don'tright now we don't have the
finances for it.

Mr. LEE. But you would be interested in expanding in that
direction?

Dr. MAstKo. Oh, yes, yes, very definitely because we have, a very
large unber' of career oriented programs which relate directly to the
economy of the area, and there would be no great problem to expand
it,

Mr. LEE. OK.
The Office of Education indicates to us that, the basic opportunity

grant program is much more successful. The students got their appli-
cations out, the response has been much better, and the numbe of

erantssiom d are 0'01110' to be. larger.
Do you get the feeling on the local level that this program looks

smoother and that more students are going to be able to be qualified?
Dr. MAsmo. Torn, how does it look'?
Mr. McFARLANn. It looks better. You're certainly acenrate in your

description. The machinery has been well oiled, the forms are out, and
we are prepared to move.

I still have a feeling though that we're going to have to do a lot of
spade work. You're going to get an increased number of partieipants.
You will get increased numbers, but I think this dual application
system is a definite, inhibition for students applying.

I think that, is a very important element of Dr. Masiko's testimony.
You should consider using one system for application, one compatibly
system, and these two, ACT and ('SS, they're experts in it, and they
know how, and I see no reason for two systems.

AI. LEO mAN. Tom, could you identify yoursel f for 1 he court
reporter?

Mr. Mr-FARLAND. Tom McFarland, director of Federal and State
relations at the district office, Miami-Dade.

?Ir. Lm DEAN. I want to thank yon. gentlemen, for ioming and help-
ing us on tli is.

Dr. MAstKo. Thank you very much.
Mr. LEirmAN. Thank you again.
The next witness is Mr, Timothy Czerniee, director for business

affairs for I3arry College, and with him is Sister Dorothy Brown arid
Sister Trinita Flood.

I think we can pull one other chair up, and we can get all three
of you up there.

Mr. Czerniee is a rniversity of llianli graduate. He has a master's in
ucehigher education, and he's been the top financial aid officer at. Barry

.

for 21,:, years. He's also director of business affairs for student financial
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It's a pleasure to have you here, and you can read your statement or
you can summarize it, whatever you would like to do, but either way,as I said before, it will appear in the record.

STATEMENT OF TIMOTHY CZERNIEC, DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS'
AFFAIRS, BARRY COLLEGE, ACCOMPANIED BY SISTER DORO-
THY BROWN, PRESIDENT, AND SISTER TRINITA FLOOD, PRESI-
DENT-DESIGNATE, BARRY COLLEGE

Sister BROWN. Mr. Lehman, I'm Sister Dorothy Brown, present
President of Barry. College, and Sister Trinita Flood will take overmy responsibilities in 2 weeks, and right. now people are sufferingwe
are nota slight identity difficulty.

So we thought we would ask Mr. Czerniec to speak for both of us..Mr. Czerniec?
Mr. LEHMAN. I think you make a good threesome.
Mr. CZERNIEC. Thank you very much.
We at Barry College are very appreciative of the efforts of Congress

in the formulation of the Higher Education Act that has been in effectin previous years and you arc currently attempting to restructure
under the title IV Higher Education Act.

The needy students at Barry College, a private Catholic institution
here in Miami, Fla.and I might add there. are many of themhave
benefited from Federal assistance provided by these programs sincethey first became law. We are strong supporters in the development of
the new title IV regulations.

We would recommend that the institutional based programs as wellas the direct student support programs both be continued in the future.This specifically means we support the national direct student loan
program, educational opportunity grant programs, college work-study
program, basic educational, opportunity grant program and the Fed-eral insured student. loan program.

A thorough analysis of the policies, procedures and regulations ineffect for these programs is needed. The Federal bureaucracy hascreated a number of problems for our students because of a lack of
coordination in program formulation.

It is very difficult to administer a Federal financial assistance pro-gram when specific, information is sometimes not up to date, not pub-lished, or only distributed by word of mouth. There, are times when
responsible higher educational spokesmen do not have adequate, in-formation.

The basic, educational opportunity grant is a program with a fineconcept. However, the separate needs analysis now being required andthe difference in definition of the student support budget from thecollege based programs creates many problems for students.
It appears to he off in another direction completely aside from any-thing that, exists presently. We would suggest the possibility that oneneeds analysis for all Federal programs be sufficient to work outawards.
The student budget for the academic year should he defined the

same in all programs. The basic educational opportunity grant has adifferent budget from the rest of the programs.

4
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In the making of financial aid awards, the college financial aid
officer should be given more leeway in the granting of awards to stu-
dents. Specifically this would mean that auditors would be given a
regulation that up to $500 over awards could be allowed when ex-
tenuating circumstances presented themselves.

Sometimes because of Federal auditors, higher educational insti-
tutions are at a loss as to what to do in certain peculiar circumstances.
'To alleviate this problem, we would suggest clearer regulations and
definitions.

Another problem which is greatly hindering the optimum effect of
these programs is the lack of continuity or certainty regarding their
future. What is available now appears to be a number of federally
.supported programs, none of which are fully funded and some of
which are only partially effective because of the lack of money placed
into them.

Colleges and universities need financial information concerning
these programs well ahead of the current practice. We need fuller fund-
ing years ahead of time, similar to the forward funding of the ESEA,
with the commitment of Congress and the President that money will be
forthcoming in the form of appropriations.

Congress should consider higher educational assistance appropria-
tions at the beginning of the congressional calendar as a high
priority rather than allowing it to be put off.

This is a particular necessity of a small educational institution like
Barry College where financial aid recipients are upwards of 40 percent
of the student body, and the students continue to go through a year
to year struggle to see if funds will be available to meet their needs
and if they will be able to return to our institution.

Barry needs the continued participation of these Federal programs
in order for its students to receive quality education. We have been
most appreciative of the efforts made for our students in prior years,
but we have met frustrations.

Concerning the federally insured student loan program we would
like to say that in Dade County, Fla. the financial institution relations
that we have made throughout the past years have been excellent.
However, the financial institutions cannot continue to invest money
where there is no return. Possibly they need a greater incentive in order
to continue to participate in great numbers.

Another appropriate problem with the federally insured student
loan program is the distinct absence of regulations and manuals.
Because the program has switched its focus a number of times in the
last 3 years, there is a lack of coordination between federally
insured loan program policies and other college based Federal pro-
grams. The problem of defaults might be corrected by a more thorough
system of collection procedures set down for financial institutions.

We have experienced that some financial institutions do not allow
the college of the opportunity to know that an individual student has
actually received a loan check. At times this lack of coordination has
led to significant overawarding to the student.

To solve this problem the financial institution should he requested
to send the check to the school or notify the financial aid officer as a
matter of procedure that the student has received, a loan. This will
make the total award package much easier to assemble.
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In conclusion, we recommend the followino. areas be considered
when assembling the title IV of the Higher Education Act:

No. 1, the cum.ut lack of up-to-date regulations.
No. 2, the amount of support and forward funding available for the

programs in future years.
NO. 3, a firm decision to be reached by the Congress as to the

direction and intent of all the Federal programs for a solidificationof these programs over a period of time so that they can havecontinuous efrect.
No. 4, better coordination of all programs regarding needs analysisand student budget.
No. 5, that overawards for additional aid be made by the financial

aid officer of the institution when practical.
No. 6, that bureaucrats and audit agencies be investigated to seeif they are taking too strong an interpretation of these programs and

whether they are conflictino. with the intent of Congress.
No. 7, a combination of

conflicting
institutional as well as direct student

support made more clear and adequately funded.
No. 8, a complete revision of the independent student concept. so

as to better identify this rising number of students for all programs
and imposing criteria for making awards.

No. 9, an administrative expense reimbursement available for all
programs which the college or university is involved in.

No. 10, the funding of the State student incentive grant program
would provide. matching funds available for State grant programs.
Here in Florida we have an excellent student assistance grant pro-
gram that benefits many students. State incentive programs would
provide greater funds available at a minimum expense to the Federal
Government..

We would again like to thank you, Mr. Lehman, for allowing us
to appear at this hearing and appreciate the opportunity to make
our opinions known.

Mr. LEHMAN. I thought your testimony was exceptionally well
presented, especially as what happens right on the front line with
all the little problems that are involved that we in Congress cannot
know unless we have a way of talking to you.

Some of these problems are such that we're not (ming to be fible to
resolve in our committee: they're going to have .'to be resolved by
regulations of the Office of Education. They're going to have to be
resolved at the State level as you mentioned, but at least we know
more about what the problems really are.

You mentioned forward funding we're still trying to resolve
that in the ESEA, and hopefully we can do so there aiid lead further
on into the problems of doing the same with funding for higher
education.

Sister Dorothy or Sister Trinita, would you like to add your
comments to

Sister BROWN. I would like to just add one point, Mr. Lehman.
that our needy students come from our immediate community, while
our resident students often come from out of state, and they don't
really have the same financial needs.

So what we're talking about really is the future leadership of our
own community here in south Florida and throughout the State.
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I think it's extremely important that we all remain very cognizant
of the freedom of the students to go to the school of their choice.

We have had excellent relationship with our junior colleges down
here, counseling before they come to us and then direction for them
to complete their 4-year programs.

While we're in a very fine situation here, there is the funding
needed to help these students to have some security in their small
doubts on campus or whatever they might have and to get a good
education and return their leadership to our community.

Our school of social work has been a tremendous help to the
community in providing the leadership that was nonexistent almost
5 or 6 years ago, and we're very happy with some of the Federal
fimding coming therecoming through very well, although again
it has come too late, but yesterday we learned that there will be some
subsidies available to students who maybe have decided not to go to
school now.

So the pOint Mr. Czerniec makes of forward funding is extremely
important in all of these programs.

Thank you very much.
Mr. LEHMAN. Sister, would you like to add something there?
Sister FLOOD. Just one comment. I would like to underscore Dr.

Masiko's request that perhaps it would be a very valuable asset if
come of the funding could be extended to part-time students. We
have a great many, as I'm sure the institutions in Dade County do,
of returning students, men and women, older with family responsi-
bilities who find it very difficult, even after having made the choice
of Barry College, to continue to support themselves and their other
responsibilities simultaneously, and yet their preparation for leader-
ship in the corns mnity is a very vital factor to be considered in this
regard.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much. You've been helpful to us. I
know what you do for the residents of this area as far as students
because I was a resident, and I did go to your college.

Mr. Franklin, would you like to ask some questions ?
Mr. FRANKLIN. I would.
You spoke to the point about you- relations with financial institu-

tions in connection with loans, saying they been very good, but you
said the financial institutions cannot continue to invest money where
there is not a better return.

Is there evidence that their enthusiasm for lending to students is
dropping off?

Mr. CZERNIEC. Well, let me say this. I would not say that there
is real significant evidence that they are losing interest. It's just that
because of the economic situation that they don't have the funds to
make available to students.

I belive that right now they're getting about 2 points above the 7
percent as a return, and with the economic situation I'm sure they can
draw more if they just put their moneyif an Sith puts their money
right into the housing market, they can get a better return.

I'm only thinking that possibly to keep that. tyl e. of subsidy coming
to the institutons, it might. be a good idea to increase the amount that
the S&L's or the banks, commercial lending institutions can get.
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Mr. FRANKLIN. But up to now their cooperation has continued
good?

Mr. CZERNIEC. Thir cooperation has continued, but Iin fact it's
been very fine in this area. It has been one of the best in the country
I think from what I've understood, and I think that they are to be
compliMented for the fine backing.

We at Barry have had a significant amount of money come through
the federally insured student loan program, particularly from this
area? and have found that the banks and the S&L's do want to help us.
I'm Just concerned about their future with us because it is a poor money
we do get.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Lee, do you have a question ?
Mr. LEE. I was interested in your comment r. bout the State student

incentive grants, currently we have 19 million Federal dollars in that
program. Many States have moved to develop their programs.

Can you toll us a little bit about how the State program works for
you?

Mr. CZERNIEC [interposing]. Well, I would like to refer to Sister
Dorothy who has worked directly on the legislation on it and knows
niuch.more than I.

Sister BROWN. Yes, I would be glad to make a comment on that. For
several years we've endeavored to get some kind of legislation through

iwhich was promoted predominantly by the 17 or 18 independent col-
leges, but it also incorporates the State universities and the junior
colleges.

Two years ago we were finally able to get a bill through, but it only
gave up an appropriation of $360,000 which was gobbled up very
rapidly, and I think every college in the State probably had thousands
of other applications that might've been funded.

So we were successful the second year to (Yet $3,600.000 which was a
little better, but we still have thousands of students who are applying
and not being subsidized, not receiving the possible $1,200 toward their
education.

One significant thing about our bill here in this State is the fact that
$1,200 can be used for any purpose. It's not just a tuition grant, and
therefore if a minority student from Dade County would like to go
up to Tallahassee or 6-ainesville or Tampa, some place, they can use
that for their residence requirements.

We think this is very vital in our State. because it gives them another
environmental experience besides theliving conditions where they are.
However, in the private colleges this does not cover tuition in any of
the 18 colleges, naturally.

Last year we promoted very strongly a projection that would go to
6.8 for the coming year and 9.4, I believe, for the following year and
12.6 million or something like that for the fourth year. So the program
would be viable.

However, just as in the Federal problems, the, appropriations came
up the last clay of our State. Congress, and the appropriations landed
at 4.3 which is a great disappointment, not only to the private, institu-
tions, but I'm sure to the State universities and the junior colleges.
So again, we're going to have thousands of students in Florida who
wish to attend Florida institutions, but who can't do it because the
appropriations are not sufficient, and again we learn it at a late date,

V8
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just last week, and I don't know what we're going to do about all the
students who would like to coin into school and be funded.

Mr. CZERNIEC. I would just like to comment on that very qu;ckly.
The State incentive money that would come from the Federal r (.vcrn-
ment could be possibly funneled through this type of agency which we
arewould like to think is a model for the rest of the United States
and other States who use this type of system.

Why I say it would be at a minimum expense to the Federal Govern-
ment would be that the Federal money could be used directly to funnel
through the State and would be given out to needy students in this
State and would mean that you would have to funnel less in the other
programs possibly.

This program has been very successful in our State, and we're very
proud of it.

Mr. LEE. Another thing that you commented on that has caused a
lot of problems is the independent student. Could you explain a little
bit about the kinds of problems it produces for you ?

Mr. CZERNIEC. Well, this is a very difficult problem. The problems
that can come about right to my mind would be, first of all, the student
support budget is significantly higher for an independent student,
which means that we have to give out a greater amount of financial aid
for the student to go to school, which means that we have to cut the pie
a lot less, which means that we have less to give out to everybody else.

Since there is such a great demand for the money, the financial aid
officer has the responsibility of continually trying to figure out where
the students can go to get money and trying to point the student in
the direction or get the student the money or whatever.

This does present quite a problem and from a legal standpoint
I'm not qualified to speak to it; but I think that there are many ques-
tions that have to be resolved there, and it's one that I really don't have
the answer to; but I would like you people to address it, if possible.

Mr. Lmaris.N. Don't you think that there's going to be a greater
trend toward independent students now

Mr. CZERNIEC {interposing] : Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN [continuing]. And there's going to be less use of family

means for support. I think we're going to have to face the fact that
we're going to have to cut the pie thinner and thinner, and therefore
we're going to have to get more adequate funding.

Mr. CZERNIEC. Absolutely.
Mr. LEHMAN: I want to thank all of your for coming up here and

also thank Dr. Masiko and Mr. McFarland. I know you have busy
schedules, and this is a busy time of the year, and I'm very gratified,
and I know our committee is going to be appreciative of you taking
all this time.

I would like to declare a 5-minnte recess and then we can get right
back with the next two witnesses.

IA short recess was taken.'
Mr. LEHMAN. The next witness is an old friend of mine and head of

an institution where I received my teaching certificate, Dr. Henry King
Stanford.

Dr. Stanford, for the record would you introduce the other members
of your contingent?
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STATEMENT OF DR, HENRY KING STANFORD, PRESIDENT,
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

Dr. STANFORD. I'm Henry King Stanford, president of the Uni-
versity of Miami, which is located in Coral Gables, Miami, and Vir-
ginia Key, and Pidgeon Key, and the crestline of the Everglades, and
we have biological field station in Ecuador. So it's a rather extensive
institution.

With me are Dr. William R. Butler, vice president for student af-
fairs. and Dr. F. Thomas Sheeder, director of financial aid and career
services.

Mr. Chairman, I want to compliment you and your fellow members
of the subcommittee for having the wisdom to hold these hearings out
in the hinterland. There are insights to be gleaned from the provinces,
and we're happy you have recognized this.

Speaking of provinces, I C.ttik one of the most provincial places I
ever lived was on an island off the continent of North America
called Manhattan. So welcom- to your alma mater and your hometown,
and we're grateful for this opportunity to speak to you.

I will not read my testimony. I think it has already been filed and
will be a matter of record.

Mr. LEHMAN rillterpOSill;.d. It will be in the record.
[Dr. Stanford's statement follows

STATEMENT BY DR, HENRY KING STANFORD, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I am Dr. Henry King Stan-
ford. President of the *University of Miami in Coral Gables, Florida, Aecompany-
ing, me today are Dr. William A. Butler, the University's Vice President of Student
Affairs, and Dr. F. Thomas Sheeder, our Director of Flamini Aid and Career
Services.

At the outset, Mr. Chairman, may I express our gratitude to you and to the
Subcommittee for the opportunity to appear at this field hearing. It is a tribute
to both the thoroughness and the diligence of the Subcommittee that hearing op-
portunities are being offered outside as well as in Washington on the vitally
important legislation which is the subject of today's hearing.

If I may. I should like to make scum, general comments and observations and
then turn to Dr. Sheeder to discuss with you some of our experiences and recom-
mendations in behalf of Federal student financial a.sistance legislation and par-
ticularly that related to Title IV of the Higher Education Act.

By way of background, the University of Miami is a private, independent in-
stitution founded in 1925. Its students conic from all fifty States, the District of
Columbia, and over sixty foreign countries. The University offers undergraduate,
graduate, and professional aeadeinie programs through eleven schools and eol-
leges. Its total enrollment of approvximately 10,000 students makes it the largest
private institution in the Southeast,

or those 10.000 students, more than 10,000 are full time. About i.000 of our
students annually receive some form of student financial aid. with most receiv-
ing some dimension of support from Federal programs specifically. which, in
the aggregate, constitute over half of all our student financial aid resources.

it is evident how highly significant Federal student financial assistance pro-
grams are to our continuing success as an institution of higher learning arid
particularly as a private institution receiving more than one half of all of if
operating dollars from student tuition income. it is hardly neeessary to say that
our operating costs are continuing to increase in a substantial way and that a
major portion of these costs must be passed on to our students.

As costs increase, more and more students are requiring student financial aid
support, A direct reflection of this is in the fact that our number of student aid
applicants has more than doubled over the past four years despite a declining
enrollment during the period.

That our resources to meet expanding student need have increased nearly
accordingly is, in large measure, a tribute to the efforts of the Congress in both

91)
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'expanding existing Federal student as.-dstance programs and in adding now pro-
grams to help meet new needs.

Ss an institution, we support the continuation and expansion of all Title IV-
authorized Federal student assistance programs : the Basic Educational Op-
portunity Grants Program ; the "college-based" National Direct Student Loan,
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, and College Work-Study Pro-
grams ; the Guaranteed/Insured Student. Loan Program ; and the State Student
Incentive Grant Program. Though we would recommend some refinements in
nearly all the existing programs to make them even more effective in serving
students and the post-secondary education community, all are vitally important
and should be perpetuated.

If I may, Mr. Chairman. with thanks again to you and to the Subcommittee
for this opportunity, I should like at this time to turn to Dr. Sheeder to ask that
he share with you some of our experiences and specific recommendations relative
to Title IV student financial assistance legislation.

Please be assured that we will he happy to respond to any question you may
have. Thank you.

Dr. STANFORD. May I offer first a few general comments, then ask
Dr. Thomas Sheeder to talk specifically about, the impact of the Fed-
eral student financial assistance programs on the University of Miami
and then more particularly on our students.

As we all know our institution is a private, independent university.
Our students come from 50 States and 60 foreign countries. We have
about 10,000 students. That's a kind of a chamber of commerce total
headcount, of whom about 10,000 are full-time students, and of these
10,000, 5,000 receive financial aid in some form.

Of all the financial aid resources we have more than 50 percent of it
comes from the Federal Government, but I want to talk just for a
moment about the significance of this financial aid, not only to all
institutions of higher education, but particularly- to private institu-
tions.

As you know, we've been faced with tremendous inflationary pres-
sures and have been forced to raise our tuition beyond the levels which
we would have liked.

We are a young university. We are celebrating our 50th anniversary
in the next 2 years. We were chartered in 1925, and opened our doors
on October 26.

Mr. LEHMAN. Dr. Stanford, when I was a student there about 15
years ago the tuition was $30 per credit hour. What, is it now ?

Dr. STANFORD. Well, it's $2,500 a year, and you take 30the average
load, Tom, is about 30 credits, is it not ?

Dr. STIEEDER. Yes, that's right.
Dr. ST.\NFORD. For the year, so that's 30 into $2,500.
Mr. LEirmAN. $85 a credit hour?
Dr. STANFORD. That's about that's a big increase.
We don't have a large endowment that is characteristic of some of

the older private institutions of our country. We'll get there someday,
but we have to rely more heavily upon tuition. So this means that any
Federal program that aids the student, who then in turn pays tuition
with it or a portion of tuition, helps theto maintain the solvency
and therefore the existence and certainly independence of this uni-
versity.

So we have been grateful to Congress. We pay tribute to you for ex-
panding existing Federal students assistance programs. We support.
the continuation and expansion of all title IV authorized Federal
assistance programs.
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We want to fret a little bit this morning about some aspe&s of the
operation of these programs, the forms that have to be filled out. I
think Tom's going to say something about that. We wish Congress
could make. up its mind a little earlier in the year so that we could
make definite specific grants to students, rather than tentative grants;
which I think you've had to do in some cases, Torn.

So thank you for letting me give these general comments. Tom's
going to be more specific, and then we'll be happy to try to answer your
questions.

So, this is Dr. F. Thomas Sheeder, Director of Financial Aid and
Career Services.

STATEMENT OF DR. F. THOMAS SHEEDER, DIRECTOR OF FINAN-
CIAL AID AND CAREER SERVICES, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

Dr. SIIEEDER. Mr. Chairman, may I add my grateful thanks to those
of others for the opportunity to meet with the subcommittee today to
share observations and to express on Federal student assistance
legislation and particularly that of title IV of the Higher Education
Act.

If I may take the further liberty, Congressman Lehman, T should
like to pass along to you the specific compliments of two of my
leagues in the student aid community, Mr. Richard Tombaugh, execu-
tive secretary of the National Association of Student. Financial Aid
Administrators, and Mr. Allan Purdy, NASFFA's director of State.
and Federal relations and also director of financial air services at the
University of Missouri.

By virtue of their NASFAA responsibilities, both Mr. Tombaugh
and Mr. Purdy have enjoyed the privilege of testifying before this
subcommittee on a number of occasions. and both have expressed their
particular gratitude to you specifically for attending so regularly and
sharing in the hearing deliberations.

I should like first today to make several comments and recommen-
dations on matters which relate to clusters of title TV programs. and
I think will suggest observations and views about certain of these
programs specifically.

We first would recommend strongly the rontimmtion of all the
college-based programs in new legislation. The national direct student
loan, supplemental opportunity grants and college work-study pro-
grams are time-tested, highly developed programs which have offered
opportunity to institutions to package eoordinated clusters of aid fur
students which have served both student and po3osecondary institu-
tional needs in a quality way.

Other title TV programs eomplemont th^ college-based programs
by offering added assistance to traditional student aid awardees and
by providing support to new awardees requiring assistance in the faec
of rising costs.

We further would recommend that all three college -based p/.00Ta Ins
have funding provided for in new legislation which is at kn.-4 at the
threshhold levels incorporated in existing legislation. In fact with
both the vast number of new students seeking aid as a result of rising
costs and the substantial numbers of additional institutions seeking
aid for their studentsand I know here that the Office' of Education
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has advised that some 3,800 institutions filed the tripartite application
for funds for fiscal year 1975 as against 3,400 for fiscal 1974it would
be hoped that the college-based programs' funding bases could be even
higher.

I have been informed that Mr. Richard Tombaugh's testimony
before this subcommittee on both May 29, 1974, and June 11, 1974,
speaks to and documents this posture, and I would comment that
testimony to you for further consideration.

On a related matter, I would commend the Congress for the
advancements it has made in behalf of existing programs by providing
for full forward funding of allocations.

Yet I would observe that certain problems still remain in connection
with timely delivery of information to institutions and to students
which I would hope could be given legislative attention.

May I observe specifically in behalf of the University of Miami that,
though we filed our tripartite application for college-based fiscal year
1975 funds back in the fall of 1973, and though the President signed
the appropriations bill into law, I believe, on December 19, 1973, we
do not yet, at the time of the preparation of this written testimony
at the midpoint of the week of June 14, have our institutional alloca-
tion of funds' notification on the NDSL, SEOG, and CWS prograins.

We long since have had to make tentative, contingent awards to
those planning to enroll as new freshmen in the fall of 19742 but
awards of this typo are not really fair either to the students receiving

'.them or the institutions offering. them.
Another obvious example of the difficulties created by late funding

is that of the fiscal year 1974 effort with the .basic educational oppor-
tunity grants program. It became impossible nationally to expend the
full entitlement allocation for the year as the result of late funding
problems.

Much improvement has been made in the timetable for the BEOG
program for the coming fiscal year; yet I observe that only recently
have administrative orientation sessions for secondary school guidance
counselors and college financial aid officers been completed on 11E0G,
and the beginning of the fiscal year is less than 1 month away.

May I speak also on another problem of growing importance to
our students and, I feel certain, many students across the country.
As programs have been added, each with specific conditions as well

as conditions which are compatible administratively with those of
existing programs, the process of applying for funds has become more
and more complexperhaps complex beyond the point of assuring
that complete and accurate information has been obtained from each
applicant.

It is possible now, if a given student were to seek aid from all
existing title IV student assistance programs onlyand many students,
particularly at private institutions, must, given the on-campus resi-
dent student budgets which can equal $5,000 or more annually
for that given student to complete no less than five different application
forms and, at least one set of need analysis materials as well as a
variety of supporting documents.

Most students, and their parents, complete all forms because it is
so vitally important that they obtain the financial support which
often results, but more and more are becoming concerned with appli-
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cation complexities which, in the aggregate, many believe make
Internal. Revenue Service requirements pale by comparison.In the meantime, more and more student financial aid officers arebecoming convinced that their offices may well ultimately be destinedto collapse of their own weight of application paper.

I believe that, while paper cutback is no simple problem, certain
legislative potentials to begin dealing with this problem do exist.First I would hope that this subcommittee would give serious atten-tion to the possibility of fully compatible need analysis systems toserve all programs, rather, for example, than one to serve the I3E0Gprogram and others to serve other programs, and I am simply under-
scoring the comments of others this morning in making that point.Second, I would recommend that section 498, part F of the "General
Provisions," relative to the affidavit of educational purpose could beclarified to make notarization of the required affidavit unnecessary.NASFAA's Richard Tombaugh, in his May 29, 1974, testimony
before this subcommittee, spoke to the latter point, and I should liketo take the liberty, if I may, to quote from his testimony :

The Office of Education has made a legal interpretation that affidavit meansa notarized statement. The notarization process adds much confusion for thestudent and institutions alike, complicates the registration process in manyinstitutions, and generally makes administration of all Federal programs moredifficult.
Yet the notarization has no legal value except that the signature was witnessedby a notary public. It does nothing to insure the authenticity of the signature,nor does it enhance the sincerity of the signer.
I must admit that it psychologically may cause the student to consider his orher intended use of the funds, but the pause will be only momentary. Thenotarization is simply not worth the hassle, and sometimes money, that requiringit causes both institutions and students.
On the guaranteed/insured student loan proarai, the recent in-corporation is legislation of automatic interest benefits without needstest for loans of up to $2,000 to students from families with adjustedgross incomes of $15,000 or less represents a major step forward in the

guaranteed /insured student loan program.
We are most impressed with the evolution of this program, thoughwe would recommend that two additional changes legislatively hemade. First, we understand that, at a point in this program's evolution

legislatively, a 1-percent administrative allowance to colleges anduniversities for their role in administering the program inadvertentlywas omitted from a final draft.
It would be our strong recommendation that consideration be givento incorporate such an allowance in new legislation. Administrativecosts to institutions are very real and are growing, and relief is needed.Second, it would be our recommendation, in support of our col-leagues in the lending institutions at a time of volatile market con-ditions, that the special allowance to lenders be made more responsiveto conditions and thus make guaranteed loan lending a regularlymore attractive investment.
I again quote from Mr. Richard Tombaugh's May 21) testimonybefore this subcommittee, with which I concur. He reeounnends thatlegislation be effected to :

Retain the current seven percent interest rate, but attach the amount ofspecial allowance to sonic responsive Indicator of the money market so that thelender call get a fair return on the investment. It seems important to us that
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the special allowance he predictable in advance rather than being set retro-
actively, sometimes far into the next quarter.

The psychological impact of reducing the special allowance for the prior
quarter at the same time the prime interest rate reaches an all-time high h:
obvious and should somehow be avoided. The constant interest should be
maintained to provide stability in the cost to the student borrower. The current
seven percent rate seems to be a reasonable expectation of the borrower.

On the BEOG program I would suggest that this program is another
which is imaginative in concept and potentially exciting in execution.
I have spoken earlier to the problems which late funding has created
in the administration of this program, so I. will not comment again
about that at this time.

However, I would recommend that, now that the pattern of college
and university involvement in the administration of this program in
a material way seems assured, an administrative allowance also be
provided to institutions for its administration. Perhaps a 3-percent
allowance comparable to that of the three college-based programs
might be equitable to consider.

On the national direct student loan program I would suggest that
this quality program has proven its merit over considerable time and
is one of the vital mainstays of student assistance resources. I would
make two recommendations in connection with it.

First, I would suggest that legislative provision be made for nursing
and medical students at schools particiapting in the health professions
loan and scholarships programs to be awarded aid fromNDSL if there
are insufficient dollars available in health professions allotments.
These programs are chyonically underfunded, and needy students who
cannot be assisted are excluded from support through NDSL.

Second, I would recommend that legislative authority be (riven- for
the transfer of up to 10 percent of an institutional allotment of NDSL
funds to the college work-study or supplemental educational oppor-

.tumty grants programs, and vice versa.
This authority now is given in behalf of CWT' SP and should also be

given for NDSL to provide the additional needed flexibility in use of
resources to the financial aid officer.

I quote Mr. Tombaugh's May 29, 1974, testimony on this matter,
also, for I believe it states the,-case particularly well

The same rational exists for NDST, as for the current authority transfer CW
Sr and SEOG. The applications for funding of these programs are prepared
and submitted prior to knowledge of appropriation levels.

Subsequent variations in funding levels among programs destroy the packaging
logic utilized in preparing the original institutional application. The availability
of other forms of assistance also varies from year to year and month to month.

'Thus, the ability to transfer a limited amount of funds among the three
campus-based programs would permit the aid administrator to adjust for such
variations and utilize the total Federal allotment in the most effective manner.

On other programs I have no specific comments or recommenda-
tions to -make on the other title ITT programs except to reiterate that
all should be both maintained and expanded to scrye the many vital
purposes which are theirs.

Thank you once again for this opportunity to present observations
and views to the subcommittee relative to title IV student financial
assistance legislation. I would be most happy to attempt to respond
to any questions you may have. Thank you very much.

Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I might add at this point one other
comment more recent than the submission of our written testimony,
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relative to something that both Dr. Masiko at Miami-Dade and Mr.
Czerniec at Barry College have discussed already, the matter of
assisting parttime students.

What this is, is a memorandum to Dr. William R. Butler, our vice
president for student affairs, from Dr. M. Robert Allen, who is our
assistant vice president for academic affairs and dean of our school
of continuing studies, on the subject house subcommittee on educa-
tion and labor, student financial assistance.

Dean Allen says
My concern still is with the lack of basic consideration coverage for the part-

time working and commuter students. I would like the Subcommittee to be
certain that students are not penalized because they are not "fulltime"; that
even a three to six semester credit hour load should not disqualify potential
applicants for student aid considerations. While improvements have been made
in this area, we're a long ways from making it practical and convenient for the
parttime student. This is nothing new or original. However, more and more
interest is being noted at all levels concerning the problems of a second career,
relocating our working men and women and returning woman in higher educa-
tion. For your information and discussion, Bob.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Dr. Sheeler. Thank you, Dr, Stanford.
There are two threads that seem to be running through the testi-

mony of our first three witnesses, that we haven't yet dealt with in
the Washington hearings.

One is the need for funding of administrative costs for the institu-
tions to deal with these programs effectively, and second, the problem
of the part-time student. It seems to me that part-time students make
up a great part of your student body and also make a great contribu-
tion to your institutions.

I can assure you that I will make every effort to bring this to the
attention of the other members of the committee to see if these sug-
gestions can be incorporated into the legislation to fulfill these re-
quirements.

Dr. STANFORD. Mr. Chairman, I know it appears that we may have
conspired in the preparation of this testimony, but it's reassuring to
me to come here this morning to see that Dr. Masiko and Sister
Trinita and Sister Dorothy, Mr. Czerniec, all have said pretty much
the same thing about these two pointsthe part-time students and
some land of administrative assistance.

Mr. LEMNIAN. Many of the other things you've also agreed has been
brought to our attention before, but these are two very, very im-
portant factors that, to my mind, haven't received the attention that
they should have received. and I'm so grateful that We've been able to
get this input from you people here today.

Dr. STANFORD. ,One problem I know that can't be introduced into
the hopper as legislation, but this is a matter of timing, to which I
alluded. If there's any way by which we could know definitely. before
the students leave, what the available funding is going to be, that
would enhance immeasurably the effectiveness of this program.

Ir. LEHMAN. I wish I could give you some good information or
even some happy information on that. hut I would anticipate that
this legislation here will be passed and signed into law sometime be-
fore the termination of this session of Congress, but certainly not
before the end of this fiscal year.

Dr. STANFORD. All right.
Arr. LEHMAN. Thank you for coming. Any Questions?
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Mr. FRANKLIN Just one question, is it still too early to give us some
communication as to the effectiveness of the law extending subsidized
loans to students without need analysis whose adjusted family income
is less than $15,000?

Dr. SHEEDER. Right, I think it's fair to say we're still making calcu-
lated professional estimates about this. Our best feeling is that there
are substantial improvements representative of this law, and certainly
the key improvement is the avoidance of the needs test automatically
for those of the income levels and loan levels mentioned.

Mr. FRANKLIN. It worA make eligible again a lot of students who
have been eligible before, but were cut off by the Educational Amend-
ments of 19721

Dr. SHEEDER. Yes, sir; there will be some deleted.
Dr. BUTLER. May I add just one additional word?
Mr. LEHMAN. Would you identify yourself?

-STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM R. BUTLER, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
STUDENT AFFAIRS, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

Dr. BUTLER. Yes, thank you, Mr. Lehman. I'm Dr. William R.
Butler, vice president for student affairs at the University of Miami.

Dr. Sheeder did mention the requirement for notarization: I'm not
sure how often that irritant comes up and has come to your attention,
but it is also something we feel very strongly about that is another
hassle for the students and acids very little value to the whole applica-
tion process.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, just another nuisance factor.
John?
Mr. LEE. About this part-time student thing, some of the authorized

legislation indicates that students can be less than full time and receive
student aid in some forth. I've been led to believe in my conversations
with student aid officers that oftentimes because of the limited funds
the decision is made on the local level to take care of the full-time
students first, and unfortunately there's never enough money to spread
-out.

If you had more funding, do you think that would be better to take
care. of full-time students, or would you give some portion of your
funds to the less-than-full-time students?

Dr. SHEEDER. Yes; we do. As you know, the current authorization
permit funding of students at the halftime levels or better, and it's
our pattern to assist. students at halftime levels or better based on
their demonstrated financial need, rather than the demonstrated vol-
ume of course work. I think the issue is between halftime and part time.

\[r. LEE. You mean less than halftime.
Dr. SHEEDER [interposing]. Less than halftime is the key factor.
Mr. LEE. Are you concerned about some sort of financial help for

someone who might just take one or two classes?
Dr. SHEEDER. That's right.
Mr. ImimAN. Sometimes they have to get started with 3 or 6 hours

in order to then, as they become involved and go into more full time,
but if you don't give them some help to get started, they never get
to the full-time or halftime level.

42-884-75-7
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Dr. SITEEDER. The Office of Education regulations have read half of
normal full-time academic regulations have read half or normal full-
time academic load, but of course the normal full-time academic load is
15 hours, and half of that, for practical purposes, if S hours.

It's pretty difficult for some of them working full time sometimes
to take an 8-hour load.

Mr. LEHMAN. I've tried it.
Mr. LEE. There's a program that's causing some concern, and were

croing to talk about it in later hearings I think more extensively, but
its the veterans cost of instruction program.

Do you people have that program going ?
Dr. SHEEDER. VV do not have that program goinff, but. I thinkI'm

hopeful that we will move in that direction. Wj'haVe a substantial
enrollment of veterans on the campus, and I think we do need to
move forward in that area.

I'm not familiar with the details of the program to respond to
specific questions.

MI!. LEE. I understand you don't have the program?
1)r. Si IEEDER. That's right.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much, and I'm suye your testimony

will be of great value, as those who have gone before you, to this com-
mittee. --

Dr. STANFORD. 011e parting comment, were proud of the chairman
as an alumnus of the University of Miami.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
The next witness is John Conlon from the First National Bank,

senior vice president of the First National Bank of Miami. John is
an old friend of mine, and before lie gets started I want to comment
a little bit about what might have been misinterpreted this morning.

Its not the fault of any of the institutions in this area for not more
fully participating, but the problem was the inability of our leFisla-
tion to provide the incentives, to provide the means and to provide
the brainwork for them to really become more deeply involved.

I just wanted to assure John that myself and this committee are
grateful for what the First National Bank has done in student loans,
and we just wanted to try to make it more feasible and more exciting
for you to even get more involved in this activity.

John, you have a fewkids of your own, don't you?

STATEMENT OF JOHN CONLON, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF MIAMI

MV. CONLON. Five.
LEHMAN. How many have you got in college now?

Mr. CONLON. One going.
Mr. LniptAx. I think you know what the problems are.
Mr. CoNr.oN. Mr. Chairman, you just took the, opening remarks

away from me.
And in conclusionI would like to take this opportunity to intro-

duce Larry Ginsberg, who is an associate of mine at the First Na-
tional Bank of Miami and handles-internally all of the functions re-
unrdinsx the student loan program.

Mr. hiaiman, for backgronn.d, the First National Bank of Miami
entered the federally insured student loan program in 1971 with an
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initial-commitment of $1 million. By September, 1971, 97 students
were participating in the program, with $128,000 outstanding.

At yearend December 1971, the number of students had increased
to 125, which was an increase of 28.9 percent, while outstandings ha&
expanded to 165,000 or an increase in that of 28.7 percent. Our joint,
program has now been in force for l years and 10 months.

Yank policy stipulates that we will grant a, federally insured stu-
dent loan to bank customers or their children, and by and large no.
exceptions have been made to this policy. We have not experience&
any problems in the area of prime eligibility.

Most inquiries are made by phone, and as such, if the prospective
borrower is not a bank customer, we invite him to become one. If this
materializes and he remains 1 for 6 months, we will then allow him to,
process a federally insured loan application and a supplement.

Once a loan is funded we must make two separate bookkeeping func-
tions. One is on the subsidized loans, and the other is on the non-
subsidized loans. Relatively minor problems exist with subsidized
loans other than it is alwayS necessary to obtain payoff figures for
those loans on the repayment in order to reclaim the quarterly de-
clared bonus.

Conversely, one of the mostone of the biggest problems is the
time consuming portion of the program as represented by the quart-
erly interest billing on the nonsubstdized loans. Each accrual is com-
puted separately, and such student is mailed a statement.

If we fail to receive a response to the billing, the loan is referred
to our collection section where a similar letter is prepared and sent.
If this brings a negative response, more collection efforts are made.
If this action does not bring satisfactory rlt,alts, no further disburse-
ment is made until the student brings the ilAq, r.:ivinent up to date.

We are presently receiving numerous tetephoii Ails from non-.
bank customers who state that although their linitn_;ial institutions
are engaged and participating in this program, tit,/ reportedly are
not tuning any additional money for this purpose at this tune.

At the First National Bank of Miami there are three interviewers
fully trained in the handling of this program. One interviewer is
assigned to the program with the other two utilized as backup for
peak periods and to spread the workload in the event of absenteeism.

One loan officer, one collection officer, and one bookkeeping officer
are fully trained in their respective functional roles for the program,
in addition to the two bookkeepers and four adjustors.

The absolute cost involved in salaries, space, equipment, supplies,
and postage brings the effective yield well below the combination
of the 7-percent simple interest and declared bonus awarded quarterly.

The following portion of testimony is a statistical portion, and r
would just like to point out from December, 1971, that 1972 over 1971
the entire direct lending non-secured portfolio increased by .083, while
our increase portion of the student loan program was 100 percent.

The year 1973 increased in outstanding by 13,76 percent, while our
increase in the federally insured student loan program was 14,61. So far
this year we have increased 2.37 percent in total outstanding, 25.46 per-
cent in our student loan program.

Our volume has steadily increased in our student loan program
starting with $166,000 in -December of 1911, and ending in December
1973, we had $311,000 for that year. So far this year it's $113,000.
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The percentage of increase, 1972 over 1971, was 47.79 percent. On
1973 over 1972 was 51.89 percent. We have practically no delinquency
at all. Our delinquency as of December, 1973, was .374. Overall delin-
.quency in the department is 1.8 percent. National statistics are 2.6
percent in all delinquency.

In 1972 five students transferred to our repayment program. In
1973 the total was raised to 23, and thus far this year 25 more have
been set up on the repayment schedules.

Our present federally insured student loan outstanding is comprised
of 297 students still in school with balances of $739,000, and 48 students
on repayment with balances due, including interest, of $99,000. Of
the students in school, 220 of these are stibSidized and 77 are
nonsubsidized.

We have not been forced to file a claim on any of the loans we have
set up on repayment schedule and have elected to request preclaim
assistance only once.

In May 1974, the First National Bank of Miami increased its com-
mitment to this program to $114 million.

Methods by which the program could be streamlined procedurally
to induce yield enhancement and growth potential, and has been
touched upon by all people who have sat here before methe rate.
We stated we would like to see the rate tied to the prime rate of First
National Bank, and this is a plug because we led the Nation last week
in reducing the prime from 111/2 to 1114 percent.

Vteowould also consider possible plugging of the rate to the 90-day
advanced Government bills or any other marketmoney market
instrument whose yield is more conducive to this type of lending.

In the area of collections, where I mentioned we have practically
no delinquency, we would like to see skip assistance set-up from the
Social Security and the Internal Revenue Service to assist the lending
institutions in locating students who have skipped. This will be of
benefit to the program in that the lender can find the student and effect
collection and therefore have no insurance claim against the
Government.

Since there are discriminations regarding the installment' repay-
ment note and disclosure form, we suggest that new forms be printed
or allow the lender to use his own disclosure forms for the finalization
of the loan.

We would like to see the speedup of time of the return of applica-
tions and supplements. At present, the student fills out his portion and
delivers the documents to the school.

The school fills in their portion and returns the forms to the student.
We suggestat First. National we know of many instances where the
schools will return those forms directly to the lenderthen the student
returns it to us.

We appreciate the fact that On June 2, 1974, an attempt to alleviate
this situation has been made by sending subsidized loan requests
directly to Kansas City, Alo., rather than through the Regional Office
in Atlanta, Ga., who then would forward them to Kansas City.

Once we receive the applications back from the students, we send
them to either Kansas City or Atlanta, depending upon being sub-
sidized or nonsubsidized. Six to 8 weeks later we receive the applica-
tion back and are ready to process the loan within 48 hours.
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The whole process has been known in our institution to take from
12 to 16 weeks from the initial time that the student came in, until
the application is returnsd. Meanwhile, the student usually has called
numerous number of times wanting to know if they've been approved.

In conclusion, a random sampling of our federally insured student
loans reveals that 92 percent are attending Florida schools, the other S
percent elsewhere- in the country, and a marginal percentage is out-
side of the country.

Federally insured student loans account for 12.71 percent of our
direct lending's unsecured portfolio and 4.41 percent of the direct leild-
ing's total out sta nd in 0-s.

Our posture at the First National Bank of Miami in assessing the
merits of this particular student loan program extends beyond pure
enlightened self-interest. As the largest banking institution in the
community and the State, we feel that we must, adopt a very positive
stance with respect to corporate responsibility, and as such. endorse
such a program that has far-reaching social and economic implications.

By virtue of our participation and responsive support, we not only
bridge a large gap in the student financing, but we make a positive con-

..tribution as well to the social marketplace.
-We feel that this is a most appropriate scope of corporate involve-

ment from the standpoint of management. considering the limitation
of resources, the cost benefit ratios, as well as attempting to balance
the future conditions of the business community.

Mr. LT:1131A1. Thank you. John.
In regard to this wait of 12 to 16 weeks some of the students have to

endure, I sue-gest, if they continue to call you wanting to know when
it's going to be ready, that if they live in the 13th Congressional Dis-
trict, you have them call our office, and we'll find out what's holding
them up out there in the Office of Education.

I'm sure by the same basis that Senator Pepper and Congressman
Fascell will be glad to cooperate through their offices.

There's no reason why they have to take this long, and I think if we
lean on them, we can get it clone more quickly.

It's interesting to see the other side of the coin from the institutions
themselves.

Do you require that the. student. become a customer by making a
deposit before you begin to process the loan and is that customary
with other institutions?

Mr. CoN-LoN. Mr. Chairman, I can't talk for any other institutions,
but for ours you must be, a bank customer that would be involved wit It
any of the services that we have. If you're not a bank customer, we
would of course ask that you become one and Wait a period of 6 months
to see that you just, don't open an account and close it the next day.

We have taken this posture for several reasons. one, particularly,
based on the number of customers at the First National Bank of
Miami. In our installment loan department alone there are 54,000
customers. That's 5 percent of the total population in Dade County.
So we feel that we have a source and a base by which we can enhance
the people to come in and use this program.

We don't feel that. we should go outside to get noncustomers.
Mr. LErimAx. Well, of course I think. that's onl v fair in a sense. but

sometimes I just think it's almost, impossible for the people who need
the loans the most to be other than perhaps a token customer.
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Mr. CONLON. We haven't set any guidelines as to the amount. It
could. be installment loan, savings, checking. It could be Master
Charge. It could be any of the savings offered by the bank.

Mr. LEHMAN. I just was wondering how it was interpreted.
Certainly your delinquency rate is great.
I just hope that the banks are not guilty of being too rigid in trying

to keep the delinquency rate clown and in turn of course rejecting some
of the marginal, yet very needful cases.

Mr. CONLON. Mr. Chairman, I would like to point that since Septem-
ber, 1971, we haven't had the first turndown.

Mr. LEI MAN. That's a pretty good record.
I think that's all. I think you're doing a good job. I think that your

problems in regards to skip assistance are valid, and I think that we
can consider these kinds of factors when we deal with this legislation.

The majority counsel and the minority counsel would like to ask
some questions.

Mr. FRANKLIN% I would like to second the.Congressman's comments
and congratulate you on your participation in the program. Not only
are you staying with it, but actually increasing, quite heartening in
view of the experience that F /Me students are having.

T don't have any questions.
Mr. Lin :. I'm fascinated by the delinquency rate. As you're prob-

ably aware, with these kinds of loans there's indication that the rate
of delinquency rate is significantly higher than sonic other kinds of
loans.

Can you explain or tell us anything you might be doing which
accounts for your institutions low delinquency rate that is not enjoyed
by other lending

CONLON:'I wish I could. The only thing I can tell you is effective
collection activity. There are 1SS people in the installment loan depart-
ment, and 35 are in collections. Our philosophy, When we opened the
doors 2.1 years ago, was that you have. to collect the loans before we.
can make them.

All I can tell on is it's just plain, simple, hard nose, effective
coll pet

Mr. LEHMAN. With a lot of experience in other fields.
In regards tO this $11/L million limitation, is there any chance of

making that a little, more flexible as time goes on if we can make the
Federal legislative incentive a little more inviting?

Mr. Co` Lox. Absolutely. That's why we increased it now. We,
realize that. $838,000 and the upcoming semester coining in September
we'll probably go beyond the point of original commitment. So we've,
advanced the commitment already. I see no reason why we wouldn't
continue to advance the commitmentcredit commitment on that busi-
ness that, we have.

Mr. LEI DEAN. Well, thank you both very much. We appreciate your
coming down and taking time from your busy schedule to give us the
institutional side of this question, and we'll certainly take all. this
information back to Washington with us.

I have two other witnesses here who are not on the agenda, but I
think it's important that we hear a third 'side of this problem.
3.fr. and Ms. Robert Whitehead spoke to me during the coffee break,
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and I would just like to invite Mr. and Ms. Whitehead to come up to
testify briefly as to ,the problem of the middle income parents with
children attending college.

STATEMENT- OF ROBERT 'WHITEHEAD, MIAMI, FLA.

Air. WHITEHEAD. I hadn't intended to speak, so I don't have the
elaborate notes that my predecessors have, but I'm sort of a frustrated
parent.

I started last October trying to find some way to get some financial
help. My son is going to FSTrin the Fall, and every place I went

Mr. LEUMAN [interposing]. Mr. Whitehead, would you identify
yourself properly for the

Mr. WHITEHEAD. 011, yes, I'm Robert Whitehead.
I ran against iL stone wall it seemed like every place I went because

I wasn't a minority group or belonged to a minority group.
It seems to me the Government has set some type of a limit on your

income. A man making $15,000 or $17,000 a year, deduct 20 percent
or more for taxes, $3,000 a year for the tuition, and then you're getting
clown on $8,000 or $9,000 lie has left.

If he has other children, they have to go without certain things,
maybe clothing, something else, to put one through school. If you have
two going through school,' then you're reduced to the poverty level
even though you started out at a $16,000 salary.

One thing that bothered me in these hearings this morning, bothered
me for 6 months,, is nobody mentioned scholastic ability anymore. I
know when I was a teenager, 100 years ago, the scholastic abilityI
have a son who's 15th in a class of 675. He's also all excellent musician,
and I just can't get anywhere on scholarships because of his musical
ability or his scholastic ability.

I think it's fine to take people from underprivileged sections of the
town and say we're going to give you a grant to go to school, but how
about the person who, like my son, would love to become a doctor or
become a worthwhile member of society? What does he do?

I would like to see something in the Government where scholastic
ability has something to do with it. We get grants for football and
basketball, but you don't hear too much about the person who has a
high scholastic average.

It's kind of frustrating. I didn't know about this federally funded
student loan program. Now, I asked at the high schoolmy son goes
to Hialeah Miami Lakes High School, and they knew nothing about
any kind of a fund.

I happened to listen to WKAT one day, and there was a Mr.
Sinullons, I think, from HEW on, and I called him in Washington,
and that's where I got the information.

He told meI didn't know about le First National Bankhe
said that Dade Federal is the only one in the Miami area participating
in this student loan program. Evidently these programs are changing
so quickly that the high schools haven't been kept up with it.

Mr. LEinr. Can I interrupt you? Our office mails cut to the
guidance counselors of each of the high schools each May a stack of
bulletins and information in regards to all types of student aid for
higher education.
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Now, if they don't feed down from the guidance departments in
high schools, somewhere along the pipelines this information gets
short-circuited.

Mr. WHITEHEAD. It does because I asked my sonI thought maybe
he was just putting me off, and I went to the school myself, and they
said, oh, forget it, you make too much income.

Mr. LEHMAN. if your son will go to the guidance department at
Miami Lakes Senior High School and if he will ask the guidance
people to give him copies of the bulletins we've mailed from our
office, I think he will find them there, but it's a shame he has to go to
them to ask.

Mr. WHITETTEAD. Well, I've. been to them, and they didn't have it.
Like I say, if I hadn't listened to this radio program, driving along
in my car, I wouldn't ever know anything about this.

Mr. LEHMAIV. I'll check into that and find out what happened.
Mr. WnrrEHEAD. But I think that should be pushed in the high

schools, not wait until the person gets out. I wish they would raise
the think it's $15,000 nowadjust it toespecially the way
the inflation is nowto maybe $20,000 because when you get done
with taxes and your tuition, you're downyou're getting down to the
poverty level as it is.

Mr. LEHMAN. I think the limit should be removed, although it's
not feasible at this particular moment.

Mr. WIIITEHEAD. Couldn't it be made on aalso on a worthy basis?
If a student in some casesI know I used to work near the University
of Miami, and there were children that had grants there that were
just having a ball.

There's other needy children really that have the brain power and
want to get somewhere, but just can'tbecause of their father's income
or other things just can't make it, and I wish it could. be something
more scholastic instead of strictly athletic.

Mr. LEHMAN. I think the whole purpose of this meeting basically
is to get information on how to make assistance student financial
more available to the young people from middleclass families who
seem to be dropping by the wayside and are probably one of our
great natural resources that we must make available to our society
in order to keep it going in the right kind of direction.

Mr. WurrEHEAD. Because I have a grocery store in Miramar and
have about 6,000 people coming in, and their biggest complaint is
that the middle-income person pays all the taxes, and then when it's
coming back, we don't see that much of it.

Mr. LEIENCAN. It's a familiar complaint, and we get mail like this in
Washington, too.

Mr. WIIITEITEAD. I would appreciate it if you could do something
along those lines.

Mr. LEirmAN. I'm glad you could testify, and as soon as we chn
come up with any positive answers to these kind of problems, we're
going to be you know. In the meantime I will follow through at Miami
Lakes, and if you'll give one of our stair people your son's name, we'll
see that he gets all the information.

Mr. Wurrnumn. Well, I've already called your office in Washing-
ton. I forget the girl I talked to, but she was very helpful and was
going to mail it to me this week.
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Mr. LEHMAN. In the meantime 'I would like to find out why it isn't
being processed, not to your youngster, but to the others at this partic-
ular school. I just want to see what's happened to all of this material
we mail out.

Mr. WHrrEHEAD. I don't know what happens to it.
Thank you, sir.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Franklin, John, do you have any questions?
Mr. LEE. Did you have a chance to talk with people at the

University?
Mr. WHITEHEAD [interposing]. FSU.
Mr: LEE. Yes.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Yes; but they didn't know any bank in the Dade

County area that I could contact until I heard this radio program.
Mr. LEI-DIAN. Now you know one.
Mr. WHITEHEAD. "Well, yes, but you have to be ahave to have a

deposit there or be a member of the bank, and it's kind of hard when
3--au live in Hialeah to get down to Miami, but Dade Federal is the
only one that the Federal Government mentioned.

Mr. LEHMAN. "Well, John, you have Southeast branchesSoutheast
Bank branches that you do business through besides the downtown
branch?

Mr. CONLON. Miami Springs.
Mr. LEHMAN. I'm sorry?
Mr. CONLON. Miami Springs.
Mr. LEnmAN. That's getting closer.
Mr. CONLON. Southeast Bank of Miami Springs.
Mr. LpautAN. Any Southeast Bank branches can do the same thing

as the downtown bank can.
WiirrnnEAD. Oh, I see.

Oh, if you do have a chance at HEW, I would-tell them to mention
that in the literature that there is another bank in Miami because they
definitely told me there was only one, and that's Dade Federal.

Mr. LEHMAN. That's communications again.
Mr. WurrElfEAD. One thing about Dade Federal that I think has it

over this gentleman's bank, that you don't have to have an account
there. They said they would process it whether we had an account or
not.

Mr. CONLON. The di ammo is they're not a bank.
Mr. WItrimarrAn. Well, savings and loan.
Mr. finnmAx. Mr. Franklin, do you have any questions?
Mr. FnANRIAN. No.
Mr. LEI-DEAN. 'Well, thank you very much for coming..
We have a gentleman here from the State Department, and I would

like for you to come up identify yourself and give us a little input
from Tallahassee.

STATEMENT OF ERNEST E. SMITH, JR., FLORIDA STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Lehman. I apologize, like Mr. White-
head. for not having a prepared statement. I guess due to our travel
situation in Tallahassee it was not certain that I was going to be able
to make it.
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I have previously testified before your subcommittee in the month
ofearlier this month in Washington with respect to concerns winch
we have in Florida as a lender, the fourth side of this coin, as a lender
under the federally insured student; loan program.

As you have indicated, we would agree with the fine, success.
Mr. Conlon and the First National. Bank of Miami have had in the
program. If each bank that we hear about had those same experiences,
I'm sure that, outside of the profit factor,. that there would be no
problem getting ample participation in the program.

In Florida we becamesought to become and sought to, begin
participationas a lender under the federally insured program to
supplement the fine participation of banks and savings and loan
associations and credit unions in the State.

We find that in Florida, while participation in Miami may be great,
there are some areas in Florida where there is no access to these loans,
and our purpose in getting in was to supplement statewide the activi-
ties done by the commercial commnity.

We have been in the business sincein the business of making
federally insured loans since October 1972. We estimate that by
June 30 we will have an outstanding of $4.5 million.

The program was approved by the people of Florida in 1972. We
have issued bonds to finance our participation, and we feel that we've
made at least that much of a contribution so far.

We anticipate that the demand that we feel in Tallahassee for these
loans will be increased by the changes in effect June 2, 1974. We're
getting roughly 50 applications a clay presently in our office. Those
will be my comments about where, we are are today if we- stay with the
program as it is.

We do feel that two real concerns that we, would like to ask for help
in if it's appropriate or for your subcommittee to consider.

No. 1 is the lengthy turnaround time that wethat Mr. Conlon al-
luded to. We saw an average- of 11 weeks in a turnaround time in
securing an insurance commitment. We feel that in many cases this
is not what you intended in terms of the spirit of the law, and in most
cases is counterproductive to students. We like, people to plan ahead,
but 14 weeks is a little too much to ask.

We also have benefited from the amended procedure of bypassing
the regional office in Atlanta, working directly with the contractor
in Kansas City. We further feel, however, that for lenders that are
of large size that you might wish to consider recommending that the
Office of Education implement the certificate of comprehensive in-
surance which is provided for in the law whereby you would simply
give us a blanket insurance policy for a lump of money, and then we
could, with stringent guidelines from the Office of Education, begin
to charge loans against that lump sum policy and then later, maybe
twice a year, go back and ask for an extension to that policy, rather
than each individual loan.

This logistically requires a lot of time. and it requires a lot of money.
We are obviously in the business for different reasons than a commer-
cial bank, so we're not that concerned about the profit picture. Of
course we don't want to operate at-a loss, and presently we're. not oper-
ating at a loss.

The second point would be thewhen I spoke earlier in June, there
was a great thing looming on the horizon, circular A--70 through the
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Office of Management and Budget, that dealt with Federal credit
practices.

It's my understanding that that particular circular has been with-
drawn, and that we are no longer faced with that problem. We thank
each of you for your support in getting rid of that problem.

The next thing would be that any considerations the Congress will
give to arbitrage regulations in the future bethat consideration be
given to exempting State direct student loan programs that are
financed by tax exempt funding.

With respect to the institutional side of the question, we support
the need for Congress to begin to recognize that institutions need an
administrative allowance, as the people who have spoken this morning
have indicated.

This is something as a State agency that works with 60 institutions
hears everyday. We'll do a better job' when you help us pay for addi-
tional staff and et cetera.

With respect to the State student incentive grant program that
was alluded to this morning, we are happy that we are able to partici-
pate in that program. We have tiled our2application and feel that we
will receive the $532,000 that will conic to us through formula, some-
time before the end of this month.

Sometime before the end of this month, when added to the $4.3
million which legislature has authorized and when the Governor
signs that bill and appropriation, that we'll have a $4.S million grant
program in 1974-75. This is not what we need, but it's a whole lot
better than where we've been.

Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you for coming.
I think I've been negligent in thanking Dr. Masiko and Dr. Walk

and Dr. Hansen for making this very convenient location available
to its to hold these hearings. They have been most hospitable, and
we'll be back.

Perhaps the majority counsel or minority counsel may have ques-
tions they would like to ask you in regards to facilitating the arrange-
ments between Federal and State administrations.

Mr. LEE. I just want to get a better picture of the overall State
effort in the financial aid. You've got a grant program and a loan
program?

Mr. Snr.m. Yes, sir, we are a single State agency charged with the
administration of comprehensive financial assistance program. We
are not of the size that you always hear about in Illinois and Pennsyl-
vania and New York, but we are, we feel, one of the larger programs
in the Southeast in that respect.

We operate three major programs and then four smaller programs.
Our major programs in rank of size is our participation as a lender
in the federally insured loan program, which we refer to locally as
the Florida insured program, but it is a Federal guaranteed program.
We have legislative authorization to issue bonds and spend up to
$9.5 million next year or in fiscal year 1975.

In the Florida student assistance grant program, which I discussed
last, we have legislative authorization for 4.3 million and then the
additional 532,000 coming .in under the SSIG program for a total
program of 4.8 million.
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Then we have one of our older programs, which we refer to as the
Florida student loan program, which is now a revolving loan pro-
°Tam It's a 4 percent loan with many of the same characteristics of
the national direct student loan program with participation at $2.5
million for 1974-75.

Then we have several smaller programs that are categorical in
nature. We have a program for Seminole and Miccosukee
We have a program for children of deceased or disabled veterans:

We have a scholarship program, which is in phaseout. This next
year will be the last year of that program, and a similar program for
teachers and nurses recruitment, two programs that are in phaseout.

When you acid all those programs together in terms of Florida
legislative authorization, it will approach $17 million, excluding the
cost of operation which is less than 1 percent of the money which wehandle.

'We have 22 people in Tallahassee. We do this located in a building
in the Capitol Center. We don't have trouble staying busy. We have to,
as opposed to an across the desk operation, run sort of a mail order
operation because we can't expect everyone we serve to come to
Tallahassee to receive that service. So we work very closely with the
financial aid officers and business officers of the institutions in the
State.

We work very closely with members of the Florida Legislature and
their staff in Tallahassee and throughout the State in terms of
responding to inquiries from individuals or the status of applications
and things like this.

We realize as a State agency that we sometimes have stigmas
attached which make us look like a little Washington, which we try
to avoid in many respects and try to treat each of these individuals as
individuals because we know that even though we may work with
50.000 people. that one person that's asking the question, the answer
to him is very important. So we take the time to do that.

We take the time to try to respond as much as possible, as quick as
possible. As I've indicated the cost factor is something which we of
course don't have all the money we need, but we also are not bound by
the commercial restraints of profit, and loss.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you so much for coming, and your testimony
will certainly be in the record.

Mr. S-3trrn. Thank von.
Mr. LEirmAN. At this point we will recess briefly to get a bite of

lunch. and we Will try to have the other witnesses beginning around 1
or shortly after if possible.

[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the hearing was recessed until 1 p.,
the same clay.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

\[r. LF.TIMAN. We. have Ms. Jean Burbage from Dade. Federal who
has been with us before. on some of these occasions when we had the
Sallie Mae people down here, right?

Ms. IlliumAou. Yes, sir.
Mr: Tim rmAx. It's a pleasure to have yon back, and with you is
Mr. SUMMERS. Charles Summers.
Mr. LEHMAN "continuing]. Charles .Summers from Dade Federal

also.
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Mr. SU:IDLERS. Yes, sir.
Mr. LEHMAN. I know we have your testimony here, and you can

read from your testimony or you can summarize it, whatever makes
you happy, but your testimony will be included in full in the record.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES SUMMERS, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
DADE FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK, MIAMI, FLA., ACCOMPANIED
BY JEAN BURBAGE

Mr. SUMMERS. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, may I ,first at the outset offer Mr. Lipton's apologies

to the chairman and to the group. lie's out of town today and could
not be with you. In his place, as the supervisor of the mortgage depart-
ment, I've been asked to offer the testimony for Dade Federal. Savings.

Prior to February 1971, Dade Federal Savings had not participated
in the federally insured student loan program. Although the program
had many benefits to the lender, the program in toto had not beets
reviewed by our management for any policy decision.

Our management, too, was unaware of the lack of interest by our
industry members, as well as other financial institutions in our area.
We presumed the requirements of students were being met and that
Dade Federal's participation would not be of material consequence.

In February of 1971, our president, Mr. Ronald Lipton, was
invited by Senator Lawton Chiles of Florida to attend a meeting in
Miami designed to demonstrate the program functioning in Dade
County at that time.

The needs and -frustrations of our students applying for loan
accommodation from the lending institutions of Dade County as well
as Broward County were exposed to that meeting.. It was apparent to
Mr. Lipton that the program was vitally important to our local
student residents.

Many institutions were ignoring the program. while the actual pa N
ticipating lenders were imposin2 additional lending criteria to almost
bring the underwriting to a standstill. Once Dade Federal Sayings
was exposed to the area needs for this service. it took steps to open its
lending facilities immediately to all. comers who were residents of
Dade and Broward Counties.

There is one exception to that. Students who are attending our local
' medical schools may be from any county in the. State of Florida.

Dade Federal Savings now hilly accepts its role in the federally
insured student, loan program. as an integral part of the many services
we offer to our community. We realize that we have sacrificed no
earnings, nor have we acquired a program too cfunbersome or difficult
to operate from a personnel standpoint. We now :function within the
department with two full -time staff members.

Our returns are more than mere profits: more Hum the hope that
we will reap the savings harvest from grateful clients. say. in nbout,
10 years. We've attached here certain letters marked exhibits A. B,
and C as a sampling of correspondencethe, type of correspondence
that we receive daily in the department.

With that, as of May 31, we published the figures of the status
of our program. the total loans outstanding as of that date, 3.11'S for
an amount of a little over $4 million ; total loans not on repayment
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schedule, 2,972 for $3.7 million ; and loans now on repayment schedule,
206 for an amount of $268,000.

We Olen related the delinquency status of the loans that we have on
repayment-30 to 44 days delinquent, none; and 45 to 59 days, -1; and
60 days and over, 19.

We have had in the past six claims in process, and We have had seven
loans which have been satisfied by HEW.

Our loan portfolio, we gave you some statistics therethe number
of subsidized loans. 2,678-; unsubsidized, 294; the schools which our
students are attending, 274 schools have asked us for assistance of
which 32 are in Florida, 228 are out of the State and 14 are out of the
continental United States.

The results of our program, we are aware that grateful, concerned
parents and relatives of these students hag e brought new as well as
additional savings accounts to the Association, but we are unable to
measure or report the. effect on our savings growth. Suffice it to say,
we know the return is there and will continue.

'We interview each student personally. We insist they be treated like
any other borrower, although we add our personal interest in their
<mak', for the future and their plans for today and tomorrow. As young
as Dade Federal Savings is in the program, we already have the bene-
fit of this relationship evidenced by our delinquency and claim ratio,
which we, consider very, very low, and very rewarding.

We can report that Dade Federal Savings has realized in this
operation to date, approximately a 9 percent return on its college loan
portfolio. We included Broward County from the initiation of the
program, although this is not our main lending rea, but we consider
it an adjunct to it.

We estimate we are the leader in Broward at the moment, although
accurate statistics are not available from HEW.

During the recent tight money market we availed ourselves of the
warehousino. offer of Sallie Mae. In February 1974, we borrowed $21/2
million to return to our program.

Our program is a very sophisticated one of data processing. We are
completely on line with the operations. It has an immediate reporting
capacity and individual loan audit availability. It has brought many
representatives from other institutions to us to observe our system,
and we've adapted the system to meet the requirements of HEW and
the association on reporting on monthly and semimonthly figures.

Problems and suggested solutions, the needs analysis required for
any loan amount over $2,000 seriously hampers our processing. If
budget advanced by school and approved by financial aid director
reflects the need, and the family's adjusted gross income is less than
$15,000 a year, the student is eligible for interest benefits and is
approved for $2,000 without question.

Any need for more than $2,000 requires lengthy additional process-
ing, including the needs analysis, required by HEW, all involving
serious time delays.

It would appear that for an increment of as little as $100 the time,,
manpower, and paperwork involved are a tremendous waste to bOth
borrower and lender, as well a.s the time involved with the Government.

The loan transaction statement, with status change, received every
2 months from HEW. This report we evaluate a.s very important, but
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we find it is not receiving the proper attention by schools, lenders,
and the Government.

Changes reported to the HEW headquarters repeatedly are not
being corrected. Changes are not being reported promptly or at all
by lenders and schools.

These reports are lengthy, time consuming, and we would be happy
to spend the time on updating if we could see that the report was in
turn receiving the proper attention and the response it deserves.

In exhibit D we gave you, Mr. Chairman, a sample of a printing
we received as a composite of all the regulations of the program,
which we are requesting that this type of print not be used in the
future. It's impossible to read, and it's difficult to use as a reference
for the counselors, in fact, for anybody in the department.

We also realize that lenders would be attracted if the fixed interest
rate could be increased rather than depending on the special allowance
which is voted each quarter, which, as you know, the last quarter's
special allowance was 21/4 as opposed to 21/2 for the previous quarter.

As we have stated here, Ms. Burbage and I will be very happy to
answer any further questions that you might have and. members of
the committee.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Do you make these loans directly through all your branches, or do

they have to come downtown to the main office?
Mr. SUMMERS. Ms. Burbage?
Ms. BURBAGE. They have to come down to the main office for the

interview, and we do the processing and the interviewing in the main
office.

Mr. LEHMAN. But the loan can be initiated at any of the branches?
Ms. BURBAGE. They can drop their applications off, but they will

have to come down to the department for the interview.
Mr. LEHMAN. I see.
Do you know if the other Federals in this townand of course it's

difficult for you to answer for themhave come into this program
with the spirit that you have, or are you still pioneering among the
Federals in this kind of financing?

Ms. BURBAGE. II really
Mr. LEinfert. You don't know? It's hard to answer for someone

else.
Ms. BURBAGE. That's right.
Mr. SUMMERS. I don't really believe we're the pioneer Federal in

the program, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. BURBAGE. No.
Mr. LEHMAN. Well, I understand in this area you've certainly been

outstanding as far as participation is concerned.
Ms. BIIRBAGE. I think University Federal was in the program long

before we were.
Mr. SUMMERS. Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. Up in
Ms. BURBAGE. In Coral Gables, yes, sir.
Mr. LEHMAN. I'm glad to see that your loan loss is a little bit higher

than the First National Bank because at least you're taking a few
borderline risks. I figure if it were too low, you would be turning
down too many. I think you're doing a good job.
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I would like to assure you that we will work to loosen up some of
the regulations on the $2,000, limitation which really isn't a realistic
amount of money for a person who's going anywhere outside of Miami
to school. At any other school in this whole area $2,000 would nowhere
near accommodate the costs. This limited amount of money is not
realistic.

As Dr. Stanford says, the tuition is $2,500 right now at the Univer-
sity of Miami for 1 year. That's not a particularly high price, but
that doesn't include any of the incidental costs of the textbooks or
anything else. So how are you going to get a family with $15,000 a
year income to help send his youngster to the University of Miami.
when he can't qualify above $2,000?

Ms. BURBAGE. That would be a help.
Mr. LEHMAN. Al, John, you can take your turns.
Mr. FRANKLIN. In connection with the delinquencies that you had,

have you seen any particular pattern in the causes of them?
Ms. BURBAGE. No.
Mr. FRANKLIN. Have any of them occurred, do you think, because

the student had acquired too much of a loan obligation by the time he
graduated and it just was overwhelming?

Ms. BURBAGE. That's very possible. fthink one of the biggest prob-
lems is having to go several places to borrow and then having a
minimum payment to two to three lenders at the conclusion of their
education. I think that probably is Hie largest problem.

Mr. FRANKLIN. Several different places during the course of his
education ?

Ms. BURBAGE. That's right. For instance, as I understand it, some of
the State programs in the north, if they come down to other schools
down here will no longer fund them. So then they have to seek private
lenders.

Then some of the lenders have gone out of the program, and they
have to come to some place else. So they end up having three and
sometimes four places to make payments to when they finish.

Mr. FRANKLIN. You have made unsubsidized loans in the past.
Ms. BURBAGE. Oh, yes.
Mr. FnANKLAN. Are you still making them ?
Ms. BURBAGE. Oh, yes.
Mr. FRANKLIN. You don't find that they are becoming more costly

or too unattractive?
Ms. BURBAGE. No; we run it right with our computer. So it could

conceivably be. if you had to do a lot of individual bookkeeping and
posting and that sort of thing, billing, yes, it could cost you.

Mr. LEHMAN. John?
Mr. LEri. Some people have indicated clue diligence aspect of the

law is not adequately clear ; that is, you delft have certainty that you
covered the proper steps to insure your claim being accepted by
Has that or do you foresee that being a problem or concern ?

BVRB,\OE. No; no problem for us, as we have several people con-
nected with our loan development who have had installment lending
experience and collecting. So it's not a problem in that relation to us.
We know how to collect on installment loans.

It could be if you didn't have some experienced staff. However, you
know, like First National Bank of Miami, they have a very large
department, so that would not be a problem for them, either.
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I would imagine a small program it could be a problem in servicing
because you do have to collect and service these a lot different than you
would a mortgage.

Mr. LEE. Can you outline briefly for the sake of the record what
steps you've taken when a loan starts to look like its going into

default ?
Ms. BinmAGE. Well, the first thing we do is get on the telephone. We

don't wait for mail and things like that. We start with the telephone
number. on the application that the student gives us, and then we start
with the family, and we may call up the school and that sort of thing
and then we start sending them letters, first, second, third notices, thai
sort of thing.

Mr. LEE. The other area that I was interested in is how. Sallie Mae
has worked for you. Do you foresee yourself taking advantage of that
market in the future?

Mr. SUMMERS. Well, with the introduction of the Sallie Mae pro-
gram, of course it made it wonderful for us to immediately be able to
turn in a sizable portfolio like we have. At the point in time that we
needed the money, the money was there through the Sallie Mae
program,

We had a definite need for the $21/2 million that we borrowed, and
we realized that we were going to be able to put that $21/2 million.

right back into our program immediately, and at the rate they're
charging, it's far more economical to go to Sallie Mae than it is for us
to take it from our own funds.

So it is self-perpetuating itself through that program. It has kept
us very happy with our present operation, and we're certainly very
happy with what the future looks like.

Mr. LEHMAN. Pm concerned about this exhibit Aand we will
include that in the recordthat this party had gone to every local
bank and had been turned down. From your experience what can We do
legislatively do you think that would facilitate applications so that
they won't be bounced around? Do you think there is anything we
could do to make it more conducive for banks topwond more fav-
Orably to these kinds of situations ? There must be a reason

Mr. SUMMERS [interposing]: I think Jean's deferring to me.
Mr. LEHMAN. OK, give you all the tough ones.
Mr. SUMMERS. As you know, Congressman, there have been seminars

and there have been many meetings here in the past where all of the
large lenders in three counties, I think, were invited to meet, and
those who did show wished only to protest againtheir protestation,
rather, that yes? they were in the prograth, and yes, that they cer-
tainly were making the loans, and that there was no reason to castigate
them as being the ones who welched on the whole deal.

Mr. LEHMAN. You know, you can't preach to the choir.
Mr. SUMMERS. Exactly, so when you see such a letter, you knew

that that's not the real story because when a student is shuttled from
institutions, from one to the other, he eventually finds the word that
if all else fails, he better talk to Dade Federal.

Believe me, we're not the boys in the white hats. We are not looking
to get all of the student loan business in this area, but as I said, we
are not losing any money running it, and we really feel that there is a
definite need. Our management policy is that there definitely is a
definite need for us to subcribe to the Federal Government's programs.

42-884-75-8
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Mr. LEHMAN. Well, I want to thank you both for coming, and tell
Ronnie and all the people down at Dade Federal they're doing a
:great job and are certainly of service to the young people in this
community.

It's particularly interesting that even tholigh the main thrust of
your operation is certainly in Dade County, you are still the number
one student loan people in Broward County.

Mr. SUMMERS. Thank you, sir.
Ms. BURBAGE. Thank you.
[Mr. Summers prepared statement follows :]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES J. SUMMERS, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, DADE FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION OF MIAMI

Prior to February 1971, Dhde 'Federal Savings had not participated in theFederally Insured Student Loan Program. Although the program had manybenefits to the lender; the program in toto had not been reviewed by managementfor policy decision. Our management, too, was unaware of the lack of interestby our industry members, as well as other financial institutions in our area. Wepresumed the requirements of students were being met and that Dade Federal's
participation would not be of material consequence.

In February of 1971, our President, Mr. Ronald Lipton, was invited by Senator
Lawton Chiles of Florida, to attend a meeting in Miami designed to demonstrate
the program functioning in Dade County. The needs and frustrations of our
students applying for loan accommodation from the lending institutions of Dade'County as well as Broward County were exposed to that meeting. It was immedi-ately apparent to Mr. Lipton that the program was vitally important to our localstudent residents. Many institutions were ignoring the program, while the actual
Participating lenders were imposing additional lending criteria to almost bringthe underwriting to a standstill. Once Dade Federal Savings was exposed to thearea need for this service, it took steps to open its lending facilities immediatelyto all comers who were residents of Dade and Broward Counties .1

Dade Federal Savings now fully accepts its role in the Federally InsuredStudent Loan Program, as an integral part of the many services we offer to ourcommunity. We realize that we have sacrificed no earnings nor have we acquired
a program too cumbersome, or difficult to operate from a personnel staiidpoint.(We operate this department with two full-time staff members.)

Our returns are more than mere profits; more than the hope that we will reapthe savings harvest from grateful clients in, say, ten years. These letters repro-duced here as Exhibits A, B, and C. are only a sampling of the correspondence
our department receives almost daily. Together with these acknowledgments,Dade Federal Savings is proud to publish its present program status as ofMay 31, 1974 :

Program status
'Total loans, 3,17S $4, 046, 941. 50Loans outstanding not on repayment, 2,972 3, 778, 901. 41Loans outstanding on repayment, 206 20S, 040. 09

Delinquency status
30-44 days, none.
45-59 days, 4 (1.9%) 7, 268. 33,60 days and over, 19 (9.2%) 23, 147. 83

Claims
'6 loans in process, (2.9%) 10, 103. 13

Claims satisfied by HEW
'7 loans, (3.0%)

9, 877.00
(Percentages relate to total loans on repayment)

1 With one exception, students attending our local medical schools are accepted fromoutside areas.
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Loan portfolio data
.Number of subsidized loans
.Number of unsubsidized loans
Approximate total number of schools our students attend
In Florida
Out of State
Out of country

9 67S
294
274
32

22S
14

PROGRAM RESULTS

We are aware that grateful, concerned parents and relatives of these students

brought new as well as additional savings accounts to the Association, but we

are unable to measure or report the effect on our savings growth. Suffice it to

say, we know the return is there and will continue.
We interview each student personally. We insist they be treated like any other

borrower, although we add our personal interest iu their goals for the future, and

their plans for today and tomorrow. As young as Dade Federal Savings is in the

program, we already have the benefit of this relationship evidenced by our

deliquency and claim ratio.
We can report that Dade Federal Savings has realized in this operation to

date, approximately a 9 percent return on its college loan portfolio. We included

Broward County from the initiation of the program, as we considered it in our

lending area. We estimate we are the leader in Broward, although accurate
.statistics are not available from HEW. During recent "tight money" market we

have availed ourselves of the warehousing offer of "Sallie Mae." In February

1914, we borrowed two and one-half million dollars to return to our program.

Our program "on line" with its immediate reporting capacity and individual

loan audit availability, has brought many representatives of other institutions to

Dade Federal Savings to observe our system. We have adapted' the system to

meet the requirements of HEW arid the Association.

PROBLEMS AND SUGGrESTED SOLUTIONS

"Needs Analysis" required for any loan amount over $2,000.00 seriously

hampering processing. If budget advanced by school and approved by financial

.aid director reflects the need, and the family's adjusted gross income is less

than $15,000.00 per year, the student is eligible for interest benefits and is

-approved for $2,000.00 without question. Any need for more than $2,000.00

requires lengthy additional processing including the "needs analysis" (required

by HEW) all involving serious time delays. It would appear that for an incre-

ment of as little as $100.00 the time, manpower, and paper work involved are a

tremendous waste to both borrower and lender.

LOAN TRANSACTION STATEMENT, WITH STATUS CHANGE

Received every two months from HEW. This report we evaluate as very

important. Not receiving proper attention by schools, lenders and HEW. Changes

reported to the HEW headquarters repeatedly are not being corrected. Changes

are not being reported promptly or at all, by lenders and schools. These reports

are lengthy, time consuming, but we would be happy to spend the time on up-

dating if we could see that the report was in turn receiving the proper attention

and response it deserves.
Exhibit "D"Request that this type print not be used in future. Impossible

to read and difficult to use as daily reference for our counsellors. We realize more

lenders would be attracted if the fixed interest rate could be increased rather

than depending on the special allowance which is voted each quarter. Last
'quarter special allowance was 2% percent as opposed to 21/2 percent for several

,previous quarters.
The officers present from Dade Federal Savings and Loan Association of

*Miami are prepared to aid in any further investigation of the program.

Respectfully submitted, CHARLES J. SUMMERS,

.Senior Vice President and Supervisor Mortgage Loan Department.
JEAN W. BUREAGE,

Assistant Vice President and Supervisor Student Loan Program.
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EXHIBIT A
DECEMBER 20, 10`13*.

DEAR SIR: I know you could never know what your student loan has meant to,my family. At the time you loaned me the money to go to school every local bunkhad refused. Now I have a good job with excellent chances for advancement andtake great pleasure in paying back this money.
Merry Christmas,

EMILY ELLIOTT.EXHIBIT B
ROBERT FEINSTEIN,

Gainesville, Fla., March 22,1974.EXECUTIVE OFFICES, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
DADE FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION OF MIAMI,Miami, Fla.

DEAR Sin: I am writing to thank you personally as Chairman of the Board of'Directors of your organization as well as my thanks to your hard-working StudentLoan Department.
I am beginning my first year at the Holland Law Center here at the Universityof Florida, the financing for which I can now calmly be assured of due to yourorganizations long-range foresightedness, benificence, and leadership in the areaof low-risk (Gov't. insured) but not-high immediate dividends loan program.More clearly stated, I realize the importance of savings as a role in lending (i.e.interest yield to the Bank ) and wish to give you my own account, be it howeversmall or large upon beginning inV law practice in the Miami area. Many of mypersonal friends whose credit and need are similar to may own are also droppingin to meet your personnel. I hope they are 50% as grateful as I am.Your organization has done something for one person to make his education.More attainable.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT FEINSTEIN.EXHIBIT C

MIAMI-DADE JUNIOR COLLEGE,
OFFICE OF THE DEAN,

Miami, Fla., April 3. 1974.
DEAR SIRS: Thank you very much for the fine cooperation and support youhave given Miami-Dade Community College by making registration-and course.information available in your location.
Open College, a division of Miami-Dade, is currently helping to meet educa-tional needs for individuals who find it difficult to conic to campus. Open Collegestudent work at home, using radio, TV and/or independent study, and arerequired to come to campus only for exams. Credits are entered on tranScripts inthe same way that all credits earned at Miami-Dade are entered.
Would it be possible to display the poster and brochures enclosed in thisenvelope?Each brochure contains a mall-in registration coupon.We sincerely hope this information will be of use to individuals who visityour location.
Thank you for your continued support of Miami-Dade Community College.Yours truly,

VIRGINIA GENTLE.
Director, Open. College.Enclosure.

Mr. LETrm-AN. I would just like to take a minute to bring. Tras Powell,
an old friend of mine, clown here. He's not officially on the agenda. bat
Coach Powell has been in this part of south Florida for many years.
He has associated closely with the young people in this area at the
community level and, at the Iligh school level.

I think he has always had a feel for the problems and needs of the
people, and I just wonder, Coach, if you have any comments. You've
been listening to these hearings all morning. If you know what the
problems are, maybe you can give us a little leadership.
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STATEMENT OF TRAS POWELL, DIVISION OF PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TION, MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, NORTH

Mr. POWELL. Thank you, Congressman Lehman.
I'm Tras Powell, and I do work for Miami-Dade Community Col-

lege, North. I am also unfortunately in charge of the work-study for
my division, division of physical education. So I'm aware of many
of the problems that we're being confronted with as all of these experts
have presented.

I think it a great pleasure to have the opportunity to testify before
this committee, and most of all because you, CongreSsman Lehman,
are my very good friend. So it certainly is an honor.

There are some things that I have run into with the BEOG, particu-
larly as related to the filling out of the application in the sense that it
represents to many of our deprived, disadvantaged students a redtape
blockage they call it.

Of course my actual common knowledge therein is that the BEOG
concept lends us to something that we would rather not be bothered
with, at least I would rather not be bothered with personally, and I
would like to see the financial aid assistance be handled by the colleges
based on the fact that the application has to go and conic, and as has
been stated, we're talking about time.

What happens to many of the students in the process of the appli-
cations going and coining back to the college is that many of them get
discouraged and take jobs and consequently never get a chance to get
into the institution to begin any sort of education.

However, it also leaves me in a dilemma in many instances in terms
of pay. What can we offer John Jones? He could have a job maybe
because he has not heard. So here again we have blockagethere is a
blockage, rather. What does happen in many instances, we have an
athletic program here in our division, and there's no need to try and
pretend that we don't.

Through much-of these financial assistance you get an opportunity
to get some of our athletes started. Many of them are poor. Many of
them aren't grabbed up by the big colleges, and inasmuch as they
want to go to school we can bring them aboard and they can get some
financial assistance, but here again we run into the same problem
of the financial administrator of this institution having to delay the
time that he can give some kind of certainty as to what the particular
student may qualify for based on this type of an application.

So the work-study, in terms of the job, we handle our work-study
very, very carefully because we have found that it can be a dilemma
in that most kids will be absorbed in just the concept of receiving
money.

They work for us, and we make sure that. this does happen, and
these are realities of life. I can refer more to minorities. I do work
with all groups now fortunately because when I was in the system
for some 17, IS years I was basically dealing with a particular ethnic
group, but now that I am involved in a versatility of groupage, we
run into the same problems of the students.

I certainly wish that this committee would take under considera-
tion the changing of the format as is related to how are you going to
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grant number of dollars in terms of funds to the colleges, and I think
maybe and conceivably, possibly that we would be better oft if we
had the opportunity to handle this internally.

Now, Dr. Masiko and those other big boys talked about dollar
figures,- percentages, and so forth and so on. I'm a low wig. I just
happen to work with Dr. Masiko, but those are some of the things,
Congressman Lehman.

I certainly again want to thank you for allowing me this oppor-
tunity to make these few observations.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Coach.
I just would like to ask you about your experience, with the young

people whom you're dealing with in the work-study program.Thw
are these working out? Is this keeping these youngsters in the pro-
gram or. is the work-study program restrictive? Are there enough
job opportunities, and how do you compare the work-study assistance
to the basic opportunity assistance?

Mr. Powimi.. OK, the work-study program, as I see it, No. 1, is.
rather restrictive, and its restrictive in the sense in that the super-
visor, the administrator of the work-study program, the administrator,.
finds it very difficult based on an estimated amount of money in pro-.
rating the number of hours students can work.

For instance, if he would be allowed to work more hours, it's conceivi-

ably posiblo that he wouldn't have to use a split shift, and by that.
I mean work-study, go to college, and then work in the evenings to
try to make ends meet.

I think that that's the way it ought to be. I personally would much
rather see the finance stay in the work-study category as compared to
the BEOG. That's my personal opinion beet-in-se as a result of dealing
with them I think that I voice that sentiment.

Mr. LEHMAN. thank you very much.
Maybe counsel would like to ask you a couple of questions.
Mr. FRANKLIN. YOU mentioned, Mr. Powell, that you would like to

see financial aid handled by the colleges. Were you saying that you
would like to see the applications handled by the colleges or the money
go to colleges?

Mr. PowEr.r.. The applications handled by the colleges is what I had
reference to.

Mr. FRANKLIN. You mentioned that in the case of athletes, these
programs enable you to bring athletes here.

Mr. POWELL. Students first, then athletes. You see. each depart-
mentthe athletic department for instance. I think the track coach
has six scholarships, and that's to supply him with a cross-country
team and a track team. Well. you know as well as I that. that's menial
when you start talking about putting a track team together.

Well, if he goes out and recruits a boyattempts to recruit a boy.
get the boy to come to school, he's going to have to try to qualify him
for financial assistance, and if the financial assistance. is drawn out,.
the boy that he's depending on to furnish as an FTE as well as an
athlete soon loses all of his zip and zeal, and he goes and gets a. job,
and so the college. loses him as an FTE potential, and the. coach loses
him as a potential athlete.

That's the, kind of involvement we have as related to the athlete..
That's the kind of analogy I was trying to draw there.
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Mr. LEE. What kind of time line are you talking about from the time-
you first start talking to the student to the time when you can indicate
to him what kind of financial aid package you can qualify him for?

Mr. POWELL. April 1 is usually the deadline for all financial applica-
tions. They're now hounding us. Many of the guys want to come to
school for instance.

. One of the reasons why I came back to the hearing 0. as early as I
didand I beat you men herebecause, my God, they had a stack of .
inquiries on my desk asking what's my son going to be able to get? Ho
filled out the BEOG.

Well, no one can tell him because Mr. Rappell, who is in charge, is
waiting for an answer to come back to him, and they're hounding me,.
and he hasn't notified me. SoI can't tell them.

So we're. getting ready to close the school for the summer sessions
for the spring session. So many of these kids will leave and not attend
summer school, not knowing if they'll be granted anything. There-
fore they don't know whether they'll be able to come back in the fall,.
but if we could have something to give them, based on the quickness
and etcetera, then I'm sure that we could save more kids.

Yotetee, we must also generate a certain amount of FTE's to be
able'to qualify for certain number of dollars from the educational sys-
tem in the State, and so we're looking at it from two angles, not only
athletically, but we're also looking at it generating the FTE's in
terms of student participation.

Mr. LEE. So you're generally not able to tell a student
Mr. POWELL [interposing]. No, no ; we're not. Dr. Mira is hounding

me now, and she's on my neck. have to get this straight. Well, how
can I get it straight? I don't have the answer, you know.

So I call the financial aid office, but still they'll say, well, we haven't
processed it yet to the extent that we've gotten a return answer. So
there we are.

If we were doing the processing, with our guidelines and our stipu-
lations, then we could immediately process it, and then we would be
better able to give a tentative recommendation in terms of amounts.

Mr. LEE. So you can't even give them a tentative indication at this
point?

Mr. Pownr,r,. No way, no way, no word, we'veheard nothing.
Mr. LEE. So when will that come; do you expect, July, August?
Mr. Pownt.n. I was told we would have this in August, and every-

body will be gone in August, -vacation and everything else. Many of
these students have to get out of school after the fall and winter.
semester and work and support families themselves. So they don't
attend spring and summer.

So they're floating around, and we have to communicate with them
through mail, but were unable to in Aug 1st. Where are they in Au-
gust? Who knows? Where are we in August, you know?

So it creates a problem for us. We certainly wouldyou know
could appreciate it if it was a little earlier, at least while we're here, .
because we do go through the summer semester which ends August.
July 31.

Mr. LETnEAN. Thank you, Coach. Come see up in Washington.
The next party we have on the agenda is the associate dean of

Florida International University, Dr. Don Brusha.
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Thank you, Mr. Brusha, for taking time out of your busy schedule,
and our best regards to the staff out there.

STATEMENT OF DON BRUSHA, ASSOCIATE DEAN, FLORIDA
INTERNATIONAL, UNIVERSITY

Mr. BRUSTTA. Mr. Chairman, membei'S of the subcommittee, on be-
half of President Charles Perry, I wish to express his appreciation
for the solicitation of Florida International University's position on
student financial assistance policy, and his regrets ifor not being able
to be here today.

We are aware, as you are, that the student financial assistance pro-
grams of the Federal Government have been the single factor that
has removed education from being one of the perquisites of the
wealthy in this country, to a right that is open to all, irrespective of
financial background.

Until such time as every citizen in this country can afford higher
education, either for himself or for his children, we must continue to
expand the funding of financial aid progranis so as to meet the needs
of our growing and changing society.

In a time when the programs for the promotion of college and uni-
versity study are 'bearing fruit, we must not make the harvesting of
that fruit either impossible by cutting back on programs that have
been proven successful or uneconomical:by creating programs so costly
to the potential student that he will quash his motivation for post-
secondary education. We must not lose' sight of the fact that the better
educated the populace, the more respo-nve they are and the abler
they are to d emocrati cal ly govern .therL.3elves.

The trend of financial aid thought in Government circles during
the past 3 years has not been such that concern for mass. postsecondary
education appears to be foremost. I'm certain that many would satis-
fiedly point to the basic educational opportunity grant program as a
concept to refute the foregoing statements.

The claim has been uttered over and over again that BEOG, plus
the federally insured student loan program, will form the bulwark of
the future against educational costs. Briefly, let us examine the reali-
ties as to test the effectiveness of that defense for the future.

As the BEOG program replaces the current campus-based Federal
programs, what will occur? First, less aid will be available to address
student financial need. This statement is supported on the basis that
the qualification standards for the current campus-based programs, in
most instances, are less stringent than the qualifications for the BEOG-.

Where, then, will the. monetary difference be made up ? From the
federally insured student loan program. Thus, a student from an
economically lower middle class home who may, for example, receive
:-)00 per year from BEOG, assuming BEOG were full-funded. will

have to borrow an additional $2,000 to $2.500 per year from a bank
in the form of a federally insured student loan to meet a college or
university budget from $3.500 to $4,000 Der year.

Those budget figures, by the way, reflect the cost to exist and attend
a public 4-year institution, not the more. expensive private. ones.

Thus, at the end of 4 years, that student owes his bank between
'$S.000 and $10,000. The student then finds that in order to make a
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salary from which he can afford to pay back his loans, he must take
out more and larger loans to obtain an advanced degree, and he
proceeds into a spiral which, but for the limitation on advanced degrees
available, could be endless.

The second situation that appears as the campus-based programs
disappear in favor of the entitlement program is the decrease in the
ability of the campus financial aid officer to speak to financial needs
of students which arise on an emergency basis.

If, for example, a student's father is off work for 9 weeks, or, more
dramatically stated, over 2 months, no adjustment is allowed on
BEOG. There are only five allowable reasons for a reexamination of
the parent's ability to contribute.

The above is not one of them. The financial aid officer, without sig-
nificant campus-based programs, can offer no help. The odds favor that
the student caught in this position will withdraw from school, thus
losing the productivity of funds already received by that student.

One further difficulty with the entitlement program, as it now
stands, is that not only is the amount awarded dependent on the
parent's preceding year's salary, but the same is true for the inde-
pendent student who decides to enter or to return to school. If that
person has been working, probably the only aid available for their
first 2 years in college will be the federally insured student loan.

C:0'Finally, the BB4 program makes no provision for geographical
differences in cost of education. That sum of money to which 'a student
is entitled. is the same whether a student is attending a college or uni-
versity in Miami as in Wyoming.

This, of course, creates sufficient differential dollar productivity such
that students may not be allowed to experience higher education in
more expensive areas. Therefore, we respectfully urge that the BEOG
program not be funded at the expense of the campus-based Federal
programs.

While we acknowledge the past success of the supplemental educa-
tional opportunity grant and would hope the program would be con-
tinued. we would like to even more strongly advocate the continua-
tion and strengthening of the college work-study program and national'
direct student loan program.

The college work-study program has been one of the most inspired
successes in advancing the financing of higher education. The. pro-
gram has afforded the student the feeling of sharing in the payment of
his education while gathering experiences which add to the student's
growth.

Added to this is the enriching experience many students have had
working in service-oriented jobs in the community through this pro-
gram. Alsci, the program develops a work habit under realistic con-
ditions which a student's background may not have provided. The
work-study program must not be allowed to wither.

The National Direct. Student Loan program also should not be
allowed to die before its original Purpose has been achieved. A source
of low-interest loans must be maintained to help fund those students
whose backgrounds militate against their taking large loans at near -
commercial rates to pay for their education.

This testimony is also to contend that with diligence and care the
rate of collection on National Direct Student Loans can be muchthetter
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than those experienced by banks under the federally insured studentloan program.
The primary reason for this is an ex-student may be appealed to

for repayment on an NDSL loan on the basis that the money he bor-
rowed made education possible for him and the time has come forto repay to make that possible for someone else.

Unfortunately, banks cannot successfully use that line of persua-
sion, and along with the high amount of the student's federally in-
sured student loan balance, it is my feeling that they will always ex-
perience collection difficulties.

The strongest fear is that this high collection failure rate. will be-used as the rationale for cancellation of that program, leaving nothing
but BEOG, and its built-in deficiencies.

It is herewith proposed that a per capita level of lending be estab-
lished and every college and university be funded to that level with
NDSL funds until such time as the annual collections for the college
lor university equal its level of lending.

The final point we wish to raise is one that no doubt few testimonies
presented to you are .without. However, the point represents a suf-ficiently significant problem that it must be repeated.

The recent new Federal financial aid programs have been funded
without any administrative contribution to financial aid officers which
are significantly affected by those programs.

The processing time is increased, the recordkeeping requirementsrise and the need for student advising expands. This is all expected
to be accomplished within existing administrative budgets.

The result? None of the above programmatic necessities is donewell.
This is not to suggest that the Federal Government should bear theentire brunt of financial aid administrative costs. .It is, however, astrong reminder of the partnership developed with the institutionin these endeavors and a plea that the partners continue mutual con-tribution.
Thank you for this opportunity to testify before this subcommittee.
Mr. L'EllinAN. Thank you, Dr. Brusha. Your statements about the

direct student loans have more incentive to be paid, have you got any
comparison figures on the ratio of delinquencies ?

Mr. BausirA.. No, sir, unfortunately I don't have a comparison figure.
The basis of this statement was, I was a director of financial aid at the
University of California, Los Angeles, for 3 years, and in that office
we collected our own national direct student loans.

We appealed to students on this basis. We had a failure rate of less
than 4 percent on our loans. We had a rate of somewhere in excess of
50 percent of bankrupts reaffirming their obligation to the national
direct student loan.

Maybe it was our approach as opposed to some 6f the others, but we
dealt directly with the student. We had our own skip tracers in the
office, and for a sizable program we had an extreme amount of luck with
that approach.

Mr. LEH:AA:sr, I can see where if a person refuses to repay $100 to a
bank, that this $100 didn't, necessarily come out of the pocket of the
next student because it. competes with commercial loans and every other
Thing, but if you refuse to pay $100 back to a direct student program,
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That's going to be $100 less the institution itself would have to loan
:another student who also needed an education.

It was interesting on the bottom of page 2, top of page 3, how a
:student goes further into debt in order to pay off what he already owes.
You would have, to take larger and larger loans to obtain an advanced
degree; and the only degree he could obtain would he a masters in busi-
ness administration in order to be able to handle his own financial
problems. Of course it does

with
a littlecomplex.

Your institution deals with the last 2 years of undergraduate work,
:and you have students who are no longer usually dependent on their
iamiliesthe independent student.

What factors should be of concern in relation to your institution in
!regards to the independent student factor ?

lituslIA. I think one of the things about our student, unlike some
tof the students I have been acquainted with in past university ex-
periences, our student is not merely the 19- or 20- year -old who has
probably taken his first 2 years and continuing on.

The majority of our students are people who have been waiting who
'may have taken their first 2 years at a community college 4 or 5 years
ago- and now decided that it's time for them to continue on in their
edu 'cation.

They area. remarkably conservative group. They are
Mr. LEHMAN. Economically conservative?
Mr. BRusnA. Economically conservative at least.
Rather than wait on the outcome of Federal proommings, my ex-

perience is that they have a tendency to rush early to the banks to take
out federally insured student loans, even maybe more than they need,
subject to funding, but they are so afraid of a lack of funding for .any
upcoming year, they feel they would be safer doing this, and they
,do that.

I think one of The things that I did not mention in my testimony.
that students all over the country, and the universities in the place of
those students, would find highly, highly effective in financial aid is .a
year's forward funding, so that we can

Mr. LEI-rmAN [interposing]. Forward funding of some kind is neces-
sary because the stop-go funding cycle is clearly causing problems.

Mr. BuusTrA. At this point in timeit is what? June 14. We as yet do
not know what our funding is for next year on Federal programs.

Mr. LEm!,` 'N. So if we get forward funding from K through 12,
then we'll start to take up forward funding in student assistance, but
that's been a problem in all types of education. The only place we
don't have forward funding problems is in the Defense Department.
Maybe we ought to use some of their techniques.

I just; wonder what portion of your students are gainfully employed

Or working students and what portion
_Mr. BRUSTIA [interposing]. Unfortunately I don't have that per-

centage, at hand, but I know the percentage is remarkably high.
Mr. FRANKLIN. Have many of your students, under existing law,

reached a point on graduation that they have found themselves with
unmanageable loan obligations?

Mr. BRIJ-SI-IA. In terms of the federally insured student loan, we're
not aware of that on the firsthand knowledge. We're aware of it by
word of mouth, you know, people saying, you know, I can'tthey
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would come back and say, you know, I cannot make my educational
the demands on me for my educational lending. So l've got to come
come back to school and get a higher degree. We get a number of those
students.

Since we somewhat in fact lose contact and we're too young a. uni-
versity to have yet established a firm alumni group, we're not getting
that feedback directly.

Mr. FRANKLIN. What was your experience at UCLA in that regard?
Mr. BRUSHA. At UCLA it would've been my experience it was very

high in terms of the students who were having difficulty. We had a
great number of bankruptcies. I'm frankly surprised that students
have not used that out more.

Mr. FRANKLIN. Were the bankruptcies a majority of the people ?
Mr. BRusiIA. No, no, not a majority. Mostly I think at the B.it. level

as they leave school the realization of the -debt is just not there, and it
doesn't hit them until 9 months later if they haven't entered a graduate
school; at which time the realization never hits them until the day that
first bill" 4omes in and they realize that they owe $10,000 or more,
$25,000.

I understand that there's some talk that the upper limit for the
federally insured student loan may go to $25,000, and you can rest
assured that if it does, there will be a number of students who will run
it up to $25,000.

Mr. LEHMAN. Do you have a graduateprogram now ?
Mr. BausnA. Very small one, yes, sir, we're. growing. We have. three

programs now, one in business, one in education, and one in the hotel
school.

Mr. LEHMAN. John?
Mr. LEE, For my own sake can you tell me a little more about the size

of your school, a little background ?
Mr. BRUSHA. We're .approximately 9.000 students, and we're an

upper division in graduate university. This is the completion of our
second year. We had our first full 2-year graduating class last year.
We're divided into 'five .schools and a college, the college, being arts and
sciences, and the schools being education ; business: health and social
science ; hotel, food and travel service and technology.

We're the onlyno, let. me restate that. We're the first State univer-
sity to be located in Miami. I don't. know if I'm stepping on FAIT's toes
or not. FAU is in 'Boca Baton. We're the first State university down
here.

Mr. LEHMAN. Florida Atlantic.
Mr. BRUSTIA. Florida Atlantic.
Mr. LEE. These 9,000 students. you indicated they're older than in

most institutions ?.
Mr. ThrusriA, Yes, our average age is about 27. Apparently a number

of people ina, number of students in south Floridathispart of smith
Florida, Miamihave waited since, the inception of the. first talk of
Florida International University to come bock to school, and they
have come back with enormous enthusiasm and in surprising numbers.

Mr. LEHMAN. Much larger than your projection?
Mr. BRUSUA. RiErht.
Mr. LEHMAN. 1VhSt had happened obviously is that many people

who had gone through the first. 2 years in a junior college just couldn't
afford the tuition at the University of Miami or were not able to travel
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back and forth to Boca Raton 50 miles away or to go to the University
of Florida or one of the State schools.

So they just delayed the completion of their education until we had
a State institution in this area, which is FIU, and FIU is going to, I
understand, include a branch.

Mr. LEE. That's all, thank you. This has been helpful to me.
Of those 9,000 students, how many 'are receiving some form of finan-

cial aid?
Mr. BRUSH. Approximately 2,000.
Mr. LEE. Do you have a lot of part-time students ?
Mr. BELISHA. Considering thatconsidering the number of students

that we have and their work habits, we surprisingly don't have a lot
of part-time students. I would guessI'm guessing I'd hate to throw
out a guess, but it's not a lot, a quarter of the student population, part-
time students that is

Mr. LEE. Was I correct in inferring that most of your students are
under the federally insured loan program?

Mr. BRUSA. Yes, manyonany, federally insured student loans.
Mr. LEE. Can you give me an indication of the size of your college

-ivork-study program ?
Mr. BRusnA. In dollars? About $300.000.
Mr. LEE. And do most of them work on-campus?
Mr. BRusTrA. Most on-campus. We're still new enough that our off-

campus program now is being run through the local Urban Core
Agency, and we hope to expand that possibly either through the agency
or if the agency cannot do it, through our own contract because I feel
very strongly about a strong off-campus work-study program.

I think it's good for the students. I think it's good for the com-
munity. So I would like to see ours expanded.

One of the reasons our financial aid officer, by the way, is not here to-
day is lie is OR campus for the first time day before yesterday. He's
brandneNv, so that's why I'm here.

Mr. LEE. How much expansion do you see is possible realistically
in terms of college work - study?

Mr. BRUSHA. Realistically if we have timely notification of the
amount we can use, I think we could expand easily by a third..

Mr. LEE. Do you run a co-op education program?
Mr. BRUSTIA. It has just-started. It is not underway yet. As a matter

of fact we are beginning to undergo within 2 weeks for that coopera-
tivedirector of cooperative education.

Mr. LEE. Is this going to be with Federal funding?
Mr. BE-ustrA. I don't knowthat I don't know.
Mr. LEE: But you're looking forward to expandino.
Mr. Thrust-EA ]interposing]. It''s not under Federal funding in terms

of a grant: no, I know that.
Mr. LEE. There's a small amount of money for development of co-

op education.
Mr. BRUSHA. I don't believeif that's the grant I'm thing of, I

don't believe we got that. We applied, and I don't believe we were
funded.

Mr. LEE. But you're looking to expand your co-op education pro-
gram ?

Mr. BRUSIIA. Oh, yes, yes.
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Mr. LEE. As well as your college work-study
Mr. BRUSHA [interposing]. Our college work-study program, right..
Mr. LEE. And that doesn't cause too much administrative difficulty.
Mr. BRUSHA [interposing]. Certainly if we go to aif we expandL

off-campus under the contractual requirements of a work-study pro -
gram, if we do not work through an agency who does that for us, like-
Urban Code who does all the contracting and does all the paper work,,
it creates quite an administrative hassle.

I know at UCLA we had four people doing nothing but college.
work-study program because we had a sizable office for the off-cam-
pus program that required contracting with individual agencies, some-
denree recordkeepmg on each student. So we had four people there.
and a program that was probably four or five awes the size of this..
one.

Mr. LEE. OK.
Then to wrap this section up, for these outside agencies do you think.

it would be possible to change the Federal matching grant from sa,
percent, to, let's say, 50 percent? Do you think you could still induce
nonprofit agencies to cooperate?

Mr. BRusHA. I would have to assume,yes. Our experience at UCLA
and I cannot share any experience here because I just don't know--
was that the off- campus agencies were very, very fond of having our-
students.

Now, I didn't get the note in their voice that they were only fond of
having them because it only cost them 20 percent; but they seemed to,really feel that they were doing a fine job. Assuming they need those
jobs done, they were not just providing those jobsand I did not feel
any sense of that eitherthat even at a saving of 50 percent, you
know, that they would be willing to do it.

The Urban Corps, for example, normally chargesat least it did_there in Los Angeles-10 percent override. and it had no difficulty in
finding people at 70, 30 in essence, and I believe many of the schools-
in the California area last year were going to a 00; 40 spread. They felt
that they had that ability on their own.

Mr. LEE. There was an option ?
Mr. Bin:1'MA. Yes, and they were doing that themselves, and the ex-perience was that they did not have that much difficulty.
Mr. LEE. Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much. I would like to see the student

work-study program extended to the private sector as I said before.
because I think the student could get some experience there that wouldbe of value to him, too.

Thank you very much, Dr. Brusha, mid I hope that you continue to
have the kind of success that you are looking forward to at FM.

Mr. Bat.fr.A. Thank you very much.
Mr. LEI [AN. The next witness is Dr. Brown, from Florida 'Me-

morial College. I know you're familiar with the problems of the stu-denti and the student assistance programs because you're dealing with.
them every day; and I think you can just go ahead and begin.
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STATEMENT OF DR. LESTER B. BROWN, FLORIDA MEMORIAL
COLLEGE

Dr: BROWN. Thank you, Congressman Lehman, your colleagues.
I think that Florida Memorial. College is no different from other

institutions in the Nation as private institutions and the kind of help
that the Congress of the United States can give to students who will
attend the college is of inestimable value to the institutions.

Now, we are presently participating in the BEOG, SEOG, NDSL
and GSL, guaranteed student loans. IN ow, as of the moment there are
only two institutions that are participating in the guaranteed student
loan program. Both of those are Federal savings and loan associations,
the names of which at the moment escape me.

We are having some problems with the BEOG and the SEOG
profframs.in terms of once the forms are filled out and because of the
distances that these forms have to travel before they are processed
and before the institutions know the number of students and the
amount of aid that they're going to be given, puts is in a strain in
terms of having to carry on affairs until such time as we are notified
and our students know the amount of aid they're going to get, either
through the national defense student loan or the guaranteed student
loan or either through the basic educational opportunity grant or the
supplementary educational opportunity grant.

Mr. LEHMAN. May interrupt you?
Dr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. LEUMAN. What you're saying, I think, is sometimes only a

week before the students know they are going to enroll at Florida.
Memorial, they may come out there, and then for the next 10 or 12
weeks they're going to be enrolled, and you're going to. have to kind
of carry them on the cuff

Dr. BROWN [interposing]. That's right.
Mr. LEUMAN [continuing]. Until that time in 12 or 14 weeks later

when the decision is made and only then.
It seems to me that these delays are unnecessarily long, and as I

said before to the others who were here earlier, if it seems as though
it's unusually long, if your student will contact our office, if you hap-
pen to live in this congressional district, or whoever their Congress-
man is, I'm sure they could expedite the application and make it a
little easier for you under the circumstances.

Dr. BROWN. Now, one of the other problems that we have had, and
not sure it's peculiar to our institution, is in the matter of filling

out the parents' confidential forms.
We find that our students oftentime do not necessarily know the

incom.e of their parents and the process that they have to go through
in getting the parents to sign it and to put clown all these

Mr. LEUMAN [interposing]. A notary public and all that ?
Dr. BROWN. Yes, that has posed a particular problem for us as we

see it. We've talked about this. We have instituted programs to assist
our students in this area in terms of what we do at the college and
the financial aid's office. calling assemblies to instruct students iu how
to fill out the forms and putting them in the mail and of contacting
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their parents to make sure that they are putting down the accurate
family income.

Now, we have a little problem of our students putting down more
than their parents actually earn, and this obviously

\Ir. LEHMAN [interposing]. Especially when adjusted income.
Dr. BROWN. That's right, and this affects the level of the BEOG

grant or the SEOG grant, as well as the-NDSL and GSL loans they
get.

Mr. LEHMAN. How many of your students come from out of town?
You have a dormitory?

Dr. BROWN. Yes we can house 501 students.
Mr. LEHMAN. -i011. have 501 enrollees?
Dr. BROWN. Yes, that are from out of town that live on campus,

let's put it that way, because some of the students who live on campus
are, say, from Homestead or Perrine or Naranja or somewhere like
that that would be most inconvenient for them to travel to and from
the school every day.

Mr. LEHMAN.. And how.Many commute?
Dr. BROWN. Oh, we probably have close to 300 who commute.
Mr. LEHMAN. And most of them live on campus?
Dr. BROWN. Yes ; most of our students are residents.
Mr. LEHMAN. So your students have an additional burden because

the FIU students and the Miami-Dade students don't have to pay
for dormitory space.

Dr. BROWN. That's right:. and you see, when the students are on
campus, it means the school is carrying them for room and board
which is very highyou knowit gets

carrying
be quite a burden for the

institution to carry students over a very long period of time waiting
for one of these to come through or a combination to come through.

\Ir. LEHMAN. Mr. Webb, would you identify yourself?

STATEMENT OF ROSCOE WEBB, DEAN OF STUDENTS, FLORIDA
MEMORIAL COLLEGE

Mr. WEBB. I'm Roscoe Webb, dean of students at Florida Memorial
College.

One thought that we've eneountered is that the 18- year -old law is
confusing when it comes to filling out the parent confidential state-
ment or the student confidential statement.

A student says to us that, OK, I'm an adult, I'm a voting adult,
and than T till out the student confidential statement, and then when
I list, that T'm living with my parents, although I'm taking care of
myself, then that's

mr. TiEHMAN [interposing]. Have been probably for several years.
Mr. WEBB. Yes; so what we need is some adjustment there if any

can be made or some interpretation of how it should be done, because
that delays also, you see, because that form has to be, filled out before
they can be granted any of these financial aids that we're talking about
110W.

Other than that, what Dr. Brown said isjust about covers our
basic problems. The time element is important.

Take for instance now. We have not received in writing the appro-
priations from many of the financial aid sources. We have received
word that there will-be X number of dollars for us, but not in writing.
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So that in a sense holds us back as to what we're going to allocate for
each student when it conies to his work-study and in balancing his total
package. So if it could be expedited a little faster, the time span of
when the student received itwhen we get the information would cer-
tainly help us quite a bit.

Mr. LEHMAN. To go back to yourexcuse me, Doctor.
Dr. BROWN. Yes; let me identify myself properly. I'm Dean of the

College at Florida Memorial College, and I would like to make an ad-
ditional statement Congressman.

One of the things that's a burden to our students, many of our stu-
dents are first-time College enrollees in their entire family. Ninety-
seven percent of all of tie students we serve are on some type of
financial aid.

One of the things that affects our students lately is any kind of a
loan that has to be repaid. Now, the kind of aid that our students really
need has to do with that kind of aid that is not repayable or at least
when I say not repayable, we're not asking for welfare, but we're sim-
ply saying that in order to break the poverty cycle that the burden that
is placed upon our students once they ffraduate from college to repay
large sums of money for their college education is a real burden.

One of the things that we are hopeful of is that the amount of money
appropriated by the Congress of the United States for the bask. edu-
cational opportunity grant and for' he supplementary educational op-
portunity grant would be tremendously increased, and it would cer-
tainly be used wisely and be well worth the time and the effort and
the money the Congress would put into it in terms of the number of
students who would become taxpayers, rather than tax collectors in
terms of the welfare rolls and in terms of food stamps and this kind
of thing.

I think that it may be good for our Congressman and his colleagues
to know this because this is a very serious feeling among the constit-
uency that we serve.

When a student is the first one in his family to graduate from a
college, and obviously he gets out he begins to buy of the people kinds
of services like refrigerators and stoves and an automobile to go to
work in and this kind of thing, so they consider it an extra burden
when they have to go through the loan route, rather than through the .

BEOG or the SEOG route.
Mr. LEHMAN. I can understand what you're saying, and I know

that these young people have multiple financial and economic problems
that usually transcend the educational costs of many of the middle
class. But at the same time if we can afford them the opportunity of
attending college and they do graduate, they do have a profession.
If necessary, it's better to owe the money than not to go through at all.

Dr. BROWN. That's right; I agree with that.
Mr LEHMAN. And I think we'll have to find out which way we can

do it best. There must be various pathways we could offer these young
people.

To get back to Mr. Webb's statement in regards to the independent
status of these young people who have been living away from their
facilies for several years and self - supporting for several years, then
they go to college, and all of a sudden they find they're dependent on
their families.

42-884-75-9
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To me, there is something unethical, immoral, or impractical in this
because we encourage our 18- and 20-year-olds to be mature ; we en-
courage them to be independent ; we encourage them to stand on their
own two feet. We tell them to be self-reliant, and we let them vote, and
we tell them they can join the military services and, if necessary, they're
subject to the draft.

Then all of a sudden they go to college, and they apply for a loan,
and then they are asked, What's Mom and Dad making? Do Mom and
Dad still owe money on the house ?

It destroys their independence and is destructive. To deal with them
in this manner is to make them technically financially dependent on
their parents' income as to whether they qualify for student assistance.

I know if you remove this, the existing money would be spread out
more thinly, but I think the problem is not the way you keep score,
but the availability of the funds at this time.

The student from a family in which the mother and father have been
careful and have paid off the mortgage on the house, then the student
perhaps isn't qualified for a student loan. But if the mother and father
have been imprudent and-have just mortgaged their house, then for
some reason or other the student could qualify for a loan.

Dr. BROWN. Mr. Lehman, one of the things I would like to say per-
sonally is that, it is my hope that the Congress of the United States,
the leadership like yourself, that somehow a way can be found to
provide the opportunity for youngsters such as the constituency that
we serve go to college, and at the same time not rip off middle-class
America.

I do not believe that we ought to provide legislation that provides
for one group, though it is in need, and there is another group that
is self-supporting, that is payino. the majority of the taxes of this
country, and they're not getting the relief.

So we are aware of the problem that you face and of the magnitude
of the kind of solution that you must eventually reach, and we just
wanted you to know that we're aware of this.

Mr. LEHMAN. I understand, and even though your students may not
come from middle-class America, they're going to middle-class Amer-
ica and time runs off pretty fast.

nor. BROWN. That's right, that's right.
Mr. WEBB. One last statement is that, although Florida provides an

educational grant for our students, somewhere along the lines the
counselino.

6
or the getting the information to those young people who

need to know that this money is available is not getting to our young
people.

I don't want to blame anybody, but I certainly want the information
to be availableknown that it's not getting to them.

Mr. LEHMAN. The pipelines are tough. We mail out to the guidance
counselors at the high schools from our office alone hundreds and
hundreds of bulletins to pass out to the students, to use with their
students in order to find pathways for financial assistance, but some-
where along the lines it doesn't get to them.

Mr. WEBB. I've gone into high schools to do recruiting or to speak
to a group of young people and ask them about this, you know, what is
it that you know is available for you ?
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Then I look on the counselor's desk under five books, and I find a
stack of applications that haven't been used. I've been a counselor, .so
I'm not talking about counselors because I'm in counseling and guid-
ance, but I do think that if there is any way that this group can get
the information to the students, it will certainly help some young
people that don't come to college that would come. That may be the
difference ilia. their coming, that $800 or that $1,500 or $1,200, whatever
the amount may be.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Franklin ?
Mr. FRANKLIN. About what is the ratio of grant aid to loan aid now

in the case of a typical student ?
Mr. WEBB. One-half, I would say, and that's not good. When a stu-

dent has to borrow half of histhe money it takes for him to finance
his education, he's in debt up to here when he leaves and unable to pay
it right away because all these kids may not get a job the first year.

You know, you may get a job, but not the kind of a job in keeping
with what you graduated withthe degree you graduated with. I
think most of you know that, and it ought not to be just that percent-
age. Maybe it ought to be one-fourth payback, and the rest of it ought
to be a grant, work-study, or something of this sort.

Dr. BROWN. Because in the final analysis once the student gets a
job, he can rapidly move into middle-class America, but if he has an
extra thing in terms of repayment, it mitigates against the rapidity
with which he becomes a middle-class American.

I'm convinced that if we could have more taxpayers, the better off
we're going to be.

Mr. LEHMAN. What you're saying, the best way to pay this money
back is through income taxes.

Dr. BROWN. That's right, that's right.
Mr. LEHMAN. John?
Mr. LEE. Do you find that a lot of your students aren't able to get the

federally insured loans who might want to take them out because
lending institutions don't cooperate?

Dr. BROWN. That's a part of the problem. We don't have an over-
whelming majority of the lending institutions participating in the
program, at least for the constituency that we serve.

Mr. L. And you have NDSL loans ?
Dr. BuowN. Yes.
Mr. LEE. Which you can file?
Dr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. WEBB. But you know that's not going to be soon. NDSL is going

to be replaced, going out altogether. %"

Mr. LEE. In terms of the 'people knowing about loans, I know that
the Office of Education has made an effort this year to try to make that
program more generally known and advertised in many different
kinds of ways.

Has it seemed to improve for the students
Mr. WEBB. We're still having problemswith it.
Mr. LEE. Could you specify ?
Mr. WEBB. They're not getting the information as to the availability

of the funds, and it is my thinking that on certain of those grants the
information ought to begin at high schoollower than high school,
ypu know. Those students, when they get to the tenth grade, they
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ought to be knowledgeable what there is for them to go to school, what
aid they can get, what kind of assistance they can get, and they aren't
that knowledgeable.

It isn't because they don't read; it isn't because they don't look at
television. It's because somewhere along the line we leave it to the
counselor or somebody at that school to tell them, and they aren't being
told.

Mr. LEE. So the larger grants are available even though there is a
better lead-in time this year because student funding and so on is just
starting last year ?

Mr. WEBB. I notice that on television they had some information
about the various grants and so on. This is going to help some.

Mr. LEE. But you haven't seen it reflected in any degree you would
like to ?

Mr. WEBB. No, no.
Dr. BROWN. No.
Mr. LEE. Again I'm not from this area, and I'm at a -disadvantage

because I'm not too familiar with your college. Do You have a college
work-study program?

Mr. WEBB. Yes.
Dr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. LEE. And I take it this is helpful to the institution?
Dr. BROWN. Very helmal to the institution. As a matter of fact we

need the appropriation raised tremendouslywe definitely need,you
see, at Florida Memorial College we firmly believethat a student ought
to work for his education, not a handout, but 'the college work-study
program at our institution ought to be raised by three or four hundred
thousand dollars a year above its present level.

Mr. LEE. W hich is
Dr. BROWN. Which is about $349,000.
Mr. LEE. So you think double the amount
Dr. BROWN [interposing]. Double.
Mr. LEE [continuing]. Of the college work-study would provide

the kind of experience for your students that you would like?
Dr. BROWN. Yes ; that's true.
Mr. Lm,.. And does that include co-op education?
Dr. BROWN. Well, a cooperative educational program of ours mider

title III this yearfor next year was not funded. We had a small
grant of $35,000 for the year that we operated on now that expiresgrant

30.
So that Ive are in the process of preparing a proposal under the new

title for next year in the amount of at least $75.000 for a cooperative
educational program.

Mr. LEE. I see.
Mr. Wren. I would hope that some consideration would be given

to upgrade that program in the amount of money we get. You see,
what happens is

Mr. LEE [interposing]. This is cooperative education you're talking
about?

Mr. WERE. The cooperative eduction programthey gave us about
$10.000, $12,000 to begin a program with a couple of years ago. You
can't do that. You can't start a program with $10,000. 'That's a salary
almost, you know, in a sense.

Dr. BROWN. You can't hire a good. competent person.

13
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Mr. WEBB. For some reason they expected us to do tremendous work
with that, and we just could not do it. We did the best we could, you
know, with the staff that we had that was a part of another program,
but you just can't take a program and begin it. Now, I can imagine
after a program has started and is well on the road we could do with
less than $100,000 or something like, but with $10,000-12-1 think
it was about 15; wasn't -it?

Dr. BROWN. It wasn't much more than $15,000.
Mr. WEBB. We received. about $15,000 to begin a program as im-

portant as co-op education in Dade County.
Dr. BROWN. And, you see, one of the things as a part of our cur-

riculum we believe that every degree granting department ought to
have students as a part of their experience work in the real world.

For instance business administration, no student graduates from the
division of business administration unless he works in a bank or he
works in some business doing something. The same thing

Mr. LEHMAN [interposing]. Do you give academic credit for that?
Dr. BROWN. Yes; we give academic credit for it.
Mr. LEHMAN. Can they take that academic credit and transfer to

another college?
Dr. BROWN. It depends upon the institution and their outlook on

things and so forth.
There are some things that we're trying to do that I think would be

of interest in terms ofin other words when a student graduates with
a degree in accounting, as the result of having worked with Alexander
Grant Accounting Firm or Touche Ross or somebody, he ought to
be willing and ready then to sit for the C.P.A. exam immediately
after he gets out, and then also if he gets a job with Touche Ross, they
don't have to spend so much money training him because he knows the
accounting procedures that are used at that company and so on. So
this is the kind of thing that we're trying to do.

Mr. LuuatA N. It makes the transition easier.
Dr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. I thank you gentlemen for coming up and gi ving

us another slant on the way that you're trying to work the problems out
at Florida Memorial. Tell Dr. Puryear thatsend him my best
regards.

Dr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Lehman.
Mr. WEBB. Thank you, Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Now, that concludes the regular witnesses on the

agenda, but I do have a gentleman here. who has requested to make, an
appearance.

Mr. John Miskoff, if you would like to come up, and we will enter
your testimony into the record.

STATEMENT OF JOHN MISKOFF, MIAMI, FLA.

Mr. MisHoFT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. for giving me this time.
I'm a naturalized citizen, who has been blessed by God and this

country to be of such means to have established an educational founda-
tion that is operating right now in nine different institutions in this
country and abroad.

My purpose in coming
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Mr. LEHMAN [interposing]. Could you identify yourself as to your
name, your address the name of your company for the record?

Mr. MisKorr. I'm John Miskoff, individual, naturalized citizen,
nothing more. I live in 665 Northeast 58th Street, Miami, Fla., and I
have been there of course for the last 40 some years.

My purpose in this trying to give you an idea. what I am doing,
which I think is as good as any human being to do something for this
country for the human race which is exactly what my purpose in es-
tablishing those educational funds.

My funds are available to any person who is mentally and physical-
ly fit, who is of such character that by receiving this help he is willing
to pay it back to the institution which is educating him so that some-
body else can use it.

In other words after I give it to the institution, I'm through with
it, but I have like anything else rules and means to govern the funds.

When I saw this in the paper, as soon as I saw it I called up and
came over here. I figured this was one chance that also it sounds like
a small way, a jolting way you might say, a competition with the
Government.

It is a program that can literally flourish and grow up everyday be-
cause my funds will be going to those institutions indefinitely. Every
year those funds will go in, and if you stop to figure that those people
that receive those funds will give them back to the institutions, with
about 25, 50 or 100 it's easy to grow up to a tremendous affair.

That's exactly what my will provides, that those funds will go onto
people that are worth of it. My intention up here is possibility that the
Government might be interested as insuring those funds on me like
they do with others with the banks and other people, I mean you know,
to the institutions, not to me, so as to create more or less a psychologi-
cal incentive on nothing else for those people to try to pay it back.

Anymore than that, as far as your organization is concerned, as
far as the Government is concerned, it really doesn't matter except
the fact that by this being known it may wake, up some others to do
this in the same position that I am that may do something like that.

I don't have to tell you if enough of them do this, I mean you
know, it can go up to a tremendous affair.

Mr. LEHMAN. This is an interesting concept. I wonder about some
of the ramifications such as whether you could loan my son money
to go to college and get it government insured, rather than my son
going to the institutions to borrow money for the same amount.

Mr. MISKOIT. Not me, the institutions.
Mr. LEHMAN. You give the money to the institutions ?
Mr. MISROPP. Once I give it to the institutions, it's not my money.
Mr. LErrAtAN. Well, the institutions get a certain amount of Gov-

ernment guarantees now on their direct loans ; don't they?
Mr. MisKorr. Not on mine.
Mr. LEHMAN. That's right, they have to come from the Federal

Government first.
Mr. MisKorr. You're right. That is only the purpose I'm up here.
Mr. LEHMAN. I see.
Mr. Misnorr. And as I say, just two purposes only two things that

brought me to this meeting. That is one of them.
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The second thing is if this is advertised and known, there must be
another peoples as crazy as I am, you know, to establish something
similar to this and not like

Mr. LEHMAN. Well, I'll request counsel on both sides to meet with
you after this meeting, to get some more details on it, and when they
go back to the Capitol to look into this matter see what the feasibility
of this could be.

Mr. MISKOFF. I'll be happy to cooperate in any way I can.
Mr. LEHMAN. And I can see that it's a whole new area if it can

be administered and if it is legal and it certainly could be productive.
Thank you for taking the time to come here and planting a new

germ of an idea.
Mr. MISKOFF. Thank you for givina

6
me the time.

Mr. LEHMAN. At this point I just want to once again thank every-
body for coming. I think these hearings have been productive, and
we're going to take this information back to Washington and hope-
fully incorporate it in the legislative action that this committee will
soon complete in regards to student assistance in higher education.

Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 2 :45 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
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STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
(Miscellaneous)

MONDAY, MITE 24, 1974

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL SIIBCOMMELTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
TV asking ton, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 :10 a.m., pursuant to recess in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C., Hon. James G.
O'Hara (presiding).

Present: Representative O'Hara, Brademas, Gaydos, Lehman,
Benitez, and Dellenback.

Staff present : Jim Harrison, staff director; Robert C. Andringa,
minority staff director; John Lee, minority staff ; Elnora Teets, clerk.

Mr. O'HARA. The Special Subcommittee on Education will come to
order.

This week the subcommittee plans to hear from distinguished
spokesmen from four of the crroups who have been looking at post-
secondary education over the last several years and have issued recom-
mendations which, whether we agree with them or not, form part of
the context within which the subcommittee will have to deal with stu-
dent financial assistance, and indeed, with most of the other issues we
will have to deal with in the next year or so.

Today we will hear from four gentlemen who are involved in the
studies that led to the issuance in October of 1973, by the Committee
on Economic Development of a report entitled "The Management
and Financing of Colleges."

Present with us today for the Committee for Economic Develop-
ment are its president, Mr. Alfred C. Neal, Mr. William Eberle, the
Special Assistant for Trade Negotiations for the President of the
United States, Dr.- Sterling McMurrin, former U.S. Commissioner of
Education and now dean of the Graduate School of the University of
Utah, and Dr. David Mundel of the J. F. K. School of Government at
Harvard University.

Gentlemen, we would be very pleased to hear from you and are look-
ing forward to a stimulating discussion this morning.

(133)
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STATEMENTS Or ALFRED C. NEAL, PRESIDENT, COMMITTEE FOR
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT; STERLING MoDIURRIN, DEAN,
'GRADUATE SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF UTAH; DAVID MUNDEL,
J.F.K. SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT, HARVARD UNIVERSITY; AND
WILLIAM EBERLE, THE SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR TRADE NEGO-
TIATIONS, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Mr. EBERLE. Mr. Chairman, I am Mr. Eberle. If it is agreeable with
you I would like to simply file this statement with you and to para-
phrase it with some of the more important parts and then the four of
us would be prepared to answer any questions.

Mr. O'HARA. Without objection, the statement will be entered in
full in the record as will your original report, and you may proceed
in whatever manner you please.

[The statement referred to follows :1

STATEMENT BY Wrr.T.TAnt D. EBERLE, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON MANAGEMENT
AND FINANCING OE' COLLEGES COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTwx

Mr. Chairman, I am William D. Eberle and I am appearing here as chair-man of the -MD subcommittee which directed the studies and produced thepolicy statement on The Management and Financing of Colleges. My colleaguesand I appreciate this opportunity to discuss the part of that statement which
is concerned with Issues of student financial assistance. Our discussion will bewithin a framework which is designed to provide adequate financing for thecolleges.

If it is acceptable to you, I will deliver an abbreviated version of thewritten statement which you have before you. The four of us will then under-take to respond to any comments or questions that you may have. My colleagues
are, from my right to left, Alfred C. Neal, President of the CED and at onetime a college professor; Sterling M. McMurrin, project director of our study,Dean of the Graduate School of the University of Utah, and former Com-
missioner of Education ; and Professor David S. Mundel, of the John F. Kennedy
School of Government, Harvard University. This team represents, as did our
subcommittee, experienced professional educators as well as business and collegeexecutives. The names of those responsible for our study are listed in theappendix to my testimony.

Let me say first that CED took on this project for what we consider goodand valid reasons. Most of the CED trustees are in fact trustees of one or more
colleges, and have a very sincere and dedicated interest In college educationof the United States, in both private and public institutions.

As business people, the trustees know that the single largest ingredient
that contributes to productivity in the business sector is education. Also wehave a high regard for the contribution that 'higher education makes to societyas a whole. For these and other reasons our purpose is to preserve andstrengthen the colleges. I say "colleges" because our focus was on undergraduateeducation.

I might, add that CED has done five previous statements on education, so thisis no new field for us.
In the last few years, it has become increasingly apparent that the nation'shigher education systemincluding institutions, governments, parents, andstudentshas had and still must face serious financial problems. The first publicevidences of these problems were the reports of college budget deficits and

expenditures of capital funds to cover operating costs. Subsequent developments
indicate that the character of the financial crisis facing American higher educa-tion is both larger and more complex than 'the simple difference between college
revenues and expenditures. During the course of our research and deliberations,
we identified several dimensions of financial trouble that led us to recommend
changes in the financing of undergraduate higher education. Among the moreimportant dimensions were the following:
college costs have grown more rapidly than Inflation and will probably con-tinue to do so in the future unless very significant improvements in productivity
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can be made. Our working assumption was that increased support for the colleges
would be limited to (a) offsetting inflation in the economy, and (b) covering
only increases in costs resulting from higher enrollment.
public colleges find it increasingly difficult to secure needed increases in funds
from state governments that face growing demands from other sectors.
private colleges find that tuition increases produce diminishing financial yields
unless substantial changes in their student body characteristics are accepted.
government support has not been as well directed as it might be toward high
priority socially-desired goals.

Given these dimensions, we sought to develop the outlines of a financing system
that would overcome or, at least, ameliorate the impacts of this continuing finan-
cial crisis. We sought to identify the social and private objectives that higher
education has been seeking to achieve; the social and private objectives that can
be more fully achieved by alternating the patterns of support ; and the system
of financing that government support should seek to establish in order to further
agreed upon purposes.

Six general purposes are served by higher education. Each of them relates to
individual, institutional, and societal objectives and consequently each therefore
serves as a basis for both private and public support. Public support policies
should be carefully designed to maximize the achievement of each of these pro-
grams. The six purposes that underlie the OED's recommended policy are:

1. Generating and stimulating knowledge and learnistg.The primary func-
tions of an undergraduate education are teaching and learning. The generation
of knowledge and the discipline of the intellect should be the principal orienta-
tion of college and university undergraduate programs.

2. Providing education for the achievement of specific social objectives.Not
only does education itself produce publicly-desired outcomes but it creates im-
portant manpower capacities to achieve other public objectives.

3. Creating an, educated citizenry.The strength of democracy in the nation
depends to an important degree on an educated citizenry. The development and
implementation of public policy and the discriminating intelligence essential to
civic leadership generally demand more advanced, collegiate education.

4. Supplying trained men and women.An important aspect of undergraduate
education is the training of young men and women in order to increase their
career performance in business, industry, education and government.

5. Advancing economic growth and productivity.Economic growth and pro-
ductivity are important determinants of the quality of life available to the na-
tion's citizens. Without the increasing resources that result from educationally-
induced growth and productivity advances, social and private wants will not be
adequately fulfilled.

6. Increasing equality of opportunity.Education beyond high school is an
important factor in determining an individual's chances of achieving economic
and social success. Equality of postsecondary educational opportunity, therefore,
is essential if individuals are to have a fair chance of moving into the mainstream
of Americn life regardless of their family circunistances.

Each of the six basic purposes can be achieved by a wide variety of public and
private financing mechanisms. No one mechanism appears best suited for support-
ing the achievement of all of these goals and consequently we recommend a mixed
system of funding for both institutions and students.

Three criteria proved useful in arriving at our recommended financing policies:
appropriateness, effectiveness, and efficiency. A funding mechanism or system is
appropriate if it directs resources toward agreed-upon goals. It is effective if it
moves us toward those goals. It is efficient if, with the resources available, it
uses the way that moves us farthest toward our goals. Because of the complexity
of the higher education system, applying these criteria is often more difficult than
defining them.

These criteria indicated that the direct funding of institutions is the correct
method for furthering the achievement of many of our goals, especially the
first two. Education is, and should be, the principal purpose of undergraduate
institutions. The most appropriate means of stimulating more educationboth
in terms of quality and quantity--is direct government support of colleges and
universities. The effective and efficient means of delivering this support from
state and local governments appear to be direct grants or appropriations to pub-

lic institutions based on undergraduate enrollments and programs and direct con-
tracts with private institutions where the capacity of public institutions is inade-
quate and private capacity is underutilized.

o
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Although many reactions to the CED report have focused on its recommenda-
tion that tuition cover fifty percent of instruction cost in public institutions, theremaining fifty percent of instructional costs in,public institutions would be pro-vided largely by state and local government support of institutions. In fact, amajority of state and local funds would be supplied as direct institutional as-sistance within the CED-recommended financing scheme. The National Commis-sion on the Finoucing of Postsecondary Education estimated that a financingproposal similar to that recommended by CED would result in 81 percent ofstate and local support being in institutional form by FY 1980.1

Both federal and state governments should support the expansion of programsdesigned to produce educated manpower necessary to meet specific social goalsand solve particular social problems. These programs usually need to be devel-oped prior to enrolling students and consequently government support of theseprograms should be directed to the institutions that provide them. The effective-ness and efficiency criteria point toward a recommendation for categorical grantsfor specific manpower development programs in higher education institutions.Minimizing the cost of producing additional manpower should be one criterionfor awarding these grants ; consequently, both public and private institutionsshould be eligible for such categorical assistance. Thus, the CED recommended :
. . . a system of federal and state categorical grants to both public and private

institutions to fund special educational programs designed to meet particularsocial objectives where those programs cannot be financed from regular budgetsor private grants.
The third, fourth, and fifth purposes of higher education are ones in which anindividual's quest for education parallels society's interest in more educationfor higher citizenship, more skilled manpower, and greater economic growth.Given this mutuality of interest, the criteria of appropriateness point towardgovernment support through direct assistance to students. Student assistance Isalso more appropriate for achieving these purposes because it is more likely to

encourage colleges and universities to be responsive to the education goals andneeds of individual students. Thus, student assistance is likely to complement,rather than compete with, the basic desires that motivate individuals toward edu-cation and result in higher achievement of these socially-desired outcomes.
The effectiveness and efficiency criteria for these three goals argue for forms of

government financial assistance to students that are targeted toward studentsand families whose choices will be most influenced by support offered. Evidencepresented by the National Commission 2 shows that the impact of financial sup-port on student decisions is greatest for those with low family incomes anddiminishes at higher family income levels. Although they are not based on be-havioral studies, the financial aid advisory services of both the American CollegeTesting Program (ACT) and the College Scholarship Service (CSS) estimatethat student and family capacities to pay for higher education increase with in-creases in family income.
Table 1 (below) shows that the current system of supporting students doesnot demand dramatically different proportional support from families at differ-ent income levels. Effectiveness and efficiency call for a government assistancepolicy which provides additional resources for higher education rather than onethat simply replaces private resources that students and families would have pro-vided in the absence of government support.

Financing Postsecondary Education in the United States, NCFPE, p. 265.=Financing Postsecondary Education in the United States, Chapter 8. Carlson, et al.."A Framework for Analyzing National Policies for Financing Postsecondary Education,"May 1974 (draft).
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TABLE 1.SOURCES OF DIRECT SUPPORT PER COLLEGE STUDENT r (1971 72/1972-73)

Reported family income

Less than $6,000 $5,000 to $12,000 Above $12,000

Public
2-year

Public
4-year

and uni-
varsity Private

Public
2-year

Public
4year

and uni-
versity Private

Public
2-year

Public
4year

and uni-
versity Private

Support from
Parents $197 $267 $494 $252 $474 $731 $446 $943 $1,716
Summer and

term em-
ployment 954 901 1, 139 1, 159 1, 055 1, 107 1, 165 1, 039 1, 056

Grants and
scholar-
ships 104 301 990 65 200 912 42 71 460

Loans 96 296 434 72 259 491 58 183 323

Total 3 1, 351 1, 655 2, 956 1, 547 1, 999 3, 141 1, 711 2, 236 3, 555

I Derived from "Student Resource Surveys" conducted by the College Entrance Examination Board.
2 Totals do not include allocation of indirect government support; e.g., through income tax deductions for depen de nts

nor support through government benefit programs to families; e.g., social security.

The average awards resulting from current grant and scholarship programs
shown in Table 1 are both small and relatively-weakly targeted. Approximately
95 percent of these grants result from government sources of support.'

In order to be effective student grant programs need to be carefully designed
and easily understood by prospective students and their families. The federal gov-
ernment's eldsting predominance in student assistance should make its prOgrams
the basis on top of which state student assistance programs are 'built. Because of
the generally small and undeveloped character of state student assistance pro-
grams,' we recommend that increases in tuition in public institutions be phased in
over a period of five to ten years. This time period will allow the recommended
state student assistance programs to be fully funded and operational, before the
full impact of the recommended tuition increases is felt.

In order for student assistance to have a maximum effect on students from low
income families and to have a minimum influence on decisions of unassisted stu-
dents, students and families from all income levels must have access to loan funds.
Table 1 shows that average support from loans is currently small and relatively
constant across income groups. If middle- and upper-income students and families
are to finance a greater share of their college costs, as we believe appropriate, the
loan market must ensure that these families as well as low- and moderate-income
families have access to capital. Consequently, the GED recommended :

. . . an expanded federally operated student-loan system to provide students
and their families access to supplemental funds.

The sixth purpose of higher education is equalization of opportunity. In spite
of increasing discussion and agreement on this goal, and the frequent justification
of current government financing policy on the basis of furthering it, the enroll-
ment rates of low- and moderate-income students have remained far below those
of students from higher income families and the disparities have not been reduced.
This pattern, presented in Table 2 (below), shows that college enrollment rates of
18-24 year olds is more than three times higher for those from families with in-
comes of $15,000 or more than for those from families with $5,000 or less.

n "Financing Postsecondary Education in the United States," NCFPE. page 9.
' The National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education estimated

that only $348.2 million of state resources was allocated to student assistance in 1972-73.
"Financing Postsecondary Education In the United States," NCITE, page 96.
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TABLE 2.-PERCENT OF PRIMARY FAMILIES IN SPECIFIED INCOME GROUPS WITH DEPENDENTS ENROLLED FULL
TIME IN COLLEGE'

118- to 24-year-old dependents only]

Percent with full-time
enrollees

Family income 2 1967 1972

Below 17. 0 17.6$5,000 to $15,000_ 37.7 35.6
Above $15,000 58.0 56. 1

Derived from U.S. Bureau of the Census, P-20, No. 260, p. 5.
2 Income in constant 1972 dollars.

There are many reasons for this pattern of enrollment rates. First, the prin-
cipal mechanism that society has used for increasing the enrollment of low- and
moderate-income students-i.e., low cost public institutions-is extensively used
by higher income students. Table 3 (below shows that 44.9 and 55.8 percent of
the freshmen at public four-year colleges and universities, respectively, are from
families with incomes above $15,000. Thus, the principal existing mechanism of
assisting lower income students provides significant quantities of resources tohigher income students.

TABLE 3.-INCOME DISTRIBUTION OF FRESHMEN IN PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS ' (FALL 1973)

[In percent]

Family income
2-year

colleges
4-year

colleges Universities

Less than $6,(t00 15.4 10.2 5.2$6,000 to $8,000 8.2 6.2 4.2$8,000 to $10 000 10.6 8. 4 6.6$10,000 to $1k000 . 32.9 30.2 28.1515,000 to $25,000 24.0 31. 1 33.3More than $25,000 9. 0 13. 8 22. 5

1 Derived from Win, et. al. "The American Freshman: National Norms for Fall 1973," American Council on EducationUniversity of California, Los Angeles, 1973.

Equality of educational opportunity can conceivably be achieved in several
ways. College costs for students who could not otherwise enroll can be reduced
through (1) general grants to institutions, whether based on enrollment or onsome other criterion ; (2) grants to institutions based specifically on enrollment
of low- and moderate-income students ; or (3) direct grants to these students.
Which funding mode will most efficiently support the goal of equalizing
opportunity?

General grants to institutions, the most common form of aid, can result in
any of the following : an increase in institutional quality without an increase in
tuition, a general reduction in tuition for all students, or an institutionally admin-
istered selective reduction in tuition for low- and moderate-income students. Only
if the latter result occurred would the advantage of public support be distributed
in terms of need. For this reason we prefer the method of direct aid to low- and
moderate-income students. It ensures that public resources will in fact lower
the personal cost of college attendance for the grant recipients. A program of
grants to low- and moderate-income students can effectively concentrate public
resources on the goal of equality of educational opportunity and at the same
time provide additional support for the colleges. Because tuition typically does
not cover the full cost of education, we believe that direct student grants should
be accompanied by institutional grants to cover a part of the additional cost
incurred by the enrollment of students receiving grants.

The way that present government support (plus endowment support) is applied
to various income groups is shown in Table 3a. Subsidy per student is virtually
the same-between $1,000 and $1,100-for family income groups of less than
$5,000 up to $25,000, and even for students from families with more than $25,000
income the subsidy is only slightly less-$806. Clearly, vast amounts ($2.3 billion
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to students from families with incomes over $15,000) are being provided to stu-
dents who would attend college without subsidy, and those needing the most
help get no more than those who need little or none,

TABLE 3A.DISTRIBUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION SUBSIDIES

COMPARISON OF CURRENT SYSTEM OF LOW TUITIONS IN PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS WITH CED RECOMMENDEDGRANT-

TUITION POLICY (1973-74)

Family income

Subsidies ' resulting from Subsidies resulting, from
low tuitions In public targeted grants and )5

Number of institutions cost tuition
under-

graduates Total I Average per Total Average per
(thousands) (millions) student (millions) student

Less than $5,000
$5,000 to $7,500
$7,500 to $10.000
110,000 to $15,000
15,000 to $25,000
bow $25,000

Total

773 $837 $1, 083 $1, 309 $1, 693

751 802 1, 068 1, 174 1, 563

881 964 1, 0B3 1, 167 1, 325

1, 973 2, 045 1, 036 1, 806 915

1, 598 1, 625 1, 017 1, 051 658

762 675 806 439 576

6,738 6,900 1, 030 6,900 1,030

Subsidies total was derived froai the average instruction cost minus tuition for students In public institutions multi-
plied by the number of students in public Institutions. They therefore include both government support and support from
endowment.

The same total amount of subsidy, if distributed according to our recommenda-
tion of targeted grants to students on the basis of need, coupled with an In-
crease in tuition to one-half of instruction costs, would greatly increase aid to
students from low income families and reduce aid to those from higher income
families. Table 6 in the Appendix shows how college costs for students from
various family income classes would be affected.

On the basis of this analysis, the importance of these education-related and
equality of opportunity goals, and a desire to encourage institutions to be more
responsive to student educational objectives by making financing more related
to student decision, we recommend :

. . . -that federal funding to undergraduate education be primarily through
grants and loans to individual students in accordance with their ability to pay.

. . . that the funding pattern of state governments place more emphasis on
grants and loans to students according to the same criterion, but that the states
have a wide range of choice between direct student support and support of
institutions.

The shift to increased federal and state funding through direct student aid
instead of funding by grants to institutions would alter the support patterns and
tuition requirements of individual institutions. If their tuitions remain un-
changed, most colleges may not recapture the amount of. institutional support
they may lose as a result of the shift of funding, Thus, as resources are shifted
from institutional to student assistance, colleget will have to increase their tui-
tions to maintain or increase revenues.

If student assistance is appropriately targeted toward low- and moderate-
income students, the necessary tuition increases will be significantly smaller than
the average grant awards because unaided higher income students will also be
paying higher charges. Thus, tuition increases coupled with targeted student
grant awards will result in increases in institutional revenues. We estimate (in
Appendix Table 5) that the total college support could be increased by $2.5
billion per year in this way.

A second reason for increasing tuition and fee charges is to redistribute the

eventual burden of higher education support from federal and state taxpayers

toward higher income students and families who have greater capacities to
provide support. If tuition does not become a greater source of revenue and if

the current constraints on government support continue to exist, the real reve-
nues of colleges will decline and their capacities to produce privately- and
socially-desired education will diminish. Only if government support becomes

more directed toward social goals and the reliance on relatively ineffective sub-

sidization policiese.g., unjustifiably low tuitionsdeclines, can higher educa-

tion fulfill the purposes for which it is supported and, consequently, increase

the likelihood of greater public and private support in the future.

1'2
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Consequently, we recommend :
. an increase in tuitions and fees as needed until they approximate 50 percent

of instructional costs within the next five years. For two-year community and
technical colleges, the increase should be phased over ten years. Most of the
tuition increase may be expected to occur in the public sector.

In summary, the CUD recommendations are designed to :
increase revenues to higher education by targeting public support and by in-

creasing support from those students and families who have greater abilities
to pay.

increase the capacity of students and families to pay for higher education by
ensuring access to higher education loan funds.

increase the achievement of important public objectivese.g., equality of oppor-
tunityby targeting public resources appropriately, effectively, and efficiently
toward their achievement.

If implemented as a package, the recommended changes in financing would ac-
complish these aims.

APPENDU

Perhaps the best way to understand the impact of the CED recommended pack-
age of institutional grants, student assistance, and tuition increases is to ex-
amine what changes they would cause if implemented, in full, during a particular
academic year. Table 4 shows the tuition levels in public institutions which would
result in 1973-14 from increasing tuition to 50 percent of instruction cost. Given
that the remaining 50 percent would be provided by gifts and endowment), Table
4 also shows the average amount of institutional support per student that public
institutions would receive. Tuition and institutional support will have a strong
relationship to instructional cost if the CUD recommendation is followed.

4.EFFECTS OF RASIING (ABLE PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS' TUITION AND FEES TO 50 PERCENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL
COSTS,' 1973-74

2-year 4-year 2 Univer-
colleges colleges sities

Estimated instructional cost per undergraduate student
Tuition and fees equal to 50 percent of cost
Average actual tuition and fee charges
Increase in tuition and fees required to bring level to 50 percent of cost

$1, 418
709
251
458

$1, 727
864
411
453

$2,
1,

344
172
565
607

Sources: Carnegie Commission, "A Supplemental Statement to the Report of the Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education on 'Who Pays? Who Benefits? Who Should Pay?' " Mar. 1974. Carnegie Commission, "A Classification of
Institutions of Higher Education," 1973. Suchar, et al., "Student Expenses at Postsecondary Institutions," college
entrance examination board, 1974.

a Includes comprehensive universities, comprehensive colleges, liberal arts colleges.

Table 5 shows that $2.48 billion in additional tuition and fee revenues would
result from these increased charges. If these resources allowed an equal quantity
of additional federal and state resources to be allocated to student grant funds,
these funds could be distributed in several alternative patterns. Three poten-
tial grant patterns are shown in Figure 1.5

Pattern A is a grant program highly targeted toward low and moderate-ineuine
students. Pattern B. results in lower awards fur lower-income students and
extends eligibility for grants to students whose families have $15,000 incomes.
Pattern C extends eligibility to students from 4;17,500 income families. Each of
the alternative grant programs would cost approximately $2.48 billion.

The patterns in Figure 1 are based on the assumption that no enrollment chenges are
induced by the tuition increase and student grant policy. Clearly this assumption is
wrong. Nevertheless, the patterns provide a rough estimate of alternative grant vs.
income systems.
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TABLE 5.-INCREASES IN REVENUE RESULTING FROM RAISING PUBLIC INSTITUTION TUITION AND FEES TO

50 PERCENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL COST, 1973-741

Resulting
Undergraduate Tuition gross revenue

enrollment increase increase
(thousands) per student (millions)

2-yr colleges 1,763 $458 $807

4-yr colleges 1, 705 453 772

Universities 1,483 607 900

Total increase in revenue (rounded) 2,480

Derived from Carlson, at al "A Framework for Analyzing National Policies for Financing Postsecondary Education,
May 1974 (draft), and Bureau of the Census, P-20, Number 260.

Figure 1

PATTERNS OF GRANT AWARDS
UNDER ALTERNATIVE GRANT PROGRAMS

(each costing $2.48 billion)

(1973-74)
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TABLE 6.-IMPACT OF RECOMMENDED GRANT PROGRAM AND TUITION INCREASES ON PAYMENTS BY STUDENTS

(1973-74)1

Family income

Net change in payments to-

Private
Public 2-year Public 4-year Public undergraduate

collages colleges universities institutions

$5,000 -$537 -$542 -$388 -$995
$7 500 -288 -293 -139 -746
$16,000 -40 -45 +159 -498
$12,500 +209 +204 +358 -249
$15,000 and above +458 +453 +607 0

Assuming option B grant program.

42-884-75-10

1 1

.
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Mr. EnEarx. Mr. Chairman, let me start by saying that the CED
is made up of trustees who are heads of larger companies as well as
small companies and we took on this project for what we considered
to be good and valid reasons.

Many of our trustees are trustees of both public and private col-
leges. We know that education contributes to productivity more than
almost any other factor. We felt that our expertise is in the manage-
ment and financing of colleges. We felt that we should take a hard look
to see if we could be of help.

I might add the CED has done five previous statementson education.
This is not a new field for us. Although I will be directing my com-
ments today to the financial side, in the report we made public a year
ago, half of it emphasiies the need for improved management.

If we can have improved management in our institutions it will
help control the rising costs.

In the policy statement our objective was to recognize that we
wanted to have quality education in this country, and to see how we
might help improve both the financing and management of colleges.

It didn't take us long to identify some of the problems. It became
very clear that there were serious financial problems. Not only were
the publiC schools and universities beginning to have more and more
difficulty in obtaining funds from the legislatures, but the legislatures
were, in fact, questioning the overlapping of the various systems
under their programs.

On the private side we found substantial college budget deficits,
and on both sides we found capital expenditures being used, capital
money being used to offset operating income.

All of this pointed up a very serious problem because when we made
this report it was before we had double digit inflation and the costs
were rising at double the rate of inflation then, and you could fore-
see the tremendous change that was going to take place.

It became clear that with college costs growing at twice the rate
of inflation the chances of really making great improvements may
be small.

We made several assumptions ; one is that the increased financial
support for colleges will be limited to offsetting inflation in the econ-
omy and covering increases in costs resulting from higher enrollment.

It became pretty clear. In 1967, the part of the GNP going to
higher education was 1 percent. In 1972, it was 2.7 percent, a very
substantial increase. E you simply keep up with inflation and the in-
creased students, not in percentages but actual numbers, it is going to
take quite a bit of more money just to do that.

We also noted that the increased difficulty in obtaining funds, both
public and private for colleges. We tried to identify the objectives
of a financing system which would improve the situation.

We came up with six general purposes of higher education. The
first was generating and stimulating quality knowledge and learning.
The second was providing education for achievement of specific so-
cial objectives.

The third was creating an educated citizenry. Fourth is supplying
trained men and women for whatever their avocation or profession
may be.

Five, advancing economic growth and productivity, and sixth, in-
creasing the equality of opportunity.
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Here I might add the equality of postsecondary educational op-
portunity is' essential if individuals are to have a fair chance of mov-
ing into the mainstream of American life regardless of their family
circumstances.

We took these six basic objectives and then we said, "How do you
propose a financial system that will fund it and give better funding
and, at the same time, carry out these objectives in an appropriate,
effective and efficient way ?"

It was very clear that the criteria indicated that direct grants to
institutions was probably the correct method for the achievement of
many goals, particularly the first two I mentioned.

On the other hand, the effective and efficient means of delivering
support from State and local governments on a direct grant or appro-
priationto public institutions based on undergraduate enrollment and
programs and direct contract with private institutions may be better
where you can give the grants to the individuals.

The CED report has been criticized primarily because of the rec-
ommendation that tuition cover 50 percent of instructional cost. And
let me point out here' hat we made no judgment as to the difference be-
tween how much the students and parents should pay and how much
the society should pay.

But let me remind you that 50 percent of instructional' cost is 'about
35 percent of total cost of education, so that even if one-third were
being.paid by students and parents through tuition, together with some
individual subsidy, there remains two-thirds of the cost of college ed-
ucation which is being paid for by society in general.

As we began to work on a plan we discovered that both the Federal
and State supports have been primarily in form of institutional
grants. We are proposing here that we move grants from the Federal
Government from the present institutional grants to individual grants.

Such a change would allow more equality in the system because it
gives more flexibility, to those with lower incomes to enter the system.

And second, it brings about, as it did with the GI Bill of Rights
after World War II, more choice for students. They can select their
colleges and there would be more market opportunity for the schools.

'Nee make no distinction between public, private or the vocational or
profit schools because in developing a program of total education you
need all of these schools to give the diversify you need.

In doing this, we have proposed a number of different recommenda-
tions we think will be helpful. First of all, the money that is now
going to support education to students, according to the National Com-
mission eviclr-ice, shows that the impact of financial support on stu-
dent decisions is greatest for those with low family incomes and di-
minishes at higher family income levels.

And although they are not based on behavioral studies, the financial
aid advisory services of both the American college testing program and
the College Scholarship Service estimate that student and family ca-
pacities to pay for higher education increases as the family income
increases.

Table 1 in the full testimony shows that the current system of sup-
porting students does not demand dramatically different proportional
support from families at different income levels. Almost regardless of
family income range the support remains approximately the same.
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The average awards resulting from current grant and scholarship
programs shown in this table are both small and relatively weakly
targeted. Incidentally, 95 percent of those grants result from Govern-
ment sources of support.

In order to make an effective student grant program work the pro-
grams must be carefully designed and easily understood by prospec-
tive students and their families. We think that because of the generally
small and undeveloped character of State student assistance programs,
we recommend that the so-called increase in tuition in public institu-
tions be phased in over a period of 5 to.10 years.

In saying this we also recommend that as the higher tuition is
brought in that it be done at the same time as student loan funds be-
come available. They must go hand in glove..

I might point out that what we are suggesting here, at the end of the
full phase-in of increased tuition, again, at 1972 levels, we are talking
about an increase of about $500 per year per student.

Over 4 years of college we are talking about a $2,000 increase. Of
course, there is a great deal of comment that this is going. to hurt the
middle-income people. We recognise that what was middle income
2 years ago may not be middle income today.

But let me suggest to you that what we are talking about here is
roughly $2,000 plus or minus, depending upon the school the student
selects. Based upon an economic study of what a college education cando for an average individual student as compared with a student who
goes through high school, the study shows that it increases their annual
earnings from between $1,500 and $3.000 per year throughout theirentire lifetime.

What we are talking about here in increased tuition is something alittle over 1 year's increased earnings that would be charged and have
to be paid back. In order to have the maximum effect here we feel that
when the grants are given to students they must reach students whose
families have lower incomes who are the most unassisted today.

As a result of this, we have made a number of recommendations;
first, an expanded federally operated student loan system to provide
students and their families with sources of supplemental funds.

We think, in this way, that with increased tuition you not only get,
more funds into the system but you provide a method for families topay for tuition.

To make the point I simply call your attention to table. 9 which
shows that students in the 18-to-24-year-old bracket in families with
incomes of $15,000 or more are three times more likely to be in college
than those students from families with $5,000 income or less.

This is why we think we need this targeting on a more direct basis.
I think it is interesting to note that in our table ;i, showing where the
students came from you will note that for present students well overhalf of them are from families of $15,000 of income or more.

What is happening today is that students who have higher family
resources are still taking advantage of the lower tuitions in the public
schools so you get a double kind of subsidy here.

Equality of educational opportunity can conceivably be achieved
in several w'hys. College costs for students who could not otherwise
enroll can be reduced through general grants to institutions, whether
based on enrollment or on some other criterion or by grants to institu-
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tions based specifically on enrollment of low- and moderate-income
students, or through direct grants to these students., Which funding
mode will most efficiently support. the goal of equalizing opportunity

The question of which funding mode would be most efficient was
considered in our study. We concluded that general grants to institu-
tions, which are the most common form of aid; could result in three
ndifferent things.

It could result in an increase in institutional quality without an
increase in tuition, a general reduction in tuition for all students, or
an institutionally achninistered selective reduction in tuition for low-
and moderate-income students.

Because this could be used in so many different ways we really
concluded the most effieim,t, and effective way was to move a substan-
tial part of the Federal grants from the institutions to the individual.

If you look at table 3a and note that the subsidy per student is
.pretty much the same, between $1,000 and $1,100for family income
groups of less than $5,000 up to $25,000, and even for students from
families with more than $25,000 the subsidy only drops to about
$806.

Clearly, vast amounts of money would be needed if we are going to
provide all of this money to all of these students. We noted that a
subsidy of $2.3 billion for students from families with incomes over
$15,000 is a very high figure and if you are going to simply add to
that, that, is w'hy we came back and said the 1?est approach we
thoughtand we are not locked in at the $12,000 or $15,000 level be-
cause when we made the study $15,000 looked like a real breaking point.
Today it may have to be somewhat higher.

The fact remains that there is reason, under our system, where there
is limited money and tremendous demands upon all Federal and
State funds, to find a way to bring more money into the system, and
that is why we recommended that individual grants be made and that
tuition be increased.

T. might point out that there is some shift in resources here. the
shift in resources we have recommended allows a lot of flexibility. You
had about 70 percent institutional grants and 30 percent individual
grants. We feel that there is always a place for the institutional grants
and that it should be around the minimum of 30 to 40 percent. and
then, depending on the situation, the balance could be used for the
individual grants.

What this amounts to is that as resources are shifted from institu-
tional to student assistance directly colleges will have to increase their
tuitions to maintain or increase their revenues.

In other words, if colleges are to attract the tuition from these in-
dividual grants they will have to raise it, and as they raise tuition
to offset the drop in institutional grants they will get more money be-
cause there will be more money coming into the system.

You would have the same Federal funds coming through individual
grants but you would attract more funds from the private and the loan
sectors which could be used to fund the higher tuition.

We estimated, as in our table 5, that the total college support could
be increased by $2.5 billion per year through this system, and we think
this can be done in a way that will give equal opportunity and not
jeopardize the opportunity of students to go to college because of the
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increased cost because you simply raise the opportunity to borrow
funds for those people who need it.

And you are takincr.the opportunity for those families with higher
incomes to help contribute to the system, still recognizing that well
over two-thirds of the total_ cost of education will still be paid for by
society even under our progrram.

So, in summary, the CED recommendations are designed to increase
revenues to higher education by targeting public support and by in-
Creasing support from those students and families who have the
greater ability to pay;

Second, to increase the capacity of students and familLs to pay for
higher education by insuring access to higher education loan funds;
and, three, to increase the achievement of important public objectives;
equality of opportunity by targeting these public resources effectively
and efficiently toward their achievement.

These three goals go hand in glove. We don't increase the tuition un-
til the loan funds have come up so there is no basic hardship in this
kind of program. I think that covers the subject generally. I think there
are a couple of short comments from each of my team.

Mr. Nerd, I think you wanted to make a short comment.
Mr. NEAL. Mr. Chairman, when we completed this policy statement,

in fact, before it was published, we felt we ought to market test it so we
set up meetings in five different regions of the country; Boston, At-
lanta, Denver, Chicago and San Francisco.

To these meetings we invited members of the boards of trustees of
colleges, the executives of colleges, members of the faculty and stu-
dents. These meetings ran between 100 and 150 people. Each meeting

. took a day and a half. Virtually one whole day was filled with the dis-
cussion, by workshops of about 20 each, of the proposed policy state-
ment, or, as time went on it became the issued policy statement.

I thought you might be interested in what this very careful con-
sideration in these various groups resulted in in terms of the dis-
cussion groups' support or lack of support of the financial recom-
mendations, particularly as it relates to this committee's work.

It is precisely the package that Mr. Eberle has just described. This
looks like a fairly close election so far as these groups were concerned.
On a block-vote basis we had nationwide 13 of the groups in favor
of the financial recommendations. We had 9 groups opposed, but We
had 14 groups undecided.

Mr. McMumriN. Mr. Chairman, I was very pleased to comment, on
two or three things which Air. Eberle has already referred to. I am par-
ticularly interested in calling attention to what the CED report does
not recommend because there are certain emphases that are made so
strongly in it that one can easily get a wrong impression.

Mr. Eberle has already made this point but I would like to re-empha-
size it, that the report does not. recommend an increase in tuition in ad-
vance of the increase, in the ability of prospective students to pay that
tuition.

The thrust of the report has to do with getting money into the hands
of students in order that the students would be able to pay for their
education. It is not a report that is geared primarily to the increase in
tuition.

It is geared to equality of students and making it possible for uni-
versities and colleges to pay their expenses and to maintain and

11 J
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achieve high quality. But the increase in tuition is intended by the CED
recommendation to follow and not precede the establishment of the
ability of the students to pay the bill.

I would like also to re-emphasize a point that Mr. Eberle has men-
tioned on the matter of cutoff points for Federal grants and loans to
students. The CED is very flexible on that point and, as a matter of
fact, it is about 2 years now since the committee talked in terms of a
$12,000 cutoff point in loans.

My own feeling is that if the committee were now discussing this
issue the figure would be considerably higher and, at no time was
it intended that this be taken as a kind of inflexible cutoff point.

Another matter is the question of institutional grants. I personally
am strongly in favor of the preservation of institutional grants for
colleges and universities, and there is no intention in the report,
though it has sometimes been interpreted in this way, to get rid of
institutional grants.

The emphasis of the report is that Federal money for colleges and
students, quite apart from money for such purposes as research, that
Federal money be placed primarily, not exclusively, but primarily in
the hands of the students, and then the States might very well move
more of their money into student hands rather than to follow institu-
tional grants as a format.

But there is no suggestion here that States do away with institu-
tional grants. Quite the contrary, it is assumed that institutional
grants be continued and the extent to which States.may increase grants
to students would be a matter of the discretionary policies of the States,
a matter of the habits of the States in the financing of institutions.

The report, for instance, recognizes that in some parts of the coun-
try there is more of an inclination in one direction than in another. It
takes all of that into consideration, so that it would be in error to sup-
pose that the CED report is an attempt to get rid of institutional
grants.

Another thing that is worth noting, it seems to me, is that the CED
policy statement has to do entirely with undergraduate education and
in discussing the costs of instruction, the costs of instruction referred
to here are the costs of undergraduate instruction and do not include in
any sense the costs of graduate instruction, which are much greater.

And these discussions do not include the other educational costs,
including such matters as moneys for research. One or two other items,
Mr. Chairman; I am personally not an economist and a large number
of economists have worked on this as you well know and have been in-
volved in interpretation of this report, comparisons of it with other
recommendations.

It is my impression that the differences in many cases here are due to
differences on assumptions with regard to the economy, as to what the
present state of the economy is in terms of the ability of the Nation to
finance higher education and what the future, both the immediate
future and the long -term future, is likely to be.

I would say that the Committee for Economic Development has
taken a comparatively conservative view of the situation from both the
standpoint of expansion of institutions in terms of enrollment and
finance higher education and what the future. both the immediate
ate future in relation to its ability to finance higher education.
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There is a general .assumption here that if higher education is to
have the kind of money that it needs to achieve higher quality and
maintain the quality that it now has, it is not going to get it unless it
gets it by the route that is here recommended.

I am well aware that some highly competent economists would make
a totally different assumption, but I think that the differences that you
are likely to find between the various recommendations that are being
made are due not totally, of course, but certainly in part to the differ-
ences in these assumptions.

I might siMply- mention also that the report that you have before.
you in Mr. Eberle's testimony has some upgraded statistics that
will not be found in the policy statement. Mr. Mundel may care to
comment on it.-So it would be rather important that you recognize
the new statistics since it is several months since the original policy
.statement was produced.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you.
Mr. Mundel.
Mr. MUNDEL. I think, first of all, to correct a small wording, the

statistics are updated. I am not sure they are upgraded.
Mr. McMuranN. I meant to say updated. I am sorry.
Mr. MUNDEL. I think three points should be mentioned to comple-

ment the comments of my colleagues.
First, the tuition, and especially the financial aid recommendations

that the CED has made have not been simply targeted toward low
income students. Throughout the analysis of the initial report and
the subsequent analysis which is in the appendix of the testimony
we carefully targeted money toward low- and moderate-income stu-
dents, increasing the eligibility of grant funds up to what we judge
or what we think about. as something in the middle class.

Second, with regard to institutional support, even if all the rec-
ommended tuition increases were allocated into tuition supplements
or student financial aid, if all the. additional $9.5 billion had been
allocated that way, some estimates by the National Commission on
a report on a model of our proposal describe that fully 81 percent
of the State and local support for higher education would continue
to lie allocated in the form of the institutional support.

Approximately 3 percent of State and local revenues are now
allocated toward student assistance. Under our recommendation that
would increase to 19 percent, a substantial increase. met institutional
assistance would still remain the predominent characteristic of State
and local .support to institutions and to higher education as a whole:

Third, in terms of adequacy of financial support for the sector as
a whole. let me quote from a report by the American Association of
University Professors, looking at the state of the economy in the sector
as a whole :

The interesting implication of the Carnegie and CED approaches
That is, tuition increase and targeted student assistance

ic each dollar of tax revenue channeled through student aid will generate a
greater total flow of funds than the tax dollars distributed directly to institutions.
A slower growth of subsidies that go directly to institutions requires higher
tuitions. hence. a greater contribution by the families of students who do not
receive grants,
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In the view of some of us who have looked at the variety of reports,
this increase in revenues is not the result of depression or a hold
steady mentality trying to cut support for the sector,

I think that is an important consideration in deciding on the im-
plications of this sort of report versus other kinds of financial schemes.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much.
In your report, table 5 shows $2.48 billion in additional tuition rev-

enues would result from these increased charges if these resources
were allowed in an equal quantity of additional Federal and State re-
sources to be allocated to student grant funds, and these funds could
be distributed in several alternative patterns. Three of them are shown
in figure 1.

Pattern A is a grant program highly targeted toward low- and
moderate-income students. Pattern B results in lower awards for low-
income students and extends eligibility to students from $15,000 in-
come families, and pattern C extends eligibility to students from
$17,500 income families. Each of these cost $2.49 billion..

Assuming how many students, and so forth?
Mr. MuNDEL. Those curves are based on the assumption, admittedly

inadequate, that the enrollment of students in these various income
classes in iscal year 1973-74 would remain the same.

If these programs had their desired effect and the enrollment in-
crease among the students who would face net price decreases there
would be more students. The grant programs or the total amount of
the grants you could give to any student. would decrease proportion-
ately by the tuition and fee revenues of the institutions, given the
increase in enrollment. would also increase.

Mr. O'HARA. But these three alternative grant programs which show
grants ranging from about $850 up to $1,300 for the lowest income
student, are all based on the hypothesis that not a single additional
student would be, attracted into higher education.

Mr. MtrxnEr,, Those particular curves are based on that hypothesis.
That is not hypothesis we would believe holds true. We just didn't
have the capacity to do the enrollment projects accurately enough.

Mr. O'HAnA. And if you did attract more than these figures it would
all come down, the amount per student?

Mr. INII.Txnur,. If the size of the. grant program. $2.5 billion remains
constant and you follow that sort of curve then the grants in each of
the. income group would increase as there are more kids over whom
that money is being distributed.

Mr. O'ITAitA. Table 6 shows, assuming the same set of assumptions
and using option B. which would apparently envision possible eligi-
bility up to $15,000 family income.. It. would still result, according
to table 6, if I make it out correctly, in an increase in cost to families
between $12,500 and $15,000.

Mr. MUNDEL. If the. only grant and aid programs that existed
for the. State and local grant programs financed by these increases
in tuition and resulting increases in institutional support, that would
be true.

But, given the current, changes in. Federal authorization and alloca-
tion policy there are grants in all programs which would effect those
students and not cause these tuition increases to be as high as they
appear.
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Mr. O'HARA.. That is introducing another element into the thing.
You would say, yes, under our proposal, just looking at it alone. But
if someone were to come along and try to make up for the deficiencies
in our proposal then it wouldn't be true.

Mr. MUNDEL. That is not really the case. In fact, our proposal is
both to increase the allocation of state and local money in to direct
student assistance and to help Federal resources go predominantly
through student assistance.

They do already. Table G only includes the effect of the State and
local resources. We recommend that it doesn't include the traditional
Federal sources.

Mr. O'HARA. If we assume no change in the Federal program and
most of the Federal money already goes out to direct assistance, very
little other than that, even the pattern of one of your more crenerous
proposals would be to increase tuition starting around $10,000.

It is hard to figure that out. It is somewhere $10,000 and
$12,500, the increased total cost, even though you might be eligible
for a grant. In the end it will cost you more, except at private under-
graduate institutions, where it would cost you less, of course, in all
income categories.

But in the last one there there would be no difference.
Mr. MIINDEL. I think that is true as long as the targeting of stu-

dent grants, which we showed in table 1, remains essentially flat across
the income of students. Remember that the grant and scholarship
money in table 1 is 95 percent Government and given the distribu-
tion between Federal and State allocations to student assistance,
grant and scholarship money in that program is really primarily
Federal.

If that money remains allocated, as it has been, I think the in-
ference is true that people in this income group would experience
increases in their net prices, but we have also said that that money
should be more targeted toward the same sort of people toward whom
State and local resources would be targeted.

And if the Federal change occurs simultaneously with the State and
local changes, it is our prediction that people in this income group
would not face net price increases as a result of our

in
of Fed-

eral-targeted, State and local targeted and increases n public institu-
tion prices.

Mr. O'HARA. I think your recommendation is really one directed
almost entirely at State governments, as I understand it. In effect,
you say, reduce institutional support and shift the funds into strident
assistance.

Right now, Uncle Sam isn't really engaged in the business of institu-
tional support. I guess the people you are really talking to are the State
governments and local governments, who are the ones that support the
public university system, State college system, the community college
system and so forth.

What institutional support would you suggest Uncle Sam drop in
order to move into more student assistance?

Mr. EBERLE. I don't know that we are recommending that. I think
there is a major side to the Federal change and that is to broaden the
student loan programs so that as the States make their shift to grants
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and the tuition gradually goes up that money is available. and pulls
into the system these additional dollars.

That change, plus the change that Professor Mundel is talking about,
and that is the targeting of tie student grants themselves on the Fed-
eral side, would move and bring more of this money in and, at the same
time, give equality, so it takes the Federal system to start to move to
brillg about the change at the State level.

Mr. O'HARA. Of course, we have 'already. We enacted, subsequent to
your report, between the time you issued your report and the time you
appeared here, the Congress did adopt legislation that liberalized the,

programsprorams making it possible for students from families having
adjusted family incomes of less than $15,000, Which worked out for a
family of four to an adjusted gross of $20,000, to make a guaranteed
loan with interest subsidized without determination of need.

Mr. NEAL. Mr. Chairman, could I pay a compliment to most of the
members of your committee. When you say our program is addressed
primarily to State and local, it is because of the wisdom of the Congress
in passing the educational opportunity grant program, which fol-
lows exactly the lines we are recommendinghere.

I would like it to be noted we think very highly of the decisions you
people have made.

Mr. O'HARA. We are looking at those decisions now to see if we are
doing the most effective job possible, which, of course, is the reason you
are here. But, I would like to say one of the reasons it was possible for
the Federal Government to make the kind of decision that was made to
concentrate assistance to higher education and student assistance was
because most of the States had provided a foundation of low-cost pub-
lic higher education upon which such assistance could be built.

Now, in effect, you gentlemen are recommending we move the foun-
dation which may make the edifice rather shaky. Some of our findings
have been that the extent to which students are able to take advantage
of student assistance programs is very greatly influenced by the avail-
ability, at no cost or low cost, of public higher education.

For instance, we found in connection with the GI bill programs
which provide a' igher level of student support than any other Federal
program or State program that I know of. that those programs are
utilized to a reasonable extent- only in the States that have very low-
cost or no-cost public higher education.

For instance, the utilization of the GI bill in California was between
two and three times the rate at which it was utilized in one of the New
England States because there was available a system of low tuition
or no tuition in State colleges and universities.

We also find, and I think your own exploration should suggest to
you that a great number of students who might qualify for one of
these student assistance programs do not apply.

For one reason or another they do not seek and obtain student
assistance funds. Significant numbers of them are found in very low-
cost institutions in metropolitan areas primarily, but also in rural areas
if they are within commuting distance.

So, in terms of efficiency of delivery, you have a model that looks
more efficient but I am not sure it actually brings in more people.

Mr. NEAL. Could I make a small qualification? When we recom-
mended an increase in tuition of 50 percent of instruction cost we said,
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"as needed." We didn't just opt for the increase whether you need the
money or not, so that it may be a long time before some of those low-
cost institutions get a tuition

Mr. O'HARA. You are not advocating the States come up with new
appropriations. You are advocating that they shift funds out of insti-
tutional support into student assistance and, in order to do that they
have got to raise their tuitions presumably and make it up somewhere.

For instance, what would happen to the California community
College system if they now went from zero tuition up to half the cost
of instruction? It would be a tremendous change, even if you phase
it in over the period you recommend.

Mr. EBERLE. Mr. Chairman, let me comment on two things. First of
all, I don't disagree with what yon.have but I have some qualms about
where we are headed. If you take the University of California, which,
under the GI bill of rights, has a very low tuition.

Today, that system, not the community college system, has ap-proached the very recommendation we talked about. They found itis the only way they could give this kind of education and get thefunds in.
The head of the California. Community College system, although,

generally opposed to this recommendation, has indicated there is aneed to have a tuition program in the California system.
What I want to ssay is you are getting to a point where we are

getting the bad result of increased tuition without a program of
either targeting these funds or having a. way for these low- or middle-
income students to go to college..

They are going
go

be faced with these tuition increases anywaybecause that is the only way State legislatures are going to be able to
face the problem. That is why we feel this kind of targeted approach
which takes into consideration where the money is going to come fromand still have quality education makes more sense.

Mr. O'HARA. That last one disturbs me. If that is the case, if they am
going to increase the tuitions anyway, your recommendation should
have taken the turn, no tuition increases without corresponding in-
creases in student assistance.

Mr: McMurnimr. As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, this is the
recommendation.

Mr. O'HARA. Yes, but you put it the other way around, tuition in-
creases and increased student assistance. Tam very much afraid qnme
oillitState legislatures are going to take haif of your recommendation.

Me: MOMUERIN. I am afraid they are too, but actually, if they fol-
lowed our language they would not do that. But it. is very obvious
that the tendency of people is to see the rates and then tend to more,
or less i (more the other side of the picture.

Mr. O'HARA. I know my colleagues are interested in getting into
this thing. We have here a distinguished member of the Commission
on the Financing of Postsecondary Education. I have several other
nuestions but Tam going to withhold them and give the other members
of the subcommittee an opportunity.

14r. Brademas.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank von very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me add my own welcome to our distinguished witnesses here

today. I would like to make a few comments with respect to what you
said, gentlemen.
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I notice Mr. Mc Murrin observed in leis statement that it might well
be the differences on these matters are in large measure linked to dif-
ferences in judgment on the future development of the economy.

I am sure that is, to some extent, true. But I would suggest to you
that perhaps there are still more substantial differences related to dif-
ferences in underlying values and judgments about what is appropriate
public policy in respect of support for postsecondary education gen-
erally and particularly in respect of, in this instance, the support of
students.

I think, also, Mr. McMurrin, you made the statement that the only
way for higher education to get additional money would be from
tuition increases. I think Mr. Eberle just referred to the situation in the
same vein.

Therefore, we come back to my first point, namely, the question of
values. I don't understand why that should be the case. Why do we
not take a more optimistic view of the place of education generally, of
postsecondary education in particular, and still More particularly, of
student support, in our national priorities.

I don't know that we ought to have such a gloomy outlook with
respect to the long -term posture of public support for higher education.
I could well seethe prospect, for exampleand I don't say this in
any particularly partisan toneof a different Congress coming to
this town next year which would not take the point of view that we
ought to have so slender a slice of the ()Toss national product allocated
to postsecondary education or to student support.

I would be willing, at the drop of a hat, to vote more money for
student assistance an less money for certain military expenditures
that I could easily point to. So, I think I am in very strong disagree-
ment with the perhaps understated presupposition of your analysis
that the only way in which we can meet the increased costs.of higher
education in this country is to impose a greater burden on students
and their families.

A third point I would make also has to do with value judgments.
It has been the view of members of this subcommittee on both sides
of the aisle including, I think, Mr. O'Hara and myself, that we need
not make a choice between low-income students and middle-income
students with respect to provision of student assistance from the
Federal Government.

Indeed, as a consequence of the passage of the 1972 education
amendments and the new basic opportunity grant program we don't
even talk about the matter in that way any more on this committee.

Rather, we talk not about the income of the family and the student,
but we talk about the student's need. That is a more real world
way to go about making a judgment on the matter, and I don't think
I need to repeat the theory on which the BOG program is based,' but
it seems to me that targeting assistance on need is much more reason-
able and sensible than to look at income which is only one of the
several criteria that ought to be taken into account.

Then a fourth point I would make has to do with what I take to
be your position of placing greater reliance on loans. I was struck
by Mr. McMurrin's statement that last year when your report first
came out you spoke of a $12,000 cutoff, but I think you said that
figure would now, if my memory is not wrong, be considerably higher.
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That you can make that kind of statement indicates to me the
somewhat ephemeral nature of your proposals to rely heavily on loans
because the world changes, doesn't it, gentlemen, and it changes very
rapidly.

We didn't have 111/2 percent prime interest rate when your report
came out, and I am very dubious indeed about a proposition that
would move from financing student assistance by the tax mechanism
over to the private loan mechanism at a time when interest rates are
out of sight.

Nor do I find myself altogether persuaded by another unstated
presupposition of your proposal which is that most of the benefits
from public assistance to students go to the students.

You certainly reviewed this whole argument of the difference be-
tween societal benefits and individual benefits. I must say I have al-
ways been surprised as a member of this committee how zealous some
people are in wanting to be sure that they wring every last ounce out of
the students, but we don't have so militant or CPA-like an approach
when it comes to being sure that the industrial or business community,
for example, takes a subsidy from the National Government.

Then I haven't even raised one other concern I have, which is the
question of the transferas Dr. Van Alstyne pointed out in an ea-
ter pled analysisthe question of the transfer of the burden of pay-
ment of student assistance from one generation to another.

I think you have not sufficiently taken into account that particular
question. I think, as you can judge from my own reactionsand if
I have misrepresented you I am sure you will tell mewhy I have,
as one of our former colleagues in this place said in a debate, "mini-
mum high regard for your proposals."

Mr. NEAL. Mr. Brademas, in these discussions that I refer to that
we had around the country, it seems to me we got more and more so-
phisticated as we went along and your comments were reflective of
that same degree of sophistication.

I would like to comment a little bit about the kind of stereotype
that, unfortunately, we have in this report because we dealt only with
undergraduate college education.

Postsecondary education is a lot bigger thing than undergraduate
college education and by the time we got to California, as Mr. O'Hara
stated, using the GI bill and so on, the people wanted to discuss post-
secondary education.

When you take the whole range of possibilities into account, the
fact that you don't just have a student who goes to college for 4 years
and gets a degree, we have lifelong learning, we have people coming
back who have a high school education coming back in their thirties
and forties and taking a college degree.

We have training programs financed by the Federal Government,
training and retraining programs in which postsecondary institu-
tions provide a great deal of the training. I think we are up to about
$6 billion on training programs.

In addition, we have those things that go along with the unemploy-
ment compensation system and with welfare systems in some States,
some other training programs, not all postsecondary.

But there is still a third system of education which probably is as big
as the public one and that is the business-directed training and edu-
cation. My purpose in broadening out the discussionwe did not cover
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the whole area of postsecondary educationbut my purpose, in raising
it is to make just one point and that is colleges, and universities have
become educational service institutions serving a wide variety of clien-
tele and they are probably the most effective instrument for that pur-
pose and they need to be kept in being.

This is anc cher reason for the institutional grant approach, that
with as big a variety of the clientele that they serve, it seems to me al-
most impossible that the support should not be related to the student
and the training that he gets.

As we are evolving toward a more individualized system of educa-
tion, toward a more extended, repeated, et cetera, system, toward an
upgradino. through life, it seems to me there is only one way you can
run that
upgrading

of system and that is on a kind of charge-for-service
basis, and that says more from tuition and less from other things.

Mr. BRADEMAS. The analogy that leaped into.my mind was the U.S.
Postal Service. Do you want .me to spell it right out : Payment for
services rendered; don't let the public subsidize ita great system.

I am not impressed. You see, you missed the whole point of my
statement about the needs of society. You walked right out in the
minefield and stepped right on the mine. Do you see my point?

You talk as though the only point of education in this country is
the need of the individual person. That was completely the tone of
your response.

Mr. NEAL. Could I repeat myself, sir? I said a great diversity of
clientele justifies the continued institutional support of the institu-
tions that are best qualified to supply the services.

Institutional supportthat is the societal reason, sir, that you are
saying I am overlooking.

Mr. BrtanErsrAs. Is diversity the reason ? What is diversity ? That is
not the point, is it? Are you trying to tell me that the length of the
list of kinds of institutions of higher learning in this country justi-
fies societal support? You don't mean that seriously? What does that
have to do with it ?

I should have thought that one might want to ask questions about
the benefits that society derives whether you have one kind of institu-
tion of higher learning or a hundred kinds of institutions of higher
learning; that is the point.

Do you see what I mean? I would like to get a somewhat less sim-
plistic analysis of these matters.

Mr. EBERLE. I would like to come back to your point. I don't dis-
agree with that and I don't want to take away from your colleague's
question but, unfortunately, when you have a brief statement and not
a full report

We also know that you have such a broad variety, not only of in-
stitutions but of students' desires, the way you get that is to have the
student help set the market and let the student have the time to select.

I will give you an example where you have public institutions in a
Statea student, where the money is granted solely on institutions, is
going to go to the closest one. That is where their money decision has
to be made as opposed to having the funds themselves and maybe go
to one a little further away because he has additional support where

he Itmore
what he needed.

It is a question not only of recognizing the great benefit to society
but how do you target in on the student and get that student the kind
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of education he wants. I think that diversity is absolutely essential to
developing the kind of quality students and quality society we want.

Mr. BRADEMAS. No one is arguing about the need for diversity. That
is not, I take it, an issue here. Everybody is in favor of diversity in
higher education, just as everybody is in favor of motherhood and
apple pie. That is really moot.

I am getting into a far different proposition. What if I were to say
to you, Mr. Eberle, that every time you hire a college graduate, you are
going to pay a bounty? You are going to have to pay the bounty out
of the pocket of your particular firm, because you get the benefit of his
higher education. In other words, because you are saying here that the
student ought to pay higher tuition since lie is getting the benefit, I am
saying that your company will have to meet x percentage of the cost
of whatever that student paid to go to college. How do you like that?

Mr. EBERLE. The answer to that is a very simple one. If you look at
the incomes of students that go to college on the average and those who
don't, it is already built in. The only difference between your sugges-
tion is that you do it directly instead of indirectly.

Mr. BRADEMAS. It is not true at all. I say you pay for it. You are
cr etting the benefit of that student's higher education.

Mr. EBERLE. Who do you think pays the salaries of these people?
Mr. BRADEMAS. I am suggesting you don't.
Mr. EBERLE. The businesses do.
Mr. BRADEMAS. But I want you to pay more.
Mr. EBERLE. That is different.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Of course it is different. That is my point. It breaks

down when-you turn the corner of the side.
Mr. EBERLE. The principle is established. It is only a question of

how much. I accept that. It is already done.
Mr. BRADEMAB. I don't think it is done because we are now getting to

the value judgments, the unstated presuppositions.
You want that student to pay more and you want a redistribution of

income within the educational system, but you are not so much inter-
ested in giving me an affirmative response when I go outside the edu-
cational system. That is a different ball game.

Mr. EBERLE. world like to come back to that because the, recom-
mendations we made are not only an increase of $2.5 billion on the pri-
vate side but also we say there should be more Federal and State help.

We did go outside. We recommended it. The problem we have is
in trying to be realistic. As a practical matter, Congress is going to
have the opportunity to vote more money for education, whether
you give more money to. increase the quality, because there are going
to be more students and you are going to have to vote it:

We made a decision that just to keep up with inflation and the fact
that education grows at twice the rate of inflation and the increase
of students. Realistically. that may be the amount of money that can
be expected.

If that is the case, how do you go outside the system and get more
money in And if you don't vote more money and you don't, want to go
to the private side and you don't want the public side, then you have
a real crisis.

Mr. BRADEMAS. That is not what I said at all.
Mr. EBERLE. That is what the facts are in State and Federal financ-

ing to date.
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Mr. BRADEMAS. You can argue from the descriptive to the norma-
tive and.vice versa but you can't pass a freshman logic class that way,
so let me come back and say I am not going to let you set up a false
dichOtomy between the private and public.
What you have just told me is if you need more money to meet the
problems of inflation you either go to tuition increases or the public
sector. That is what I read you saying.

Mr. EBERLE. Lower tour costs.
Mr. BRADEMAS. But there are other ways of going to the private

sector, and I gave you one just a minute ago, not that the student pays
for it but whoever hires the student pays for it. That is another way.
I don't say I am for it, but I only raise it to show the fallacy of the
proposition that the only alternative to increased reliance on the tax
mechanism on public support for meeting inflation and other student
costs is by raising tuition on the students.

I don't think you have made that case.
Mr. NEAL. Could I add just a footnote? 'We do say that business

support of the colleges ought to be continued and increased and, as you
know, sir, it is the practice of a great many businesses to make grants
to ,colleges from whom they draw their students and, in fact, many
others also make scholarships available for the sons and daughters
of children.

Some of this has even gotten into collective bargaining contracts.
Mr. BaAnnmAs. Are you proposing this is a matter of law?
Mr. NEAL. No, I am not, I am saying this is being done.
Mr. RIZADEMAS. That would really be impressive.
Mr. NEAL. On a voluntary basis it is being done. The way you

do it in law is that you impose taxes on these companies and then
you in your wisdom decide how much you are going to give to
students, and we are right back where we started from.

We think you should make those decisions.
Mr. BIZADEMAS. I think we have developed a very interesting alter-

native here.
Sterling, you wanted to say something.
Mr. .McMuiruarg. Yes, Mr. Brademas, I would like to make this

comment.
Mr. BaAnEmAs. Let me interrupt and say I am deliberately teasing

you and provoking you to some extent to make you go back and look
at your own suppositions. I am not persuaded you have clone so.

Mr. O'HARA. You have done a good job.
Mr. McMrRnIN. A very good job. The thing I wanted to say, just

two points, in the preparation of the policy statement and in the policy
statement you find very considerable discussion of the societal values
of education. I am referring to your reference to the issue of values
here.

And, as a matter of fact, the committee, in setting up the proposal
which it has made, used the. social values Of education as the justifica-
tion for a large Federal and increased State program of grants and
loans.

So, the. 'very point you are making, I think is a point that has
areceived great deal of attention. The other thing that interests me

in your comments, the very first statement you made, is a rather, to
use. your terminology, dismal economic appraisal of the situation.

42-884-75-13
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I personally am inclined very much to agree with you on this. My
point was, there is a conservative economic assumption behind the
CED report which was based upon the kinds of input which CED
has been receiving from economists, and I am very much aware of the
impressive statements of criticism that have been made of this, particu-
larly by Dr. Van Alstyne, whom you mentioned, and by Dr. Howard
Bowen, a very distinguished economist in the field of education.

Both of them essentially were saying what you have said, "Why not
be more optimistic about the future of funding. of education than we
seem to be?" What I want to say is simply this; regardless of which
group of economists or appraisers of the economy may be correct, the
kind of assumption that is made in the CED statement is the kind of
assumption that is now being.made, as I am sure all of you gentlemen
realize, by the leaders of colleges and universities.

The presidents of colleges and universities have this same feeling.
Mr. BRADEMAS. I think your point is well taken, Mr. McMurrin, but

Tou didn't get the point. I didn't express it very clearly. I wasn't talk-
ing economics. I was talking politics.

Mr. Maltmum I get your point. I can understand that.
Mr. BRADEMAS. However the economy develops in the next several

years, the point I was making is it is not unreasonable to project that
there will be elected to public office in this country persons with differ-
ent value judgments about the way which the GNP ought to be di-
vided, whichever way the economy goes.

I just wanted to make that distinction.
Mr. GAYDOS. Would you yield? I have got one point.
Because a college professor says it is right is it right because they

all agree upon it?
Mr. MCMURRIN. Not at 'all. As a matter of fact, that may be a pretty

good indication it is wrong.t,
Mr. Givynos. You can hang your hat on your other argument, on the

presumption that they are correct.
Mr. MOMVRRIN. What I am saying, gentlemen, is simply this, the

typical university and college today is being administered on the as-
sumption that legislatures are not likely to raise appropriations, that
the Federal Government is not likely to increase its appropriations
and therefore, you are going to have to find your money somewhere
else.

So that what we have attempted to be here is somewhat realistic in
terms of the outlook of educators themselves, though they may be
wrong and I hope they are wrong.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I appreciate that observation.
Mr. MIINDEL. Even if they are wrong and the political situation

changes, the kind of targeted support that we spoke about in the report,
even in an expanded Federal and other Government budget still makes
a great deal of sense.

I think it is a mistake to consider that the recommendations, the
targeting of money, the raising of tuitions, the expansion of loan pro-
grams, and all predicated solely on the assumption that the amount of
social resources for higher education will be fixed.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I appreciate the thrust of that. That is very helpful.
In other words, what you are saying is this is what you think ought to
be done no matter the imlitical or economic; outlook.
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Mr. MUNDEL. We did our calculations assuming fixed numbers be-
cause, in fact, these and the numbers available.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank the witnesses. I hope
they don't think I have been too hard on them. I just wanted to elicit
some responses to some of these underlying questions.

Mr. OTTARA.. Mr. Gaydos.
Mr. GAYDOS. I don't want to carry the discussion any further because

I truthfully haven't had an opportunity to analyze and assimilate your
report and prepared statement.

I do not want to make several observations and I think the response
of the gentleman somewhat verified what I had been thinking. I am re-
ferring to your page 3, the second point you make, that public colleges
are finding it increasingly difficult to secure needed funds from the
States and other sectors.

I had thought for a while you had forgotten about our difficulties
with our revenue sharing, a $30 billion 5-yea program coming up for
consideration within a year, and also difficulties we are having gen-
erally in the Federal Government with other needs we face such as the
States demands from other sectors.

We have the same problem. For a while I though you had forgot-
ten about that similarity between its and the State-pcople, but I am glad
ytm did remember and am eternally grateful to you.

I would like to ask a very practical question. I would like first to
make one more observation. You talk about going to the private sec-
tor for support. All of that has to be an assumption that might not
materialize.

For instance, I find it difficult to assume that the private sector
should contribute substantially in some areas of scholarship aid, direct
endowments, setting up funds, business contributions, which are tax
deductible, and all the other paraphernalia, somewhat on the same lines
I resent having to contribute to the cancer fund when I pay substan-
tial taxes and I should assume as a citizen there need not be a private
solicitation of funds to help cure such a dreaded disease.

I have a deep resentment myself in that area and I have drawn a
parallel between the great need for an acceptable type of educational
approach solving our problems, solving our international, social, in-
ternal domestic problems with a good educated population.

But why should be have to depend upon the private sector? To me
it doesn't ring. true and I know I am in a distinct minority because we
have lived with it for so long and the assumption is that is where we
should go.

Possibly Mr. Brademas and I are diametrically opposed as far as
our thinking is concerned. I don't like to go into that sector but I try
to draw a very simple comparison. I am not talking about cancer re-
search. I am talking about other things.

Either your government discharges the responsibility to society,
or any terminolopy you want to use, or it Ooesn'f. That IS hOW I reel
about it. Personally, it doesn't amount to a bag of beans, I understand
that. But I hope 1 can encourage some support along those lines.

In the Pennsylvania delegation we have college professors on a regu-
lar basis appearing before us to discuss their problems, their financial
problems, practical problems. et cQtera, and invariably at all of tes0
delegation meetings we make it apolitical.

1 6
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We have some people who have reached some prominence come and
speak to us from all the universities. We have asked them and they
have admitted, and I wonder if you could verify their position; have
the universities and colleges done their share; have they analyzed.
truthfully and painstakingly what they have been doing and what
they have done or accomplished to date; can they justify their trip
to Washington to ask us to do our share?

Mr. EBERLE. I think we can give you some parameters, and that
is, like every. other case you cannot generalize but you go all the way
from where they have clone nothing or very little to where they have
done a great deal.

This moves right into the whole first part of our report which went
to management. Frankly, on balance, they have not picked out what
their mission is. They can't be everything to. everybody.

You will find overlapping Ph. D.'s granted among the State in-
stitutions. Every professor, and I will give this back to my good friend
.Sterling, wants their own programs. It is nice if you have lots of
money and we recommend it.

On the other hand, the management of how do you get the best use
out of buildingsDo you buy new buildings or can you lease them
back and forth between institutions that aren't full ?

I see this in my old home State of the University of Idaho and
Washington State leasinp the dormitories back and forth because one
had too many and one had too little. There are so many things that
can be done that haven't: been done.

That is why lino& my comment. I didn't want to lose sight of this
because one answer is to be sure the universities, public and private.
set their mission on not everything to everybody and do what they do
best.

There is a tremendous amount of improvement that can be done
there. There are some that are excellent. others that are very poor,
but on balance there is a great deal of improvement that can be done.

Mr. GAroos. That is why T prefaced my remarks with the self-
servinp. observation that h didn't- have time to read your statement.
You are, I presume, referring to the fact that in many colleges and
universities of great repute you have a library fantastically supplied,
almost as good in comparison to our library here in Washington, yet
it is mmtilized 20 percent of the. time.

You dare. not go on the campus to utilize that library because on
don't belong to 'the student body or to the professional staff. T am
wondering if they have, made a new approach in critical self-analysis
to getting the full use out, of what you spend your money for and
what you have physically in existence because there: is a lot of
selfishness.

Ap.ain, this is before you come here and ask us to respond to yon.
We wont some response from you.

.Nrr. Mc-Myron-N. I agree with your point 100 percent and with 'Mr.
Eberle's reply.- Colleges and universities have not done, what they
could have done and certainly should have done to increase their
effectiveness, efficiency and productivity.

The only thing that can be said on the other side of the picture
is that right now there is far more activity in this direction being
0.enerated within the institutions than ever before and I think there
is a real indication that in the years ahead the money will buy more
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and better education than it has in the past because an increasing
number of institutions are leading out in innovations to change the
old habits and to do new things to increase the educational produc-
tivity of the institution.

As things now stand, they are not in good shape, but at least there
is a movement in the right direction.

Mr. GA-1.-Dos. I would like to close, Mr. Chairman, with one observa-
tion, and that is in regard to a comment made by one of you gentle-
men dealing with these lifetime students, where a person goes after
graduation, a housewife picks up a degree, maybe a supplemental
degree, again, along the same lines we were talking about.

That could very well be done without utilizing any of the facilities;
heat, electricity, college professors, books. Outside of a TV program,
the whole new modern approach in conjunction with some type of
central coordinating board is changing the concept of what we are
talking about.

I would like to see if a case could be made out for full utilization
of personnel, plant facilities, your whole philosophy meshed together.
Then I would say when you come before this .committee and this
humble person individually, I think we would be not more prone. but
it would almost be an obsession on our part to respond and recognize
your request because then I would say you have earned that right.

I am not saying that you haven't but I am saying in some of these
areassome areas are somewhat lacking as far as a good full report
and expose.

I do want to compliment you gentlemen for coming. I assure you
of this and speak on behalf of the whole committee, particularly the
-chairman, we are going to try to solve this problem.

Mr. O'HMIA. We are working at it.
Mr. GAYDOS. Let me conclude with one question. Do you have the

same type of feedback I am getting, and I am sure most members are
getting, from the people ()Tossing $20,000 and $25,000 and complaining
bitterly and giving us facts that they aren't being treated fairly as
far as the amount of assistance they are receiving in comparison to
underprivileged students and families, and maybe even in comparison
to those that are over that?

That is where I am getting most of my flack. I am very practical.
I am a political animal like the rest of us. I wonder if you can give
me a very fast observation or conclusion on that.

Mr. O'HARA. If the gentleman will yield, the Wall Street journal
the other day had an article about the $22,000 a year college teacher.

Mr. MuNnEL. I think, in terms of upper--middle and upper income
families the general finding, althought the complaints have been loud,
vociferous and repeated. First, the complaints have been that these
kids are no longer going on to school.

The census and other evidence shows that the proportion of stu-
dents enrolling from these income groups has not dropped. The pro-
portion of them enrolling among schools of different costs. ex:.ept
where public schools have expanded dramatically, has not chano.ed
and the amount of parental contribution, the actual amount that
parents are paying for these students enrolled in school, in fact. has
not increased more dramatically than the simple rate of inflation.

Although our tables show a. targeting of the resources toward low-
and moderate-income students the recommendations recommend the
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targeting of grants to students who, in the absence of those grants,
would not have the ability to pay for college.

There are some people in the income distribution up. to 30, perhaps
'up to 40, who, because of family circumstances cannot contribute
to their kids' education and following our targeting strategy they
too would be eligible for assistance.

We talk about ability to pay, capacity to contribute, but in our
tepresentation of the gross or average effects of these programs we
Show them statistics on an income rather than on an ability to pay
criteria.

Mr. GAYDOS. You make a good argument. I am .()ping to try to
reduce that clown to two sentences when I respond to these thou-
sands of complaints that I receive. I think I get the drift of what you
are saying but it is very difficult to convey that back.

Mr. O'HARA. If the gentleman will yield, this business about who
attends, here in the report of the National Commission on the Financ-
ing of Postsecondary Education, on page 27, it shows the participa-
tion rate of 18- to 24-year-olds by family income, 1967 through 1972,
showing a chop in every single group except those with incomes of
less than $3,000.

Let's take table 1-13.. on page 27 of the Commission's report. It
shows a drop in the more than $15,000, a drop from

Mr. MUNDEL. The drop is from 58 to 56.1 percent.
Mr. O'HARA. Then in the $10,000 to $15,000, the drop is from 46 to

41, and in the $7;000 to $10,000 it is from 35 to about 32.
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FINAL REPORT OF THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON FINANCING FOSTSECONDADT'
EDUCATION

(Income in Constant 1972 Dollars)

13
1

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

MORE THAN 4;15A00

$10,000-$14,999

$7,500-$9,999

$5,000-:i7,439

$3,00044,999

LESS THAN $3,000

FIGURE 1B.Participation rate of 18 to 24-year-olds by family income, 1967-72.
Source : U.S. Bureau of the Census, unpublished data.
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Mr. MUNDEL. I think these figures showino. a drop can be based on
several factors that are going on. One is a decision by lots of people,
or by some small percentage of people to not go on, whether for financial
reasons or otherwise.

And, given that predominant amount of enrollment was coming
from the people at the top the decision to not enroll imniediately after
high school as a result of the change in the draft or elimination of the
draft could cause quite dramatic changes, or what appear on a curve to
be reasonably dramatic changes in numbers for very small numbers of
people moving on.

The other thing which has gone on during these same years is that
because of the relative times during which both rates decreased more
rapidly and earlier for higher income families as opposed to lower in-
come families, the children who are 19 to 24 at the end of that period, at
the higher end, are disproportionately older and are out of school so
they are not counted as enrolling because, in fact, they have areadv gone
on, have attended and although still dependent family members, are
no longer enrolled in undergraduate education.

Mr.GAYDOS. If I may respond at that point, I have to presume some-
thing based upon many factors that I wouldn't have knowledgeI
don't know what you have taken into consideration in deriving those
statistics and conclusions, but I think we should ever be vigilant that
we don't have reverse discrimination and I would hope that would be
your feeling, where we would discriminate against middle and upper
income because of cost factors and have a less percentage proportion-
ately of the families of those eligible to attend our institutions of
higher education.

I would be just as vehement in making an attempt. to protect that
aspect as I would where we should not discriminate, where we have for
centuries in this country against the low-income students.

Mr. MIINDEL. I think where those students in those income groups
have dropped ont because of a lack of capacity to pay, and we can.
develop an appropriate set of criterion for determining that capacity,
we can move those figures back up following the kinds of recom-
mendations

Mr. GAYDOS. I have no more questions. I do apologize for taking
more time than I should, especially when we have another member
present. I give you my apology and promise not to do it again.

Mr. O'T-TARA. Thank you, we enjoyed your contribution. Mr. Ga7los.
Mr. Lehman.
111r. LurimAN. I was concerned that we voted on the House floor Fri-

day to eliminate the use of 'food sfamps for so-called dependent stn -
dents. I ;inst., wondered what kind of effect that is going to have if that
is left out in the fin al passage of the bill.

There would be ai number of dollars removed from a student's sup-
port. I notieed,.Mr. Chairman. in the Record this morning there was
no one speaking for or against the amendment that disallows food
stamps for these people.

Mr. O'HARA. There was no possibility to. Your chairman was ready
to sneak on the subject but there was no chance to get time.

Mr. Gnynos. Will my friend yield on that? T want to say this pub-
lily. T did commend our chairman before my other colleagues and in 2
minutes 1w made the most telling logical remark and argument I ever
heard.
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He made it in a very concise fashion. Because of the limitation of
time he Cid the job for all of us in 2 minutes.

Mr. LEHMAN. I apologize to the chairman. I knew how he felt
about it. I was looking the Record this morning.

Mr. O'HARA. Yes; it is a very bad situation. That amendment went
in with no debate and it says if a family or individual's eligibility
is in any sense based on the income and assets of a person of 18 years or
over who is a student, then no food stamp eligibility.

. He could be an unemployed loafer and a pool hall bum, that's OK;
but if he is a student, then, no, he is beyond the pale.

Mr. LEHMAN. If his family takes him as an income tax deduction,

is that right?
Mr. O'HARA. That is right.
Mr. LEHMAN. To me, that has abuses. Somewhere along the line

this is going to hurt.
Mr. EBERLE. We have nothing to add except what your chairman

has already said.
Mr. O'HARA. I thank the gentleman from Florida.
Mr. Benitez.
.11r. BENtrnz. Given the time, I just raise one simple question which

comes out of your testimony. Admitting the need for a change, reform,
improvement and a trend toward a new initiative and individualiza-
tion, is it your position that such improvements in the colleges can be
achieved best through raising the tuition and obtaining more income
than by direct grants to the institutions?

Mr. Fin nary,. Let rue try to put it in total perspective. Without tak-
ing away what the institutions can do for themselVes in management,
they have got to do that. Fundamentally, they have got to improve
their management.

Two, we are hopeful that there will be more Federal funds involved
in this program. Third, we think; in spite of both of those, you are
going to need a combination of more money going to grants and as
those go to grants the tuition should go up.

in this way you will pull in more money from the outside, so in
that contest our answer has to be yes.

Mr. BENITEZ. I don't think you have conic to grips with the point
I :raised. Just to restate it briefly, the point is whether in your judg-
ment, or your assumption, the increased tuitions or increased moneys
coming via, the student who is receiving an education. will more likely
provoke educational reforms, or whether these will take place better
if the moneys for such pnrposes go directly to the institutions?

Mr. Maxim. Taking a less sanguine view than my colleague as to
the likelihood of great improvements in our institutions, I think that
there are many things that public financing, the financial system or
many mechanisms of the financial system should seek to use to en-
courage us to change, I think that categorical programs from the
Goveinment which provide or demand changes in performance on our
part are a necessary stimulant.

I think that were we more reliant on student-controlled resources,
both student-brought grants and student-brought tuition payments, we
would be much more respondent to the use of students' time to the
production of educations which they value and we would think about
that a lot more in the way we run our institutions.
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I think it would cause it to be more likely a combination of these
two things. I think it would cause us to be more likely to increase ourproductivity and do things differently on behalf of education than wehave done in the past.

Mr. Bnximz. I will declare my prejudice to have been the presidentof a public university for many years where we had a nominal tuition
system. The implication of your position, it seems to me, is that inthe question of financing universities or financing education, we shouldmove toward a private rather than toward a public philosophy, andthat we assume the basic approach to be the quid pro quo of the tuitionas the leverage for the quality.

Mr. MUNDEL. I think the movement we would propose would be to-ward a mixed philosophy and some increase in the stimulus on ourinstitutions which is a result of student-controlled resources not moV-ing totally toward the private nor totally toward thepublic philosophyas incentives toward changing these institutions, but moving more inthe direction of a balanced and mixed system of incentives to make usmore responsive.
Mr. BENITEZ. My position is that there will have to be much morefunding for the whole process of education than there is at present.The issues, as I understand it, involves the additional funding or dis-tribution of additional funding and what source is most effective toachieve the objectives of better education, a renewed education and

more broadened education than we have at present.As I understand it, your position is that this is best accomplishedthrough the round-about way of getting the money to the university
via raising the tuition than getting it directly to the university.

Mr. MENDED. By raising the tuition and increasing the grants, the
Government grants which students bring to institutions.

Mr. MoMminiN. Mr. Benitez, may I comment on this because I don't
entirely agree with the position of Mr. Mundel and I would like to statesimply this, that insofar as the issue which you have raised has to do
with the question of a market approach to education, I personally feel
that this has great dangers.

I am not of the opinion that an institution will be better off in terms
of strengthening the quality of education because it gets its money fromstudents rather than from appropriations.

I personally think that the issue of tuition is not an issue of what isthe best way to finance an institution. It is the question of whether weare forced by economic, political and social circumstances to move inthat direction.
I am not of the opinion that you are going to have better institu-

tions because, in some way or another, you are dealing with the moneyof individuals rather than with money made through State appropria-tions.
Air. BENITEZ. Aren't you saying then that your recommendation is

based on the assumption that the congressional ears will be more sym-
pathetic to this approach than to the other ?

Mr. MGM-mimic. I think that is part of the picture; yes.
Arr. BENrim. And then we hope that you are mistaken as to the

phonetics.
Mr. NEAL. Mr. Benitez, could I just say we have the highest regard

for Mr. McMurrin. He was our project director, but we noted in the
report that our project director did not agree with some parts of this
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report and he has just stated one of the parts he doesn't agree with,
but I have to tell you that the committee responsible did agree sub-
stantially with implication that Mr. Benitez drew from the testi-
mony.

Mr. BENTrEz. The only thing I would say is that in my judgment,
the history of education in the United States has been one where the
stringency of having the institution depend upon students' support.
has not been the circumstance enhancing the educational performance
in this Nation.

And, quite the contrary, whenever you have established a basic
equivalent of "you get what you pay for" you bring about an inferior
type of education.

Mr. EBERLE. Maybe we concur with that and that is why we only
talk about a shift, maintaining the base institutional grant but keep
the top, which gives you both the flexibility and some incentive.

Mr. O'HARA. It is an interesting exploration. You might look at
that whole question of whether or not shifting support over the stu-
dent results in a better education or a poorer education.

Before I yield to Mr. Dellenback, let me recognize the presence
in the room of the distinguished president of the University of.Puerto
Rico, Arturo Morales-Carrion, and the Chancellor of the State college
system in the State of Minnesota, Ted Mitau,

Mr. DELLENBACK. First, my apologies to the panel for nothaving
been here for the full hearing.

Without going over the points that have been raised in the ques-
tions and dialog between my colleagues and the paneland without
being thought to be defending the reportI just want to be sure about
the frame of reference that Mr. McMurrin has been using.

Do I understand that your group, as it put together this report
and 'did the research that led to the report, was confining its study to
the field of education and was not looking at the totality of Federal
Government spending ; is that correct?

Mr. EBERLE. Foie' -year college education, not a postgraduate col-

lege education.
Mr. DELLENBACK. But the thing I am focusing on in particular is

that you were not attempting to follow the thesis proposed in earlier
questioning; namely, don't worry about limitations on expenditures
in the field of education because you should take funds out of some
other area of Federal spendingthe military or something else.

Do I understand that you were starting from what you estimated
might be available in the field of Federal spending for education ?

Mr: EBERLE. My answer is yes, although we assumed there would be
additional Federal-State funding for the increased students, for the
growth of inflation, but what we call the ,additional money which
would have to come in would have to come from someplace else at this
point.

Mr. DELLENBACK . The concern that I feel is the constant constraint
that we in the Congress must labor under as to the availability of
moneys. If we had a money tree and didn't need to worry about how
many dollars we:,. could appropriate, what we might do given that situa-
tion would be considerably different than what is demanded of us clue
to the pragmatics of the real world.

All I am trying to do is establish the frame of reference for your
study in this particular regard. It was my understanding that as the
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CED went into its research and came forth with this report, it was not
assuming limitless funds. Bather you were realizing the stringencies
of the economic circumstances as they now exist, and you were saying
against that background, this is what the committee recommends. Is
that correct as the basic frame ?

Mr. McMunatx. As things now exist and as we might anticipate the
picture in the next few years.

Mr. DELLENBACK. . . Which will be without the gigantic increases
that some of us would like to see for postsecondary education.

Mr. EBERLE. It is on page 15 of our recommendation in the bottom
paragraph : "This means that we expect Government, support of higher
education on a per student basis to remain more or less constant in realterms."

Mr. DELLENBACK. I think that is important for us to have in mind aswe read your report. Otherwise, if one were to interpret your report as
suggesting we can do what we want towe can move moneys around
between fields, we can get whatever we feel we want, or at least what
we need for educationit would be subject to strong attack. In fact, Imight be leading part of the attack.

However I read your report as sayinn. something very different: youare starting from a different premise. think those of us who might
find ourselves in disagreement with some aspects of it at least have to
understand the premise on which you are operating. And it isn't a
valid criticism for us to attack the report on the grounds that youshould have been suggesting taking away X billion additional dollars
from defense and pouring them into education because that hasn'tbeen part of what you used as the framework for your study as I
understand it. Am I correct in this?

'Arr. EBERLE. Yes, sir.
3Ir. NE.-AL. Yes, yes.
Mr. Dv,r,r,ENBAcK. The other question isthough hypotheticalif

you could count on the funds you want, would you still be making the
recommendations you made?

I think the answer, if I read it correctly, is that you would not be
wedded to these recommendations if that were the frame of dis-
cussion.

Mr. MOI-cruaiN. May I comment on that ? This is a little hazardous
to say because I am trying to represent opinions that were not fully ex-
plored against that background. But I believe that it was more or
less the position of the committee that the function of the Federal Gov-
ernment should be to fund higher education.

We are talking about undergraduate education. to fund it through
student grants and the guarantees of loans, and so on. There was no
strong disposition in the committee to say that assuming even though
there might lie limitless money that the. Federal Government should
enter into a large-scale institutional grant program.

The feeling of the committee was that the function of the Federal
Government is best handled by way of students, the State govern-
ments handling institution grants.

Arr. DELLENBACK, .t is helpful to me because you are now an-
swering another facet of the question I was putting to yon. The con-
sensus von reached, was t mat the Federal Government should not move
prineipally and substantially to institutional grants as the modus
operandi of financing. That is part (sr your framework.
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Mr. Mo Mtnnux. There are reasons for that. The traditional posi-
tion of institutional funding coming from States. Second, the as-
sumption that one of the large problems is the equalization of educa-
tional opportunity and that this could best be achieved if it were done
on a Federal level, and therefore, there is concern for equalization of
opportunity which became one of our major considerations and we
thought especially of the Federal Government in this connection.

Mr. DELLENBACK. You are not suggesting the Federal Government,
in undergraduate education, not be involved in any institutional

Igrants? am just talking about the preponderance of effortthe
principal concentration of it.

Mr. NEAL. We also recommend, Mr. Dellenback, federally funded
categorical grants to institutions, especially in the perceived man-
power and professional training areas that were in the national inter-
est to be stepped up.

I think that would be a major exception. But those are limited and
targeted also toward the particular professions and skills that are in
short supply.

11Ir. DELLENBACK. I appreciate that. I must say that in looking at
the roster of those who made up the Subcommittee on Management and
Financing, and looking at the Research Advisory Board most par-
ticularly, the only concern I hadand I must confess, like Mr. Benitez,
my own prejudice in this particular regard is that as a Yale man I
see an unfortunate preponderance of Harvard scholars involved in
this operation.

I appreciate, your being. here today and appreciate this chance at
being involved.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Gentlemen, let me just get to a couple of points.
I don't want to gloss over the net effect of your recommendation.

As shown on paste 21 of your statement, what you are advocating is
tuition be double.d or tripled on the average.

Because it is on the average, in those States that have clone a better
job of supporting higher education. it, would be more than double the
tuitions at public higher education institutions:-

It had a tremendous impact. As I say, it has the greatest impact on
the States that have done the best job and the least impact on those
States where the tuitions are already very. nearly 50 percent, so it
doesn't make much difference whether you comply with your recom-
mendation or not.

But, in those. States that have clone the better job it has had the most
fantastic impact. And on the. average, as you point out in your report,
on page 84 of your report :

The students whose family incomes were below $8,600 will have grants ex-
ceeding the average tuition increases for all types of public institutions, as
shown in Table 3.

Thus the enrollment of these students would be positively stimulated by the
policies recommended in this statement.

Of course, the obverse is also true. The net effect for students whose
family incomes are over $8,600 a year, it would cost them more to
attend public higher educational institutions, even with your grant
program.

Mr. MuNDEL. No, I think if you look at our upgraded, updated.
numbers on page 25 of the testimony, in the academic year that we have
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just finished, 1973-74, students at $10,000 family income, the median
income of students has increased, the kind of grant program we have
used as a representative case has eligibility higher up.

The students at the $10,000 level, except in public universities,
would effectively have net changes downward in their price and their
enrollment would be stimulated, again, only in the State program.

Mr. O'HARA. Your page 84 is talking about those students who
are attending public institutions. You very much weight your figure
on page 25 by throwing in private undergraduate institutions because
in all income groups the cost would be less to them.

Mr. MuNDEL. I weighted on the fact that in public 2- ,Lr and 4-year
institutions where a predominant share of students with that $10,000
in 1973-74 terms annual income are enrolled, they would experience
net price decreases even if only the State and local resources were put
into this sort of targeted student assistance program.

Mr. O'HARA. Is your option B the option you were talking about on
pages 83 and 84?

Mr. Muxonr, Option B cuts off at essentially the middle or median
income of students in academic year 1973-74, and the option in the re-
port, which is 1969-70 numbers which cut off at about $12,300 $12,500,
cut off at the middle income for students in that academic group.

That is not a recommended program. That is a representative
program.

Mr. O'HARA. Let's take that statement on page 84, with respect to
students and just keep the statement thcf. same and insert the correct
figure in there. -Would you do that for me?

Mr. Al-criNuEL. Under option B, a here the grant programIt is that
middle line on Figure 1, and the tuition increase as they are shown on
the page 21, the maximum increase beino. the $600 and $700 increase in
public universities, then students of about $9,000, no student with a
family income of $9,000.

If the program worked that way and there were no Federal student
assistance, no student with a family income of $9,000 or if you want. to
convert that into a capacity to pay, would experience a net tuition
increase.

Mr. O'HARA. But if Federal assistance policies remain as they are,
every student in public institutions or the. average, student in a public
institution from a family over $9,000 would have increased tuition.

Mr. Mummt.... In a public university, but not in a public 4-year or
2-year institution.

Mr. O'ITARA. On page 18 you give a second reason for increasing tui-
tion andlee charges
to redistrilmte the eventual burden of higher education support from federal and
state taxpayers toward higher income students and families who have greater
capacities to provide support.

Do you think that $9,000 family can afford it better than the tax-
payer can ?

Mr. NmAL. Mr. Chairman, that depends on how far beyond the basic
assumption that Mr. Del tailback was quizzing us on you wish to go.
We are not limiting ourselves to $2.5 billion. That is in by way of
example.

If you fellows want to put more money in you don't have to cut it off
at $9,000, but that means giving up something else.
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Mr. MUNDEL. In fact, we made a calculation that if you wanted to
increase the crrant program so that no student at a family income of
$12,500 would face a price increase except in public universities. It
woidd cost approximately $900,000,000 more.

Mr. EBERLE. While he is looking for that number, another thing is,
the 5- to 10-year period for the change pushes that actual income quite
a ways out on what you are doing. My guess is you would take the $9,000
and' ave some figure well up.

I don't know whether it is 12, 14,-or 15. That was given you to give
you the parameters of what we looked at in 1969-70'7

Mr. O'HARA. The CED is not recommending increased taxes to
increase support for public education

Mr. EBERLE. Not in this document. What we did say
Mr. O'HARA. Would you advise me to hold my breath until you do

recommend it?
Mr. EBERLE. No.
Mr. O'HAnA. Then you are talking about, in fact, shifting the burden

more onto individuals and less that is the plain meaning of the first
sentence of the second paragraph on page 18, more onto

meaning
and

individuals and less on the public support.
Mr. EBERLE. That is correct.
Mr. O'HARA. The whole business of effectiveness and efficiency, in

finding much greater effectiveness and efficiency for student assistance
than decreases in tuition or whatever, is based on an economic model
that I am not sure is valid because I think it probably assumes too
much rationality in the consumer, saying that if the consumer could
get 4102 by way of grant then he would prefer that to a $100 tuition
decrease.

I don't think that is so. I think there are a lot of people who would
be attracted by the $100 tuition decrease that would not be attracted
by a direct grant program. There is the whole business of redtape and
handout and so forth. It turns a lot of people off.

I think the efficiency and effectiveness of your case is overstated. And
with respect to that, I hope you are aware of the experiment conducted
out in Wisconsin at two of the university centers during this past aca-
demic year, where they found that each $100 decrease in tuition re-
sulted in an enrollment increase of between 4.8 and 12.2 percent of the
average increase for the Wisconsin system. A substantial number of
the additional students who enrolled said they could not have attended
college at all except for the combination of low tuition and geographic
access, commuting distance.

I am not at all sure, especially in light of the community college
experience, that there isn't a lot to that. It may not be as rational as
the model but it may be more realistic.

In any event, I will want to emphasize I am happy to see your rec-
ommendation of the committee.

You would advocate, one, "that Federal funding to tindergraduate
education be primarily through grants and loans to individual stu-
dents in accordance with their ability to pay ;" and, two, "that the fund-
ing pattern of State governments place more emphasis on grants and
loans to students according to the same criterion. but" and it is the
but I want to get some emphasis on because I don't think anyone really
has read this into your recommendation.

1''1
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I know it is a part of your original recommendation because your
argument is all the other way, but that the States have a wide range
of choice between. direct student support and support of institutions.

Presumably, if a State wanted to go in a. direction that places much
heavier emphasis on providing easy access to low- or no-cost public
higher education, and wanted to put more into their institutional
support, that wouldn't be disagreeable to you gentlemen.

Mr. EBERLE. That is right.
Mr. O'HARA. I want to thank you very much for coming.
Mr. EBERLE. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity for my

colleagues and myself to be here. I would simply close by saying I think
we have a common objective which is more support for quality
education.

We may differ on some of the ways, but the crisis is here and we are
going to have to move fairly quickly or both public and private schools

goingoing to be under even greater pressure than they are today.
Mr. O'HARA. I want to assure you the committee is moving. It will

take a little while.
Thank you very much.
The subcommittee will stand in adjournment. We will meet again

at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning in this room to hear from witnesses
from the Carnegie Commission and the Newman Task Force.

[Whereupon, at 12 :22 p.m., the hearing recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m. Tuesday, June 25, 1974].

1?.



STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
(Miscellaneous)

TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1974

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
W asking ton, D.0 .

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice in room 2201,
Rayburn Honse Office Building, Hon. James O'Hara presiding.

Present : RepreSentatives O'Hara, Dellenback, Lehman, and
Benitez.

Staff present: Jim Harrison, staff director; and Elnora Teets, clerk.
Mr. O'HARA. The Special Subcommittee on Education will come

to order. Today the subcommittee will continue taking, testimony from
organizations that have been doing research and making recommenda-
tions in the area of our own current concern, that is, student assistance
programs.

Our witnesses today are going to be representing the Carnegie
Council on Higher Education and the Newman Task Force. But before
we turn to the witnesses speaking for the Carnegie Commission and
the Newman Task Force, we are privileged to have with us this morn-
ing one of the Nation's outstanding public servants and educators,
Arturo Morales-Carrion, president of the University of Puerto Rico.
formerly Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Latin American Af-
fairs.

President Morales-Carrion has asked to be heard briefly on the issues
as seen from the point of view of his institution and of the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico.

Mr. President, would you please take your place at the witness table.
We would like very much to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF HON. ARTURO MORALES-CARRION, PRESIDENT OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO

Mr. MORALES- CARRION. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee.
as president of the University of Puerto Rico, I am very appreciative
of the opportunity to make this brief statement before the U.S. Ifouse
of Representatives Special Subcommittee on Education regarding the
needs of Puerto Rico in the student assistance program.

I am grateful for the subcommittee's interest in the subject and
reassured by the presence on the subcommittee of the Resident Com-
missioner of Puerto Rico, Hon. Jaime Benitez, one of our top experts
in the field, particularly knowledgeable in all matters pertaining to

1173)
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the University of Puerto Rico, which he led for many years with
marked distinction.

I am coordinating with Mr. Benitez our efforts to present to the Con-
()Tess full information on the student assistance program as well as
on the overall needs of our university system. I have given the Resi-
dent Commissioner a long statement in 8panish which I recently pre-
sented to the Commonwealth legislative assembly concerning the ur-
gency of additional funds for -the university, so that both he and the
committee are well informed as to our present situation and our
critical needs. I regret, sir, that I don't have a translation at this time
to insert into the record.

I am submitting for the record a letter I wrote on Jima 20, 1974, to
Chairman O'Hara in which I outline the operation of our student as-
sistance programs, financed by both the Federal and the Common-
wealth Governments, and adding up to a total, in round figures, of
over $14 million. Approximately half of this amount$7,240,000
comes from Federal sources while the other half is funded by the
Commonwealth. The Commonwealth contribution, however, and I
would like to stress this point, is mainly for scholarships$6,746,-
000while the bulk of the Federal money goes to work and study
aid$1,600,000or Federal guaranteed loans$2,667,000

The Commonwealth legislative assembly has appropriated over the
years generous sums for student scholarships, as evidence of Puerto
Rico's faith and interest in higher education. This steadfast public
support has enabled the University of Puerto Rico to evolve into an
islandwide, State system of higher education. Its dynamic growth is
attested to by the fact that we now have over 50,000 students in three
campuses, six regional colleges, which are the equivalent of commu-nity colleges on the mainland, and one university college; and we
expect, if projections are correct, to have 23,000 additional studentsby 1980,

We are facing this great challenge of growth basically with our own
Commonwealth sources. The Federal contribution is less than 15
percent of the university's operational budgetsa proportion sig-
nificantly smaller than that. received by an average State institution on
the mainland. May I remind the subcommittee that according to thereport of the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary
Education, 27 percent of the income of postsecondary educational in-stitutions on the mainland was received from the Federal GOvern-
inentpage 130.

We need an increase in resources for both student assistance and
institutional development. We must strengthen in Puerto Rico our
educational offerings at all levels: Undergraduate, graduate and pro-fessional, and in the critical area of manpower raining for short
careers, technologically oriented. Alongside with broad emphasis ona liberal education, vital to the understanding of a modern democratic
society, we must stress technical education leading to productive em-ployment in an increasingly industrialized economy. And we must seek.
TIP.W ways to make education available to all, through the expansionof extension services or the new emphasis on continuing or further
education.

Dollars invested by the Federal Government in Puerto Rico's higher
education, therefore, will go a long way in helping the Cominonwealth

1'
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at a critical stage in its development. Really our main assets, gentle-
men, are our human resources. The more we train them, the more they
Scan contribute to develop in Puerto Rico a productive, healthy, demo-
cratic society. They are, we think, a great multiplier of effort and
hope. We shall do our utmost with our-own-limited fiscal funds, but
the Federal Government can give us a good helping hand in our

-endeavor.
Mr. O'HARA. I might say that you have a champion here on the

-committee. The University of Puerto Rico is-certainly notgoing to be
overlooked with our good friend, the Resident Commissioner, Mr.
Benitez, as a member of the committee. He is going to make sure we
don't overlook the needs of 'die university, or of the people of Puerto
Rico.

I am concerned with respect to the statement in your testitmony
pointing out the lower level of support for the University of Puerto
Rico than the average level of support from Federal sources for post-
secondary instruction on the mainland. I wonder ifand I don't hap-
pen to have a report of the Commission right before me, but I wonder
if you could recall for us any reason why that might be the case.

Mr. INIoRALEs-CARRIoN. There are several reasons. For one thing,
sometimes we are unaware of possibilities of Federal aid to the Island.
There are programs which have been extended to Puerto Rico but
sometimes we don't have sufficient information on the nature of the
programs, the conditions that have to be met in applying for Federal
aid, the deadlines and so forth.

We have to develop the art of grantsmanship in certain areas in
the sense. that we, in the competitive grants, have to prepare our pro-
posals according to certain formats which are devised here in the
United States. Sometimes we get information too late. It is sent by
surface mail and we get this informataion late and there is practically
little time for us to get together and work out our proposals.

But, in general, I think many of the problems that we have in the
field of higher education have not been realized by the Federal agen-
cies here and we are trying now with the help of the Resident Comis-
sioner here in Congress, and wi

m
th the help of the Office of Puerto Rico

in Washington and with our own personal efforts, to establish more
of a Puerto Rican presence before the educational agencies of the
Federal Government.

Mr. BENITEZ. Will you yield for a moment, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. O'HARA. Yes.
Mr. BENrrEz. I may add two or three reasons why this is so. In the

first place, the University of Puerto Rico, until quite recently. has not
been a doctorate university and it has concentrated preeminently on the
B.A. degrees and the professional schools. Now, most of the Federal
funds available are on a competitive basis for research purposes and
for the postgraduate student, which we are developing now..

The reason why I was so interested yesterday in the discussion con-
cerning whether there should or should not be direct grants for the
college program is because certainly I believe that the college programs
are paramount. But this is one of the fundamental responsibilities of
education which gets blocked out of assistance, if you don't have sup-
porting postgraduate and graduate programs.

178
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To go on to the other point, President Morales-Carrion is making
is that most of the higher education grants are at present on a rather
competitive request basis and in Puerto Rico, because we have been
outside of the mainstream, we don't participate as the others do.

Mr. O'HARA. I notice, Mr. President, that there is rather a substan-
tial program of scholarships?

Mr. MORALES-CARRION'. Yes, that is right,
Mr. O'HARA. On what basis are they awarded ? Is it financial need

or academic promise?
Mr. MoRALEs- CARRIoN. Basically financial need, and academic per-

formance are taken into consideration. But the basic criteria is related
to the financial need of the student. We are trying to see that every
student who requests some financial assistance is able to get some kind
of aid from the University. As we describe in the letter, we have a
rather complex system of combining the legislative aid provided by
Puerto Rico with the different types of aid from Federal sources.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Dellenback, do you have any questions?
Mr. DELLENBACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Morales-Carrion, we welcome you and are grateful for your

statement and for your coming to us and giving us the benefit, of your
knowledge. I would join; as need be done, the expression that the chair-
man already put in the record almut the concern and interest that Dr.
Benitez has shown. He really does follow this carefully and I am sure
he is on the subcommittee because of his own deep interest as well as
his very extensive experience in this field of postsecondary educatimu.

We consider him a very valuable member of the subcommittee and if
there is any question about that among his home constitutiency, we
hope that you disabuse them of any concern and let them know how
valuable we consider him as a member.

I note that in line with what this subcommittee is looking at. you
have confined your dollars testimony to the question of student assist-
ance programs.

Mr. MORALES-CARRION. Right.
Mr. DELLENBACK. I note from what you say that the total figure of

about $14 million is split about 50-50-50 percent from the Common-
wealth funds and 50 percent from the Federal money.

Do you have any figures for us that would deal with more than
the student assistance programs? I gather when you get clown to the
percentage of total income you are not dealing just with student as-
sistance funds, but rather you are there dealing with total income
when you say the. Federal contribution is less than 15 percent to Puerto
Rico whereas it averages 27 percent of the income of postsecondary
institutions on the mainland. What is flue total Federal contribution?
Do you have a figure on that ?

Air'. MORALES-CARRION. I don't have that. It depends on the pro-
grams you see, because we have scholarships and we have contributions
made to the Nuclear Center which add up to nearly $3 million. We have
a very substantial contribution made to the medical sciences and dif-
ferent grants, smaller grants, I should say, and then there is a sub-
stantial contribution to flue agricultural agencies which have a long
history behind them.

If we add all of the contributions that we get to our operational
budget, including, let's say, contracts with the Commonwealth by dif-
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ferent agencies, and contracts with the Federal Government, or these
grants from the Federal Government, the total would Collie to be
around $160 million. The figure I got yesterday from our budget
officers is that the Federal contribution would be in the neighborhood
of $24 million out of $164 million. It is in the neighborhood of 15
percent. But that is adding the contributions made to the agricultural
agencies, which is a contribution mainly for the support of extension
work. So, we cannot consider that too much of the contribution.

Mr. BENITEZ. Will the gentlemen yield? I unfortunately have a good
memory and can remember very well the ..distribution of these funds
when I had to deal with them. The principal sources of income is for
the experimental stations, agricultural experimental stations, and the
extension service, and these would add, now, under the terms of what
Mr. Morales-Carrion speaks of, about $8 million.

Then you have the contribution to the medical center. We have a
very large medical program in the school and we would be getting
something like $8 to $10 million as far as the research work that is
going on in the medical school. Then the rest includes this fund for
student assistance and programs that get special support, such as
in education where we have a number of programs which complement
the classroom such as work-study programs and so forth.

But, basically. the extraordinary thing about this is that there is
very, very little Federal funds going directly into the support of the
institutional education program of these. 50,000 students at the uni-
versity. level. The medical schools is limited, and with respect to the
arrricultural school we are talking about a very small group, and
likewise funds going for a nuclear science is for research on atoms
for peace. So very little of the moneys go directly into the educational
process of the 50,000 students.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Excuse me. Go on.
Mr. MOil Aim-Cimino-N. We have a very small, limited number of

grants in that particular area, but nothing significant.
Mr. DELLENBACK. That is helpful in giving me the total dollars but

what I am thinking of also, Mr. Morales-Carrion. and I say this to my
colleague, Dr. Benitez, as well, are we finding that we have in exist-
ence Federal programs from which schools on the mainland benefit in
which the University of Puerto Rico is unable to participate because
of the nature of the law that we have constructed ?

Are you aware of any substantive laws where, because of the way
we have constructed the authorizing legislation. there is a favorite?
Or, is the difference insofar as percentages on the island versus per-
centages on the mainland because of the types of things you referred
to. for example, an inadequate flow of information?

I am trying to make a distinction in my mind between what we have
to do legislatively to modify laws already in existence, and what needs
to be done to be sure the provisions of those laws are made known to
students on the island.

Mr. BENrrEZ. If I may. I think we will have to look specifically into
this question. which I think is a very fine question and we will try
to (live the answer directly.

Mr. DELLENBACK. I would be very supportive of making changes
if there are blocks in our authorizing legislation whereby students of
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the Commonwealth are not privileged to participate for one reasom
or another.

Mr. BENITEZ. The program of the student assistance is not the key
problem. This to which we refer now is the overall budget 'respon-
sibilities of the university.

Mr. DELLENBACK. We appreciate your testimony again,.Dr. Morales
Carrion.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Lehman, any questions?
Mr. LEHMAN. No.
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much, Mr. Morales-Carrion.
Mr. MORALES-CARRION. Any other information, I will be happy to

present to you.
[Materials submitted by Puerto Rican institutions.]

UNIVERSIDAD CATOLICA DE PUERTO RICO,
Ponce, Puerto Rico, Junc 14, 1974.

Hon. .I..A.mEs G. O'HARA,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Special Education.,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: ]3y way of an official request from the Honorable Jaime Benitez,.
Resident Commissioner of Puerto Rico, the Catholic University. of Puerto Rico
is presenting to the Sub-Committee on Special Education, for the purpose of
the public hearing on Federal economic aid programs our reflections on said
program based on our experiences.

For fiscal year 1973-1974, the Catholic University of Puerto Rico obtained in
Federal monies for the purpose of student aid the following:

In addition to federal aid this in'Aitution was granted, during the same period,
from state scholarships the amm..nt of $3S9,020. With a student population of
over 6,500, 87% received aid, without which they could not have continued their
education, and the university could not have survived. Therefore, Catholic Uni-
versity of Puerto Rico supports the legislation which help the students reach
their higher education goals.

Considering that the family income of over S0% of the student population is
under $6,000, and with the ever increasing cost of living in Puerto Rico, we
recommend that the guide lines governing the awards of student aid reflect not
only the family income but also this extreme increase in the cost of living in
Puerto Rico.

Another problematic area for the Catholic University which concerns student
aid, is the delay in the BEOG forms coining from Washington. Aid packages

.

prepared for. our needy students must be re-done because of BEOG's aid could
not have been considered at the time aid packages were pre! tired. If this proble in
could be rectified we could avoid the present duplicity of work and facilitate to
our needy students a more efficient process.

Again, on behalf of the Catholic University of Puerto Rico, I endorse the
legislation now under consideration by your Sub-Comreittee which provide federal
assistance to the millions of needy students striving for higher goals in education.

I remain
Cordially,

National defense student loan 811, 970
Supplementary educational opportunities grant 364, 477
College work study 402, 9(39
Basic education opportunities grant 301, 130
Coop education 15, 000

FRANCISCO J. CARRERAS,
President.
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UNIVERSIDAD DE PUERTO RICO,
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico, June 20, 1974.

Hon. JAMES G. OTTA-4,
Chairman, Special Subcommittee on Education,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR, CHAIRMAN : compliance with a letter of the Honorable Jaime
Benitez, Resident Commissioner of Puerto Rico, with regard to the public hear-
ings being hell to examine and evaluate the .Federal Student Assistance Pro-
grams, I am submitting a series of observations on how these programs are
faring .in-puerto Rico. Also included in this report is a table which presents
the Financial Aid Programs, the number of recipients and amount awarded for
the fiscal year 1973-74.

There is no doubt that both the Federal Student Aid Program and the Scholar-
ships Program, provided by the Commonwealth Legislative Assembly have been
very effective, since they have afforded an opportunity to a large number of
students to begin and continue their college education.

The vast majority of our students come from low-income families and it would
be impossible for them to attend institutions of higher education without re-
ceiving some type of financial aid. It is necessary for many parents to borrow
money in order to meet the basic educational needs of their children, creating in
this way, another burden in the financial situation of many Puerto Rican families.

At the University of Puerto Rico, there are three types of basic financial aid
program for students: scholarships (becas), work and study and loans. The
main difference between them is that in the first type the becas, the student re-
ceives financial aid or payment exemption, and does not have the obligation of
repaying the funds received. Nevertheless, he could have- the obligation of render-
ing some services while benefiting from the beta.. The second financial aid
program is the work-study program, in which the student works in-campus or
off-campus for a number of hours a week and receives payment for his services.
In the third program, the loan program, the student receives money but must
assume a repayment obligation, under very favorable payment conditions in
terms of amount and dates for repayment, type of interest and Possibilities for
reduction of payment (such as cancellation of part of the debt or its totality).
It must be pointed out that the vast majority of students must reimburse the
whole amount.

At the University' of Puerto Rico, every effort is made to provide financial .
aid to the student who requests assistance. However, the students have a marked
preference for the becas because they do not have to repay the funds received.
The funds for becas are not sidlicient, and once exhausted, the student is offered
work, iederal loan or a package aid, according to the amount of funds the
institution has available. Those Who do not receive assistance due to lack of
funds are offered the opportunity to apply for bank loans federally guaranteed
(FISLP) to meet their costs of education. For thiS reason, all students applying
for assistance receive some type of financial aid from one source or another, or
from a combination of sources (package aid), depending hi the student's partic-
ular financial condition.

We are making all efforts to convince the students that work as well as loans
are financial aids. But for various reasons, they prefer the aid received through
Woos.

As to date, we do not have the exact figures available for the number of stu-
dents who do not enroll due to the lack of some financial aid. On the other hand,
in many cases once the students are awarded financial aid through the programs
of work or loans, they 'abandon their efforts and do not continue their studies.

Neither do we have exact information to determine if the reason for discontinu-
ing their studies is of a financial nature, since this is rarely indicated in the
withdrawal form that the students must fill out. We are studying this aspect of
the problem, for we believe that financial needs are the cause for many drop-out
cases.

Without federal funds, our institution will not be able to provide financial aid
to the large number of students who apply for such assistance. But in an institu-
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tion such as the University of Puerto Rico, which for the present year, 1973-74,
has an enrollment of 50,500 students, the existing resources, both state and
federal, are not sufficient to meet the demand of all needy students. Many stu-
dents receiving financial aid are not receiving enough, and many others are not
receiving any. The aid given covers the basic expenses such as tuition and fees,
books, room and board, and 1."-Insportation, but does not cover laundry, clothes
and personal expenses: This would permit their enrollment, but their stay would
not be guaranteed.

Several problems arise in the implementation of federal programs. For ex-
ample, the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program, (BEOG) controlled
directly from Washington, uses only one standard for determining the eligibility
of all the nation's applicants without taking into consideration the variations
in the costs of education and the difference's in the cost of living of the different
Places. The allocation as well as the determination of eligibility should be in the
hands of the institution of higher education.

With respect to the Federally Insured Loan Program (FISLP) it is neces-
sary to find a way to speed-up the procedures to obtain the loan, for on several
occasions a considerable amount of time has elapsed from the date of applica-
tion to the date on which the first check is received. When a loan is applied for,
the hank should only-receive the recommendation of the institution and the prom-
issory note specifying the amount recommended. Emphasis must be given to the
need of establishing an office in San Juan to handle applications from Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands.

Finally, the creation of a single application is recommended. This application
should be in the hands of the institution of higher education. The institution
should determine the eligibility of students and should recommend the program
or programs that better adjust to the financial condition of each applicant. More
flexibility should be allowed in determining the eligibility of the students and a
better evaluation of the students college-related expenses should be made. It is
also recommended that the elements used to determine the needs of a Puerto
Rican family be obtained from actual facts and not from theoretical conclu-
sions. and that uniform methods for determining need be established for all
Federal Student Aid Programs.

I trust this information will be of help to the Sub-Committee in its deter-
mination to examine and evaluate the Financial Student Aid Programs.

Coruially yours,
ARTURO MORALES CARRION.

President.
Enclosure :

UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO, OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, ESTIMATED FINANCIAL AID
AWARDED TO STUDENTS, 1973-74

Programs
Number

of
recipientsr

Aid
awarded

Legislative Becas
Supplemental educational opportunity grants
Basic educational opportunity grants
Other grants

11, 500
2, 500
2, 954

150

V, 326, 247
997, 734

1, 300, 000
120, 000

Subtotal
College work-study program

17, 104.
3, 000

8, 743, 981
2, 000, 000

National direct student loans 715 400, GOO

Federal granted loans 2, 700 2, 667, 000
Health professions student loan 230 290, 000
Cuban student loans 66 58, 430
Others loans 125 8, 000

Subtotal 3,836 3, 423, 430

Total 23, 940 14, 167, 411

I Please note this is not a single count. The student's needs are satisfied by a financial aid package.

Mr. O'HARA. 'We will be in touch with you you can be sure. We
are interested in seeing that equity is provided for the university.

Our next witness was a member of the Newman task force, a group
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of distinguished higher educators who were asked some time ago by
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to examine the
state of higher education and to report on its needs. Dr. Russell
Edgerton, who is also deputy director for the fund for the improve-
ment of postsecondary education will speak for the task fem.

However, a word of clarification is in order with respect to Dr.
Edgerton. He was invited to testify with regard to the report of the
Newman task force and he has been assured that the subcommittee is
not going to attribute any statement he makes in that capacity a6
being the views of the fund. As difficult as it may be to distinguish the
private and public views of people in public office, I have assured Dr.
Edgerton I will do my best to do so and I hope those present at the
hearing today will likewise realize that Dr. rddgerton is not repre.-
sentinv the fund for the improvement of postsecondary education.

Mr. EDGERTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry
I have been abandoned by my colleagues, Mr. Newman and Bill Can-
non. But rather than reschedule the hearing at a different time, your
staff decided that we should go ahead and I am happy to do my best
in presenting some of the views which the task force has come for-
ward with.

Mr. O'HARA. I might just interject that I think it is a very healthy
thing that we have views formally presented because I am sure we
are .going to have them urged upon us by Dr. Andringa,
one of the distinguished members of the task force and is very much
a part of all of our deliberations and discussions. I am sure he is

going to make sure that the task force's views are well attended to,
before he is through. But, we would like to hear just what you have
to say.

STATEMENT OF RUSSELL EDGERTON, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, FUND

FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, AP-

PEARING FOR THE NEWMAN TASK FORCE, ACCOMPANIED BY

MARTIN CORRY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NEWMAN TASK FORCE

Mr. Enuurrox. Thank you. I would like to introduce Martin Corry,
who was the executive director and coordinator of the task force for
the past several years and the cement which kept us all together.

Two introductory points. The Newman task force is different from
the other groups which have presented testimony to you, in that it was
initiated by the executive branch and included an interesting mix of
independent educators and Government officials. It was charged by the
executive branch to speak to and not for the Federal Government or
certainly for the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. So
we have constituted ourselves as a kind of ongoing public-private sem-
inar on higher education for about 4 years now, and have profited
greatly from the mix and exchange of views and the kind of partner-
ship which has developed between the Government representatives and
the independent representatives.

Let me reinforce and reiterate your generous point at the beginning
that I do not speak for the administration or the Federal Government,
but for the Newman task force.

Second, we assessed our comparative advantage not in terms of un-.
dertaking the kind of sophisticated economic analysis which has been
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.(lone by groups such as "C,F,D,"' such as the National Commission on
Finance and Postsecondary Education, but rather we decided that our
comparative advantage lay in reflecting upon the changing conditions
in society and in higher education and relating those conditions to
rationales and forms and procedures of Federal support toward higher
education.

The product of our thinking over the last 4 years has been two task
force reports, one issued in March 1071, now called the first Newman
report, and die second one issued in October 1973, which is referred to
as the second Newman report. But we also have in addition to that, a
number of occasional papers, background studies to justify our partic-
ular recommendations, such.as the "G.I. Bill for Community Service,"
which I will mention this morning.

Three of our specialized papers have been pUblished, "The G.I. Bill
for Community Service," "The Report on Graduate Education" and
"The Report on Data and Decision Making."

Several others are short of being in publishable form. We still have
ambitions of finishing them, but we find that the task force efforts go
on, and on, and on, and at some point we have to stop and call it quits.
We are about at that point.

Thinking about what we have written and how it bears upon your
concerns with title 4. I would like to synthesize our views around three
topics. One, the implications of what we call the paradox of access.
Second, the implications of the so-called new domain of postsecondary
education. And third, the implications of theincreasina pressureS for
accountability, particularly reflected in the policies of State govern-
ments, but also revealed in the commission on financing postsecondary
education, and of great concern to the Federal Government in the ex-
ercise of increasing management responsibilities over higher education.

Let me turn quickly to the implications of what we call the paradox
of access. We were very impressed with the fact that as college oppor-
tunities are made more and more available, as college becomes an ex-
pected part of growing up in America, going to college becomes less
and less a matter of deliberate self-conscious choice on the part of
young students. Rather, many students, we found, were drifting from
high school into the 13th an.d 14th year of college without really stop-
ping and going through a kind of process which one would hope one
would go through, before one utilizes the kind of expensive public re-
sources for higher learning which are involved in a collegaityation.

So, the problem we posed for ourselves was, "How does one, in a
society becoming increasingly equalitarian in character, preserve col-
lege as a place for students who are really motivated to learn ?" Stated
differently, as the Federal Government incrementally removes the
barriers of the lack of income to go to college, and as college removes
the barriers of selective admission policies, on what basis does it become
reasonable to select new students to attend higher education?

Our concern about these problems was reinforced by the fact that
preparation for adulthood generally in our society is becoming more
and more a matter of formal schooling. School-is becoming more and
more an inclusive social institution within which people grow up, rela-
tive to other institutions.

Jim Coleman, in a recent study for the President's Science Ad-
visory Committee, which I commend to this committee, entitled
`Youth to Adult : Institutioin Transition," focused a lot of analysis
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,on this very problem. Schools institutionalize young people in rela-
tively passive roles. Higher education is, in a sense, a spectate'. sport.
Opportunities for leisure activities outside higher education institu-
tions are increasing, but opportunities for young people to contact or
come into contact with the productive aspects of A.merican society are
decreasino. through minimum . wage legislation, difficulties in getting.
jobs and all sorts of other phenomenon which the new Coleman repolt
describes.

So, this reinforced our concern about the tendency of the paradox
of providing increasing opportunities for students, the paradox being
that those opportunities might be less valued then they were previ-
ously. In addition, we were impressed with the fact, although this is a
controversial point, that direct experience, stopping out for a time in
one's educational career, produces a more motivated student in -return-
ing to college than would otherwise have been the case if the student
had stayed in school.

We have done, on Martin Corry has done, a fair amount of investiga-
tion of the experience of World War II veterans coming back to col-
lege. Many educators argue tnat this was the "hayday" of American
higher education, that these people coming back from World War II
were the most highly motivated and effective students Americanhigher
education ever had. So, coming off of those various concerns, we have
recommended that the Federal Government give consideration to a new
hasis for supplementing existing student aid programs, a :iew basis
for award of student aid, based on the analogy of the GI bill ; that is,
allocate student aid funds to students who stop out for a period of
service, not military service, but domestic service and various volun-
tary and social action programs. These students would accrue bene-
fits on a monthly basis for their service similar to the benefits which
people in the military service accrue. Then these benefits would be
applied against tuition requirements when they reenter postsecondary
.education.

In addition, we have some recommended modifications in the work-
udy program, based on the proposition that work-study is now essen-
tially a technique of financing access to college. It could become a
technique for making the learning and work experience more integral
in nature and more effective as a part of the student's college career,
particularly if one could recapture some college work-study funds and
provide them on an incentive grant basis to colleges for making those
work opportunities really meaningful. Here we could learn something
from the university year for action program about the value we would
(yet from these increased student aid dollars.

Second, the implications of the new domain of postsecondary edu-
cation. You, on this committee, have wrestled with this problem. And
I remember early in the deliberations of the National Commission on
Financing hearing rumors that the first two or three meetings were
spent trying to draw the boundaries of the enterprise the Commission
was supposed to study. It is a very tough problem.

In your consideration of the student aid program, title IV, eligibility
considerations run all through your deliberations. The issuewhat
are the implications of this new domain of postsecondary education
for drawing eligibility requirements for student allocating and in-
stitutional aid ?is a subject which we feel is of urgent importance
and not sufficiently discussed.
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Increasingly, since 1952, this committee and the programs under its
jurisdiction, has delegated to professional and regional accreditating
associations the responsibility for determining eligibility for a variety
of educatonal programs. We are impressed with the burdens which
have been put on this system of accreditation. Let me mention three in
particular.

Accrediting agencies are by nature fraternal and exclusionary orga-
nizations of peers, with a natural tendency to resist emergence of new
professional groups or occupations, and thus to lag behind in their
inclusion of membership the new kinds of institutions and new forces
that are emerging in society. Even the 2-year colleges had to fight to be
included in the regular accreditation system.

With the professional societies, the conflicts and disputes between
established groups and emerging professional groups are even more
important. So the first problem is that there are the institutions that
might be eligible for Federal funds that are not now included in the
jurisdictional purview of existing accreditation organizations.

The second problem is that the interests of the accrediting agencies
are really in the quality of the academic programs, not the new con-
cerns and accountability responsibilities of the Federal Government
for policing a whole variety of new institutions for fraudulent prac-
tices. Truth-in-lending practices, defaults on the guaranteed student
loan program, and other issues, are really too much to expect peer
membership associations to undertake in behalf of a Federal responsi-
bility. In short, the interests of the Federal Government exceed in
some areas the appropriately legitimate. and expected activities- which
we can ask of the accreditation agencies.

The third problem is less noticed than the problem of loan defaults
and the concerns of articles one reads in the Washington Post by
reporters such as Eric Wentworth. It is that, in some cases, the con-
cerns of the professional and regional accrediting agencies exceed the
concerns of the Federal Government. Various professional and
regional oraanizations are concerned about a range of academic input
standards the quality of books in the library, the number of creden-
tials of faculty members, the characteristics of the plantwhich are
not necessarily related to the ability of those institutions to provide
cost-effective education for the students who enroll in them.

So we see, in a number of areas, less than a total coincidence. of inter-
est between the accrediting mechanisms and the Federal Government.
We believe that there .has been a tendency to rely excessively on the
accrediting mechanism for the purpose of satisfying a number of eli-
gibility functions at the Federal Government and a variety of program
needs. We have a number of recommendations to make about that. We
can get into them, if you wish, after my formal remarks.

The final implication I wanted to talk about, in relationship to the
particular concerns of this committee, is the increasing accountability
pressures which are being converted into demands. by Federal and
State Governments, on institutions.

Increasingly, across the Nation, particularly on the part of the
States, we are witnessing tighter and tighter budgets, line-item
budgets, faculty contact hour legislation, other kinds of cost-time re-
quirementsefforts, in short, designed to specify the resource input
requirements in great detail, in the hope of leveraging more efficiency
on the part of educational iir!-itntions.

1. F.;
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Increasingly, we find that reporting requirements are escalating,
dramatized by the National Finance Commission's recommendation
that there should be uniform cost standards developed for all academic
institutions.

Increasingly, States are developing staffs which arc more vigorously
looking into questions of evaluation and assessment, approving new
degree programs, declaring moratoriums on development of new pro-
grams, trying to work out jurisdictional treaties between public and
private systems.

We feel that there are dangers in this trend if it continues like it
has in the last 3 to 5 years. The dangers are the building of internal
rigidities into the institutions, and removing the possibility that vari-
ous educational institutions can compete with one another across
jurisdictional lines on the basis of the quality of the services which
they offer.

Clearly, State officials and Federal officials use what leverage they
have to solve problems which they perceive as important problems.
We feel that regulatory activities tend to be easily grabbed hold of
and easily misused, and that incentives tend. to be too easily forgot-
tenvet in the long run incentives are effective. Thus, we encourage
the States to use incentives such as student aid programs, and incen-
tives such as discretionary grant fotmdations, to achieve many of the
same purposes which they would otherwise achieve by resorting to an
increasing variety of regulatory, supervisory, and managerial activi-
ties over the educational institutions. This is a general policy proposi-
Con. It needs back up, detail and more conversation. But we hope that
the debate and discussion concerning both the State student aid incen-
tive programs, as well as the possibilities of encouraging more discre-
tionary grant programs, can be viewed in the overall context of "how
does one encourage accountability in higher education?" We hope that
simply management techniques, patting the Government in the role of
managers of institutions, is not considered the only device for attain-
ing accountability. Accountability can come through a variety of
forces operating on an institution, encouraging the institution to move
in socially productive directions.

This concludes the three areas which I wanted to identify as the
thinking of the task force related to your title IV concerns. I have
stated problems rather than specific recommendations. We have sonic
of those and I can return to them in any of the areas you are interested
in. Thank you.

Mr. O'HARA. Of course, the series of articles appearing during this
week in the Washington Post has aroused new interest in the whole
accreditation question. The Post articles are not the first ones to appear
on the subject. as you know.

I was wondering if the reports of the Y.ewman task force had any
relevance to the questions that are being raised in those articles and,
if so, if you can elucidate on that subject ?

Mr. EnnFarrox. We have some highly generalized statements about
the accreditation and eligibility in the second Newman report. We
have done a great amount of work in a specialized paper which was
published, or, more appropriately, leaked, in draft form in November
1971. We are still refining this paper. and have not yet published
a statement of our own position on accreditation and eligibility.
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It is discussed, however, in a very comprehensive and important
study recently issued in draft form by the Brookings Institution,
undertaken by Harold Orlans at the request of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, -precisely to focus on the issues of
the tie between eligibility and accreditation. Some of my information
is gleaned from that report more than our own work.

Our basic proposition is that the policy now underway within the
Office of Education is going in the wrong direction. The policy now
underway is that the accreditation and institutional eligibility staff
of the Office of Education is increasingly developing more supervisory
controls over the regional and professional associations. trying to
encourage them to take seriously the Federal standards, and questions
which the Federal Government needs to have answered, and reflected
through the accreditation process.

We believe, in contrast, that there should be a clear separation be-
tween eligibility, on the one hand, and accreditation, on the other; that
the Federal Government, in all of its programs, should clarify the
criteria by which eligibility is to be determined (such things as finan-
cial responsibility, or on an honest disclosure policy), and then ask the
accrediting agencies if they wish to administer these Federal stand-
ards in -the normal course of their peer review evaluation.

But the standards would be clarifiedthey are not now clarified
by which. the Federal Government is making eligibility decisions. At
the moment., the Federal Government has simply procedural controls
over accreditation. Congress delegates the eligibility functions to the
Office of Education, the Office of Education delegates it to accrediting-
agencies and nowhere in that process does one define what the crite-
ria are by which the eligibility decisions are to be made.

Second, we feel that too little attention has been paid to the pos-
sibilities of protecting consumers by requiring reliable, honest, and
data-based disclosure statements from educational institutions, For
instance, if there. were a requirementand we would never recom-
mend this without going on an incentive basis and experimenting with
it firstthat institutions annually disclose the basic characteristics
about their educational process (the length of time, the time it takes
average students to complete a degree, the faculty-student ratio. a num-
ber of iiWices which are related to the character, quality, and effec-
tiveness of their educational program), and if these statements were
available to students seeking to enroll in institutions. students would
have a more reliable basis for making intelligent decisions than they
do now.

Glossy catalogs of colleges are not necessarily the kind of documents
that ono would use to make what could be called an investment deci-
sion. It. may be that there are ways to develop categories of informa-
tion which could be provided. The professional associations, for
example, now, in some of the disciplines, provide information about
the average length of time it takes to get degrees. But this information
is not pulled together in one place. and it, is not built into a kind of
informational system which would put more and more responsibility
and adequate information in the hands of consumers.

'Arr. O'HARA. Like we should get a truth-in-education law.
EnoEirrox. Something like that.

Mr. O'HAnA. That is a revolutionary proposal.

J
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Mr. EDGERTON. Less revolutionary and less interventionist than
uniform cost standards.

Mr. 01-IARA. Well, I would say so, yes.
Mr. EDGERTON. There are a variety of programs that seem to work

adequately well, that do not rely on accreditation at all. The social
security benefit system payments is one, and most research and de-
velopment funds and most manpower training program funds do not
utilize the existing peer review accreditation system as a basis for
determining eligibility.

In particular problem areas, such as the guaranteed student loan
program, it may bethat what we need is a kind of special purpose eligi-
bility mechanism whieh takes some of the heat oil', some of the responsi-
bility and the burden off, the accreditation enterprise itself to satify
those particular Federal functions. This would enable the accreditation
agencies to do what they do best. I have always thought that putting
an accrediting agency team in the dual role of a cop to the Federal
Government and a technical assistance consultant, looking at academic
quality and being helpful to the institution, is a very difficult kind of
thing to do.

Mr. O'HARA.. We could in effect require that the institution be an
accredited institution which also has certain specified qualifications in
addition to being accredited.

Mr. EDGERTON. The °Hans study recommends that accreditation be-
come one but not the only condition for eligibility. So that in some Fed-
eral programs at least, some of the problem ones, one would start with
the accredited university and then develop procedures and mechanisms
for looking at some of the financial and other accountability interests
that the Federal Government has.

That solves, in part, one of the problems, the, lack of interest on the
part of, the .accrediting agencies in being policemen for Federal ac-
countability; but it does not solve the other problem of giving accredit-
ine. agencies a governmental sanction to increase the number of books
in the law libraries around the country, or lean on programs because
there are not enough Ph. D.'s in the night law facultiesall this, not in
the name of accreditation alone, but in the name of accreditation plus
the leverage of the Federal Govermnent's money. That is, I think, a
serious problem.

We also believe that NIE, the Fund, and other discretionary grant
agencies, could encourage new modes of accreditation. The question in
an equalitarian society is : "Who -are the peers? Who ought, to be the
people that review educational institutions, and for what purposes?"
That is an interesting question and the. question needs to be asked
whether content specialists, which is essentially what the academic
faculties are who now go out and accredit programs, are the only kinds
of specialties or talents, required to make the kind of judgments that
we are talking about.

That takes me, back to the need to clarify what the judgments are
that we are talking about. If we are talking about policing proprietary
schools for tuition refund policies, and things like that, academic peers,
content specialists, are not necessarily the kind of people you would
automatically think of to undertake that task. If we are talking about
some other kind of judgment, then academic content specialists might
be very valuable for that kind of task. So we need to sort out the struc-
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tural and functional questions, and develop some special purpose eligi-
bility systems to solve particular problems. We need a special-purpose
eligibility system to solve the problems of the proprietary schools and
defaults. We need a special-purpose eligibility system to enable new
institutions and different institutions to have access to the same benefits
which established institutions which are accredited by.the membership
agencies also have. I don't know if you want to go on with that or not.
These are general views, and I can get more specific.

Mr. O'HARA. I have not yet read the Orlans report and I am going
to have to do that before we conclude these hearings and get into those
questions.

Mr. EDGERTON. I strongly encourage a hard look by this committee
into that particular relationship, between eligibility and accreditation.
I think an airing of the issue with the foundation developed by the
Orlans report would be a very productive thing for this.committee to
do.

Mr. O'HARA. Well, I have already promised Mr. Dellenback and
others that we will consider that question before we complete our in-
vestigation and I have an intention to do so.

Mr. Dellenback, any qUestions?
Mr. DELLENBACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I must confess that I find this discussion provocative, and it raises

a whole series of roads which we ought to walk down before we make
a mechanistic or programmatic decision as a recommendation to the
full committee.

I have felt very strongly this is a fund that has great potential, and
the moneys that I see coming out of the Appropriations Committee
at this stage are. in my opinion, inadequate.

Mr. O'HARA. Both you and others have spoken to me on that subject.
Mr. DELLENBACK. Hopefully, it is a real interest which you ex-

pressed in the past and where we go will lead to some significant joint
action. I think rather than ask questions on specifics, or on the ideas
that you have been talking aboutwhich are very valuableI will not
go into the details now.

Ihave no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Benitez, any questions?
Mr. BENITEZ. Well, in the first part of your talk pertaining to para-

doxes of providing educational opportunities you talked about the
growingly passive role of university education. What are the manifes-
tations of that, if you can give me an answer to that question ? Are you
saying that education now is more passive than it was in the past? The
question is : IS this the consequence of the democratization of the
university?

Mr. EDGERTON. No, I think that education is intrinsically an institu-
tion in which young people are in a relatively passive role of reading;
writing, listening, reflecting, abstract reasoning. That is fine, and there
is an interesting debate as to whether or not academic institutions
ought to involve themselves in additional kinds of nonintellectual
activities or encourage students in them. The point I was trying to
make is that this institution, which inevitably instructs people in a cer-
tain way, has now been expanded to encompass more than half of all
high school graduates in the country ; and whereas some people learn
best as listeners, and as readers, and as abstract thinkerS, there are a11
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lot of other ways to learn, including engaging in problem-solving ac-
tivity, engaging in work, being asked to be on a task force to study

. higher education, testifying before a congressional committeea van-
<ety of ways in which learning occurs. What we have done is to expand
one style of learning to over 50 percent of the 18-year-olds in the coun-
try. That is a little simplistic, and a little strong, but that is the propo-
sition.

Mr. BEN-rrEz. My difficulty with your explanation is in the assump-
tion that readino. a book is passive activity and it would seem to me as
a confirmed bookworm, that reading a book can be not-only very stim-
ulating, but intellectually active and that in a basic sense we make a
very serious mistake if we assume that activity, initiative, imagina-

tion creativity doesn't involve movement and action. Most of the im-
portant things that you associate with man's intelligence take place
without particular movements. So I didn't want the education in-
volved in operating and working library-tabbed with the implication
of passivity.

Mr. EDGERTON. I don't want them tabbed either. I would agree with
that.

Mr. BENITEZ. OK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
.Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. I was just interested in that problem you brought out

iir which a fellow in national service would come after high. school and
he could receive the same kind of educational benefits that GI's did at
the end of World War II and perhaps the Vietnam veterans are doing
.now. Would you anticipate any academic credit for this service ?

Mr. EDGERTON. No.
Mr. LEHMAN. It would be just a form of equivalent but not military

-service by which they would gain a certain amount of educational
benefits and serve as .a buffer zone between what, you seemlo think of
now as a meshing of high school with the 13th and 14th grades and no
ecisionmaking process ?

Mr. EDGERTON. Right. It would be an alternative to national service
in the sense it is not a compulsory program like national service has
been conceived as being. It would in a sense, be an incentive to legiti-
mate stopping out. A high school student could make an argument to
his parents. "If I stop out and work for a year or two, I will accrue
benefits that can later be applied to tuition." It may encourage, our
assumption is, an additional sense of direction, and sense of purpose
and maturity. We found in the various studies that we have done, that
this activity is positively related to this kind of maturity.

Mr. LEHMAN. I should say the most motivated people we ever had
in higher education institutions were those that came out of the serv-
ice of World War II. I don't know if we will ever find that group
again any place, but what you are tryino. to do is look for them.

You mentioned college work-study.
trying

problem I found with
work-study is that it is too narrowly targeted either for those who work
in the school itself or in nearby nonprofit organizations. I certainly
would hope to see work-study assistance broadened to include others
than nonprofit organizations and also acade.mic credit given for their
work rather than, you know. sweeping up a library or raking leaveS in
the campus grounds where most or too much of this work is now.

Mr. EDGERTON. I respectfully disagree. though, with the notion that
-work in and around colleges necessarily has to be given academic
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credit. Our recommendation is that a service learning or a work- .
learning experience can be a very important thing for a student,
whether it is recognized with credit or not, that work-study could be
encouraged

6ed

to become more than a financing technique and a genuine
1dnd of educational experience; that somehow we have to provide
incentives to colleges not to have -students do the kind of mundane
things that colleges need to have done, but to make these work experi-
ences a reproductive experience.

I would encourage some coordination and thinking between the
university for action program and the college work-study program
because I think they have paved the way for some of the kinds of
things that work-study could do.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you. That whole idea of this national service
for the college benefits is something that we really have to look at
a long way Crown the road. We do not have anyjcind of legislation for
this right now, have we?

Mr. 07HARA. They have a provision like that in the ACTION
agency. No funds are in it though. At least we have none this year
either, I understand. But they have a program. Mr. Edgerton, I thank
you very much for coming before us. f look forward to seeing you
again with your other hat on touching on subjects of mutual concern.
Thank, you.

Our last witness today is Dr. Margaret Gordon of the Carnegie
Council on Higher Education which,. as you are all aware, has done
so much valuable work in the field of higher education. Dr. Gordon
will discuss the student financial assistance recommendations of the
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. Her prepared statement
will be printed following her testimony.

STATEMENT OF MARGARET GORDON, CARNEGIE COUNCIL ON
HIGHER EDUCATION

Dr. GORDON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to apologize for Clark Kerr's not being able to be here

this morning. He has had an exceptionally heavy schedule in recent
months and it was going to be rather complicated for him to fit this in.
I. am going to try to be a very imperfect substitute for him.

Mr. O'HARA. We are pleased you can be with us.
Dr. GORDON. Let me say that the Carnegie' Commission did its work

over the period from 1961 to 1973. It issued 21 special reports, its final
report, and a great many other publications. In discussing the issues
this morning, I will be presenting the views of the Carnegie ComMis-
sion, which went out of existence in the fall of 1973, rather than those
of the new Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education, because
that council has not yet had an opportunity to review all of the issues
relating to Federal aid. It will be doing so during the course of the next
year and may conceivably move away from some of the commission's
recommendations.

I think, if you go over the Carnegie Commission reports, the 21
special reports, and the final report, in which the commission's own
policy recommendations were presented, that you will see very clearly
that a central and overriding concern of the commission, throngtiout
its 6-year history, was with ways and means of overcoming the barriers
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to equality of opportunity in higher education for young people from
low-income and disadvantaged backgrounds.

Its first report, which was issued toward the end of 1968, recom-
mended. substantially increased Federal aid to higher education with
emphasis on grants to low-income 'students and cost-of-education sup-
plements, which would accompany these students, for their institu-
tions. Seven other reports of the commission were primarily or almost
entirely concerned.with issues of equality of opportunity.

Before getting into what the commission recommended on various
aspects of student assistance, I would like to call attention to the fact
that very considerable progress was made from the mid-60's to 1972 in
increasing the relative representation of low-income students and of
minority groups in higher education, but for some reason, this progress
seems to have been reversed between 1972 and 1973. I. refer you to the,
chart on page 6 of my prepared statement and the table on page 8-
Chart I on page 6 shows a drop in the percentage of freshmen coming
from the lowest family income quintile, between 1972 and 1973, and
a drop also for those from the second lowest, an increase for the other
quintiles.

Somewhat correspondingly, both the ACT freshman data and U.S.
Bureau of the Census preliminary data for the fall of 1973, as shown
in table 1, show a drop in the enrollment rates of blacks, both male
and female.

Now, we don't know exactly what was responsible for these trends,
but we low that financial aid offers have been quoted as indicating
that they felt some institutions were falling behind or reversing their
previous emphasis on opening the doors to low-income and disadvant-
aged students. We also can speculate that the great delay in getting
the basic opportunity grant regulations out, as well as the snafus over
the "needs" test in the guaranteed loans program may hrve had some-
thing to do with this drop in enrollment rates for low-income students
in 1973. I am going to come back to a few more comments on that at a
later point.

Now, first of all, I would like to discuss the basic opportunity grant
program. This was a major step, the adoption of this program, to-
ward implementing the principle which the Carnegie Commission
has endorsed since 1965, of basic grants that would be structured to
increase equality of opportunity for low-income students, but would
also encourage free student choice of institution 'and field of study.
Such a program would also represent a form of Federal aid to higher
education that would help to preserve the autonomy of colleges and
universities. Apart from the very well known fact of extremely Made-
quote funding, I would like to call attention to several other weak-
nesses that wo see in the BOG program.

It is probably no surprise to point out that the eligibility condi-
tions are very restrictive and, in some respects, through not all, appear
to be more restrictive than the College Scholarship Service stand-
ards; which have been used widely by colleges and universities. .

Second, the limitation of the size of the grant to 50-percent of the
cost of education tends to discriminate against low-income students,
whose most feasible option is attendance in neighboring low-cost pith-
lic institutions. I think the paper that Hartman did for the .Toint
Economic Committee brought that out extremely well. The size of the
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grant for such a student is frequently sharply reduced by the 50-
percent cost limitation, whereas the student who is nearer the upper
end of the income band of families eligible for BOG grants is much
less likely to have the size of his grant reduced because of the cost
limitation.

So, in the report, "Who Benefits ?"the actual title is much
longerthat appeared in June, 1973, the Carnegie Commission rec-
ommended that for lower-division students the cost limitation should
be increased to 75 percent. This is in line with the commission's gen-
eral feeling that financial barriers to participation in higher education
should be particularly minimal in the first 2 years of higher educa-
tion, and I shall come back to that later in connection with tuition
policy. .

I. think that very serious consideration in the longer run should
be given to removal of the cost limitation completely from the basic
opportunity grant provisions. That would be consistent with what the
commission said in its first two reports on Federal aid, where it rec-
ommended no cost limitation except that the size of the grant should
not exceed the student's total cost.

Now, my third point about the BOG program is that we feel that
the $1.3 billion recommendation in the administration's 1975 bildget
is. not adequate, particularly if one considers the highly restrictive
eligibility conditions that are involved. In "Who Benefits?" we esti-
mated that adequate funding of the program would range from about
$1.7 to $2.3 billion, depending on how many extra students were
induced to enroll through the program, and incorporating the 75-
percent cost limit for lower division students.

I would now suagest that an estimate of adequate full-funding
would range from $2 billion to about $2.6 billion, taking into account
increases in cost in the last year or so and taking into account some
relaxation of the family income eligiblity conditions, which we would
like to see. That estimate, interestingly, is almost exactly equivalent to
the. one that was included in the Brookings report on the 1974 budget.

'It, was not developed on precisely the same basis, but it comes out
very much like the Brookings estimate.

Turning to the supplementary opportunity grants program, I would
say that the basic opportunity grants reflect the kind of Federal
Student aid program that the Carnegie Commission had in mind more
clearly than the supplementary opportunity grants, patricularly in
uniformity of treatment of all students and encouragement of freedom
of student choice.

We would suggest that the provision in the existing legislation, that
no basic opportunity grant payments can be made until there is a
certain amount of funding of the SOG program, should be removed.
I think that very serious consideration and careful study need to be
given to the future role of the supplementary opportunity grants pro-
gram. We have some serious questions about it. I am sure the members
o- f the subcommittee are familiar with the two reports of panels of the
College Entrance Examination Board which analyzed the way in
which grants were awarded under the economic opportunity grants
program which preceded the supplementary opportunity grants
program.

I can't ao into detail about what those reports said, but the gist of
it was: that there was very little tendency for low-income students
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to get higher grants than higher income students under the economic
opportunity grants program, and this basically was because higher
income students tended Co go to high cost and selective institutions and
the size of their grant was related to the cost of the attendance at those
institutions. These reports also poiiifed to a very definite tendency for
low-income students to be less likely to be admitted, because the
grants for which they would be eligible would not suffice to pay the cost
of their education and the school was in a position to come up with
additional funds.

Hartman makes another point in hiS Joint Economic Committee
paper to the effect that if these grants turn out to be a means of per-
mitting low-income students to attend high-cost private insitutions,
this may become a sort of bottomless pit for a Federal Government. In
any case, I think that there is a very definite need to consider the rela-
tive merits of the supplementary opportunity grants program versus
the State scholarship incentive program, which I would now like to
discuss.

. The State scholarship incentive program, I think, is very consistent
with many of the general principles t'that the Carnegie Commission
espoused over the years. In the report which dealt particularly with
.State government relationships to higher education called "The
Capitol and the Campus," the commission endorsed the principle of
State aid to private institutions to come primarily in the form of
tuition grants to students, which would enable them to attend
institutions, and in fact the commission recommended that a State
should have such a program of tuition grants before it considered any
increases in tuition.

Furthermore, the Carnegie Commission, throughout its history, em-
phasized in a number of contexts, that the primary responsibility for
development of higher education should rest with the States, where
it traditionally has been and that Federal aid should involve minimal
interference. For these reasons we would strongly urge funding of the
State scholarship incentive program.

The administration budget, as you know, did not include-any-item
for this. The $19, minion this year was a small beginning. We think it
should go to at least $50 million for another year and should gradually
be increased as time goes on.

There has been a very substantial amount of progress in State pro-
grams of scholarship aid to undergraduates in recent years. A figure of
$72 million represented the total expenditure by the States in 196546.
That figure was up to about $387 million by 1973-74. I have a table hi.
my statement which shows the total appropriations in States and the
appropriations per student enrolled on pages 21 and 21(a). However,
I would like to stress the point that the amounts are relatively large
only in a few States. They tend to be very, very small programs in
many of the States. The total amounts are largest in New York,
Pennsylvania, and Illinois. If you look at amounts per enrolled stu-
dent in the right-hand column of the table, you find that they exceed
$100 per enrolled student in Pennsylvania, Illinois, and New Jersey,
but at the opposite end of the spectrmn there are some States in which
the amount per enrolled student is only of the order of $5 to $7. Thus
the States need a lot of encouragement, but it seems to me. that this
program is one which should be developed, should have importance
in the future, and that we should aim ultimately at a structure which
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would encourage the States to view their scholarship aid as supple-
mentary to the basic opportunity grants. But just how this should be
done needs more study. I am not content with what has ben said aboutthat as yet.

Now, just a. few words about the work-study program. I know that
this subcommittee held rather extensive hearings on the work-study
program and I have been informed that the committee came away from
those hearings with a very definite feeling that the appropriations for
that program ought to be increased. The Carnegie Commission has
actually consistently recommended more in all three of its Federal aid
reports, far more than has ever been appropriated for the programs.

Our most recent recommendation in the report called "Institutional
Aid" was for an appropriation of $900 million a year. We think this
would come match closer to meeting the needs and would enable colleges
and universities and other noliprolit institutions to develop was and
means of educating and using students that would be useful to oursciety.

We also suggested that grant aid should be relatively more available
to lower division students and that the emphasis in work-study ought
to be more on upper divisional <tncl graduate students who have had
enough experience with higher education by that time so that taking
time off for part -time work would not be as detrimental to their educa-
tional experience. I think also that serious thought ought to be given
to relaxing the family income eligibility standards for work-study, so
that that program could play a. somewhat greater relative role in aiding
middle-income students who are having difficulty meeting the costs of
their education.

Now. I would like to spend somewhat more time on loan programs
than I have on the other programs, because I think that the greatest and
most serious weaknesses in the existing Federal legislation for student
Aid are found in the loan program.

Let me say first, that the Carnegie Commission does not subscribe
to the view of some economists, that students capture most of the benefit
from higher education and that therefore students ought to be prepared
to borrow because they will easily pay off the debt in later life. Never-
theless, we think that a good loan program is an extremely important
part of a. good set of provisions for student aid, and that a loan program
should play a role in enabling lower and middle, income students to
attend high-cost private institutions if they are eligible for such insti-
tutions. Moreover, a. loan program plays a particularly iniportant role
for graduate. and professional students.

I think very serious thought is going to need to be given to working
toward' a more satisfactory program, that tinkering with the existing
programs is not necessarily gomg to solve the poglem. To be sure,
the recent change in the "needs" test provision in the guaranteed loan
program will be a help, bat let me just go over what we regard as basic
weaknesses in the guaranteed loan program.

It seems clear that students are not; going to enjoy equality of oppor-
tuni tyin borrowing from banks. The credit standing of their families
and even in some cases the socioeconomic status Of their families in the
community will play a role. There, is need for special allocations when
the market interest rate rises Rbove 7-percent, and even this does not
really solve the problem of access in a tight money market when the
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banks get into a position in which these loans are simply not attractive,
to them.

There is a. basic lack of incentive for banks to follow a vigorous
collection. program when the Federal Government or in some cases
the ; :ite governments are guaranteeing repayments. There is also a
fundamental question, and I, really would like to emphasize this, as to
whether interest subsidies, as opposed to deferral of interest, are really
appropriate in a national loan program. They are subject to abuse, as
you know, and they are inconsistent, it seems to us, with the major
purpose of a good loan prograin, which is to supplement other forms
of student aid.

You clearly must have a "needs" test if the program operates on the
basis of an interest subsidy, but we feel that a needs test. is not neces-
sarily appropriate and would not be needed if interest was not sub-
sidized. Reasonable limits on the amounts that students could borrow,
plus the very natural wariness of most people about incurring expen-
sive indebtedness, would impose appropriate restraints.

Furthermore, we would emphasize the disadvantages of a short
repayment period if one considers the life cycle in income, that income
tends to reach a peak in late middle age for most people. Also, if one
considers the life cycle in expenditures, one finds that young people
tend to go into debt to acquire homes and appliances in the early years
of marriage. Then if one considers the special position of women under
loan programs, it is in the early years of married life that women are
most likely to be out of the labor force having their children and not
in a very good position to repay their. debts.

Now, I know that many Members of CongresS and probably some
members of the subcommittee, have a preference for the direct loan
proffram over the guaranteed loan program. But I would like to
emphasize that that program also has its problems. There is a basic
and growing problem of inequity when a student can borrow at 3 per-
cent under one program and has to pay 7 percent under the other
program. And I am also told thatkingitptions treat students differ-
ently under the two programs, that Wtre students are more likely to be
favored for loans from the direct loan program, as opposed to certifica-
tion as to their need for a guaranteed loan, and that institutions are
more concerned about credit standing of students in connection with
the direct loan program because some of the institutions' own money
goes into it, so the risk is of some concern.

Thus, very briefly, the Carnegie Commission recommended a very
different approacha National Student Loan Bank, which would be
a nonprofit corporation financed through the sales of Government
securities, would have reasonable limits on loans, would have deferral
of interest for students while enrolled and in the military service and
so on, but no "needs" test. Borrowers would repay on the basis of their
income with an estimated annual repayment of about three-quarters
of 1-percent on each thousand borrowed and an average repayment
period of about 20 years. There would be a somewhat longer repayment
period for people with low incomes.

Now, this, let me point out, is not a full contingency loan scheme. It
is not redistributive in the sense that higher income people make larger
payments than lower income people. Higher income people simply pay
off their total debts more rapidly than low-income people under this
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proposal. Another important feature of the proposal is collection.
through the Internal Revenue Service, through the tax system. The
interest rate would be based on the Government borrowing rate and
would not be subsidized except for the cost of cancellation in case of
death of the borrower.

I recognize that there are serious obstacles to rapid, progress toward.
as different an overall approach as this implies, but it seems to me that
the accumulatinff problems of the existing programs are going to create
pressure in the longer run. We intend, in the course of the next year,
to spell out those recommendations in greater detail. I would mention,.
of course, the fact that Sallie Mae is going to help on some of these
problems, but I don't think it is a total answer to the various weak-
nesses that we have pointed out.

Just a word about part-time students. Generally speaking, the legis-
lation gives them access to aid, but with limitations on funding part-
time students have been disqualified, particularly under the BOG-
program. We would urge that full funding of student assistance
should allow for grants or loans on a pro-rated basis to part-time
students and I would merely point to the fact that the percentage
increase in enrollment of part-time students in the last 3 years has.
been very much greater than that of enrollment of full -time students.
I give the figures on page 31 of my prepared statement. That is a trend
that we think is going a continue, and also, in terms of the equality of
opportunity for women, access of part-time students to aid is a very
important matter.

Now, very briefly, a. discussion of the cost-of-education supplements.
This was something that the Carnegie Commission recommended
from the beginning. The commission emphasized the point that the
cost-of- education supplements accompanying students who held Fed-
eral grants would help institutions absorb any increased enrollment.
that was induced by these grants and would also help institutions meet
the cost of special remedial education that some of these students might
need.

In the fall of 1971, it became very clear that all of the' major asso-
ciations representing institutions of higher education were supporting
a different approach capitation payments across the board, so much
per enrolled student.

This impelled the Carnegie Commission to spend several meetings
reconsidering its own recommendation. I sat in on those discussions.
The commission came to the conclusion that sticking to the approach
that it had originally recommended was clearly what it should do- for
very compelling reast,11.... A.s a result, the report entitled "Institutional
Aid" was prepared and issued, with very substantial. attention being
(riven to tabulations that showed how various types of institutions
would be affected by various Federal aid formulas.

The report also emphasized the point that capitation payments
could lead to a monolithic Federal system of higher education, that as
the Federal Government moved in with this type of support which
had been the traditional approach of the States, the States would.
inevitably fail to increase their support over time. There would be
pressure for larfrer payments from the Federal Government, and we
would eventually have a Federal system of higher education.

I might just mention the New York Times editorial of May 28, 1974,
which you may have seen and which stressed the point that the
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Carnegie Commission's recommendations on student aid needed also
to be implemented by funding of the cost-of-education supplements
program. On page 34, I have a quotation from that editorial and I
would merely quote the sentence at the beginning of the third para-
graph, that "the plan to link aid to the students and to the institu-
tion is a tandem that can not run successfully on one Wheel."

No w, the provisions as they came out in the 1972 legislation differed-
and were far more complex than the Carnegie Commission recom-
mendations. Because of this, I have not attempted a careful estimate
of the cost of full implementation. I would urge that it should not be
less than $500 million. I would also mention that yesterday I had a
chance to learn about some work that is going on at the Brookings
Institution which suggests that the figure would be somewhat higher
than $500 million for full implementation of the present provisions.

Now, I come to the subject of tuition policy, on which what the
Carnegie Commission has said has been subject to a good deal of mis-
interpretation. In general, much of the press reaction suggested that
the Carnegie Commission recommendations were essentially similar to
the CED recommendations.

Let me just go back and chronologically review what the Carnegie
Commission said about tuition policy. In its report on "The Open-
Door Colleges," which was isued in 1970, the commission recommended
low, or no tuition in public 2-year colleges.

In "The Capitol and the Campus" which appeared in 1971, the com-
mission extended that recommendation to encompass low or no tuition
in all public institutions of higher education in the first 2 years, that
is, the lower division years.

Then, in "Who Benefits ?" the commission repeated that recom-
mendation for low or no tuition in the first 2 years and suggested that
that should also be implemented, if possible, by private institutions of
higher education.

This aspect of the Carnegie Commission's recommendations was
largely. ignored in the press reaction. Why was the commission so
consistent in emphasizing low or no tuition in the first 2 years ?

I think the reasoning was very much as follows : that in the first
2 years of higher education a lot of students are trying it out. They are
not sure whether they are going to succeed. They are uncertain about
their real taste for advanced academic study and therefore they are
going to be reluctant to be forced to borrow. The financial barriers
therefore should be minimal in the first 2 years of higher education.

Beyond that, as students move up into upper division and to gradu-
ate work, they should feel more confident and they should be prepared
to work part time or to borrow if that is needed to supplement what-
ever grant assistance they have.

Now, just a few words about the recommendation that, particularly
at the upper division and graduate levels, tuition in public institutions
of higher education ought tube increased until it reached about one-
third of the educational cost per student.

I think this recommendation has to be interpreted in the light of a
background in which many leading economists have been arguing for
the last 10 or 15 years that low tuition helps middle income and upper
income students more than it helps low income students, that low
income students often cannot go to college anyway even with low
tuition because they can't afford subsistence costs, or, to put it slightly.
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differently, foregone earnings are relatively much more of a sacrifice
for a person from a low-income family than for a person from a high
income family.

In. other words, targeting of public subsidies through a combination
of grants to low-income students and modest tuition charges will re-
sult in .a more effective use of a given amount of public funds in en-
couraging equality of opportunity in higher education.

Let me just refer very briefly to the chart on page 42 which comes
out of the recent report on "Tuition," showing that existing public
tuition subsidies, if they alone are taken into consideration, go, in
relatively large percentages, to the two upper fifths of the income
distribution in terms of family income. On the other hand, a combina-
tion of public tuition subsidies and student aid, as recommended by the
commission, would shift subsidy funds more effectively toward stu-
dents coming from the lower two-fifths, but would result in a not too
unequal distribution of subsidies overall. That is in the lower right-
1 and corner of that chart.

Now, we were really rather embarassed to discover that the increase
actually required in terms of the present relationship, on the average,
between tuition charges and educational costs was not as large as the
original report "Who Benefits?" implied.

We did some new calculations for the new report on tuition and we
found that at present that tuition revenue represents about 24 percent
of educational costs in public 4-year colleges and universities, but that
it may be more like 27 to 28 percent if you adjust for the high cost of
graduate and medical education in universities. In fact, for the uni-
versities alone, it may be closer to 30 percent on the average. Thus,
on the basis of the 24 percent, tuition would need to be increased only
1 percent over and above educational costs per year for the next 10
years to bring it to the one-third level.

But we also pointed out, in the new report on tuition, that there
was enormous variation among State systems, that some of them were
above the one-third level now and others were far below. Thus, to carry
out our recommendation, the actual impact would vary enormously
among States.

I am not going to attempt, because I lmow I have probably taken up
too much time, to say anything about support of graduate students,
but I have included a discussion of that problem in my prepared
statement.

Looking toward the future, we see, as quite possibly a major emerg-
ing problem, the possibility of a legal decision which would ban the
use of parental income as a criterion for determination of need for
student aid. We are already in a situation in which many students are
declaring themselves independent of their families. Fortunately, such
data as are bezoming available suggest that these students are mostly
from low-income families, so this tendency thus far is not subverting
the general purpose of student aid.

But, if we had a legal decision banning the use of parental income,
we would be in a whole new "ball game" and would have to look for
other approaches to encouraging equality of opportunity in higher
education.

We are working now, and it is my particular staff responsibility,
on a report on the "2 years in the bank" or the "2 years of free access"
proposal. It is being clone in cooperation with the American Council
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on Education, which is keenly interested in it. One of the problems
that we are exploring is how the Federal Government could help to
implement low or no tuition in the first two years of public higher edu-
cation or perhaps all higher education in the States?

This is not an easy problem, because you cannot go about it in terms
of having the Federal Government pick up all or part of the cost
that would be involved, in view of the enormous variations in tuition
levels from State to State. That approach would simply penalize the
States that already have low tuition and reward those, that now have
high tuition. So one has to search for a different kind of approach. and
we are explorino. Federal grants-in-aid to the States on the basis of a
variety of formulas, as one possible. approach, but we are, by no means,
ready for any recommendations as yet.

Let me finish with just a plea for adequate funding of the basic op-
portunity.grants program as my final word.

Mr. C4L.N.RA. Well, thank you very much. I must begin by comment-
ing that your testimony has been very, very impressive and it shows
your thorough familiarity with the subject and your keen insight into
the nature of the problem that the subcommittee is facing.

I think your testimony has been very valuable and I appreciate your
coming before us today. I am, of course, very interested in the study
that you are currently undertaking with respect to ways in which we
could promote a low or no tuition program for at least the first 2 years.

I sometimes say it "2 or more years" and I had thought of saying it
"14 or more years," but I thought I would settle for 2 or more years.

Dr. Gonnox. My comment on that point, Mr. Chairman, is that the
Commission on Higher Education that was appointed by President.
Truman -recommended 14 years of free-access to public education and
when I was ierninded of this I became very curious as to what they said
about financing. Essentially, what they recommended was Federal
grants in aid to States to encourage them to move in this direction.

Mr. O'HARA. I am going to drag out a copy of that report.
Dr. GORDON. I think it was published in 1917.
Mr. O'HAnA. Who was chairman?
Dr. GORDON. The chairman was a man named Zook, who at one time

was president of the American Council on Edueat ion.
Mr. O'HAnA. I would like to dust thatnif and take a look at it. sow,

pursuing that study, you might be interested in an experiment that was
done recently in Wisconsin, and I don't know if you are aware of it,
where two 'University of Wisconsin centers, on an experimental basis,
made sharp reductions, very sharp reductions in tuition in an effort to
determine what effect that would have.

This effort had dramatic effects on attendance, much larger effects
than one could have predicted from the suggestion of the Commission
on the financing of post-secondary education, that a $100 increase in
tuition would result in only a 1 to 3 percent drop in enrollment.

Dr. Gamow. Yes; but that was a very global kind of estimate. I
think it needs to be refined before it can be used in actual forecasting.

Mr. O'HAnA. Yes. This material from Wisconsin which is just now
being refined, it is all very new, we have some of the preliminary
findings.

Dr. GORDON. Yes. I would like to look at that, but I might also some-
what hesitantly bring in the California community colleges which have
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had no tuition all along and which attract, as you probably know, an
enormously high proportion of high school graduates 111 the State.

Mr. O'HARA. Yes ; they do. I think that is a very important thing to
look at. In fact, Mrs. McCauley, who is a member of the student finan-
Cial assistance community in California and involved with the junior
colleges, indicated that in two of the California community colleges
where they knew a very large percentage of the students were of low
income, they made a special effort to acquaint the students, the enter-
ing students, eligible students, about the basic grant program so they
at these two community colleges made sure that every student who was
entering for the first time within the time frame prescribed for eligi-
bility had mailed to them or, if they had not yefregistered, had handed
to them a BOG application together with the complete information
about how you go about applying and so forth. And they found a very,
very small percentage really of the eligibles applying, which sug-
gested very strongly that the -main thing that got them into the .com-
munity college was, or the main things that got them to the commu-
nity colleges had to do with the low cost of an accessibility, physical
accessibility.

In other words, if it was inexpensive enough and convenient enough,
many of them got. there. You might want to see that.

Dr. GORDON. I would like to see that. There may be reluctance, you
know, to go through the forms.of applying.

Mr. O'HARA. I think that is a factor you have to look into.
Dr. GORDON. On the other. hand, I can't believe there is not a need,

because I know that in one community college in Oakland, for example,
which serves a very low-income population there has been great con-
cern about cost of books, and the students have been pressing for
special aid to meet the cost of the books.

Mr: O'HARA. I am sure there is
.()Teat

need. We had a student here
from the Associated Students of San Francisco State University who
told us of the tremendous. need that many of those students have and
others who would like to be students have, but cannot meet.

So I am not saying that low tuition is an answer, but I think that
in this discussion, there has been a tendency to undervalue the impact
of cost and convenience, as well as curriculum choice.

I know that some of the institutions I am familiar with, some of the
areas I am most familiar with in my own State, the establishment of
a community college in the community with a wide range of technical
and vocationally oriented programs, more career education, oriented to
specific skills and professions and so forth, had a tremendous impact
on attendance.

Dr. GORDON. Yes. That is what we believe, of course, and that is why
we recommended that there be a community college within reach of
about 95 percent of the potential students.

Mr. O'HARA. You know many people complain now, in fact we have
heard the complaint here that the effect of our student assistance policy,
State and Federal, has been to make it easier for a low-income high
school graduate to go on to post-secondary education than it is for a
middle-income type of graduate. I know that those fears are sometimes
overstated and exaggerated, but I think there is something that we
don't take into account in these student assistance programs.
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.-;Essentially, what we are trying to do is put the low-income student?
in the same relative position that the middle income ,student is hi
really and we are. trying to say, all right, your family income is very
low.So:we are going to provide you with funds to go on to school. Biit

am not so sure.
Let's take a student from a family whose income is under $5,000 who

is eligible fOr.a. BOG grant at full funding. So let's say that BOG
grant amountsto $1,400. All right.

Dr. GORDON. ProVided he .gOes to an institution that costs $2,80,0.
Mr. O'HARA. OK, an institution that costs $2,800. By the wfiy, I

:agree with your recommendation on that, that the 50 percent does dis-
criminate: If the boy goes to a community college he gets $15 instead
of $1400. In any event, here we are, he comes from a family with less

..than a $5,000 income, so he gets the $1,400 and off he goes.
Let's take the boy from-a family, not with $5,000 but with a $15,000

income, does his family really have $1,400 to contribute to hil'educa-
tion ?

You see, I don't think that most $15,000 families do. In other words,
ND have this situation

Dr..GORnor. Especially if there are two or more children.
Mr: O'HAEA. Sure. But not only that..,They have a choice. Yon

see, when you say to the $5,000 family "We are going to give You $1.400
brit you must use that $1,400 for the purpose of sending yop.r child to
school, you can not use it to buy a dishwasher, or you can not use it to
niOve the family into a house where the roof does not leak. The only
purpose for Which you can use this money is for the education of your
youngster."

.
I think that youngster may in that sense have more money actually

at his disposal to finance his education:. than the child a $15,000
family.. ,

Dr. GORDON. Well, I think that, in the course of my remarks I did
suggest that the eligibility standards should be relaxed somewhat in
the ''BOG program and that perhaps we should try] to restructure
student aid so that work/study and loans would be more readily acces-
sible and on a more equitable basis to students in middle-income fam-
ilies.

I would like to point out, and this is sorhething Ihave in my pre-
pared testimony, but did not have time to go into, that. one gets a some-
what erroneous impression from one of the charts iMthe report of the
National Commission on Finanding of Post-Seem:Wary Education,
which shows a sharp drop in the enrollment rate for the group with
$10,000 to $15,000 family income in constant dollarS between 1967 and
197.

When I saw this, I wondered what would happen if one recompilted
those figures in terms of family income quintiles, that is dividing all
families into fifths in terms of income levels, and I discovered that
the only income group in. which there was a drop in enrollment rates
between 1967 .and''1972 was the two highest quintileswhich had to be
combined because of lack of sufficiently detailed data, and for the
other three quintiles there was no droP.-

You will find the .figures in my statement. What was happening in
that period, so that a family with $10,000 to $15;000 in constant income
family income level, the higher the rate of increase in income over
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that period, so that a family with $10,000 to $15,000 in constant income
was falling in the income distribution in those years and occupied a
relatively lower place in the income distribution in 1972 than in 1967.

Nevertheless, this does not dispute the fact that undoubtedly young
people from middle-income families have had to take more part-time
jobs and do other kinds of things to finance their, college education in
recent years. However, the .statement also makes the point, that if one
looks at the decline in enrollment rates- shown by Bureau of Census.
data, over the period from 1967 and 1973, one finds that the really sharp
'drop after 1969 was among young white males. This suggests that of
the various factors inhibiting college enrollment, that is, the high cost
:of attendance, changes in the job market for college graduates, and
.other factors, that the change in the draft situation was probably very
Important.

It is hard to explain this sharp drop for young white males, not
accompanied, by a correspondingly sharp drop for women and. for
blacks, unless the change in the draft situation was a major factor.

Mr. O'HARA. Well, trioSe are good points and they do very likely
modify that, so I think it makes a more valid comparison than the
chart, the study, the report of the Commission.

With respect to the other question I raised about which of those
two hypothetical high-school graduates has more money available
for his higher education, for college education, I really think that,
or I persist in thinking that perhaps the full funding level, at the
full funding level, the one from the lower income family would have
more money 'available for that purpose, to spend on a college educa-
tion. Maybe another way of aproaching the whole need-based thing
is to take the median income whatever it may be for any given year
and through surveying techniques determine what the media- n income
families actually contribute to their children in higher education and
then make up that difference.
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CHART 1.-Percentage of entering freshmen from each family income quintile,
1967 to 1973.

30 -

20 -

10 -

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Lowest quintile

17.0

30 -

20 -

10 - 17.31

30 -
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10- 19.9

30 -

20 -

10 - 21.3

30 -

20 -

10- 34.5

10.0 10.2 13.1 11.2

Second quintile

'7--
18.0 18.3 16.6 16.6 16.4 14.9

Third quintile

21.5 21,5 20.7 22.0 12.7 23.7

Fourth quintie

24.4 25.8 24.0 25.420.7 22.5

Highest quintile

30.4 27.7 28.1 26.1 23.5 24.8

Source : Carnegie Commission on Higher Education : Tuition: A. Supplemental
Statement to the Report of The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education on
'Who Pays? Who Benefits? Who Should Pay?', Berkeley, Calif., 1974, p. 30.
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Mr. Hartman provided us with a chart yeSterday for a .different
purpose, that it might be useful in doing that. His chart was designed
to show that there are no great differences, the difference between the
amount of assistance, scholarship and grant they had received, at dif-
ferent income levels, is not very great, but it also shows differences of
parental contribution received at different income levels are not allthat great.

Dr.t'GORDON. Yes.
Mr. O'HARA. And it is a very interesting chart. Well, in any event

I.have enjoyed talking to you. I know that you have other things to do.
We will be back in touch,and please give my best regards to Mr. Kerr
and we have enjoyed talking to you. We will be using you as a resource,
if'you don't mind.

Dr. GORDON. Yes, thank you.
[Dr. Gordon's statement follows I

PREPARED STATEMENT OP MARGARET S: GORDON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, CARNEGIE.
COUNCIL ON POLICY STUDIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education was established in 1967 by tbe-Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching to examine and makerecommendations regarding the many vital issues facing higher education in theUnited States as we approach the year 2000. The Commission conducted extensivestudies and issued numerous publications during the following six years. Its finalreport was issued in October 1973. The Carnegie Commission has noW beensucceeded by the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education, whichhas been established by the Carnegie Foundation as a permanent body. My state-ments on policy issues this morning will reflect the views of the former Carnegie
Commission, as expressed in a number of its reports. The new Carnegie Council_has not yet had an opportunity to consider these policies thoroughly, but expectsto conduct its own study of Federal aid to higher education iu the course of thenext year.

During its six-year history, the Carnegie Commission issued 21 special reportson a wide variety of probletas in higher education, along with a large numberof books and other publications. It was, however, in its special reports 'and in itsfinal report that the Commission gave expression to its own policy recommenda-tions. Each of the reports was thoroughly debated in at least three, and often.ninny more, meetings of the Commission on the basis of drafts and redraftsprepared by the Commissien staff.
The reports reveal clearly that, although the Commission covered a wide rangeof issues in higher education, its central and oVerriding concern throughout itshistory was with overcoming the serious barriers to equal opportunity in higher

education that have historically beset the path of young people from low-incomeand minority group families in the United States. In its first special report,issued in 1968, the Commission recommended very substantially increased Fed-eral Government aid to higher education, with primary emphasis on grants tolow-inconie students. To assist colleges and universities in providing expandedPlaces for these students and special educational services for those whose Prep-aration was inferior, the Commission also recommended institutional aid in theform of a cost-of-education supplement for each student grant-holder enrolled inan institution of higher education.
In addition to this first report, at least seven of the Commission's subsequent

reports Were concerned primarily or largely with equality of opportunity. Thesewere
A Chance to Learn: An Action Agenda for Equal Opportunity in HigherEducation (1970)
Quality and Equality: Revised Recommendations, New Levels of FederalResponsibility for Higher Education (1970)
The Open-Door Colleges: Policies for Community Colleges (1970)Front Isolation to Mainstream: Problems of the Colleges Founded for:Negroes (1971)
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Institutional Aid: Federal SuppOrt to Colleges and Universities (1972)
The' Campus aud- the City: Maximizing Assets and Reducing Liabilities
(1972) .-

Opportunities for Women in ;Higher Education: Their Current Participa-
tion; Prospects for the Pointe, and Recommendations for Action (1973)

..-.A number 'of -the' other _reports. of the Commission were also concerned partly,.
.though not wholly, with overcoming inequality of opportunity. Special mention
should be made in this connection of The Capitol and the Campus, which.dealt
With a wide.range of State GovernMent-policles toward higher education, inclnd-
ing the need fOr increased provision for student aid at the State level. In addition,.
in 'the special report entitled The.Purposes and Performance ofHigher Education.
in the United States, the Commission identified "the enlargement of educational
justice for the postsecondary age group" as one of the five main purposes of
higher education. And in its final report, Priorities for Action, "advancement
of social justice" was singled out as one of the six priorities calling for colleen-

: _trated attention in the coming 'Years.
In June 1973, the COminission presented its views on how the institutional and

social costs of higher education should be distributed among public and private
: solutes and among various level's of government in a report entitled Higher
Education: WhO .Pags? Who Benefits? Who Should Pay? In some circles that
report.hasbeen attacked as inconsistent with the Commission's tradition of con-
cern with equality of opportunity, but I shall argue this morning that the recom-
mendations included in the report were as clearly motivated by concern with
equality of opportunity as were all the relevant earlier recommendations of the
Commission.: Hereafter, I shall refer to that report as Who Benefits?

BASIC ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY GRANTS

The incorporation of the provisions for Basic Economic Opportunity Grants
in the Education Amendments of 1972 represented a major step toward adoption
of the principle that had been endorsed by the Carnegie Commission since 1998,
that Federal Government aid to higher ,education should be designed primarily
to ensure equality of opportunity for young persons in higher education, regard-
less of the socio-economic status of their families, their sex; or their racial or
ethnic. origins. In emphasizing this form of Federal aid, the Commission also
stressed these advantages :

It Would draw forth to the extent possible, rather than merely replace, state
and pritate support.

It would assist both public and private institutionsthe latter, of course, for
sectarian purposes only.

It would. encourage free student choice of institution and field of study.
It would preserve institutional autonomy and integrity.
It would encourage diversity.
And, as an integral part of its contribution to equality of opportunity, it would

ensure a relatively large flow of student aid funds to states and areas with low
per capita income., and to institutions that enrolled large prdportions of low-
incoMe students.

Because the funds available for the program in its first year of operation have
fallen so far short of the amounts needed, it is all but impossible to evaluate its
effects thus far. But Some of the specific provisions incorporated In the 1972
legislation hamper the achievement of certain of the objectives that I have men-
tioned,- quite apart from inadequate funding.

Before discussing specific suggestions for adequate funding and for improve-
ments in the legislation, I should like to call attention to the fact that we have
Made considerable progress in drawing low-income and disadvantaged students
into higher education since the mid-1960'S, but that this progress was reversed
between the fall, of 1972 and the fall of 1973. Chart 1 indicates that from 1907
to 1972 entering freshmen from the lowest fifth of families, in terms of family
income, gained ground, relatively,. as a percentage of all entering freshmen, while
those from the highest fifth of families declined as a percentage of ,the total.
Young people from the Middle fifth and from the next-to-highest fifth increased
their relative representation, while a slight loss was experienced by those from
the next-to-lOWest fifth. Between 1972 and 1973, on the other hand, there was an
appreciable drop in the relative representation of freshmen in each of the two
lowest fifths, while all three of the other quintiles gained iri their shares of the
total.

42-S84-75----14
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The. same data on entering college freshmen, compiled by the American Council
on Education, showed that, for the first time since the statistics began to be
gathered (1966), there was a drop in the relative representation of blacks. There
was also a decline in the share of all minority groups combined.

U:S. Bureau of the Census data in Table 1 also show that there was a decline
in the percentage of young black men and women enrolled between 1972 and
1973, reversing the upward trend that had prevailed since 1967, especially among
those aged 18 to 19.

We do not have reliable information on the reasons for this change in enroll-
ment patterns between 1972 and 1973. Sharply rising costs undoubtedly played
a role, but in the New York TilILCS on February 3, 1974, the director of minority
affairs for the College Entrance Examination Board was quoted as stating that
"admission and financial aid representatives of many institutions" have been
warning "that colleges and universities were backing off from their earlier deter-
mination to increase nonwhite enrollments." It also seems highly likely that
the unfortunate delay in getting the BOG program underway, and the meager
funds available for the program in 1973-74, played a role.

Let me summarize what we believe to be major weaknesses in the BOG
program :

TABLE 1.-PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS AGED 14 TO 34 ENROLLED IN COLLEGE BY AGE, RACE, AND SEX, OCTOBER
1967, 1969, 1972, AND 1973

Percentage enrolled

Men Women

Race and age 1967 1969 1972 1973 1967 1969 1972 1973

WHITE

Total, 14 to 34 years 15. 0 16. 4 15. 2 14.2 9. 0 9. 7 10. 2 10. 1

14 to 17 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.6 2;2 1.7 2.0 2.1
18 to 19 43.7 47. 3 39. 6 36. 7 33. 7 35. 8 35. 6 32. 9
20 to 21 45. 5 47.3 37. 5 36. 1 23. 7 24. 6 26. 8 26. 3
22 to 24 21. 1 23. 5 21. 0 19. 1 6. 7 9. 1 8. 7 9. 7
25 to 29 9,9 11.7 12.4 11.9 2.8 3.7 5.0 5.3
30 to 34 4.8 5. 4 5. 7 5. 2 2. 3 3. 0 2. 9 3. 4

BLACK

Total, 14 to 34 years 6. 7 7. 3 10. 4 9. 3 4. 9 6. 8 8. 1 7. 4

14 to 17 .8 1.0 1.7 .6 1.0 .9 1.3 2.7
18 to 19 21. 8 21. 7 23. 0 20.6 14. 8 24. 3 24. 7 18. 3
20 to 21 19.6 24. 8 24. 0 24. 0 13. 4 17. 4 16. 4 15. 2
22 to 24 8. 3 9. 2 17. 1 13. 3 4. 1 4. 5 7. 8 9. 2
25 to 29 2.7 2.4 7.3 6.8 3.4 3.4 4.6 4.6
30 to 34 2.2 1.9 5.2 6. 1 2.6 2.6 5.2 3.2

Source:U.S. Bureau of the Census: Current Population Reports, Seriws P-20, Nos. 190, 206, 260, and 261, Washington
D.C., 1969-74.

1. The eligibility conditions are clearly too restrictive.- Student financial aid
officers consistently complain that the BOG eligibility conditions are considerably
more restrictive than those of the College Scholarship Service that have generally
been used by colleges and universities in awarding student aid. Although there
are numerous differences in the methods of computing the expected family con-
tribution under BOG regulations and CSS guidelines, a particularly significant
difference is the use of essentially the Federal poverty-line standard in the com-
putation of discretionary family income in the BOG regulations, whereas the CSS
guidelines make use of both the "austerity" and "modest but adequate" budgets
for a city worker's family developed by the U.S. Bureau of Labor StatistieS.2

The poverty-line budget is an extremely restrictive budget, recently adjusted
upward to $4,550 for a nonfarm family of four. In contrast, the recently revised

I Quoted in. Carnegie Commission on Higher Erucation : Tuition: A Supplemental State-
Mont to the Report of the Carnegie CoMmission on Higher Education on 'Who Pays!
Who Benefits? Who Should Pay?, Berkeley, California, 1974, p. 32.

See U.S, Office of Education : Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program: Family
Contribution Schedule, Washington, D.C., June 11, 1973 ; and College Scholarship Service :
CS'S Need Analys14: Theory and Computation Procedures for the 1974-75 PCS and SFS,
College Entrance Examination Board, New York, 1973.
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BLS "austerity" budget for a family of four is $8,200, while the budget for a
"modest but adequate" level of living is $12,600.

We have been informed`that under present BOG regulations, a student cannot
expect to receive, any aid if his family income is more than about $11,000 to
812,000, except under unusual family circumstances. According to a recent study
of the American Council on Education, nearly 80 percent of the awards in 1973-74
went to students with adjusted family income of less than $7,500, with nearly all
of the remaining awards going to those with adjusted family income between'
$7,500 and $15,000.a Presumably very few awards went to students in the upper
half of the $7,500 to $15,000 range. Adjusted income of $7,500 corresponds to gross
income of about $11,700, while adjusted income of $15,000 is equivalent to gross
income of about $20,000.

As a guide to determination of need for student aid, the Carnegie Commission
suggested that "a maximum grant would often be necessary at the lowest income
quartile that perhaps half of the maximum grant would be the average require-
ment at the second lowest quartile, and that some grants would be made to
students from families on the lower border of the upper half of the income
range."' We estimate the upper boundary of the first quartile to be about $6,800,
the upper boundary of the second lowest quartile to be about $12,500 to $13,000
and the upper boundary of the third quartile to be about $17,000 to $18,000 at the
present thnebased on data relating to families with children aged 18 to 24.
Thus we would urge that eligibility. standards should permit aid under normal
family-circumstances to go to *students from families with income up to $12,500,
to $13,000, and under exceptional circumstances to those from families with
incomes between about $13,000 and $15,000, or possibly, in very exceptional
circumstances, up to $17,000 or $18,000.5

It is also widely recognized that there is a need for a single, standardized
application form for all Federal student aid programs. Differing requirements
for family contributions under the various programs could be reflected without
affecting the basic information requested from the student and his family. There
is also a need for changes in the treatment of assetsapart from those already
reflected in the revised regulations for 1974- 75but-the Subcommittee has been
looking into this matter very carefully, and I shall not make any specific
suggestions.

2. The provision, that grants must not exceed 50 percent of the student's cost of
attendance should be Liberalised.As Hartman has pointed out, the cost limita-
tion discriminates against students from low-income families who attend rela-
tively low-cost public institutions and students from lower middle-income families
Who attend public junior colleges, in the sense that their grants are either sharply
Or appreciably reduced below the amounts to which the students would be entitled
without the cost limitation. On the other hand, students who are at the upper
end of the income range eligible for grants are not affected at all by the cost
limitation .°

In Who Benefits?, the Carnegie Commission recommended that "the 50 percent
of cost limitation for Basic Opporunity Grants for lower-division students should
be raised, perhaps in steps, to 75 percent over the next few years." This
recommendation was consistent with the Commission's view, which I shall
discuss more fully in connection with tuition, that public policy should emphasize
minimizing financial barriers to higher education for students in the first two
years.

Eventually, however, we believe that the provision should be liberalized
to permit a grant to cover 100 percent of the cost of attendance, up to the
maximum size of the grant. In imposing the cost limitation, Congress was
apparently seeking to hold down the total cost of the program, but the restric-

El-Khawas, E. IL, and J. L. Kinzer : The Impact of Office of Education Student
Assistance Programs, Fall 1075, Higher Education Panel Reports, No. 13. American
Council on Education, Washington, D.C, 1974.

4 Carnegie Commission : Quality and Equality, Revised Recommendations . . . , p. 5.
5 See National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education : Financing

Postsecondary Education in the United States, Washington, D.C., 1973, p. 316, for dis-
cussion of the effects of relaxing family income eligibility standards.

a Robert W. Hartman : "Higher Education Subsidies : An Analysis of Selected Programs
in Current Legislation," in Joint Economic Committee, U.S. Congress : The Economics of
Federal Subsidy Programs. Part 4, Higher Education and Manpower Subsidies, Washing-
ton, D.C., 1972, p. 474.

7 Carnegie Commission : Who Benefits? . . p. 111.
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tion-elearly discriminates against the low-income student who, for academic -
or. other reasons, finds that his most feasible option is enrollment in a com-
intratIVelY low-cost public institution. In its 1970 report on Federal aid. the

Commission made the following statement: "Although average educa-tienal 'expenses will be significant in determining the amount of the grant,
educational costs at a particular institution wilt not affect the grant, exceptthat a student could not obstain financial aids totaling more than his actualeducational expenses!!

fl.`his.sfune principal was endorsed by the Panel on Financing Low-Income andMinority Students in Higher Education of the College Entrance ExaminationBoard in .1973.°
The Carnegie Commission also recommended (in Who Benefits?) that the-$1,400 ceiling on Basic Opportunity Grants should be raised gradually in line-

with increases in educational and subsistence costs.
3. To provide adequate student aid dander the standards that we have recom-

mended, the $1.3. billion recommended by the Administration in it8 1974-75'_gadget i8serioudy defielent.The Commission's most recent estimate of thecost of fully implenienting the BOG program, developed in 1973 and reflecting
the modification of the cost limitation to 75 percent for lower-division students,ranged from about $1.7 to $2.3 billion, depending on how many "extra" students,
Who Would not otherwise enroll., are induced to attend college because of the.existence of the program!'

TO reflect the modification of family income eligibility standards suggestedhere, as well as cost increases between 1973 and 1974, the estimate should
probably be increased to about $2.0 to $2.6 billion. That this estimate i8 generallyin the right "ball park" is suggested by comparing it with esthnates presentedin the Brookings Institution report on the 1974. Budget!' The Brookings esti-mates, like the Carnegie Commission estimates, assume certain modificationsin the existing BOG legislative provisions. though not precisely in the same-manner. But their estimates are remarkably similar, ranging from $2.0 to $2.6:billion for fiscal 1974 and rising to $2.6 to $3.9 billion for fiscal 1978, the latterrange depending partly on differing assumptions about: the number of "extra""shidents who would be induced to enroll by the grant program.

, Although these snggested amounts are large, it is important to keep in 11am/-
the fact that, on the assumption of continued progress toward world peace,expenditures on veterans' educational benefitsby far the largest student aiditem in recent budgetscan be expected to decline in the coming years, as the'number of veterans' enrolling in higher education declines. An expectation orsuch a decline is already reflected in the Administration's 1975 Budget. The fallin financial obligations for veterans will greatly facilitate adequate financingof the 1300 program, although we would urge that achievement of adequateBOG financing should be given high immediate priority and should not awaitdeclines in expenditures in veterans' educational benefits, that would be corn-.parable to Increases in appropriations for the BOG program.

VIE SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS PROGRAM

The Basic Opportunity Grants program clearly conforms to the principlesthat the Carnegie CODUDiSSiOD Iran endorsed for 1federn1 student- aid moresatisfactorily than does the Supplementary Opportunity Grants program. Inparticular, the BOG program is much more consistent with the principles orfreedom of student choice among institutions and uniform treatment of all stu-dents from comparable family income groups. Thus, we would urge that therequirement in the Education Amendments of 1972 that no BOG paymentscan be made unless the appropriation for SOG grants amounts to at least $130.million should be removed. We would also urge removal of similar requirementsrelating to funding of the College Work-Study Program and the Direct StudentLoan Program. We believe that each program should be funded on its own merits.,In addition, we would suggest that serious consideration be given to phasing outthe SOG program.

.0earnegie Commission: ()Utility and BO:tatty: Revised Recommendations . . p. 5_0 College Entrance Exainination Board : Toward Piqua! Opportunity for Higher Educa-tion: Report of the Rand on Ritiaitaing Low-income and Minority Students in Higher-Education, New York. 1973.0. 57.
10 Carnegie Commission : Who Benefits,' . . . , pp. 121-122. This estimate was adaptedfrom an earlier estimate In Hartman. op. cit.
Ii Fried, E. R.. and others: Setting National Prioritiek: The 1974 Budget, Brookings.Institution, Washington, D.C., 1973, P. 157.
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Particularly compelling criticisms of the EOG program, to which the SOG
as a successor, were made by two separate panels appointed by the College
-Entrance Examination Board in the last few years. The Panel on Student
.Financial Need Analysis conducted its own survey of student aid at a sizable
:sample of colleges and universities, and concluded that the amount of aid po-
tided did not tend to vary with family need. In part, this finding reflected the
-fact that larger total amounts of student aid funds were available at institu-
tions that were characterized by high selectivity and high tuition. Family income
.of students attending these institutions tended to be higher than that of students
;attending low -cost public institutions, and yet, because amounts of student aid
were related to cost of attendance, average amounts of aid awarded in these
:institutions tended to be high." In addition, it was found that "in about half the
institutions, large °financial need significantly reduced the probability of accept-
4ance,-`eVen when quantifiable indicators of ability were used as controls. . . .

It was further discovered) that although packaging practices varied considerably,
.high ability was often associated with a higher grant component." In addition,
it was found that high financial need was only weakly associated with increases
an the grant share of the aid package and sometimes negatively correlated with
the grant share. Similar criticisms were Made by the Panel on Financing Low-
Income .and Minority Students in Higher Education."

Also critical of the former EOG program was the Brookings institution's
report on the 1974 Budget, stressing the inequities in the allocations of funds
received by States and by individual. institutions." A somewhat different line of
criticism has been emphasized by Hartman, who makes the point that, if it
turns out that the supplementary EOG program primarily serves the purpose
,of permitting low-income students to attend high-cost private institutions which
they-could not afford with BOG aid alone, it "promises to be a bottomless pit.
As costs and charges rise at private institutions, while tuitions at public insti-
tutions are held down, there will be increasing demands placed on Congress to
increase funds for a supplementary EOG program (or for institutional aid
or Hartman strongly favors the State Scholarship Incentive program
over the SOG program as a means of opening opportunities for low-income

"'Students to attend private institutions.

- TITE STATE SCHOLARSHIP INCENTIVE PROGRAM

The Carnegie Commission urges adequate funding of the State Scholarship
incentive program, for a number of important reasons. In the first place, ever
-since the-Commission first addressed the problem of State financial support of
higher education in its report, The Capitol and the Campus, the Commission
Stressed. the principle that State governments should provide financial aid to
private, as well as to public institutions, but that aid to private institutions
'should come primarily .through State tuition grant programs. Moreover, the
-principle of giving priority to Student aid over raising tuition, which I shall
discuss more generally at a later point, was firmly established in that report :

The Commission recommends that states'establish a program of tuition grants
.for both public and private institutions to be awarded to students on the basis
of financial need. Only after establishment of a tuition grants program should
,states consider raising tuition levels in public institutions. To avoid upward
;pressures on private tuition from such grants, states would need to set a maxi-
InUM tuition grant.

Secondly, the Commission believes that the primary responsibility for plan-
ning and supporting the future development of higher education should remain
with the States, where it has been historically, and that Federal aid should
be provided in a form that will involve minimal interference with this tra-
ditional role of the States. The State Scholarship Incentive program conforms
-well to this criterion.

A third point is that State scholarship aid and State tuition policy should be
coordinated.

The States have made impressive progress in developing Student aid pro-
Vams in recent years. As recently as 1965-66, the total amount of aid provided

12 College Entrance Examination Board : New Approaches to Student Financial Aid:
Report of the Panel on Student Financial Need Analysis, New York, 1071, p. 21.

13 Ibitl., p. 27.
1, College Entrance Examination Board : New Approaches to Student Financial A. . . .
15 Fried and others : op. cit., pp. 150-151.
io Hartman, op. cit., p. 433.
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by State scholarship programs was only $72 million.11 By 1973-74, total State
appropriations for various forms of student aid amounted to more than $387
million, a major portion of which went to students at private institutions"
There are now 35 States that have authorized student aid programs, although
three of these programs are not funded. Of these programs, 28 are compre-
hensive undergraduate programs based at least in part upon need and centrally
administered. However, there is a tendency for the amounts of aid Made avail-
able to be quite small in many of the States. In terms of total dollars appropri-
ated in 1973-74, the largest programs were in New York, Pennsylvania, and
Illinois, in that order (Table 2). In terms of dollars rer student enrolled in
1973, Pennsylvania again led with an appropriation a approximately $1'15
per enrolled student, followed by Illinois and New Jersey with averages of some-
what more than $100 per student. At the other end of the spectrum were Maine,
North Dakota, .and Washington, with average amounts per total enrollment
ranging from about $5 to $7. Arizona, Arkansas, and Colorado had adopted pro-
grams but had not yet funded them.

Under current Federal legislation, the relationship between State scholarship
programs and the Federal 7 )G program is very loose. We belieVe that future

. changes in Federal law should be directed toward encouraging, the States to
restructure their programs so Unit the student grants available will be supple-
mentary to those awarded under the BOG program, but we also believe that
careful study needs to be made of just how this should be done.

TABLE 2.- APPROPRIATIONS FOR COMPREHENSIVE STATE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT AID

PROGRAMS, BY STATE, 1973-74

State

Total
appropria-

tions

Total
en rollment,

fall 1973

Appropria-
lions per
enrolled
student

Alabama 0 125, 076
Alaska $1, 000, 000 14,184 $70. 50
Arizona 0 133, 241
Arkansas 0 52,512
California 34, 709, 160 1, 467, 355 23.65
Colorado 0 131, 189
Connecticut 1, 747, 300 135, 250 12.92
Delaware 28,841
District of Columbia 80, 326
Florida 3, 835, 000 281, 394 13.63
Georgia 146, 356
Hawaii 42, 717
Idaho 35, 198
Illinois 55, 352, 000 494, 859 111.85
Indiana 10, 078, 190 198, 457 50, 78
Iowa_ 6, 300, 000 109, 118 57.74
Kansas 2, 650, 000 107, 986 24. 54
Kentucky 110,611
Louisiana 135, 247
Maine 184, 000 36, 122 5. 09
Maryland 3, 425, 000 177, 166 19. 33
Massachusetts 9, 500, 000 329, 693 28.81
Michigan 16, 275, 000 426, 126 38. 19
Minnesota 6, 300, 000 163, 781 38.47
Mississippi 82, 255
Missouri 3, 368, 000 191, 749 17.56
Montana 27, 269
Nebraska 65, 788
Nevada 20,044
New Hampshlro 32, 924
New Jersey 25, 920, 000 255, 314 101.52
New Mexico 48, 636
New York $2, 000, 000 895, 400 91.58
North Carolina 204, 080
North Dakota 167, 500 29, 189 5. 74
Ohio 19, 800, 000 394, 200 50.23
Oklahoma ., 125, 740
Oregon 1, 850, 000 131, 281 14.09
Pennsylvania 64, 000, 000 440, 321 145.35
Rhode Island 550, 000 55, 122 9.98
South Carolina 4, 000, 000 699 42.24
South Dakota 26,530
Tennessee 2,155, 000 154, 410 13.93

17 Carnegie Commission : Who Benefits . . p. 162.
u Education Commission of the States : Higher Education in the States, vol. 4, no. 5,

1974, p. 150.
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TABLE 2./2PROPRIATIONS FOR COMPREHENSIVE STATE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT AID

PROGRAMS, BY STATE, 1973-74--Continued

State

Total
appropria

bons

Total
enrollment,

fall 1973

App rap ria-
tions per
enrolled
student

Texas $5, 000, 000 503, 612 19.93

Utah
80, 465

Vermont 2, 593, 620 27, 705 93.62

Virginia 193, 277

Washington 1, 380, 000 199,478 6.92

West Virginia 500, 000 68, 074 7.34

Wisconsin 10, 643, 600 221, 256 48.11

Wyoming 17,922

United States 375, 283, 370 9, 554, 545 39.28

Service schools 16, 573

United States including service schools 9, 571, 118

Source: Boyd, J. D., 1973-74 Undergraduate Comprehensive State Scholarship/Grant Programs, Illinois State Scholar
ship Commission,.Beerfield, Ill., October 1973.

As this Subcommittee is well aware, the Administration Budget for fiscal
1975 does not include any provision for funding the State Scholarship Incentive
program. We believe that Congress should increase the appropriations for this
program from the $19 million that was made available for 1974-75 to at least
the $50 million that was initially authorized for the first year of the program
under the 1972 legislation, and that the amounts should gradually be increased in
future years. In any event, we regard the State Scholarship Incentive program
as a potentially highly significant feature of the 1972 legislation and will give
considerable emphasis in our coming review of Federal aid issues to policy
questions relating to the future of this program.

TUE COLLEGE WORK-STUDY PROGRAM

I have been informed that the recent hearings held by this Subcommittee on
the Work-Study program have convinced members of the Subcommittee that
appropriations for the program should be very substantially increased. The
Carnegie Commission has consistently supported considerably larger appropria-
tions for the Work-Study program than have ever been made availr.ble. Our most
recent recommendation for funding of the program, included in the 1972 report
on Institutional Aid, was for $900 million -=to be gradually increased in keeping
with our earlier recommendations on student aid.'D Without having had the
opportunity to read the as yet unpublished report on the hearings, we are con-
vinced that there is considerable evidence that colleges and other public and
nonprofit institutions could provide very substantially expanded and useful
employment opportunities to students if the funds available were increased to
that level.
.We also believe that the relationship of this program to other student assist-

ance programs should be carefully re-examined, with a view to adoption of
changes in the provisions relating to it. The tendency of institutions, noted
above, to favor the more able students with relatively more grant aid, as com-
pared with work-study or loans, is regrettable. In its first report on Federal
aid, the Commission made the following suggestion :

Because students from lower socioeconomic groups may experience educa-
tional disadvantages in their initial college years, it might be desirable to place
some limits on their work-study program participation at the lower-division
level. Upper-division students, and lower- division' students to the extent con-
sistent with their educational needs, should be encouraged to take part in the
work-study program."

I would also suggest that, as funds for the BOG program become more adequate,
consideration might be given to very substantial relaxation of the family income
eligibility standards for the Work-Study program. Originally conceived as part
of that anti-poverty program, the Work-Study program might well be restruc-
tured to play a somewhat more significant role in providing financial assistance
to students from middle-income families who cannot qualify for Basic Oppor-
tunity Grants. In general, the greatest need for compensatory education is found

ID Carnegie Commission : Institutional Aid . . . , p. 94.
= Carnegie Commission : Quality and Equality . . . , p. 23.
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unning students from .low-likcome families, and these students should not, ,if
adequate. grant aid is available, he forced to work to obtain assistance. For many
.students from middle income families, preparation for college has been ade-
quate, and part-time work is liot likely to interfere as seriously with their
educational progress. In 1073-74. according to the ACE study of the impact of
student assistance programs. only 30 percent of those participating in the Work-
Study program came from families with adjusted incomes of $7,500 to $15,000
and only 4 percent from families with adjusted incomes of $15,000 or more.'
Viewing the student aid provisions as a whole. I would suggest that there is a
strong case for increasing the percentage of those aided in the $7,500 to $15,000
udjnsted income bracket, Jil some eases, this would make it easier for institutions
to find qualified students for particular work assignments.'

STUDENT LOAN PROORAMS

The Carnegie Commission did not subscribe to the view, emphasized by some
,eeouotnists in recent years. that students capture all or most of the benefits of
higher education, In this view, students can therefore well afford to repay loans
from the relatively high incomes they will receive as college graduates, and any
-student assistance provided should take the form of loans. The Commission felt
.that there were very substantial social benefits from higher education that
justified snbstantial public subsidies in the form of a combination of tuition
subsidies and various types of student aid. Nevertheless. it believed that a well-
designed loan program was an essential part of a comprehensive student aid
program, to enable needy students to supplement the necessarily limited aid that
can be received ill an equitable grant program and to enable students who do not
come from needy families to borrow if, for one reason or another, their parents
are unable or unwilling to meet all their college expenses. The need for loans is
likely to be particularly great among students who wish to attend relatively
high-cost private institutions and among graduate and professional students.

Viewed in the light of the recommendations of the Carnegie Commission, there
is no aspect of student assistance that is in greater need of major legislative
restructuring than the provisions relating to student loans. This Subcommittee,
having held extensive hearings in April and July of 1073 and ill February, 1974.
is well aware of the weaknesses of the existing programs, and I shall therefore
not discuss these weaknesses at great length. Let me merely outline first what I
consider to he the most serious weaknesses remaining in the Guaranteed Loan
Program, now .that the unpopular needs test has been eliminated for eligibility,
for an interest subsidy on annual loans up to $2,000 for students whose adjusted
family income is below $155,000: .-

1. A basic problem of inequality of opportunity in a program in which lenders,
and especially bank lenders, are likely to be influenced by the credit standing of
the student's family and probably, also, by the family's socioeconomic status in
the community.

2. The necessity for "special allocations" from the Federal. Government to
make possible continued student access to loans when the relevant interest rates
rises above 7 percent.

3. The difficulty of ensuring student access to loans, even when these "special
allocations" are available, in a tight money market,

4. The lack of incentive for banks and other lenders to pursue adequate collec-
tion procedures when loans are guaranteed by the Federal Government,

5. A fundamental question as to whether interest subsidies, as opposed to
deferral of interest during periods of enrollment, are appropriate. Not only do
interest subsidies lend themselves to abuse, as some of the testimony in your
hearings indicated, but they are inconsistent with the view that a good student
loan program should be designed to provide only supplemental assistance to needy
students and should be a major form of student aid primarily for students in
middle- and upper-income families who cannot qualify for grants. and for grad-
uate and professional students. If interest subsidies are provided. then a needs
test is appropriate, but we do not believe that a well-structured student loan
program should be needs-tested. If the program is unsubsidized, there is no good
reason why it should not be available to all students regardless of income. Ilea-

Et-Kilawns awl Kinzer. op. oit., p.
In my long association with a research Institute on the University of Californin,

Berkeley enteritis, I knew of situations in which we could have appointed research as-
sIstnats under the Work-Stay progrnin but could not find a guanaco student whose
famlls'ineotne was below the maximum eligibility ceiling.
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sonable limits on the amounts that can be borrowed, along with tile natural
desire of the great majority of students to avoid excessive indebtedness, will
prevent over-use of the program.

0. The disadvantages of a short period of repaymentdifficult to avoid when
banks predominate among lendersin view of the life cycle in income and ex-
penditures. NotonIyAoeS income tend to be relatively low in the early years after
college graduatitaitiind to rise to a peak in late middle age, but yo»thful families
also tend to borroW in the early years of marriage to acquire a home and appli
ances. They reach.a point at which their debts for these purposes are paid off and
netsavings are feaSible at some point in middle age. Moreover, it is in the early
years of marriage that a wife, who may also have borrowed as a student, is
likely to be out of the labor force because of childbearing. For all of these rea-
sons, and also because inflation, lightens the burden of repayments as the years
go.oili, a relatively. lengthy miiiiment period is very advantageous for student
borrowers.

There has been some tendency in Congress-to prefer the Direct Student Loan:
prograin and to be highly critical of the Administration for making no pro-
vision for that program in the 1975 Budget. This attitude is understandable, but
the Direct Student Loan program presents problems, also, especially serious prob-
lems of differences in treatment of different students if it is to exist side by side
with the Guaranteed Loan Program. The 3-percent interest rate was appropriate'
when the program was adopted in the late 1950's, but does it make sense today
for some students to be eligible for 3-percent loans while others have to pay well
over 7 percent? There is also an understandable tendency on the part of institu-
tions to give preference to able students hi the allocation of loans under this
program and, I have been informed, to be mare concerned about the credit stand-
ing of the student, because the institution's own funds are involved, than when
it is determining need for a guaranteed loan.

Let me very briefly review the main features of the National Student Loath
Program. recommended by the Carnegie Commission : 2j.

1. The Federal Government should charter a National Strident Loan Bank, a
nonprofit private corporation to be financed by the sale of governmentally guar-
anteed securities. The Bank would be self-sustainin. 'xcept for administrative
costs and the cost of any cancellations of interest .,...cause of low income and of
principal for any reason other than death, which would be met out of Federal
appropriations.

2. The Bank would make loans in amounts not to exceed $2,590 per year up to a
total of $0,000 for undergraduate studies and $10,000 for graduate studies. No
student would be eligible to obtain more in loans or in other types of student aid
in any year than his costs of education, including subsistence costs.

3. Borrowers would be required to repay loans by paying at least 33 of 1 per-
cent of income each year for each $1,000 borrowed until the total loan and ac-
crued interest was repaid. This 'level of repayment would permit the average-
income earner to repay his loan in approximately 20 years. (Lower earners
would require a longer period.). For borrowers filing a joint tax return, the
appropriate rate of repayment for the comLined debt of the husband and .wife:
would be applied to the combined income of the husband and wife.

4. Provisions relating to the beginning of initial repayments after completion
of studies and after years of service in the armed forces or in national service
programs would resemble those in existing legislation. There would also be pro-
vision for deferral of payments during any periods of exceptionally low Income.

5. The Bank would be authorized to enter into an agreement with the Depart-
ment of the Treasury under which the Internal Revenue Service would undertake,
all collections.

0. The interest rate charged the student would be set at a level which is ade-
quate to permit the Bank to obtain the funds and to cover cost of cancellation
upon. the death of the borrower.

7. There would be no needs test.
8. There would be no cancellation of indebtedness for entering particular pro-

fessions, Any remaining indebtedness would be canceled upon the death of the
borrower or at the end of 30 years from the date of first payment.

23 Carnegie Commission : Quaiity and Rquaittll, Rerised Recommendations . . . pp.
9-13. The loan program recommended in this 1970 report was more carefully spelled out
and somewhat modified as compared with the proposals in the earlier 1908 report on
Federal aid.
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Unlike full contingency loan programs, such as the proposed Economic Oppor-
tunity Bank, this program does not involve redistribution of income through dif-
fering levels of repayrilents for individuals with different levels of income. Lower-
income borrowers would have to repay their entire debt but would be able to
spread repayments over a longer period. The program is modeled to some extent
after the well-established Swedish student loan program, but differs in some
details from that program."

tWe recognize that there may be serious obstacles in the path of early adoption
of this type of program, but we believe that its many advantages over existing
provisions will lead to increasing support for a program structured along these
general lines. The new Carnegie Council plans to work out 41 more 'detailed set
of recommendations for this type of loan program in the near future.

PART-TIME STUDENTS

Ai-though provisions of Federal legislation relating to the various student aid
programs generally allow aid to part-time students on.a pro-rated basis, adminis-
trative regulations, notably in the case of the BOG program, havelimited aid' to
full-time students. This has been an understandable limitation in Niew of the
inadequate funds available. We believe that in the future there should be no
discrimination against part-time students in the allocation of aid. In the last few
years, the number of part-time students has been increasing much more rapidly
than the number of full-time students. Between 1970 and 1973, ,part-time enroll-
ment increased 27 percent, as contrasted with a 6 percent increase in full-time
enrollment,. on the basis of Office of Education data. In the case of women, the
increase in part-time enrollment was particularly pronounced-437 percent as
compared with 12 percent for hill -time enrollment. Among men, the corresponding
increases were nearly 20 percent for part-time enrollment and 2 percent for full-
time enrollment. Expressing the relationships in a slightly different way, part-
time students accounted for 38 percent of the women and 33 percent of the men
who were enrolled in the fall of 1973.

These changes reflect accelerated enrollment in occupational programs in two-
year colleges, where part-time enrollment is particularly common ; an increased
tendency for mature married women to enrollnecessarily in many cases on a
part-time basis ; and probably, &so, a trend toward the more flexible patterns of
participation in higher education that the Carnegie Commission advocated in its
report, Less Time, More Options. In addition, in our report on OpportunitieS for
'Women in Higher -Education, we advocated liberalization of many rules and
policies that restrict enrollment of part-time students or employment on a part-
time basis on university and college faculties.

COST-OF-EDUCATION SUPPLEMENTS

In allthree of its reports on Fdderal aid, the Carnegie Commission advocated
cost-of-education supplements based on the number of enrollees holding Federal
student grants in higher education. By the fall of 1971, it was.clear that all the
major associations representing institutions at Higher education were supporting
a different approach to institutional aid, calling for capitation payments based
on total enrollment. In the face of this situation, the -Carnegie Commission care-
fully reviewed its position at several meetings and concluded that the argunients
in favor of the approach it had recommended were compelling. As a result of these
discussions, the Commission issued its report entitled Institutional Aid in Febru-
ary 1972, which, among other things, included detailed analyses of how differing
aid formulas- would affect the various types of institutions, In that report, the
Commission stated that, in framing its provisions for Federal aid, the following
principles were 'considered to be most important :

Basic support of and responsibility for higher education remain with the
states and with private Initiative. We are opposed to the development of a
single national system of higher education.. . As a consequence of this
principle, we do not favor lump-sum across-the-board grants to institutions
from the federal government. This would be the initial step toward a nation-
alized system as, first,- the state would reduce their sense of basic responsi-
bility, and, second, controls would inevitably follow the lump-sum across-the-
board- grants.

24 For a discussion of Swedish student aid programs, see Woodhall, AL: Student Lonna:
A Review of Experience in Scandina indElsewhere, George C. Thump S Co., Ltd.,
London, 1970.
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The highest single priority for federal funding in higher education in the
'19708 is to help fulfill the two-cenury old American dream of social
justice. . . .

1Students should be given the maximum freedom of choice in choosing the
dnstitution they wish to attend. . . .

Federal aid Should be given in a manner which does not encourage the
states and private sources to reduce their support. . . .

-The form of federal hid should minimize constitutional problems and
hopefully eliminate them altogether. . . . .

The autonomy of institutions should be:preserved.'
The provisions for cost-of-education supplements in the 1972 Amendments re-

fleeted the general. principle supported by the Commission while incorporating
some special features that the Commission had not advocated. There has been
no tunding of the provisions. The argument is now being heard that there is no
longer a case for funding the cost-of-education supplements, because the slow
,growth of enrollment in the last few years has left many, institutions with
'Unfilled student- places and therefore no special inducement dn the form of cost-
of-education, supplements is needed, to encourage these institutions to enroll
students ,holding Federal grants. We would reply that recent enrollment shifts
have affected different types .of institutions in a highly variable manner and that
unfilled student places are by no means universally found In all institutions.
Furthermore, the need for institutional payments to assist Institutions in pro-
viding ,special educational services to students With inferior preparation con-
tinues to be very great. In a recent study of disadvantaged students in 'higher
education, it was; found that, even in institutions that have developed special
programs for thesnsiudents, future funding of such :programs tends to be very
Precarious.'

In, an editorial of May 28, 1974, entitled "The Student Aid Hoax," the New
York Tjnies expressed some cogent arguments in favor of funding the cost-of-
education supplements :

Three years ago the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education recom-
mended a formula to aid students and institutions simultaneously. Modeled
on the concept of a guaranteed annual income, it would automatically en-
title to scholarship aid any college-age student whose parents' income is
below a set minimum. At the same time, every college would receive a
cost-of7education.grant for each federally subsidized student. . . .

Now the Administration has asked for the full funding of the Basic bp-
portunity Grants (13.0.G.) at a level of $1.3 billion, while not only scuttling
other important grants and loans, but without making any provision for
cost-of-education grants to institutionsa fatal defect.

The plan to link aid to the students and to the institutions is a tandem
that cannot run successfully on one wheel. Aid to students does nothing
to solve the institutions' budget problems. The colleges' only alternative
then will be to -raise tuition, thus wiping out the gains promised to the
students. . . .

The specific recommendations for cost-of-education supplements included in
our 1972 report differed somewhat from those included in the two earlier Federal

' aid reports. They called for :
1. $500 to an institution for each undergraduate student that is the recipient

of a grant from thefederal government which was made to the student because
of his financial need, aud proportionate supplements for parttime students
holding such grants.

2. $200 for each student who receives a subsidized loan provided, however,
that no such payment shall be made for students who hold federal grants or for
students who borrow less than $200 during the fiscal year. (This provision was
intended to aid institutions in enrolling students from families with incomes
of $10,000 to $15,000.)

A recommendation for cost-of-eduaction supplements for needy graduate
students holding Federal grants that had been included in the two earlier Federal
aid reports was dropped, largely because the increasing problems involved in
using parental income as a criterion for the determination of need were con-
sidered to be particularly acute in the case of graduate students and a special
Federal program of aid to needy graduate students was therefore no longer

2." Carnegie Commission: Institutional Md. . , pp. 2-3.
Astin, H. S., and others : Higher Education and the Disadvantaged Student, Human

Service Press, Washington, D.C., 1972.
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appropriate. The report did, however, recommend cost-of-education supple- -

Ments of $5,000 for each Federal doctoral fellow enrolled at an institution,..
in line with earlier recommendations that had been associated with a proposal
for doctoral fellowships for especially able graduate students who had been
advanced to candidacy for a Ph.D. or equivalent research doctorate. I shall
return briefly to the problem of aid to graduate students at a later point.

The cost of these proposals for institutional aid was estimated in our 1972
report at $950 million, with the needed amount anticipated to rise somewhat
in subsequent years as the number of student grantholders increased. The pro-
visions in the 1972 legislation differ, of course, in material respects from the .

Carnegie Commission recommendations, especially in scaling down the amount
of the supplements with increasing size of campuses. We have some reserva-
tions about these provisions, and we also believe that some of their details.
e.g., the definition of a separate campus, are in need of redrafting. For these.
reasons, and also because the problem of estimating the cost of implementin;,-,
the intricate provisions is complex, I have not attempted at this point to de-
velop a careful cost estimate. However, because the final provisions resemble
much more closely the Senate bill tliat was under consideration at the time,
rather than the House bill, I would suggest that an adequate initial appro-
priation should not, as a rough order of magnitude, be less than about $500
million.27 We expect to undertake a detailed analysis of possible proposed re-
visions of the provisions for cost-of-education supplements during the coming:
year.

TUITION POLICY IN PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION

The Carnegie Commission recommendations relating to tuition policy in public-
higher .education, as set forth in Who Benefits?, have been subject to a certain.
amount of misinterpretation and have been erroneously assumed in many quar-
ters to be essentially equivalent to the recommendations of the Committee for
Economic Development. We hope that the recent clarification of our policy in
Tuition, a copy of which has been supplied to some members of the Subcommit-
tee, has served to overcome misunderstandings.

Let me briefly review the Commission's recommendations on tuition policy
as thcy developed chronologically

1. In the Open-Door Colleges, issued .in June 1970, the Commission stated its
belief that tuition charges in community colleges should be held to low levels
and that, as Federal aid is expanded and the States strengthen their financial
support of community colleges, a Statewide no-tuition policy should be followed
in as many States as possible. It was specifically recommended that :

. . . states revise their legislation, wherever necessary, to provide for
uniform low tuition or no tuition charges at public two-year colleges.2''

2. In The Capitol and the Campus, issued in April 1971, the Commission broad-
ened this recommendation to call for no tuition or very low tuition in the first.
two years of all public institutions, including community colleges, state colleges,.
and universities. It also warned that, when public institutions found it neces
sary to raise tuition and other required fees, increases should be at no higher
rate than increases in pee capita personal disposable income. As indicated earlier
in this statement, moreover, the Commisison recommended that States should'
not consider raising tuition levels at public institutions until after establish-
ment of a tuition grants program."

3. In Who Benefits?, it was again recommended that public institutions and,
especially community collegesshould maintain a relatively low-tuition policy
for the first two years of higher education. It was also recommended that public
colleges and universities should carefully study their educational costs per
student and consider restructuring their tuition charges at upper-division and
graduate levels to more nearly reflect the real differences in the cost of educa-
tion per student, eventually reaching a general level equal to about one-third
of educational costs."

This same recommendation for restructuring tuition charges in favor of lower-
division students, and for progressively higher charges at upper-division and
graduate levels, was also made for private institutions. Private colleges and
universities, in addition, were urged not to increase their tuition charges more

27 See Hartman. op. cit., p. 4Sti.
28 Carnegie Commission : The Open-Door Coneges . . . , p. 40.
2r1 Carnegie Commission : The Capitol and the Campus . . . , pp. 85SG.
3° Carnegie Commission : Who Benefits? . . . , pp. 10S-109.
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rapidly than per capita disposable income and, if possible, to hold increases
-below such a rate..'

This aspect of the recommendations in Who Benefits? was largely ignored
in the response of the press and of some critics.

Why was the Commission so consistently in favor of low or no tuition in the
first two years of higher education? The most important reason, I believe, was
that it felt that students should be given maximum opportunity to try out their

-chances for successful achievement in higher education in the first two years,
with a minimal financial burden. At this stage, many students are uncertain

-about their probability of succeeding and, sometimes, even of their motivation or
taste for advanced study. The community colleges, it was felt, had an especially
Important role to play in offering a truly open door to many students who, for
one reason or another, had not performed up to their potential in high school
and should be given a "second chance." A door is not very open, even with un-
selective admission policies, if tuition is a barrier. And many youthful students

-are wary of borrowing, especially if they are from low - income families and have
experienced the extremely difficult problems that indebtedness can sometimes
cause for those families.

Once a student has successfully advanced to upper-division work, he can be
-expected to be more confident and, if he wishes to continue in, or transfer to,
,an institution with costs beyond those available to him through student grants
or his parents' contributions, should be prepared to augment his resources through
part-time work or borrowing.

I now come to the Commission's recommendations for raising tuition somewhat
at upper-division and graduate levels, in those cases in which it falls below
-about one third of educational costs per FTE student. This recommendation
must be interpreted in the light of a background in which a good many economists
had been pointing out; during the previous 10 to 15 years, that low tuition bene-
.fited students from middle- and upper-income families far more than it benefited
--students from low-income families. The reason for this was that many students
from low-income families would not be able to afford to go to college even with

'the benefit of -low or no tuition, because they would have great difficulty in
meeting the subsistence and other expenses involved. In many cases, they and
their families could not afford to do without the earnings they could receive if
snot enrolled. Or: to put the point somewhat differently, foregone earnings repre-
sent a much sacrifice for students from low-income families than for students
from affluent families.

On the other hand, the Carnegie Commission was not prepared to move
toward a full-cost tuition policy for public institutions, as advocated by a sig-

. nificent number of economists and by many strong supporters of private higher
"education. This, it felt, would force too many students into heavy debt and
would involve a sudden, and probably undesirable, change in the rules for
today's generation of students, in contrast with older generations who had enjoyed
the benefits of access to low-cost public higher education.

Let me now set forth the Commission's reasons for its recommendation as
stated in the recent report on Tuition:

"The basic reason is that public subsidies can be channeled to students who
need assistance more effectively through a combination of modest tuition charges

:and student aid than through primarily reliance on very low or no tuition. When
students are subsidized primarily through very low or no tuition, the benefits
itlow to all students attending public four-year institutions regardless of family
income. In other words, the benefits flow to many students who could well

-afford to pay at least a modest tuition charge ...
"A low tuition policy by itself tends to channel more subsidies to higher-income

groups in total because more young persons attend college from those groups.
A targeted student aid policy by itself tends to channel more subsidies to lower-
income groups ... Current policy, which combines some elements of each approach,
channels somewhat more total aid proportionately to higher-income groups. The
recommendations of the Carnegie Commission would more nearly balance sub-
sidies among income levels (see Chart 2).

The report emphasized, however, that the Commission did not favor tuition
Increases that were not accompanied by increased student aid. In fact, it.
Indicated that the Commission favored an increase in student aid in the near
future that would exceed, In total amounts of dollars, any increase in tuition
revenue. The report also pointed out that the one-third standard was consistent

al Ibid., p. 110.:0 For a particularly able statement of the case against low tuition. see Nerlove. M. :
''On Tuition.and the Costs of Higher Education : Prolegomena to a Conceptual Frame-
work," JournaVdf Political Economy, vol. 80, no. 3, pp. S178 S218, ayTune 1072.
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with the situation that had evolved historically, in which students and their
families meet approximately one-third of total institutional educational costs.

CHART 2.Distribution of public subsidy funds benefiting undergraduates, by
family income quintile, under four alternative assumptions.

Family
income A. Existing public tuition. B. Basic Opportunity Grants
quintile subsidies only* program only 4"

V (highest)
17%

11r-
23%

Iii

II

16%

16%

10%

30%

I (lowest)
18% 60%

C Existing pt Hie nation
subsidies and student aidt

U. Hibtc tuition
aid under fill
Carnegie Commission

subsidies and
implementation

rerommendationsg

student
of.

24% 19%

IV
22% 18%

17% 17%

11

18% 21%

I
193-. 25%

*Includes tuition subsidies at public ins buttons and estimated tuition subsidies
from public funds at private institutions.

4Assumes total annual expenditures of S1.3 billion. as recommended by the
federal administration for 1974 -75. and existing eligibility standards.
41ncludes total kstimated tuition subsidies and student aid froin public funds at
public and private institutions.
§ Includes modified tuition subsidies at public institutions, estimated tuition sub-
sidies from public funds at private institutions, and toldl student aid from public
funds, including int-leases recommended by the Commission.

Source : Carnegie Commission on Higher Education: Tuition: A. Supplemental-
Statement to the Report of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education on_
'Who Pays? Who Benefits? Who Shouta Pegg, Berkeley, Calif., 1974, p. 9..
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The increases required by this policy, the report pointed out, were not nearly
as pronounced as had been indicated in Who Benefits?, where an inappropriate
and out-dated measure had been used to estimate the ratio of tuition to educa-
tional expenditures in public institutions. We now estimate that revenue from
tuition and required fees in public four-year institutions represents at least 24
percent of educational expenditures and, if adjusted for the high costs of graduate
and medical education, is probably about 27 to 2$ percent of undergraduate
educational costs in 1973-74. For universities alone, the appropriate figure may
be as much as 30 percent. The earlier report had used a figure of 17 percent.

Thus, on the average, the implied average increases in tuition over the next
ten years are no more than one percent a year over the rise in undergraduate
educational cost§ per student and probably less than that. This is a far smaller
increase than the CED recommendations imply, as the new report on Tuition
shows (page 25). Howevex, ratios of tuition to educational costs vary greatly
among States and among institutions. In some States, notably Pehnsylvania,
tuition tends to rePresent at least one-third of educational costs at the present
time, whereas in others, e.g., TexaS, the ratio is much lower. Thus, the actual
increases implied vary greatly and in some cases, as in New Hampshire and
Vermont, tuition revenue substantially exceeds one-third of educational costs.

Understandably there has been concern in recent years over the impact of
tuition increases, spurred on by sharply rising costs, on middle-income students
who do not qualify for student grants. The report of the National Commission
on the Financing of Postsecondary Education included a chart that showed a
particularly sharp drop between 1967 and 1972 in the percentage of young persons
enrolled from families with incomes of $10,000$15,000 in constant 1972 dollars.m
However, analysis, of income changes between 1907 and 1972 shows that income
increases tended to vary directly with family income, with families at, higher
income levels experiencing more pronounced increases than families at lower
ineomelevels. A more accurate way of measuring the impact on middle-income
students is to compute enrollment rates for family income quintiles, i.e., fifths
of all families in terms of income levels :

In percent]

Ail familiei with children aged 18 to 24 I
(lowest quintile)

II
III
IV and. V (2'highest quintiles)

1967 1972

39.1 37. 8
17. 7 19.4
30.0 30.3
39.7 39.9
54.0 52. 2

Families for whom income was not reported are excluded.'

Source: U.S. Bureau of lie Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20, Nos. 190 and 260, 1969 and 1974.

The results show that it was only in the two highest quintiles (which had to
be averaged because there was no breakdown of family incomes for the $15,000
and over group, within, which the upper boundary of the second highest quintile
fell) that there was a decline in the enrollment rate during the 5-year period.
We do not have enough information on the factors underlying recent shifts in
enrollment patterns, but can be certain that at least four factors are involved :
(1), the increasingly high cost of attending college, (2) changes in the draft law
that have made it no longer necessary to attend college in order to avoid military
service, (3) the unfavorable job market for college graduates in some fields,
and (4) the increasing tendency for students to "stop out" of college for a period
and return later.

If, however, one looks closely at the enrollment rates in Table 1, it becomes
apparent` that it is primarily among youthful white males that a sharp decline
occurred between 1969 and 1973, and this suggests that the change in the draft
situation was probably an especially important influence.

. I shall return to some concluding comments on relationships between student
aid and tuition policy after discussing briefly the problem of support for graduate
education.

33 National Commission . . . , op. oit., p. 27.
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SUPPORT OF GRADUATE EDUCATION

The main thrust of the present hearings, as I understand it, is on assistance
for undergraduate students, but I would be remiss if I did not comment on the
unsatisfactory state of support of graduate education. Since 1968 there has been
an extremely sharp drop in the number of graduate students receiving support
by Federal fellowships or traineeships, as well as a cessation of several large
foundation-supported fellowship programs. This has been accompanied by cut-
'backs in graduate*education programs in some of the nation's most prestigious
graduate schools, and by a shift in graduate enrollment away from universities
and toward State colleges.

The marked change in the job market for Ph.D.s since 1968 has-led in some
,circles to a general attitude of skepticism about the desirability of providing
doctoral fellowships. This attitude, we believe, is dangerous and undesirable. The
nation's leading graduate schools are a major national resource and should be
'protected against the hazardous impact of sharp fluctuations in Federal-support.
"The long-run trend is clearly toward a continuing increase in the relative pro-
portion of highly trained doctorates required by our economy. Already the market
for Ph.D.s in engineering has turned around completely since the late 1960s, so
that we now have a shortage, and surpluses are also beginning to disappear in
'some of the natural sciences. A sustained and sensible Federal policy of support.
of graduate education and research should be a basic element of national policy.

The Carnegie Commission has recommended the 'gradual phasing out of present
doctoral fellowship programs offered by various Federal agencies and the estab-
lishment of a single fellowship program with selection hased upon demonstrated
:academic ability without reference to need for graduate students 'advanced to
candidacy for the Ph. D. or equivalent research doctorates. The number of first -
:year fellowships awarded should equal one-half of the average of the national
total of earned doctorates in the fourth, third, and second year preceding the
year in which the fellowships are awarded."' The Commission also reconunended
cost-of-education supplements to go along with these fellowships, as suggested
above, and has developed recommendations designed to prevent continued pro-
liferation of doctoral-granting institutions.'

FUTURE PROBLEMS

As we look toward the future, we must be prepared for the possibility that
'legal decisions may eventually outlaw the use of parental income as a criterion
for the determination of need for student aid. This may well turn out to be one
of the inevitable consequences of the lowering to 18 of the legal age of adult-
hood. Already we are in a situation in which increasing numbers of students are
seeking independent status in applying for student aid. Fortunately, in terms
of equitable allocation of student aid funds, these "independent" students are
-evidently predominantly from low-income families. But if the legal situation
should outlaw the use of parental income in the determination of need, we shall
be in a whole new "ball game" they will call for a new set of policies to encourage
equality of opportunity.

Looking ahead toward this eventuality, and for a number of other important
reasons, the new Carnegie Council is now conducting a study, in cooperation
with the American Council on Education, of "two years of free access" or "two
years in the bank,"a concept that was put forward in the Commission's report,
Less Tiros, More Options.' As one part of this study, we are exploring various
alternative ways in which the Federal Government might provide financial
encouragement for implementation of policies of low or no tuition in the first
two years of higher education. The Carnegie Commission, 'as I have shown,
emphasized the desirability of such policies, but it did not develop specific
recommendations for implementing them.

Because tuition charges vary greatly among State systems of public higher
-education, and even Within such systems. the problem of devising an appropriate
formula for Federal financial support aimed at low tuition is not .simple. If the

64, For further details, see Quality and Equality, Revised 'Recommendations . . . , pp.
15 -16.

Seb Carnegie Commission : College Graduates and Jobs: Adjusting to a New Labor
Market Situation, McGraw-Hill Book Company. New York. 1973. Section S.

16 Carnegie Commission : Less Time. More Options: Education Beyond the High School,
McGraw11111 Book Company, New York, 1971. For further discussion of the concept,
see Carnegie Commission : Toward a Learning Society, McGraw -Hill Book Company, New
York, 1973.
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Federal Government were simply to "pick up" all or a portion of the cost in terms
of lost revenue to State systems, it would be penalizing the systems that already
have low or no tuition and rewarding those with high tuition. Thus, some other
approach must be sought. We are exploring, among other alternatives, a number
of formulas that might be used in a program of Federal grants to the States
for this and perhaps related purposes. But we are not prepared for any pulley
recommendations on this issue at present.

In conclusion, I would like to stress the point that we regard adequate
funding of the BOG program, along with liberalization of eligibility standards
and other improvements in the program, as the number one priority at the
present time.

Mr. O'HARA.. The committee will meet next on Friday to hear
testimony from the Commission on Financing of Post-Secondary
Education.at 10 o'clock in this room.

The committee now stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

on Friday, June 28.]

42-884-75--la 9r'
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menu EDUCATION : WHO PAYS? WHO BENEFITS? WHO SHOULD PAY? (1973)

THE EFFECTS OF Two PROPOSALS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION FINANCE

(By Robert W. Hartman and Arthur Hauptman)

Public and
Public Private private

institutions institutions institutions

Full-time equivalent student en rollement (in thousands)
Expenditures on student education (in billions)
Expenditures per full-time equivalent student
Tuition and fees income Om billions).-
Tuition and fees per full-time equivalent student
Tuition and tees as a percent of educational expenditures

5, 066
$9.6

$1, 895
81.887

$372
20

1, 698
pl. 4

$2, 591
52.963

. $1,745
67

6, 764
I14.0

$2, 070
$4.850

$717
35

The table below shows the level of government support for higher education
for academic year 1970-71. Once again, the source for this information was
Carnegie Commission, Who Pays? Who Benefits? (This table includes research,
while the previous one excludes most research expenditures.)

Public institutions Private institutions
Public and private

institutions

Total
(billions)

Dollars per
FTE

Total
(billions)

Dollars per
FTE

Total
(billions)

Dollars per
FTE

Federal:
Institutional income accounts $2. 18 430 $1.61 948 $3.79 560

Student aid 1.535 303 .512 302 2.047 303

Total Federal support__,_. ..... 3. 715 733 2.122 1,250 5.837 863

-State and local:
Institutional income accounts 7.494 1, 479 . 11 65 7.604 1, 124

Student aid .302 60 .034 20 .336 50

Total State and local support 7.796 1, 539 . 144 85 7.940 1, 174

All governments:
Institutional income accounts_ 9.674 I, 910 I.720 I, 013 I1.394 1, 685

Student aid 1.837 362 . 546 322 2.383 352

Total governmental support 11.511 2, 272 2.266 1, 335 13.777 2, 037

ALTERNATIVE I : HEAVY GOVERNMENT SUPPORT IN ORDER TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO PUBLIC

AND PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATION

This alternative considers what would have happended in the 1970-71 aca-
demie year if the following measures were taken:

a. State and local governments increase their institutional support so that zero
tuition and fees are maintained at all public institutions.

b. States provide additional subsidies to students at private institutions so
that the tier student subsidy at ptiblic and private institutions are equal.

c. Federal government initiates a Basic Grant Program with a maximum grant
of $1,400 ( this program is assumed to cost $1.5 billion).

The following changes would have resulted from this approach :
(1) Total government support would increase by $5.611 billion, an increase of

41 percent. State and local support would rise by $4.1 billion (52 percent), while
federal support would rise by $1.5 billion (26 percent).

(223)
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(2) State and local support for public institutions would rise by $1.887 billion
(a 24 percent increase), while state subsidies for students in private institutions
would be increased by $2,224 billion (a 1,500 percent increase).

(3) Government per student support at public institutions would have risen
'from $2,272 to $2,866; subsidies for students in private higher education would
have gone from $1,335 to $2,886.

(4) Under this plan a student with no family means who attends a public

tint
would be $1,772 better off than previously ($1,400 from the federal

and $372 from lowered tuition), while naddle.income students would be
'44072 better off at public institutions.

ALTERNATIVE 2 : RISE IN PUBLIC TUITION AND FEES, MORE GOVERNMENT FOCUS ON
STUDENT AID

This alternative considers the effects of a rise in tuition and fees at public
institutions coupled with expanded student aid programs. The following
assumptions have been made.

a. State and local governments would raise tuition and fees at public institu-
tions to 35 percent of educational expenditure, up from 20 percent in 1970-71.

1,, State and local governments would then use the income derived from the
increased tuition and fees in need-based grant programs.

c. The federal government would provide a basic grant program on top of the
state grant programs. The federal program would have a thaximmu grant of
$900 and would cost approximately $1.0 billion.

If these changes had been effected in 1910-71, the following results could have
Teen expected :

(1) Total government support would increase by $1.0 billion, with all of the
'increase coining in the federal sector. State institutional support amounting to
$1.5 billion would be converted into student aid, hitt the total amount of state
support would remain unchanged.

(2) Average tuition and fees at public institutions would rise from $372 to
$063, and increase of $291. At the same time, governmental student aid support
would increase by $2.473 billion, an increase of 194 percent.

(3) Student aid would go to 50 percent of full time equivalent enrollments, up
from the 30 percent estimated in 1970-71 under current financing arrangements.
Student aid per aid recipient would increase by $262 (from $1,174 to $1,436),
about equal to the tuition increase at public institutions.

(4) The state scholarship program would provide' a maximum grant of $1,400
(assuming state scholarships were limited to the Basic Opportunity Grant popu-
lation). while the maximum federal grant would be $900. Thus, a student with
no family means would receive $2,300 and face an increase in public tuition of
$291, making him $2,000 better off . than in 1970-71 if he was not a giant
recipient under current financing rules. Middle nicome students would face the
higher public tuition charge and adequate loans would have to be forthcoming
to them.

A guess is that loan supply would have to go up by $500 million to offset the
tuition rise for students between $12,000-20,000 famliy income.



STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
(Miscellaneous)

FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 1974

HOUSE OF itE PRESENTATIYES,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
W asking ton, D.0 .

The subcommittee met at 10 :15 a.m., pursuant to adjournment, in
Cannon House Office Building, Hon. James G. 0I-Tara (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives O'Hara ,and Dellenback.
Mr. O'HABA. Today the subcommittee will take testimony on the

report of the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecond-
ary-Education. Unlike the Carnegie 'Commission and the CED, which
were essentially formed as a result of .private initiative, and unlike the
Newman Task Force, which was created by the executive branch, the
National Commission was created 'by act of Congressby section .1:40
of Public Law 92-318, the Education Amendments of 1972 as amended
by Public Law 93-35. The relevant provisions of law will be printed,
absent objection, at a proper place in the hearing record.

[The information referred to follows :]

EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972 ( PUBLIC LAW 92-31S)

STUDY OF THE FINANCING OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

'SEC. 140. (a) (1) It is the purpose of this section to authorize a study of the
impact of past, present, and anticipated private, local, State; and Federal sup-
port for postsecondary education,the appropriate role for the States in support
of higher education (including the application of State law upon postsecondary
educational opportunities), alternative student assistance programs, and the
potential Federal, State, and private participation in such programs.

1(2) In order to give the States and the Nation the information needed to
assess the dimensions of, and extent of, the financial crisis confronting the
Nation's postsecondary institutions such study shall determine the need, the
desirability, the -form, and the level of additional governmental and private
assistance. Such study shall include at least (A) an analysis of the existing
programs of aid to institutions of higher education, various alternative proposals
presented to the Congress to provide assistance to institutions of higher education.
as well as other viable alternatives which, in the judgment of the
Commission, merit inclusion in such a study ; (B) the costs, advantages and dis-
advantages, and the extent to which each proposal would preserve the diversity
and independence of such institutions; and (C) the extent to which each would

advance the national goal of making postsecondary education accessible to all
individuals, including returning veterans, having the desire and ability to con-
tinue their education.

'(b) (1) There is 'hereby established, as an independent agency within the
executive branch, a National Commission on the Financing of PostseeondarY
Education (referred to in this section as the "Commission"). Upon the submis-

(225)
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sion of its final report required by subsection (a) the Commission shall cease
to exist. Upon the submission of its final report required by subsection (d) the
Commission shall cease to exist, except that it shall, if necessary, have a reason-
able time (but not later than June 30, 1974) to terminate the affairs of . the
Commission.

(2) The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare shall provide the
Commission with necessary administrative services (including those related to
budgeting, accounting, financial reporting, personnel and procurement) for which
payment shall be made 'in advance, or by reimbursement, from funds of the
Commission and such amounts as may be agreed upon 'by the Commission and the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

t(3) The Commission shall have authority to accept in the name of the United
States, grants, gifts, or bequests of money for immediate disbursement in further
ance of the functions of the Commission. Such grants, gifts or bequests, after
acceptance by the Commission, shall be paid by the donor or his representative
to the Treasurer of the United .States Whose receipts shall be their acquittance.
The Treasurer of the United States shall enter them In a special account to the
credit of the Commission for the purposes in each case specified.

(c) .In conducting such a study, the Commission shall consider-
1(1) the nature and causes of serious financial distress facing institutions of

postsecondary education; and
(2) alternative models for the long range solutions to the problems of

financing postsecondary education with special attention to the potential
.Federal, State, local, and private participation in such programs, including
at least-

1(A) the assessment of previous related. private and governmental
studies and their recommendations ;

1(E) existing State .end local programs of aid to postsecondary
institutions ;

(C) the level of endowment, private sector support and other incomes
of postsecondary institutions and the feasibility of Federal and State
Income tax credits for charitable contributions to postsecondary
institutions ;

1(D) the level of Federal support of postsecondary institutions througif
such programs as research grants, and other general and categorical
programs ;

.(E)' alternative forms of student assistance, including at least loan
programs based on income contingent lending, loan programs which util-
ize fixed, graduated repayment schedules, loan. programs Which provide
for cancellation or deferment of all or part of repayment. in any given
year based on a certain level of a borrower's income; and existing stu-
dent assistance programs including those administered by the Public
Health Service, the National Science Foundation, and the Veterans Ad-
ministration ; and

1(11) suggested national uniform standards for determining the annual
per student costs of providing postsecondary education for students in
attendance at various types and classes of institutions of higher
education.

(d) No later than December 31, 1973, the Commission shall make a final report
to the President and Congress on the results of the investigation and study
authorized by this section, together with such findings and recommendations,
including recommendations for legislation, es it deems appropriate, including
suggested national uniform standards referred to in subsection (c) (2) (F) and
any related recommendations for legislation. No later than 60 days after the
final report the Commissioner shall make a report to the Congress commenting
on the Commission's suggested national uniform standards, and incorporating
his recommendations with respect to national uniform standards together with
any related recommendations for legislation.

.(e) In order to carry out the provisions of this part, the Commission is author-
ized:to--

'(1) enter into contracts with institutions of postsecondary education and
other appropriate individuals, public agencies and private organizations ;

(2) appoint and fix the compensation of such personnel as may be
necessary ;

(3) employ experts and consultants in accordance with section 3109 of
title 5, United States Code ;

22J
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(4) utilize, with their consent, the services, personnel, information and
facilities of other Federal, State, local, and private agencies with or with-
out reimbursement ; and

(5) consult with the heads of such Federal agencies as it deems appro-
priate.

(I) (1) The Commission is further authorized to conduct such hearings at
such times and places as it deems appropriate for carrying out the purposes of
this section.

(2) The heads of all Federal agencies are, to the extent not prohibited by law,
directed to cooperate with the Commission in carrying out this section.

(g) (1) The Commission shall be composed of
(A) two members of the Senate who shall be members of the different

. political parties and who shall be appointed by the President of the Senate ;
(B) two Members of the House of Representatives who shall be members

of different political parties and who shall be appointed by the Speaker of
the House of Representatives ; and

(C) not to exceed thirteen members appointed by the President not later
than ninety days after the date of enactment of this Act. Such members
shall be appointed from

(i ) members of State and local educational agencies ;
(ii) State and local government officials ;
(iii) education administrators from private and public higher educa-

tion institutions and community colleges ;
(iv) teaching facility ;
(v ) financial experts from the private sector ;
(vi) students ;
(vii) the Office of Education ; and
(viii) other appropriate fields.

(2) The President shall designate one of the members to serve as Chairman
and one to serve as Vice Chairman of the Commission.

(3) The majority of the members of the Commission shall constitute a
quorum. but a lesser number may conduct hearings.

(4) The terms of office of the appointive members of the Commission shall ex-
pire after submission of the final report.

( h ) There aril hereby authorized to be appropriated $1,500,000 for the period
beginning on the date of enactment of this Act and ending July 1, 1974 for the
purpose of carrying out the provisions of this section.

U.S.C. 1070) Enacted June 23, 1972, P.L. 92-318, sec. 140, 86 Stat. 282,
284, and amended May 16, 1973 by Public Law 93-35 87 Stet. 72.

Mr. O'HARA. The Commission was duly appointed, began and com-
pleted its work, and filed a final report at the beginning of this year.
The report of the Commission deserves particular attention by this sub -
committee because two of our distinguished membersthe gentleman
from Indiana and the gentleman from Oregonwere among the mem-
bers, and, I am advised, the hardest working members of the Commis-
sion. The Chair notes the presence in the room this morning of
Mr. Dellenback and conveys Mr. Brademas' apologies.

The Commission witnesses this morning include its chairman,
Mr. Don Leonard, attorney at law, of Lincoln, Nebr. ; the executive
director, Dr. Ben Lawrence, now with the National Center for Higher
Education Management Systems, Boulder, Colo. ; Dr. George
Weathersby, associate director, now at Harvard University; Mr.
Dan Martin, of the Associated Colleges of the Midwest ; and Dr. Peter
Muirhead of the U.S. Office of Education.

All of these witnesses are distinguished educators and experts in
their own right,. but I think- they will all forgive me if I single out
one of them for special mention at this time.

Ever since I first came to the Congress, whenever there has been a
question to be asked about Federal education policyand partic-
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ularly postsecondary education policy, the natural thingto do, no mat-
ter who was in charge at the very top of the Office of Education, or
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, has been to pick
up the telephone and ask Peter Muirhead.

Peter Muirhead, I am grieved and a little skeptical to say, is about
to retire from the Office of Education. After 1( years of advising Con-
gressmen, Presidents, Commissioners, Secretaries, college deans, school
board chairmen, parents and students, Peter Muirhead is about to
leave public lifeor so he thinks.

The fatt is that as long as I have Peter's telephone number and
I understand he will still be in the Washington areahe is not going
to get off without advising me. And I think I speak for every member
of this subcommittee, for all those who have testified before us, for all
those who have worked with him, and for the millions who have
benefited from his work, when I say that Peter Muirhead may be off
the payroll, but he cannot be taken off the honor roll. Let me tender
to you the official and formal thanks of this subcommittee for all your
help over a great many years.

Mr. MITIRHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for those gracious and
generous remarks. It has been an eventful time to work in the Office
of Education during these past 16 yearsa period when the Federal
interest in education has been and continues to be "center stage" in
the deliberations of our Government. Although I have been privileged
to work for the executive branch during all of that period, one of the
most precious memories that I will take with me will be that of the
creative wisdom and productivity of this committee and its unswerv-
ing commitment to serving the postsecondary education needs of our
youth.

Mr. O'HARA. Gentlemen, I don't know if we really ought to let Mr.
.Dellenback sit up here. It is sort of a conflict of interest but I guess it
is all right.

Would you like to make some observations ?
Mr. DELLENBACK, I am here to ride shotgun.
Mr. O'HARA. I am sure they don't need any protecting but I am:

sure you will do a good job if they do.
Gentlemen, if you will proceed.

STATEMENTS OF PETER MUIRHEAD, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION, U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION; DON LEON-
ARD, LINCOLN, NEBR., CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL COMMISSION ON
THE FINANCING OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION; BEN LAW-
RENCE, NATIONAL CENTER FOR HIGHER EDUCATION MANAGE-
MENT SYSTEMS, DENVER, COLO. (FORMER EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, Nan); GEORGE WEATHERSBY, HARVARD UNIVER-
SITY (FORMER ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, NCFPE) ; AND DAN
MARTIN, ASSOCIATED COLLEGES OF THE MIDWEST

Mr. LEONARD. I believe Dellenback n.nd Braclemas have been riding
shotgun to assure the Commission got things done in the last year and a
half.

Chairman O'Hara, members of the subcommittee, ladies and gentle-
men, this presentation is the last official act of the National Commission
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on the Financing of Postsecondary Education. In a sense it is appro-
priate that our last official act end here, because I understand that the
initial discussions that led to the Commission's creation started here.

On the other hand while the Commission's work has ceased we are
pleased at the work we have stimulated. As you are aware, in discharg-
ing its responsibilities, the Commission chose not to rehash old issues
so thoroughly examined by other study groups, but tried to add some-
thing new to the base of knowledge they had accumulated. Of course
the. Commission's report, its staff reports, and its data base. provide
testimony to. one of its major impacts. I am attaching a list of Commis-
sion reports now completed for your information. .

This includes the basic report of the Commission and certain staff
reports which have been issued or soon will be.

The Cominission's approach, of course, has been well publicized. It.
was to devise a means whereby we could determine in a more sys-
tematic way, and hopefully more accurately, what would happen in the
future if we chose one policy alternative as opposed to another in the
financing of postsecondary education. It has recommended the use of
an analytical framework and placed high priority on assembling
pertinent data to permit the thorough analysis of policy proposals
to assist Federal and State policymakers in making wise choices con-
cerning the financing of educational services to our people.

The Commission has also attempted in a rudimentary way to use
that framework and data to demonstrate the potential usefulness of
such .an approach and to provide you with the most current informa-
tion available. We find evidence already that these approaches are
being seriously attempted and we are pleased.

I am distributing a publication by our Executive Director which
provides a brief summary of the Commission's report which you may
find easier to utilize and make reference to than the large volume.

We would also like you to be aware that we have completed our
assignment within the time frame provided and within the appro-
priation provided.

I would like to give high compliment to the staff who worked long
hours in bringing about the work of the Commission.

In your letter- of June 12, 1974, you asked us to focus our attention
on the student assistance questions and these issues, such as tuition and
institutional, aid policies which are part and parcel of the student as-
sistance question. We intend to do that.

. Dr. Weathersby will report the findings of the Commission that are
relevant to student assistance. Dr. Martin will speak briefly about
diversity and distress in institutions as related to student financial
assistance focusing particularly on the concerns of private and other
high tuition institutions.

Dr. Lawrence will speak to you about objectives and incentives of
parents, students, institutions, and States, and how that affects the
effective operation of Federal financing programs and finally in our
discussions following our initial presentation we hope to be able to
present some personal observations that cannot be attributed to the

. Commission's work but arise out of our experience with the Commis-
sion and other involvements in the postsecondary. education enterprise.

In particular it is the hope of the president, that the presence of Dr.
Muirhead can add materially to this discussion.
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Since we have prepared statements we will summarize them briefly,
trusting that the summary will stimulate our discussions with you and
that you will have an opportunity to read our prepared statements at
another time.

Dr. Weathersby.
Mr. WtATHERSBY. I am not going to read this doctunent in itsen-

tirety but will highlight it as I go through.
Mr. O'HARA.. WA/10* objection the statement will be included in

the record in its entirety.
Mr. WEATHERSBY. In view of the recent subcommittee. hearings on

student assistance policies, I believe much of the work of the National
Commission will be directly relevant to your considerations. In the
next few minutes I would like to share with you the substantive re-
search findings and procedure of the National Commission and to
relate my personal observations.

The Education Amendments of 1972 will be regarded as landmark
legislation because it created numerous new financing programs for
postsecondary education, including the National Institute for Educa-
tion, the fund for improvement of postsecondary education, and the
basic educational opportunity grants (BEOG), as well as extending
virtually all of the previously authorized programs for another 3 years.

The Education Amendments of 1972 also marked the transition of
policy focUs from higher education to postsecondary education. In
1972 postsecondary education was about a $30 billion industry an-
nually with the Federal Government$8.1 billionproviding al-
most as much as all 50 States and nearly 500 local governments com-
bined$9.3 billion. There are about 2,950 colleges and universities in
the United States ; in addition there are more than 7,000 accredited
technical and vocational noncollegiate schools, about 5,000 of which are
proprietary. There are about 9.3 million students in the collegiate sector
and 3 million students in the noncollegiate sector. Total 12 million.

Structuring public policies to respond to this broad scope of insttu-
tions and students in postsecondary education is very difficult and leads
almost inevitably to policies which are not particularly responsive to
any one type of institution. The work of the Commission dealt with
the whole sweep of postsecondary education and its financingand
not with particular institutional sectors. Therefore, the following dis-
cussion of the results of the Commission will be presented in general
terms with no assertion that these general results set the context for
developing public policy to deal best with every institution.

The Commission had two prineipal outcomes : A recommended proc-
ess for planning the financing of postsecondary education and a set
of data-based research findings on the degree of accomplishment of
some :.)b jectives, the extent and causes of institutional financial dis-
tress, the applicability of available uniform costing procedures, and the
likely enrollment and financial consequences of alternative financing
plants for postsecondary educatioh,---;,

The decision by the '6ommission to operate on two levelsthe proc-
ess of planning for and the substance of national financing policies
was deliberate from the very beginning of the discussions of the Com-
mission. I believe this decision reflected the frustrations some mem-
bers of the Commission had felt in the last several years as they strug-
gled in the national policy arena without any clear conceptual guide-
lines.
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Perhaps this decision also reflected the attitude of some Commis-
sioners that the role of this Commission was to advise the Congress and
the President on the current state of postsecondary education and the
likely future state of postsecondary education if different policies are
followed in the future.

To provide a context for this Sit' bstantive information, the Commis-
sion also had to describe the conceptual approach it had taken in its
analysis. Conditions affecting postsecondary education will change,
as will public priorities, in ways that are difficult to predict; yet it is
the hope of the Commission that the analytical approach it has
developed will continue in the future to be useful in developing ap-
propriate national policies.

The two-level focus of the Commission's report has possibly made it
more difficult to analyze the report. The substance is complex both be-
cause the financing of postsecondary education is complex, including
over 380 Federal financing programs plus several hiihdred more State,
local and private financing programs, and because of the highly de-
centralized decisionmaking of the more than 10,000 institutions and
12,000,000 students in postsecondary education.

Unlike the Carnegie Commission which focused on the collegiate
sector and the Committee for Economic Development report, which
focused on undergraduate collegiate instruction, the National Com-
mission included the noncollegiate sector as an integral part of its
analysis.

Using . aggregate categories of studentsby level' and income
groupand institutionsby public/private, Carnegie category and
USOE Career School categorythe Commission made many observa-
tions including

(1) Consistent with other recent studies, the Commission observed
that ethnic minorities, persons over 25 years old, and women having
substantially less access to postsecondary education than young white
men. Family income per se is not a particularly important variable in
explaining, statistically, the difference in participation rates. And, as
corroborated by the available estimates of the response of student de-
mand to changes in the price of postsecondary education, the net effect
on enrollment of moderate changes in student aid or tuition is also not
particularly large.

In years past we have thought of financial need as an almost physical
barrier preventing would-be students from attending college. The
partial evidence available suggests that parental education and oc-
cupation, individual ability and high school tracking are all more im-
portant than family income in affecting an individual's college going
choice. Furthermore, most of these factors are not instruments of
public policy, at least not for this generation of young people. The
evidence does not argue that equal access is a hopeless objective --but
it does suggest that achieving equal access through monetary incentives
alone will be both difficult and expensive.

(2) The income' composition of enrollment in each sector of post-
secondary educationfor example, private research universities or
public 2-year colleges--is not a function of the average price of the
sector, indicating that there are some strong signs of equality of
student choice in itmerican postsecondary education.
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The Bureau of Census data show no significant relationship between
the enrollment composition by income and the average after-student-
aid net price or the average gross tuition of an-sinstitutional sector. The
Bureau of Census results are not in terms of the aggregate relation-
ship between enrollment composition and institutional price, and they
do control or account for the admittedly unequal access of low-income
groups. These data do not argue that all individuals go to the institu-
tion of their highest preference or that individuals of each income
group are spread evenly among allinstitutioris.

For middle income parents, or alumni who have to dig deep into
their pockets to pay a student's expenses of $4,000 to $6,000 per year at
many of our private institutions, the suggestion of relative equality
of choice must 'provide cold comfort. In my opinion, these results do
not obscure the sacrifice of middle-income parents ; rather they reflect
the impact of the more than $5 billion of public funds made available
in direct student aid which is packaged for eligible students in some
mix of grants, work and loans.

As a result of its analysis, the Commission offered four general and
very simple observations. After one becomes comfortable with these
observations, they are embarrassingly simplistic and almost tautologi-
cally true; but they are sufficiently counterintuitive at first glance
that I believe it is worth emphasizing them here.

If student access is defined in terms of the rate of participation of
low-income individuals in postsecondary education and if low-income
individuals respond at all to changes in the net price of attendance, then
targeting a given amount of money solely on low-income individuals
such as need-based grants or need-based programs, will increase their
participation rate more than - spreading the same amount of money
over low=, middle-, and high-income individualsfor example lowering
tuition.

This is one of the key points in the public private tuition debate
which has recently received so much attention. And the logical argu-
ment is very simple. If individuals did not respond to price changes,
then neither the level of student aid nor the level of tuition would have
any impact on enrollments; but both empirical research and our
own personal experience suggest the contrary.

Current evidence indicates that individuals respond to changes in
the net price of attending postsecondary education, with $100 decrease
in price resulting in a 1-percent to 3-percent increase in enrollments
depending upon parental income level and vice versa.

The basic assumption underlying need-based financial aidand
needs tests for financial aidis that individuals from low-income
families do attend postsecondary education with greater likelihood
when they receive financial aid than when they do not.

Therefore, focusing resources on the group of greatest concern will
have a greater impact on their enrollment. than diffusely providing
the same amount of money to a broad audience.

The second generalization was, among all recipients, need-based
grants have the greatest effect on enrollments of individuals of low
income or individuals attending high cost institutional sectors, which
isn't surprising. However, as shown in figure 2, $2 billion in additional
need-based grants would increase low-income enrollment nationally by
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about 6 percent in 1980 aproximately 200,000 studentscOsting about
$10,000 per additional student per year, which is surprising.

This does not. imply. that any one student receives a $10,000 grant.
But it reflects two conditions : Approximately one-half of all under-
graduates currently enrolled will be eligible for BEOG-type grants
and most of the money distributed through such a need -based grant
program will go to students who would enroll anywaypartially
:because of all the other student financial aid programs availableand
the enrollment of individuals froin low-income families increases
"only" about 6 percent, which is Much less than most people would
estimate.

This does not argue against the use of need-based grants to improve
access. But it does reinforce the earlier statement that achieving equal
access through need-based grants will be an expensive undertaking.

The need-based grants formulation studied by the Commission
produced results that were relatively unaffected by changing the maxi-.
muna eligible family income. from $15,000 to $20,000 per year. With
need-determined eligibility, most of the available money goes to low-
income individuals in either event and adding middle-to-high income
individuals. who have relatively "low need" does not appreciably
affect grants to low income students.

The income eligibility requirements of Federal need-based student
aid programs have essentially excluded everyone from families earn-
ing more than $15,000. This has been one of the factors in the fiscal
anxiety of middle- income parents responsible for supporting a student
in college. Several States, cite Pennsylvania as an example, have
recently 'extended the eligibility for some of their student aid pro-
grams to families earning up to $20,000 per year.

While this decision on income eligibility has major political rami-
fications, the analysis of the Commission suggests that the practical
implications may be relatively small in the case of grants because the
needs criteria, which determine the amount of the grant, would still
provide most of the assistance to low-income individuals.

Finally the fourth generalization I would like to make is, expanded
institutional general assistance from public sources might be justified
on many bases, such as financial distress which inhibits the achieve,
ment of public objectives. One basis for direct institutional aid would
be to cover the extra institutional costs induced by increased public
support of students encouraging them to change their decisions to
conform with public objectives.

As institutions accommodate extra students, they also incur extra.
costs, even above and beyond the additional tuition revenues brought
in by the extra students. The Commission calculated how much would
have to be provided to cover this extra cost, and it would be in a
range of $24$37 per undergraduate or $69$120 per student receiving
the additional student grants if an additional $1.2 bill ion was made
available for need -based student grants.

The magnitude of these institutional supplements is smaller than
many people expected in light of the average costs of instruction,
which will probably be on the order of $2,000 to $3,000 per under-
graduate in 1980. It is very easy, however, to confuse the average
cost of an additional student with a purely constructed funding
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parameter that would provide, enough money to institutions to cover
all the extra costs induced by increased student access.

This number could be constructed on the basis of undergraduate
:enrollment or the number of students receiving grant-in-aid assistance
or on another basis. Both of these are current provisions.

Consistent with the previous observation, individuals are not all
that responsive to increases in student -grants; an additional $1.2
billion in 1980 would increase undergraduate enrollment in 1980 by
an estimated 27 percent. The additional costs not covered by net tuition
receipts from this additional enrollment is a small amount when spread
over all undergraduates or even when spread over those students
eligible for, and presumably receiving, the additional student grants.

almost every respect, the work of the Commission is but a be-
ginning; the data classification taxonomies and computer-based data
system assembled by the Commission begin to provide an ordered
thought process to assist .decisionmakers at all levels in reaching
major financing decisions ; the analytical models developed by the
Commission staff begin to automate-the laborous calculations needed
to use the analytical framework in a timely and economical, fashion ;
the financing alternatives described by the Commission begin to pro-
vide a common basis for dialogue and debate in the broad postsec-
ondary education community.

It. is my personal hope that the findings and procedures of the
Commission wall enable us to look behind the folklore and see the facts,
to improve the precision of our language so we may identify, true
distinctions while avoiding semantic differences, and to shift the focus
of the debate on financing postsecOndary education from the means
of financing to the objectives desired for education, from the processes
and procedures' of delivering funds to the. new characteristics of the
clientele of postsecondary education and the nature of adult learning.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you.
Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, like my colleagues, I am honored by

your invitation to report on the work of the National Commission on
the Financing of Postsecondary EducatiOn. Chairman Leonard asked
me to highlight elements of the Commission's report dealing with
the effect of student aid policies on institutions of postsecondary
education, and. to give special attention to the problems of student
choice, institutional diversity, and financial distress. That charge
leads me quickly to the problem around which so much controversy
has flared in recent months, the famous gap between tuition charges
made by State institutions and by voluntary institutions of highereducation.

I am uncomfortable about that assignment. My feeling is you have
heard a great deal about the needs of institutions and rather less
about the needs of students. The needs of students and institutions
are not always synonymous and I regret the fact that you are inevit-ably confronted with more representation from institutional interests
rather than student interest.

Certainly in the charge that Congress gave to the Commission using
the word "postsecondary," you opened up a great deal of new territory
and took cognizance of the diversity in the educational opportunities
the adults in this "country have, reaching far beyond the traditional
pattern of higher education.
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That was a terribly important move. Certainly we see a much richer
picture than if we were looking at higher education.

As the Commission worked, we tried to learn about the postsec-
ondary education world beyond colleges and universities. We quickly
came to see there was something like four sectorsthe State institu-
tions, the nonprofit sector, the proprietary sector, and the other.

It may be within those last two there are enormous possibilities.
I personally think there is a great deal of rich development going
on in postsecondary education. I don't believe the notion that we are
loSing diversity. I don't think we have enough diversity and cer-
tainly as you think about the educational opportunities that labor
unions and corporations and churcheS and all manners of agencies
outside the usual familiar framework are moving into, I hope you will
keep an eye on them and see if there are not ways for you to extend
your efforts to recognize and support entrepreneurship and responsive-
ness to individual interests and not just keep the focus on higher
education or the traditional institutions.

Back to the gap. What is the nature of the tuition gap ? On the
surface it is a difference in the price charged the customer, averaging
about 400 percent. Please remember, that this is the difference in price,
not in cost. One of the largest factors distinguishing State institutions
of higher education from others is the portion of the cost of their
operation which is subsidized by the taxpayer. Considering the magni-
tude of that subsidy, it is a wonder that most institutions not receiving
it exist at all.

What really counts, however, in students' decisions is not the adver-
tised price, but the price they are actually asked to pay. These and
other expensesroom, board, et cetera mucus financial aid constitute
the effective price charged. Differential pricing based on .financial need
reduces the famous gap considerably.

Partly as a result of financial awards, the national objective (as
identified by the Commission) that students should have a reasonable
choice in the institutions they attend is fairly well fulfilled. Some gaps
certainly do exist, but in most categories, students have not been
massively excluded from any institutional type on the basis of price.
In fact, U.S. Office of Education figures 1971-72 reveal that the
participation of students from families with incomes below $10,000
was larger in private liberal arts colleges than it was in State research
universities.

How is that result possible? It flows partly from the provision of
public financial aid funds to needy students and partly from the wide-
spread practice of selective price discounting, particularly in the non-
profit colleges and universities. Those institutions grant roughly 2,5
times more financial aid per student than do State universities. Conse-
quently, low-income students are faced with very little, if any, differ-
ence in the price of attending a State or a private college. Through this
basic mechanism of selective pricing, institutions relying heavily on it
are serving the public policy by focusing their support on the students
who need support.

Unfortunately, foregone -institutional income is a growing element
in the financing of student aid expenditures in all collegiate institu-
tions. In 1972, over 30 percent of all financial aid awards received by
students were not covered by institutional income for that purpose.
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This is cutting the price without any other income coming in. Between
1969 and 1972 such deficits have more than doubled. This is exacerbated
on the institutions because of inflation.

The price of those deficits in State institutions is often the reduction
of program quality, and in the private sector the price is insolvency.
This deficit spending has opened access and choice to low-income
students, but it is a prominent source of the financial distress about
which you have heard so much. The danger to the continued ability
of volinitary institutions to serve the national objectives is particularly
severe as the illustrates. Their capacity to stay afloat while incurring
such deficits is obviously limited.

We still fall short of opening our goals to access of low-income
students. Maintenance of charges is increasingly jeopardized. You
have certainly heard a great deal about that problem.

New public financial programs should take both these problems into
account. These demands certainly complicate your task.

If the work of this Commission can be helpful in your consideration
of the particular problem of .student aid, I submit it has clone so in
putting the effectiveness of financial aid expenditures in perspective.

Carving through the rhetorical smoke screens around this issue, our
report demonstrates how expending public funds through need-based
financial aid is more effective than lowering the gross price for all
students. This finding should be self - evident many spokesmen for
higher education haven't nerceived it.

No one-policy can possilly come to grips with the 'complex expecta-
tions the Nation holds out for education.

In the area of undergraduate education, continued Federal leader-
ship and the equitable distribution of public funds through student
financial aid will improve the impact of each tax dollar appropriated
to reduce the financial barriers which make possible the secondary
opportunities in our country unequal.

Thank you.
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you.
Mr. LAWRENCE. Mr. Chairman, and members of the Special Sub-

committee on Education, my three colleagues have covered adequately
the work and findings of the Commission in the direct sense. I would
like to convey to you four points -that became clear to me during the
process of the Commission's activities, but specifically arising out of
the staff's work on the flow of de'llars in postsecondary education.

First, if the purposeof student financial assistance is to assure access
to postsecondary education and to alleviate the financial burden of
low- and middle-.income families of students, means other than giving
the money to. the student may be more effective, if not appropriate.

Let me explain. It is a truism that parents, students, institutions,
and States have different reactions to Federal financing initiatives for
postsecondary educationthat is, when a Federal dollar is provided
they each respond to the dollar in a different way, they make different
decisions. This is an important fact that we often overlook when we
try to develop Federal financing proposals for postsecondary educa-
tion. What are these differing incentives and objectives and how do
they effect the financing of postsecondary education?

Students and their families are primarily concerned about (1) the
student's access to the appropriate institution, and (2) the degree to
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which the financial ability to purchase other social amenitieshealth
care, recreation, transportation, housingaxe jeopardized. Families
feel that they have worked hard to attamethese social amenities and
that a college education should not tindufrjeopardize this ability to
maintain that standard. They are therefore concerned directly about
the net price they must pay for the student's educationthey are little
concerned whether on the one hand tuition is high and student finan-
cial assistance brings the net tuition and other costs down to a point
where he can afford it or tuition and other costs are kept low and
Student financial assistance is correspondingly lower. They would like
the student to have access to and complete his or her education. They
would like financial barriers removed when they are prohibitive.

Thus, students and their families will be seeking from you either
lower coststuition, books, transportation, board and roomor more
financial assistance.

Institutions on the other hand are not only concerned about student
access, they are concerned about the quality of the educational experi-
ence and perhaps more importantly balancing their budgets. If, for
example, the institutions admit more students because students have
more money, and lose $100 for every studentand this can be the
casetheir incentives will cause them to raise tuition, negating to
some extent the effect of the increased student financing assistance.
If they are already admitting all the students they can handle, their
incentive will still be to increase tuition in order to improve quality of
the educational experience for those students, or to reward facultyby
increasing salariesfor providing services that are already attractive
to students.

Thus, when you increase student financial assistance to any signif-
icant degree, I believe you should be aware that the availability of
more funds in the hands of students is an additional incentive to cause
institutions to raise tuition. This is particularly true, I believe, because
other sources of revenue to the institutions have been strained and
institutions have had little choice but to devise means of tapping the
students' financial resources. The consistently rising tuition provides
some evidence that this observation merits consideration.

When more dollars become available to students, the States' in-
centive is to devise means of using that source of revenue to offset
their own payments for other social services to their citizens or to
reduce local taxes, thereby shifting responsibility for basic support
of postsecondary education from the State to 'zlie Federal Government.

They have two ways of doing this. First, they can reduce their own
levels of student financial assistance, and second, they can encourage
or require that tuitions be increased and reduce State apprcpriations to
institutionseither public or private.

To sum up my first point. Do not assume that providing student
financial assistance will necessarily provide increased student access
for studentsexcept possibly low income studentsor necessarily
alleviate the burden of families in supporting their young people
while in college. The financial pressures on institutions and States are
such that their incentives are to tap those resources to their own benefit
rather than to the benefit of the student or his orher family.

The trick, of course, is to devise a set of financial assistance programs
that will take into account the various incentives of all parties con-
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'.Cerned and promote the specific objectives that Congress may have in
mind for Federal dollars. This is a point that the Newnian task force
has. been making for some time. There are, of course, other. incentive
structures that can be considered than-the one they have proposed and
on other occasions I hope to have an opportunity to describe. these
to you.

This leads to my second point: No single Federal financing initia-
tive can respond adequately to the various objectives I have &served
putforWard by Congress for postsecondary education.

Onr:Commission has pointed up rather sharply the existence of over
380. Federal programs that support postsecondary education. Some
have referred to this as a plethora of proliferated prOgrams..andhave
stressed the importance of consolidation of these programs. I will be

.first- to admit that some consolidation will be helpful. But in our
-' desire to-simply let's not assume that we can devise a single approach

or even 20 approaches that will accomplish the objectives we have for a
diverse postsecondary education.- enterprise to meet the varying needs
of our pluralistic society.. Indeed the competing nature of the various
programs may enable you, as representatives of our people, a better
way to weigh the priorities involved than if these priorities were all
embedded and homogenized intoa few programs.

This leads -me to make my third and fourth points which have to
do with two specific programs that I know are of concern to you.

Third. The effective operation of the guaranteed student loan pro-gram is vital importance to the effective financing of postsecondary
education. It potentially provides for low-income families that final
portion of the financial assistance they need to enable their students
to attend c011ege. For middle-income families it provides emergency
relief in times, of financial difficulty, greater choice to their students
in selecting among institutions, and increased opportunity to continue
their acquisition of social amenities they deem important.

No one -needs to inform you of the current; dissatisfactions with
the administration of the guaranteed student loan program. While
the Commission chose not to specifically address the administration
of this program in its report, this should not suggest that we did not
consider the matter or felt it, to be unimportant. Indeed, because so
many people were addressing -this.matter we felt it, less necessary to
give it our attention and more important to look at other matters of
equal and perhaps longer range importance.

Having offered excuses for our previous inattention, let- me now
offer some observations.

The current approaches to the administration of the guaranteeu
student loan program appear not to be workingat least to the satis-
faction of most persons I know. This approach I characterize as cen-
tralized detailed bureaucracy. An approach that evidences little con-
fidence in the maturity, integrity and professional judgment of institu-
tions, banks, and States.

I believe the current legislation allows for other approaches that
have not been appropriately considered. Perhaps it is time for Con-
-gress to insist that new approaches to the administration of this pro-
gram be considered as opposed to just tinkering with the existing rules
and regulations.
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Why not consider decentralization of this program, to allow con-
sndiums of institutions, States and banks to administer the program
in various regions as agents of the Federal Government and have the
Federal bureaucracy focus its attention on the overall performance of
the Consortiums in accomplishing Federal objectives. It is very difficult
for a Federal agency to see the forest when it is concentrating so hard
on such a large number of trees. Perhaps the Federal bilreaucracy
ought to be managing the forest and trust institutions, banks and
States to look after the trees. I believe that institutions, States and
banks are just as concerned about student welfare as is the Federal
bureaucracy and I believe that ways can be devised to give them the
incentive to promote that interest. Current approaches seem to en-
courage them to put this attention on beating the system.

Why not consider means of group insurance for loans rather than
insuring the loan of every student. The advantages of group insurance
are well known in nearly every sector of life, yet we seem unwilling
to apply them here.

My fourth and final point. This committee, I believe, must soon con-
skier what financing program is going to replace the financial . as-
sistance to students and institutions that is currently provided by the
veterans' benefits program.

This program is currently operating at a very high level, and ways
are being devised for the continuation of these benefits to veterans.
However, I hope we are not planning another war, and when the
supply of veterans is diminished, which is not too far in the future, a
large flow of dollars$2.2 billion in 1972into the postsecondary edu-
cation enterprise and specifically to a group of our citizens that have
by virtue of our draft lawsrather homogenous characteristics, will
be substantially diminished.

This will place additional financial distress on our institutions and
increase demands for Federal assistance to provide access to post-
secondary education for that group of citizens that would. under war-
time conditions, eventually become veterans. I recognize this is not an
immediate danger, but some advance planning may alleviate the
difficulties of devising an appropriate program.

I believe Chairman O'Hara is to be commended in this respect for
his efforts to get all of us to take a longer look at the financing prob-
lems of postsecondary education. It was this longer look approach that
the Commission found important and attempted to articulate in its
report. This lono.er look approach will allow time to consider many
alternatives and assist you in deciding what appropriate Federal
initiatives are needed in the future to effectively provide a post-
secondary education 'enterprise that will fulfill the needs and aspira-
tions of our people.

Mr. O'HAnA. Thank you very much for your very interesting and
stimulating testimony.

Mr. Lr.oxAnn. Mr. Chairman. if we can answer any questions, en-
gage in any conversation, we most assuredly are available.

Mr. O'HARA. And Dr. Muirhead of course also will be available for
(pest; on ig.

Mr. LEuxmin. We are here either now or later to engageone of the
controlling points which I. believe is a truism but I believe the work
of the Commission has at least to me pointed out occasionally we get
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too concerned with how something works; the truth of it is education
in this country, the financing of it must work.

As we have seen the change iii the ways of life technologically,edu-
cation and continuing education is vital for the actual welfare of this
country. We do fail to bring people to at least a common dialog into
the framework of seeking the alternatives; and clearly and con-
sistently evaluating them is imperative fur the future. This is some-
thing I know Dr. Muirhead himself has felt. strongly On., I think too
often people get involved as to the solution before they get into what
the alternatives are.

I particularly suggest this is a key role for the Federal Government
to sponsor and continue as I believe they have done by the formation
of this Commission, forums for continuation of this dialog. We thank
you and if there are any questions, we will be glad to answer them for
you.

illrJYHARA. I wish to thank the Commission for the excellent work
they_liave done. I do have some questions but I wonder if it wouldn't
be appropriate first, for me to invite the ranking minority member of
this committee who has made such significant contributions to your
Commission if he wishes to add any. comments or if he has any ques-
tions.

DELLENBACK. I thank you very much for asking if I wish to
add anything to the report of the panelists. I would say to my col-
leagues of the Commission that I am witnessing again today one of the
things which is a great frustration for us. in the Congress. It does not
really relate to your input. It relates to our acceptance of your input,
I think what has been going on under Chairman O'Hara's leadership
in this subcomMittee is most valuable. I think what you have given us
today is very worthwhile.

And yet of the members of the subcommittee, only three of the
offices are directly represented.. Others will be eventually, but it is
terribly difficult the way the Congress functions to get all the full
input that you have to give into the minds of the full membership of
the subcommittee, and of the committee, and ultimately of the House,

I am not really asking for any comment from the witnesses on that.
I am merely making a comment which is one of the frustrations both

.Jim and I feel. On a personal .basis, T say this. Dr. Weathersby, in your
statement you comment that the legislation in 1972 was landmark
legislation. Yesterday on the floor we fought a great battle with $180
million. We beat off an attempt to cut the $100 million for TIE to $10
million, and then watched the $100 million get cut to $80 million
despite our efro-ts. So the Congress is not going along with the request
for $130 million.

The Congress has recommended considerable moneys for the Fund
for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education ; $10 million was
appropriated last year. Thin budget asked for $13 million this year;
yesterday, $11.3 was approved.

I had an amendment to raise that. WTe withdrew the amendment in
the interest of discretion after sampling waters us to what might
happen in some other appropriation areas.

This year's funding for the ITEOG program is going to be hunle-
quate. The first year we had $122 million ; the second year $173 mil
and with the carryover we will have $513. The bill last night had $650
million, and we will, have to phase it down the line.
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:All Members of the Congress should hear this testimony. However,.
because of the structure of the Congress, they don't get that oppor-
tunity; and those of us who are already convinced are not always
successful in persuading our colleagues.

The chairmanin addition to all his other functionsis also serv-
ing on another committee which is focusing on the jurisdictions of
.committees. Among other things, they are trying to sort out the matter
of jurisdictions so no single Member"of the House can serve on more
than one committee. We have to pin down our own concentration of
efforts so we can more effectively deal with the important issues when-
ever tliey arise.

The two most significant issues we are dealing with in this Congress
are the budgetary operationswe have passed that and now have a
chance to really do something significant in the way Congress oper-
atesand the other most significant thing is the recommendations
that will emanate from the Bolling committee and be acted upon by
the full House.

If we can enact those two things, we will have gone a long way
toward the revitalization of the House.

I would like to join with the Chairman of the Commission in com-
mending the staff for what the Commission was able to accomplish. All
of these who are nameless, yet without whose help the really effective
work done by this Commission wouldn't have been completed. I think
it should be in the record that we are grateful to all the mei-fibers of
the staff all the way clown the line.

There are a series of staff papers being published, and you touched
on these. Some have come out, and as others are completed I hope you
will feed us the information. I would ask unanimous consent that any
other staff reports finally published be made part of the record.

Mr. O'HAnA. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. DELLENBACK. There is one other item. After the Commission

concluded its work, Congressman Brademas and I sent a letter request-
ing comments from a series of associations. We have received about 30
responses to this letter. I.don't ask that those letters he made a part of
the record, but I would ask that a copy of the letter we sent asking for
comments and a copy of the names of the organizations who replied,
be. made a part of the record.

Mr. O'HAnA. Without objection, we will make appropriate arrange-
ments.

Mr. DELLENBACIC Beyond that I would be ready to ask other specific
questions after the chairman.

Mr..O.HAnA. Thank you very much, Mr. Dellenback.
[The letter is as follows:]

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING,
Washington, D.C., March 6, 1974.

DEAlt , As you know, the report of the National Commission on the
Financing of Postsecondary Education was published- in January. Both of us
had the privilege of serving on the Commission.

We must now, however, look at the Commission report and other recent
reports in this field from our perspective as members of the subcommittee in
the House responsible for postsecondary education

We are writing to invite you, as a leader in postsecondary education, to give
us your comments on the report of the National Commission. Your contribution,
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which hopefully will be generally representative of the viewpoint of the mem-
bers of your association, can be most helpful to us as we evaluate Federal legis-
lation affecting postsecondary education.

Among the matters to which you may wish to address your comments arethese;
1. Do you feel the development of what the Conunission describes as an

"analytical framework" for considering financing postsecondary education is a
constructive contribution? Can you utilize such a framework? If not, why not?

2. What do you believe should be done to build on the Commission's effort to
establish a sound and objective foundation for policy analysis in postsecondary
education?

3. What can your organization do to improve on this effort?
4. What comments have you on any of the specific problems discussed in the

report, including financial distress and standard procedures for determining per
student costs?

To be of the most assistance to. ourselves and our colleagues on the Special
Education Subcommittee, your comments should be received no later than April
15, 1974.

We wonld also be grateful if you would limit your commentary to no more
than 20-25 pages and provide either of us with 15 copies so that we may share
it with other members of our subcommittee.

We hope very Much to have the benefit of your thinking on the Commission
report and we want to reiterate our appreciation for your consideration of
this request.

Sincerely,
JOHN BRADEMAS,

Member of Congress.
Jonz.. .DELLENBACK,

Member of Congress.

LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS RESPONDING TO TIIE LETTER REQUESTING
COMMENTS ON THE REPORT OF THE NATIONAL-COMMISSION ON THE FINANCING OF
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

American Association of Comniunity and Junior Colleges
American Association of State Colleges and Universities
American Council on Education
Arizona Board of Regents (L. E. Woodall, Executive Director)
Arkansas Department of Higher Education (M. Olin Cook, Director)
Association of American Colleges (Frederic W. Ness, President)
Associu limn of American Universities (Executive Committee)
Association of Independent Colleges and University of Ohio (Frank E. Duddy,

Jr., President)
Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities and National Catholic Educational

Association (Joint Statement)
College Entrance Examination Board (Lois I). Rice, Vice President and Director

of Washington Office)
Colorado Commission on Higher Education (Frank C. Abott, Executive

Director)
Connecticut Commission for Higher Education (Warren G. Hill, Chancellor for

Higher Education)
Connecticut Conference of Independent Colleges (W. Lewis Hyde, Executive

Director)
Council of Graduate Schools in the U.S. (J. Body Page, President)
Illinois Board of Higher Education (Cameron West. Executive Director)
Kentucky Council on Public Higher- Education (A. D. Albright, Executive

Director)
Louisiana Coordinating Council for Higher Education Arceneaux,....

Executive Director)
Maryland Council for Higher Education (Wesley N. Dorn, Executive Director)
Massachusetts Board of Higher Education (James R. Hollowood. Analyst)
Michigan Department of Education (Robert L. Huxol, Associate Superintendent)
Missouri Commission on Higher Education (Jack Cross, Executive Secretary)
National Association of College and University Business Officers (D. F. Finn,

Executive Vice President)
National Association for Equal Opportunity in Digher-Education (Miles Mark

Fisher, IV, Executive Secretary)
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National-Association of State Universities and Land-Giant Colleges (Ralph K.
Huta, Executive Director)

New Jersey Department of Higher Education (Ralph A. Dungan, Chancellor)
North Dakota State Board of Higher Education (Richard 1. Davison, Associate

Commissioner)
Ohio Board of Regents (James A. Norton, Chancellor)
Oregon Educational Coordinating .Council (George Mitton, Acting Director)
Pennsylvania Department of Education (John C. Pittenger, Secretary)
Tennessee Higher Education Commission (John K. Folger, Executive Director)
Virginia Council of Independent Colleges (D. A. Holden, Executive Director)
Virginia -State Council of Higher Education (Daniel E. Marvin, Jr., Director)

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Weathersby, in your point seven, ru refer to
institutional assistance. We discussed the point as institutions accom-
modate extra students they also incur extra costs. I think that the
extent to which that observation is correct depends on their enrollment,
the extent they have unused plants and faculty and what have you.

I can't believe additional enrollment at an institution suffering de-
clining enrollments and higher unit costs you might say that adding
enrollmentsis really such a terrible. problem. I think that was more
the case at few years ago before the present decline set it; wouldn't
that be so?

Mr. WEATHERSBY. The first point you made is certainly valid. The
institution figures we used were an overestimate of what the cost of
the margin would be if we used the average cost institutions are now
incurring. This was a conscious effort on our part to state the cost as
conservatively as possible so 'we could see what would be needed if even
the average cost had to be met.

The second is the kind of individuals who would need remedial edu-
cation services and it is not just a question of another student just like
all the others at an institution.

Addine. curriculum would cost more than adding one student. So
we decidainpreparing some numbers to use the average cost for those
students. If you thought the marginal cost was less than the average
cost, then you would believe the figures we gave would be too high.

If you believe that the additional students which would be adopted
coming into these institutions would require additional programs and
support facilities which exceeded these average costs, these figures
would be too low. But at least it gave you at benClimark.

The initial reaction we got from people we dealt with was these
figures were too low because the cost would have to come close to the
cost of the institution, whatever the cost at the margin really was. But
because the eligibility for the programs is -so broad, most of the persons
receiving grants wouldn't be new or additional, it would be low.

Mr. O'HARA. My own feeling, for whatever it is worth, is still that
the cost of taking on extra students which has suffered declining enroll-
ment and operating under capacity is that the coatis less than it would
appear.

Otherwise, I would have a hard time explaining why I see institu-
tions scrambling for students. They nmst be like the merchant who was
losing $1.50 on every shirt he sold but hoped to make it up by increasing
volume.

I have to believe they wouldn't be out scratching for additional
students if each one was causing them to lose more money.

Mr. MARTI-N. My intuition tells me you are correct in making this
assumption. The data we made these calculations on came from data

24o
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up to 1972. There was some enrollment decline but not us severe as it
has been since that time. The point of our analysis here is still relevant
in terins of the discussions of the 1972 amendments, in terms of the
size of that grant which was going to be given to the institutions.

In fact, even in 1972, using that data, it suggests that the grant
award as a supplement to an institution should have been smaller
than live were talking about in this committee at that time.

What it would be if it were actually calculated in 1974, I don't know,
but -our data tells us in an institution which does not have additional
students, the cost would' e small, alniost negligible, with the provision
you don't have things happening as you do in some States where a
State puts a ceiling on an institution whereby if you do they wouldn't
give additional appropriation. They might stand to lose $.5.00 to $600
for every student added.

So there are some conditions and the average number was designed
to figure out what should 'be the magnitude of any supplementary

granted()ranted to un institution. I think your statement as to the de-
clining enrollments is correct.

Mr. O'HARA. We talk about access and Mr. Weathersby in his pub-
lication sets forth some views with which I don't quarrel, which is that
ethnic minorities, persons over 25 and women have lower participa-
tion rights. I am not sure how much of it is access.

As between women and men, for instance, as to what extent partici-
pation is based on access. For whatever reason, not as many women
are involved in higher education.

Mr. AlAnTriv. The definition adopted by the Commission of access
would' e synonymous Ivith participation. That is what the Commis-
sion meant by it.

Mr. O'HARA. Then the point, made that family income per -se is not
as important a -Variable in explaining pirticipation rate differentials
and then you point out if student access is defined by the rate of par-
ticipation of low-income individuals, then targeting the amount of
money obviously does more to improve access than spreading it over
an entire 1-ipulation.

If we were to set our goal as increasing participation, period, not
just increasing participation among particular incoiiie groups, but
increasing participation in total numbers7Without being concerned as
to the income group, then it seems to me there ought to be more cost
effective ways of doing it because, as you suggest Hi your testimony,
the cost of adding, in your model, the cost of adding a low income
student was $10,000 per enrollment for the reasons you set forth.

I am wondering if any of you would have any comments on what
strategies would be most appropriate if what we were concerned about
was improving participation as a whole without focusing on any
particular group in a society.

Mr. AlunmEAD. I think, Mr. Chairman, we would all proscribe to
those who desire to go forward with postsecondary education but we
have a longstanding tradition in this country. that not only should sup-
port for postsecondary . education come from society and private
sources, but there should be a significant contribution from parents.

It is in that context when we look toward full. partici pation that the
concept of dealing with low income says in effect, let's try to equate the
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parental contribution first and if we can remove that barrier, that
will provide access to those for whom it has not been available before.

If we were to move in another direction which I think would be
quite viable to discuss and that is support for higher education should
come from society and there should not be expected a parental contri-
bution, then it seems to me we would be talking about a part of our
gross national product of a much greater level than we are talking
about now, in the support of postsecondary education.

Mr, O'HARA. My question has mostly to do without determining the
relative values, without making a judgment as to what ought to have
first priority, just as Mr. Weathersby in his statement says, assuming
access is denied by access of those in low incomelet inc say, assuming
access is denied in total participation rates in postsecondary educa-
tion; could you make an observation, Mr. Leonard?

Mr. LEONARD. I would like to encourage the consideration of one,
a truism

,

and second, something different. In order to encourage
participation, tackling the problem as they start postsecondary is too
late. Something has to start before to get them encouraged or desirous
of even going into it.

At all times we seem to concentrate, how do we get somebody start-
ing postsecondary to start. My point is how do you go back and get
him encouraged to even start and is there some type of system where a
person can receive something for completing. It is the finish of partic-
ipation. It is the problem of not only getting them in but getting them
to complete.

By matching into the systems we have of encouraging people to
start, by adding to it, the rewarding of someone who participates and
completes, this starts to (rive greater flexibility to the fact we can't
totally control, as Mr. Dellenback says, or even predict how much
money we are going to have from certain categories, to whom, from
year to year.

But if we try to tackle that problem of both getting them ready,

large flexibility to encourage people in and complete.
DELLENBACK. Will you yield?

Mr. O'HARA. Yes.
Mr. DELLENBACK. When we dealt with student opportunity, we

went around and around on this. Secondary education should make
available education and counsel as well as provide the capabilities
and motivation to achieve his or her education objectives. We had
some lengthy discussions on completion. The very point you allude to
has some real internal complexities.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Lawrence.
Mr. LAWRENCE. I would like to address your question : Is education

for some period of time beyond the high school a right or a privilege?
I happen to fall on the side of the fence which disagrees with the

Supreme Court on this issue, at least in one decision they have handed
clown. If yon assume you are going to try to raise the overall level
of participation rate and you are not just concentrating on low income
groups, then of course you are dealing with the very large bulk of
the enrollments in our postsecondary system, and indeed perhaps some
others groups not participating because of age.

216
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It seems to me if it is a genera' kind of encouragement, then some
general mechanism ought to be provided. You can go on the one ex-
treme of giving the money to institutions or you could provide pro-
-vision such as social security where everybody gets a line of entitle-
ment at the age of 18.

I recognize these are notions, politically perhaps not very feasible.
It seems to me we are going to have to address these kinds of financing

'approaches. If it is a right, everybody ought to get some kind of equal
entitlement. I think when we move to a general: kind of support pro-
gram, we are going to have to then insure that combined with that we
have support programs which will assure equality of access along
with it and you would need some type of grant program to insure
that low income groups could participate at the same rate as other
groups.

I think a fundamental issue is how much education does one have
a right to beyond the high school. That is the fundamental issue. If
we settle that, j then perhaps We could get down to how we could
finance it.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Weathersby.
Mr. WEATHERSBY. In terms of the information we have available,

we can say something about the effectiveness of tuition and grants.
Essentially that is all the research that has been done in terms of work,
loans, talent search, upward bound or special services for the disadvan-
taged. We don't have the data to validate what the impact of margins
of those particular programs in terms of tuition and grant programs.
That is why-Most of the terms are couched in those terms. We can
answer the question of efficiency. If you wanted to take a particular
amount of money you would concentrate the money on the group most
responsive. If you look at the data, the profound impact on low-income
groups is three times the impact on, high-income groups.

So you would be led by efficiency, to give all the money to a low-
income group if yoirdid not care which group was participating. If
you take the position we are not concerned with which group receives
funds, you would choose to focus that amount of money on the most
responsive group.

If, on the other hand, you say that doesn't seem just, you are led to
Strategies to even more evenly divide the money. Something which was
done was to look at the income of students independent of parents. In
providing financial aid on the basis of student income, we tried to
determine what the impact of that would be. But it is only with respect
to tuition and grants.

Can we answer the question of efficiency ? The impact of work and
loansthe price of loans is lower than the price of grants.

Mr. O'llAnA. There are other things as well. We had a gentleman
here testifying the other day, the president of a Chicago community
college. Hisevidence would lead one to believe that strengthening the
Chicago college system and increasing its outreach and so forth would
bring in far more low-income students than any conceivable system of
student assistance because of the convenience, geographic accessibility,
the fact they are designed to serve the needs of those income groups in
an urban setting.

Mr. WEATHERSBY. The question is often asked, should you affect the
supply or demand side. On the supply side, while the cost might be'very

2 4 5
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small, the claim on public resources is substantially large. So what is
costing at.the supply side of expanding may be on the order of $1,500
to $2,500, what we talk about on the demand side is $2,000 to $5,500.

Mr. .LEONARD. The two of them are not necessarily incompatible
because in a sense, as Dr. Weathersby said, the more the diversity, the
closer the geographic location. These start to affect the percentage of

rrimoveerit.They tend to work together.
Mr. MARTIN. I would like to comment just on one element of this

which is the claim which is made broadly about the enormous compli-
cation of the needs test procedures. I just find this difficult to under-
stand given the centrality of that kind of procedure to the really terrific
progress this country has made in the past year to the participation of
low-income students in higher -education. This runs across the entire
gamut of collegiate institutions. The use of that deVice has been the
chief weapon for producing that very remarkable progress we have
made.

We have a long way to go but we have made big strides. I submit if
that needs test procedure is so terribly cumbersome, we wouldn't have
come as far as we have.

Mr. O'HARA. I would suggest you know, Dr. Weathersby says when
you give aid, a large percentage of those here given the aid are those so
motivated and otherwise involved they would be students anyway.
That is one of the reasons why it costs so much.

So I say, if you really wanted to design a test for motivation, if you
really wanted to figure out which students would go anyway, it is the
ones who would complete the needs analysis.

I really mean that. It is the best test which has ever been 'devised in
determining who are the ones who would go anyway.

Mr. WEATITERSBY. That is an interesting analysis. Have there fill out
the needs analysis, then give all the money to those who don't fill it out.

Mr. O'HARA. There are certainly lOts of variables and I like Mr.
Lawrence's approach. He says, "I don't know how many programs we
now have and each time somebody in the Senate sneezes, we have two
more."

It is a real professional job just knowing what programs we now
have and how they work. He says, "Well, you know you are never
going to design 1, 10, or 100, and we have the State so deeply involved
in this thing."

Having gone off in different directions, there is a tremendous differ-
ence in the directionsfor instance, the New England States took and
California and Oregon and Washington and the Northwest Territory
States, they did go off in quite different directions.

I fire. not so sure but what any national strategy is doomed to failure
because of these great differences. Maybe you have to develop 50 strate-
giesI don't, know.

Mr. MunmEnn. I think that is a very good point, Mr. Chairman, that
perhaps the national strategy is to encourage diversity against the
mosaic, if you will, of the amendments of 1972. There are opportunities
to encourage diversity as a national strategy. The outcome of this com-
mission, for example, which I don't believe has received enough atten-
tion, and that is to identify the objectives in postsecondary education
and to suggest a number of different strategies that might be suited to
the individual needs of the States in meeting those- objectives.

25u
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Then I think again, to the very lasting wisdom of the Congress, they
have now put into place a series of 1,202 planning commissions in the
States. I would expect that as those commissions address themselves
to the problem_ of postsecondary education planning, we would have
as many different strategies as we do States, but hopefully in some
small measure the work of this commission may give them at least
a beachhead on which to build their planning strategy- by having
them identify objectives and throw against those objectives a num-
ber of different strategies so almost indirectly we are coming to a
national strategy of encouraging diversity.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Martin.
Mr. MARTIN. I would like to reinforce what you said as to the di-

versity. Certainly the leadership of State government in this field is
the basic arena of action and I think this is the commitment of State
government. to postsecondary education manifested every day. I sus-
pect that some .incentive would be appropriate to build any incentives
to encourage State activity in this area.

I think the demonstration of their commitment is unmistakable.
Within the last 2 years, student enrollment has increased. So has the
State appropriations. They have increased remarkably and faster than
inflation. In many cases they have reduced the tuition price in State
universities as the increase in actual number of dollars charged a
student occurs at a rate lower than inflation.

Many States have in the past 2 years, reduced the real price to stu-
dents at State universities and they have also put in many States,
rather sharply increasing amounts of money into portable loans to
students going to private institutions.

So, I think their commitment is strong and you can reinforce that
I don't think you could trap them into supporting postsecondary edu-
cation,

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Leonard.
Mr. LEONARD. We tend to occasionally get preoccupied with the low

income student. It is very,important but even in our conversation this
morning, it seems to reflect toward this. As we try to change and bring
in new aructures and help certain groups, I think Nve have to con-
stantly look at and I think we have.failed in some ways to look at. to
improve the programs to work better for these other groups of stu-
dents. That is a very realistic problem that tends to get overlooked.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Lawrence. .

Mr. LAWRENCE. Some of us have been addressing the differences
between State and. Federal initiative. At the moment we are preparing
comments for you at a later session on the basis of the followine. cri-
teria. We are making the assumption that Federal initiatives should
not be designed to thwart the efforts of States as to their educational
system.

Second, we -make, the assumption that the Federal Government
has no intention in its financing plans of encouraging the State to de-
crease its support but rather we would like the State to increase it or
at least maintain it.

Third, the. Federal objective which seems to be the most promi-
nent as we look at the legislation and I recognize you .to say there is a
single Federal objective. is not very realistic nor are objectives, but
the Federal objectives which seem most important are student access
and equality of opportunity.

if)
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Given these kinds of criteria we have asked ourselves is it possible
to come up with some kind of financing proposal while encouraging
the States to maintain their effort in supporting postsecondary educa-
tion, in the meantime taking into consideration the way things are
done in different areas.

We need to look at several of these kinds of alternatives. This
was the purpoSe of the Newman task force, other than just increasing
student aid and tuition.

There are some disadvantages to. that approach we would like to
overcome.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much.
I could question you gentlemen for another couple of hours but

Mrs. Mink, I believe; has some plans for us shortly after 12 o'clock
having_to do with elementary and secondary education.

Mr. DELLENBACK. It is not a social engagement.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Dellenback.
Mr. DELLENBACK. I would make just a couple of comments. Like the

chairman, we could go on with this for quite some time. I would say
the definition we used as to access being different from participation
is a statistical analyzation.

What percentage of those groups are involved in postsecondary.
education? I would say we could have equal access but unequal par-
ticipation for the sexes and also the minorities. This is one thing
we must concern ourselves witha program or series of programs
which deal with access where we say in accordance with a person's
needs and motivation they have access, choice, and equal opportunity.

Then we. must have another series of programs which deal with
motivation. One of the things George pointed out very clearly ; namely,
parental participation, is more important than family income. If we
build our program just on the, basis of needs and dollars, we may not
be bringing about any sort of a real melting together of the Nation in
this particular regard.

So this just helps to emphasize the complexity of the problem. We
have to sort out what the information tells us. We have to have
clearly in mind what goals we are reaching for. We must have in mind
the variety of tools we can use. Then we have to combine the facts with
the goals and with the potential tools.

There is also a very important factor which was not true to the
same degree 10 years ago, and that is a limitation of resources. We no
longer' ave all the dollars we want for postsecondary.

Peter, you remember when you could say, "These funds are for
higher education," and the covers were open much more so than now.
Today, we have to be balancing off priorities. We have here the Com-
mission's report on the 380 different Federal programs involved. That
is certainly diversity. I don't think it is well-organized diversity or a
diversity which gives proper weight to a need to establish priorities.

Mr. O'HARA. Would the gentleman yield for just a moment?
Mr. DELLENBACK. Yes.
Mr. O'HARA. You made just a brilliant statement of the nature of

the problem we face. With respect to those 180 programs, I would
like to add a comment. Rather than diversity, we have created a
smorgasbord. We have taken Congress out of the policymaking.func-
tions because when you have all those different programs and obviously
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you are not .going to fund all of them, then you give somebody else
the choice, to wit, the Bureau of Budget and the administration. Then
when the Congress acts they get the choice of which ones they will fund.

Then the Congress finds it is out of the policymaking business.
Mr. DELLENBACIC. Am I correct that our staff was merely tryine.

h
to

get the information and put it together rather than to do any analysis
Of it independently? What was the source of the data we put together
in this? Did we go to OMB, OE, or a variety of sources?

Mr. MARTIN. From the various obvious sources, the staff members
responsible for the project went to each agency as time permitted, sat
doWn with them and went over the material previously sent to them
so they had a chance to verify the contents.

I am not sure whether 100 percent of the agencies were. advised on
sight, but most of them were.

Mr. DELLENBACK. So it was a blend of information given to ns,
some of it put in as given.to us and some of it verified, modified, and
corroborated.

I think it is important to note for the hearing record that your testi-
mony today has been a very valuable addition to the Commission's

.report. One of the battles we fought within the Commission. was to be
sure that we came up- with a consensus when we struggled among
ourselves over what the objectives were. As we marched down the line,
we came to the conclusion we were not going to be recommending spe-
cific programs as a Commission. That decision presented some diffi-
culties for some members of the Commission.

I just want the record to be clear that what we have had today is an
input from the panel, both with the Commission reporting, and in

isome instances, individual recommendations. Those who should read
the testimony of the Witnesses should bear this in mind. When. some
of the recommendations were made, you have clearly demonstrated
them as being your own input.

I will end With you, Mr. Chairman. I think it would he well to have
your answer for .the record. You indicate the Commission attempted
to Ilse the framework and data, then you say we find evidence already
that these approaches are being seriously attempted and we are pleased.

I, for one, would like to know what evidence we have that the ap-
proach is being seriously attempted. Do we have examples where States
are doing these things? Are. there specific situations where the work of
the Commission is bearing fruit ?

Mr. LEONARD. On page 231 of the Commission -report on a page, and
a half is the analytical framework on which the Commission ham-
mered hard. It doesn't have to do with models or data, just on logic.
How you enter new, considering a problem, then taking all the steps
and alternatives you go down through it. On this particular point it
appears with the final assistance of this Commission, with the assist-
ance of the Office of Education and 20-some. associations, the educa-
tional commission of the States volunteering as a coordinating agency,
there will be a series of conferences on the idea of how to logically
approach this problem, hoW you finance, education.

Using some of the results as demonstrative on how things should be.
considered and how you arrive at answers is being well received on this
basis. I personally have been contacted as have a number of members
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of the Conamissionhaye.to appear at the start of the 1202 programs.
To this extent, the Commission reporting is being picked up.

On the question of specific findings, f would ask Dan to comment on
that.

Mr. MARTIN. I hope. I am not speaking out of turn for the people
who might not wish things- to be known at the moment. You find there
are people being employed on staffs of centers of higher education and
institutions specifically.mstructina them to get busy in policy analysis.
I ani.encouraged by the action of ACE to coordinate the efforts of the
centerSin.polioy groups around the Nation.

They have already -convened one meeting. The thrust of policy
analysis has been given recognition and I think it is important to
recOgnize the data base established by the national Commission is in
operation and the Office of Education has cooperated with us to make
it available. There. are people using it and getting benefit from it.

Also,. with regard to the costing procedures recommended by the
Commission, it is safe to say this thing is sitting rather dormant by
either the Office of Education or Congress, but on the other hand, the
institutions seem to be taking it quite seriously because the information
exchange project is now moving into its final pilot phase and the
current indiaation of the survey indicates many institutions will be
utilizing these procedures which. are more economical than those sug-
gested by the Commission, bringing about what I think is order out of
chaos in the incompatibility of datm

Finally, I think you should not ; a version of the model is being used
in a pilot test in a developmental way with four States at the current
time. This is being done in conjunction with the National. Center for
Higher Education Management and I trust the States don't mind
their names being revealed. They are Massachusetts; Colorado, Mary-
land, and Washington.

Mr. DELLENBACK. I think among the things the Commission wishes
to emphasize is its clear interest on postsecondary as opposed to tradi-
tional higher education. It has attempted to apply systems to what
so often has been intuition or flying by the seat of the pants or some
personal subjective judgment on something, . and we can't afford that
kind of approach any more.

It has been good to have you with us.
Mr. LEONARD. I think the fact the Commission came out with that

systematic approach rather than coming down hard on some specific
policy recommendation it might have made, such a large contribution
is (hie largely as a result of the hard work and leadership Mr. Dellen-
back and Mr. Brademas put in on the Commission.

Mr. O'HARA. I appreciate your comment.
Gentlemen, we very much appreciate your having come before us.

There are other things I wanted to talk. to Mr. Weathersby and Mr.
Lawrence about, assumptions in the model as-to the equivalent of the
decrease or grant in aid. I wanted to ask if they were aware of the
little experiment conducted in Wisconin where they dropped their
tuitions and produced rather considerable. increases in enrollment. In
any event, I am sure you are, or soon will he.

Mr. MARTIN. That is one of the questions I was raising, that the
conditions might be different.
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Mr. O'HARA. I thank you very much. I assure you we will consider
this most valuable study. and look forward to getting staff reports.

We will now stand in adjournment.
[Whereupon at 12 :08 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

call of the Chair.]
EDUCATION COMMISSION OF Till!: STATES,

DOIEVCr, Colo., March 1974.
DEAR COLLEAGUE : As you know, the National Commission on the Financing of

Postsecondary Education has just released its completed report. This report
presents a comprehensive and exhaustive interpretation of the financial support,
categories of support and au analysis of the categories of recipients of dollars
for postsecondary education in the United States. Questions such as where the
money comes from, under what circumstances, who receives it and what are some
of the results are questions with which the commission dealt.

In addition, the National Commission developed and tested a framework to
analyze alternative proposed methods for financing postsecondary education.

The full report of the commission runs to 442 pages. No official executive sum-
mary exists. In light of the commitment of the Education Commission of the
States by Governor Dunn, who served as a member of the National Commission
on the Financing of Postsecondary Education, and Governor Askew, our current
chairman, to help in the distribution of the report and communication and under-
standing of its results, we have asked Dr. Ben Lawrence, executive director
of the National Commission to prepare a summary analysis of its high points and
findings. We are pleased to be able to send you Dr. Lawrence's prospectus on the
report.

We would like to express our appreCiation to Dr. Lawrence for preparing the
perspective and hope it will be helpful to you and others in understanding the
report's significance. If you_ need additional copies, they may be obtained from
the Educational Commission of the States at $2 per copy.'

Cordially,

Enclosure.

RICHARD M. MILLARD,
Director, Higher Education Services.
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FINANCING POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

IN THE UNITED STATES

A personal perspective of the report of the
National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education

by its Executive Director, Ben Lawrence,
Associate Director of WICHE; Director,

National Center for Higher Education Management Systems

Report No. 46
Education Commission of the States

Denver, Colorado
Wendell H. Pierce, Executive Director

February 1974
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PREFACE
The National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education devel-
oped and tested a framework to analyze alternative proposals for financing post-
secondary education. The commission intended to demonstrate the usefulness
of such an approach and to make recommendations that would support the-con-
tinued development and us;; of such approaches to policy analysis in post-
secondary education, particularly at the state and national levels. The recom-
mendations of the commission, found in chapter.9 of its report, are designed to
carry out this intent.*

In the process of developing and testingthis framework, the commission also
identified and reported many facts having significant implications in the selec-
tion of financing mechanisms and proposals for postsecondary education.

This synopsis extracts from the commission's report the salient points of import
to financing postsecondary education, recognizing that the selection of these
points is from an entirely personal perspective and that this paper may not
necessarily reflect the opinion of the commission or its individual members.

The first section of this paper deals with the objectives of postsecondary educa-
tion stated by the commission and hOw well these objectives are being met. The
second section discusses a number of realities that have significant impact on the
selection of a financing plan to postsecondary education, Since the commission
has stressed the importance of objectives to postsecondary education, its objec-
tives serve as an organizing principle in the paper.

*Financing Postsecondary Education in the United States is available from the Superintendent of
Documents. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. The cost is S4.
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WHAT OUGHT TO BE ANn WHAT IS
Every member of the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary
Education had many reasons to believe that he or she had some special under-
standing of postsecondary education. And, indeed, from student to college presi-
dent to congresman, each did. Yet, the first realization that fell hard on the
commission was that conventional wisdom about postsecondary education is
largely outdated and erroneously intuitive, the result, perhaps, of education
old wives' tales that may have held some truth two decades ago.

Postsecondary education, like the entire American society, has changed signi-
ficantly during the past 20 years. To respond to this change, those charged with
the financing of postsecondary education must put aside outdated perceptions,
look anew at the objectives of postsecondary education and examine the meth-
ods by which those objectives may be accomplished. Those who propose changes
in financing must be able to offer reasonable assurances that what they propose
will produce the intended results. For this reason, the commission and its staff
placed the highest priority on assembling pertinent data and using them to
analyze alternative policy proposals in a systematic way. By implication the
commission suggests that others concerned with financing proposals and recom-
mendations do the same.

The commission set as its first task the development of a set of national objec-
tives for postsecondary education. The commissioners discussed the purposes of
education, ranging from a broad social perspective to the more limited perspec-
tive of the individual, from the one extreme of purely individual development to
the other of manpower production and supply. Because the commission took
the viewafter seven months of study and deliberationthat the purposes and
substance of postsecondary education should be determined by institutions,
students and funders in responseto their specific needs, the objectives selected
describe the character, rather than the purposes, of postsecondary-education.

Three objectives were written into the law establishing the commission: access,
independence and diversity. The commission was required by Congress and the
President to examine alternative financing proposals in light of these national
goals. To these three, the commission added five it felt are necessary to describe
the desired character of postsecondary education in our pluralistic society.

The eight resulting objectives were compared with those developed by other
commissions and study groups and were found to be consistent with these pre-
vious efforts. However, the objectives formulated by the commission do suggest
increased emphasis on universal access, diversity (particularly in the commis-
sion's definition of postsecondary education) and accountability. A broad
elfalige in emphasis came from the commission's view that these objectives
should be important considerations in the determination of financing policy.

The importance the commission gave the objectives can be seen from its report
and from a discussion of the objectives in light of what ought to be and what is.

I. Student Access.
Each individual should be able to enroll in some form of postsecondary educa-
tion appropriate to that person's needs, capability and motivation.
In describing student access as a basic objective or postsecondary education, the
commission asserted that there must be no arbitrary or artificial barriers related
to sex, age, race, income, residence, ethnicity, religious or political belief or
prior educational achievement.
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The commission, found that student access to postsecondary education still is
inadequate.

The participation rate of students from families with annual incomes
under $10,000 would have to be increased by 50 per cent to equal the
participation rate of students from families with annual incomes over
$10,000.

Public comprehensive colleges, followed closely by public community
colleges, do the most to provide access to students from families with
incomes under $10,000.

While great improvement still is needed, student financial aid pro-
grams have improved .access for low-income students. The commission
estimates that because of financial aid, 1.4 million students have en-
rolled who otherwise would not have attended. Students from families
with incomes in the $3,000-$6,000 range have benefited most from
such programs. Students from families with incomes in the $6,000-
$7,500 range are the most under-represented and have received con-
siderably less assistance.

While family income level is clearly important in determining a stu-
dent's participation in college, at least two other factors are statis-
tically more impOrtant: the high school curriculum followed by the
student and the father's educational attainment.

If a student has followed a college preparatory program, his chances
of going on to college range from 70 to 85 per cent, while if he has fol-
lowed any other program, his chances of going on to college range
from 4 to 30 per cent. Further, the greater the father's educational
attainment, the greater the likelihood the individual will enroll in
college..

The rates of participation in postsetiondary education for blacks,
American Indians and persons of Mexican parentage or birth are far
below the participation rates of other Americans, while persons of
Japanese and Chinese descent have extraordinarily high participation
rateshigher in fact than all other Americans.

Women are under-represented in postsecondary institutions, consti-
tuting 51 per cent of the 18-24 year old age group, but only 44 per cent
of undergraduate enrollment and 39 per cent of graduate enrollment.
Their participation would have W increase by 25 per cent to equal that
of men.

The commission concluded its discussion of student access with a highly sig-
nificant observatitm. or all the objectives recommended by the commission,
student access is perhaps the most fundamental, for without access to postsec-
ondary education, the other objectives are reduced to empty promises. That
student access is not satisfactorily achieved is particularly troubling, for without
access it is questionable whether the postsecondary enterprise can meet its other
objectives.

II. Student Choice.
Each individual should have a reasonable choice among those institutions of
postsecondary education that have accepted him or her for admission.

This objective requires careful reading. When an individual has been admitted
to one or more institutions, he or she should be provided a reasonable choice
among those institutions regardless of the tuition charged or his family income.
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1 f the student is admitted to a high-tuition private institution and a low-tuition
public institution, he should have a:reasonable choice between those two insti-
tutions regardless of his personal financial situation.

The commission found that:
On the whole, students can choose among the institutions that have
admitted them, except the most expensive institutions.

To a significant degree, such choice has been provided to students be-
cause institutions have ensured that low-income students have an equal
choice with their highe.r-income counterparts. The institutions have
accomplished this by incurring student aid deficits, which in turn have
affected the financial health or the institutions.

III. Student Opportunity.
Postsecondary education should make available academic assistance and coun-
seling that will enable each individual, according to his or her needs, capability
and inotivation, to achieve his or her educational objectives.

The commission concluded that dropout and program completion rates are not
very satisfactory measures of this objective, but are nevertheless the only avail-
able measures of students' opportunity to complete their programs.

It found that:
Low-income students have higher dropout rates than high-income stu-
dents.

Private institutions have higher completion rates than public institu-
tions.

Black students have a lower completion rate than non-black students.

Program completion measures are particularly inappropriate for
assessing student opportunity in community colleges.

IV. Institutional Diversity.
Postsecondary education,should offer programs of formal instruction and other
learning opportunities and engage in research and public service of sufficient
diversity to be responsive to the changing needs of individuals and society.
The commission stated, "There must be great diversity in our institutions of
postsecondary education if all reasonable needs of students and society are to be
served.... Diversity, from the student's point of view, means that postsecond-
ary institutions offer a range of opportunity for individual development and
training for future employment. Diversity also implies renewal, reform and
responsiveness to students' needs for both formal and informal learning oppor-
tunities."
The commission concluded that diversity in postsecondary education is evi-
denced by differences in institutional purpose, the number and types of program
offerings, institutional size and flexibility of learning opportunities. The com-
mission found that:

Institutions have tended to become more alike in purpose rather than
divergent, and that recent trends to reform institutions art still very
much in the formative stages and have had very little impact thus far.

There is a wide variety of program offerings within a large number of
institutions.
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There are large numbers of institutions in all institutional size cate-
gories.

Flexible learning arrangements are still in the early development stages
and have not yet had the desired impact For the average student.
A number of finance- related trends threaten the financial viability of
private liberal arts institutions and, to the extent that they contribute
to diversity, diversity is threatened.

The development of diverse Forms and methods of postsecondary edu-
cation is to' some degree inhibited by sources of financing, and it,is an
open question whether financing postsecondary education through the
student or through institutions will provide greater diversity.

Greater diversity is essential, in the commission's_ view, if postsecond-
ary education is to serve fully the varied needs of students and the
public in our pluralistic society,

The traditional and accepted notion of higher education should be
expanded to the broader understanding of education beyond the high
school expressed in the term "postsecondary education." This should
be done to recognize the popular demand for, and participation of
millions of Americans in, Forms of postsecondary educatio'n not in-
cluded within traditional higher education.

In this regard the commission found that "postsecondary education in the
United States is a large enterprise including more than 2,900 traditional colle-
giate institutions serving some 9.3 million students and an additional 7,000 non-
collegiate technical, vocational and proprietary institutions serving approxi-
mately 1.6 million students. Postsecondary education also includes an estimated
3,500 additional institutions and organizations (serving an unknown number of
students) as well as a great many other noninstitutional learning opportunities
(in which as many as 32 million people may participate)."

Recognizing the broad scope of postsecondary education,the commission has
adopted and recommends to the nation the Following definition, encompassing
the 2,900 traditional collegiate institutions and the 7,000 noncollegiate insti-
tutions:

Postsecondary education consists of formal instruction, research, public service
and other learning opportunities offered by educational institutions that pri-
marily serve persons who have completed secondary education or who are
beyond the compulsory school attendance age and that are accredited by agen-.
cies officially recognized Jbr that purpose by the U.S. Office of Education or
are otherwise eligible to participate in federal programs.

V. Institutional Excellence.
Postsecondary education should strive for excellence in all instruction and other
learning-opportunities and in research and public service.

There is no simple solution to the problem of measuring excellence. Neverthe-
less, the commission reaffirmed the necessity for and desirability of excellence in
every form of postsecondary education, and urged that the search for measure-
ments of excellence be continued, as the search itself will encourage efforts to
achieve excellence.

While there is currently little understanding of the relationship between financ-
ing and excellence in postsecondary education, evidence suggests that a strong
relationship exists.
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VI. Institutional Independence.
Institutions of postsecondary education should have sufficient freedom and
flexibility to maintain institutional and professional integrity and to meet cre-
atively and responsively their educational goals.

Current evidence indicates that institutions that receive primary financial sup-
port from a variety of public or private sources are neither more independent
nor better able to achieve their educational objectives than those primarily
dependent on a single source of support. The relative availability or scarcity of
financial resources, regardless of number of sources, is probably the most signi-
ficant factor affecting institutional independence.

VII. Institutional Accountability.
Institutions of postsecondary education should use financial and other resources
efficiently and effectively and employ procedures that enable those who provide
the resources to determine withther those resources are being used to achieve
desired outcomes.
With independence goes accountability. Independence and accountability must
be balanced so that the interests of students and the general public do not be-

come subordinated to those of the institutions. This is not to say that postsec-
ondary institutions havC been irresponsible in this sense in the past, but rather
that in the future they must not lose sight of the interests of those they serve.
They must respond positively to the new expectations for accountability.

"The current demand for greater accountability assumes that the previous ef-
forts of fiduciary accounting and reporting will be continued and, to the extent
possible, improved. In addition, the new expectations for accountability call

for:
1. Accounting for the use of resources in relatiosiship to the achievement

of specific objectivesfunders may want to know how much institu-
tions spend (including cost per student) to achieve an objective and to
what extent the objective is achieved.

2. Demonstration that the resources available are used efficientlyfund-
ers want to knoiv if the resources are being used in order to achieve
maximum productivity; and

3. Evidence that institutional objectives selected reflect the needs of citi-
zens in their roles as students, society and fundersand it cannot be
assumed that their objectives are always identical."

To sum up the commission's study of accountability, the commission reached

the following conclusions and recommendations in this regard:

Commission's Conclusions
I. The most useful unit cost data for administrators and policymakers

are the direct, indirect and full (direct plus indirect equals full) annual
per-student costs of instruction for each major field of study; level of
instruction and type of institution.

2. Cost- per - student calculations are technically possible for most instruc-
tional programs at most institutions; however, the currently available
procedures do not fully reflect the complexities of those institutions
that offer a combination of instruction, research and public service pro-

grams or a combination of vocational and academic programs.

3. Policymakers should not rely solely on annual per-student costs of
instruction for the development of policy in postsecondary education."
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Commission's Recommendations
1. The federal government should provide continuing leadership in encou-

raging and developing national standard procedures, appropriate to
each type of institution, for calculating the direct, indirect and full
annual cost of instruction per student by level and field of study.

2. Interim national standard procedures for calculating those costs per
student should be adopted by the federal government to be imple-
mented by institutions on a voluntary basis. Cooperating institutions
should receive financial assistance to cover costs related to implementa-
tion of the interim procedures and reporting their cost information.
(The commission has suggested interim national standard- procedures,
which are described in.a separate staff document.)

3. Federal support should be provided for the developMent and reporting
of financial and program data to supplement and extend the cost-per-
student data. Examples of suggested additional financial data May be
found in this chapter. (Chapter 8 .)

4. The federal government should ensure that the data base assembled by
this commission is updated, maintained and made available to appro-
priate public and private agencies.

5, The federal government should support a national center for educa-
tional information with the responsibilities and characteristics listed
in the text of this chapter." (Chapter 8.)

VIII. Adequate Financial Support.
Adequate financial resources should be provided for the accomplishment of
these objectives. This is a responsibility that should be shared by public and
private sources, including federal, state and local government, students and
their families, and other concerned organizations and individuals.

Accomplishment of the previous objectives is directly dependent on the provi-
sion of adequate financing, and it will be possible to accomplish all of the objec-
tives only with an increase in the present level of financial support.

State and local governments should provide the basic institutional
capability to offer a variety of postsecondary educational programs
and services according to the needs of their citizens.

The federal government should accept major responsibility for financ-
ing postsecondary educational programs that serve goals and priorities
that are primarily national.

Students and their families should share in meeting the basic costs of
their education to the extent of their ability to do so and to ensure their
freedom to choose among programs and institutions.

Alumni, foundations, corporations and other private organizations
and individuals should provide the supplementary support that tradi-
tionally has been a principal ingredient in assuring high quality among
both private and public institutions.

In the real world of limited resources, hard choices must be made about the
deployment of available financial resources for maximum effectiveness. Not all
objectives will be accomplished nor will progress toward their accomplishment
be equal. Complex interactions among sources of funds and among the recip-
ientS of the funds force the careful study of financing patterns as a prerequisite
to the allocation of resources. Those who advocate a particular financing plan
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should be able to provide some assurance that what they propose will produce

the results they intend.

The key elements of the current financing patterns are:

In fiscal year 1972, the income of postsecondary educational institu-
tions was about $29.5 billion. Of this $29.5 billion:

20 per cent ($5.9 billion) was received from students and parents.
32 per cent ($9.3 billion) was received from state and local govern-
ments.
27 per cent ($8.1 billion) was received from the federal government.

9 per cent ($2.7 billion) was received from gifts and,endowments.
12 per cent ($3.5 billion) was received from auxiliary enterprises and
other activities.

In addition to income to institutions, students paid an estimated addi-
tional $4.5 billion for subsistence and education-related expenses, in-
cluding room, board, transportation and so forth, not paid to institu-
tions. Of this $4.5 billion:

$3.4 billion was provided by students and parents.
$1.1 billion was provided by the federal government.

The combined total of all initial sources of funds for postsecondary
education (excluding opportunity costs) results in the following:

Total expenditures in 1972 were $34 billion. Of this amount:

35 per cent ($11,8 billion) was paid by students and their families.
27 per cent ($9.3 billion) was paid by state and local governments.
27 per cent ($9.2 billion) was paid by the federal government.
8 per cent ($2.7 billion) was paid for from gills and endowments.
3 per cent ($1.0 billion) was paid for from auxiliary enterprises

and other activities. (This excludes student payments to those
enterprises for goods received.)

100 per cent ($34.0 billion) Total

The level and nature of financial support vary greatly From state to
state and from institution to institution, and these variations must be
taken into account in developing effective national programs and poli-

cies.

In 1972, public financing for postsecondary educational expenditures.

at institutions amounted to $17.4 billion. Of this amount:

25 per cent ($4.4 billion) was provided through students.
75 per cent ($13.0 billion) was provided through institutions.

An additional $1.1 billion in public support was provided to
students for living costs not expended at institutions.

In 1972, when all income sources.are considered at once, of the $29.5

billion total income to institutions:

85 per cent, or $25.1 billion, went to institutions.
15 per cent, or $4.4 billion, went to students.

Tuition and other student fees have risen steadily as a percentage of
total institutional income from 7.2 per cent in 1961-62 to 21.9 per cent

in 1971-72.
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The average tuition for private four-year institutions is currently four
times that for the average public four -year institution.

The cost of attending collegiate institutions of any kind has gone up
rapidly over the past decade, growing more rapidly than per capita
income and, therefore, becoming.an increasing burden to those .who
must pay the cost.

The federal government operates over 380 separate support programs
for postsecondary education, administered by more than 20 federal
agencies. The amounts administered by the major agencies in 1972
were:

44.3% $4,090.4 million Department of Health, Education and
Welfare

21.7% $2,006.5 million Veterans Administration
11.7% $1,082.6 million Department of Defense
9.7% $ 898.2 million Department of Labor
4.2% $ 390.2 million National Science Foundation
8.3% $ 769.0 million All other agencies

100.0% $9,236.9 million Total

Eighty-eight per cent of all student aid came from the federal govern-
ment in 1972 (primarily veterans and social security benefits), and 62
per cent of all institutional support came from state and local govern-
ments.

REALITIES HAVING IMPLICATIONS
FOR FINANCING POSTSECONDARY

EDUCATION
The commission's study, and particularly its analysis of more than 50 alterna-
tive financing plans, resulted in the identification of a number of realities that
must be considered in the development of policy proposals for financing post-
secondary education in the next decade.

State and regional differences in postsecondary education and its
financing are so great that the development of a single national policy
for financing postsecondary education is impossible, if not undesirable.

The development of a rational set of policies for financing postsecond-
ary education in our pluralistic system requires an understanding of the
interactions that occur between and among:

I. The demand for postsecondary education services by students and
society.
The supply of postsecondary education services by institutions.

3. The financial support of postsecondary education by federal,
state and local governments, students and their families and other
concerned organizations and individuals.

2.
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It also demands an understanding of the future impact on the postsec-
ondary education enterprise of implementing such a set of policies.

There is evidence that we can understand these interrelationships and
impacts sufficiently to employ a knowledge of them in improving
policy decision making in postsecondary education.
Enrollments have stabilized in postsecondary education and, unless
social attitudes toward life-long learning should result in increasing
numbers of recurring students, future planning must be based on the
assumption that enrollments will continue to be stable.
A substantial financing and programmatic effort must he mounted if
we are to fulfill the promise of equal access to ethnic and racial minori-
ties, persons from low-income families and women. To avoid placing
the primary burden for doing so on the middle-income family will re-
quire substantially greater effort.
The new I8-year-old age of majority is likely to 'affect postsecondary
education in major ways that are not yet easily determined.

Institutions of postsecondary education will be under strong pressure
to increase their productivity to match rising costs.

The availability of public funds for postsecondary education is depend-
ent upon at least:

I. The economic conditions of the nation and individual states.
2. The attitudes of government officials and elected representatives

toward the need for funds for postsecondary education in relation
to other demands for-public funds.

3. The attitudes of elected representatives toward the operation and
relevance of postsecondary education.

Societal expectations with regard to skill levels and individual develop-
ment are substantially higher today than they were 10 years ago, sug-
gesting that universal access to two years of postsecondary education
may soon become a significant social demand.

The U.S. Census Bureau projects an overproduction of bachelor's de-
grees relative to jobs requiring them by 1980.

Unemployment and/or underemployment among individuals with
doctoral degrees is currently substantial.
At any given level of financing, assistance plans for target groups
(such as grants to needy students) arc more effective for improving
student access than general student assistance (such as tuition reduc-
tion).
Increases in the effective price (tuition minus student aid) of post-
secondary educationthe price the student must payresult in de-
creases in enrollment; conversely, decreases in the effective price result
in increases in enrollment.
Increased spending for student grants, H. the extrapolated 1972 pat-
terns of financing and enrollment continue, would result in propor-
tionately larger increases in enrollments in the private collegiate and
noncollegiate institutions than in the public sector, and enrollments in
the public two-year colleges would not grow so much as might be
expected.
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If the family income eligibility ceiling for student grants were changed
from $15,000 to a.lower level, the enrollment of students in the $10,000
to $15,000 range would decrease slightly, while the enrollment. of stu-
dents in the under $10,000 family income group would increase.

Expanding student access to postsecondary education through in-
creased student' grant financing would require institutions to seek
supplemental financial assistance to meet additional costs induced by
the enrollment growth.

Financing policies that emphasize primarily increasing tuition gen-
erally are based on one or more or the following assumptions:

I. There is, or soon will be, an oversupply of postsecondary educa-
tion services and degrees.

2. The portion of public revenues dedicated to postsecondary educa-
tion is too large.

3. Requiring the individual to pay for a larger share of his education
will bring about a better equilibrium between individual desire
For, societal demand for and institutional supply of postsecondary
educational services.

Financing policies that emphasize primarily increases in student aid
generally are based on one or more of the following assumptions:

I. Equality of student access is not yet satisfactorily achieved.
2. Increasing the flow of funds to postsecondary education through

students will permit students to choose programs better suited to
their needs and, at the same time, cause institutions to become
more responsive to student and societal needs.

Financing policies that emphasize primarily increases in general insti-
tutional support generally are based on one or more of the following
assumptions:

I. Institutions are facing severe financial distress.
2. The quality and diversity of postsecondary education programs

are being threatened.
3 Policies aimed at increasing student access (particularly for low-

income groups) induce additional costs on ,institutions not pro-
vided for in any other way.

Financing policies that emphasize primarily increases in categorical
support to postsecondary education generally are based on the assump-
tions that there are specific national and/or state concerns that must
be addressed, and that institutions of postsecondary education have
considerable capability that can be directed at these concerns.

Clearly, a 400-page report cannot be reduced to 10 pages without losing a great
deal in substance, context and, therefore, meaning and interpretation. Further,
simply the process of selecting these points as the most important introduces
the personal viewpoint of the author. Those interested may wish to refer to the
complete commission report, Financing Postsecondary Education in the United
States, for more specific detailS and Further, clarification.
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STAFF REPORTS

(Published by the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary
Education)

1. A Proposal: Interim National Standard Procedures for Deriving Per-Student
Costs in Postsecondary Educational Institutions, by James Farmer. This was
published in December 1973 and is currently available from the Superintendent
of Documents, United States Government Printing Office.

2. Towards a National Postsecondary Education Data Base: Experiences of
the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education, Daryl
Carlson, James Farmer and Richard Stanton. This was published by College
and University Systems Exchange in the Proceedings of the 1973 CAUSE
National Conference, January 1974.

3. A Compilation of Federal Programs Financing Postsecondary Education,
by Pamela Christoffel. A limited number of copies have been made and distributed
to interested associations and individuals by the National Commission.

4. A Framework for Analyzing Postsecondary Education Financing Plans,
by Daryl Carlson, James Farmer and George Weathersby. This report is to be
released by the Government Printing Office on June 28, 1974.

,. NCFPE National Postsecondary Education Data Base Directory, by Daryl
Carlson, to be released by the Government Printing Office on July S. 1974.

6. A. Context for Policy Research, in Financing Postsecondary Education 'Us
composed of five papers by the NCFPE staff:

Paper 1. Future Policy Issues Concerning Postsecondary Education De-
mand and Supply, by George Weathersby

Paper 2. The New Adults and the Financing of Postsecondary Education:
The Implications of 18-Year-Old Majority, by NCFPE staff members

Paper 3. A Summary and Analysis of the National Connnission's Survey
of Noncollegiate Institutions. by Ted I. K. Youn and Ray Thompson

Paper 4. Recent Proposals for Financing Postsecondary Education : A Sum-
mary, by Ted I. K. Youn

Paper i. Tax Allowance Proposals for Financing Postsecondary Education,
by William A. Sancta

This report is scheduled to be released by the Government Printing Office
on August N. 1974.

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION,
Washington, D.C., February 26,1974.

Memorandum to : John F. HugheS, Director
From : Carol Van Alstyne, Chief Economist
Subject : National Commission Model : Next Steps

The National Commission has made a major breakthrough in developing a new,
more systematic approach to comparing, alternatives for financing postsecondary
education. Because of its significance, we should learn as much as we can about
the model and its practical potential. Georgia Weathersby, the Research Direc-
tor for the Commission who guided the work of building the model, has gener-
ously given two technical briefing sessions at ACE during the last several weeks
in what we hope will be a continuous exchange to help us understand how the
model works.

This memo is intended to respond to your request for suggestions about what
the next steps in the further development of the model might be. The suggestions
outlined in this memo are based on the oral presentation a ml preliminary doeu-
mentation provided at the two briefings, review of Chapters 0 and 7 of the Com-
mission's Report, a quick look at some of the empirical studies width underlay the
student response estimates used in the model, and preliminary discussion with
Toni Naylor and Horst Schauland of Social Systems, Inc. T still have a long way
to go to understand the basic operations, and, as fuller documentation becomes
available, the suggestions for next, steps made here may need to he reexamined.

George Weatherby has emphasized that the purpose of constructing an analytic.
model is to help answer specific questions and that in the further development of
the National Commission mo tel attention should properly continue to he focused
on what specific questions are to be answered. The National Commission built
a model to assist in more rirorous comparisons of alternative financial plans in
order to answer specific toe: lions about which plan is the most effective in the
use of public expenditures to achieve selected objectives. Concurring that the
National Commission stated the right questions, then we are interested in re-
finements of the answers to those questions,
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A. In my view, at this point, the next steps in working with the Current model
'are:

I. Amplification of the documentation of the model. To begin at the begin-
ning, the documentation of the model should be amplified with explicit at-
tention to differentiating among:

a. Policy variables, which can be considered as instruments in achiev-
ing financing goals ;

1). Endogenous variables, which influence and which are in turn in-
fluenced by the system of financing postsecondary education; and

c. Exogenous variables, winch have an impact on tinaucing alterna-
tives but which are themselves determined outside of the system of
financing.

2. To evaluate more formally the validity of the 1110(101 and the sensitirity
of the output to changes in the structure of the model and variation in the
data put into it.

3. To focus on the role of judgment ill deriving policy conclusions from
the model.

The type of analytic model developed.by the National Commission for conumr-
ing fhlancing policy alternatives is constructed by :

a. Stating the goal to be achievedor, technically the val110 to be maxi-
mized,

b. Defining the constraints or limits, within which the goal cull IR. sought
(for example, constraints on availability of-funds),

c. Describing with sets of equations the way the plans operate, and
(1. l'utting into the 1110(101 values to indicate the levels of operation of the

various plans.
Theo the 0101101 can be used for :

a. Comparing the plans with respect to how well they RelliVNT the goal ; and
after analyzitig the results,

h. Indicating vincl plan comes closest to achieving the desired goal.
Note, lit/Weyer, that the analysis compares alternatives in achieving a single 1100.

When this is the case, direct conclusions can be dra \VII about which alternatives
best achieve the single goal specified. The National Commission'Model must neces-
sarily be more Complex, however, because the goals of the support: of postsecond-
ary education are more complexthey relate to sets of objectives with respect

'to both students and to institutions and strategies for financing postsecondary
education must consequently deal with maximizing complex objectives that re-
late to both students and to institutions.

We need to explore the limits and possibilities of drawing policy conclusions
from a postsecondary financing model which must necessarily separately and
independently maximize values in achieving two distinct sets of goalsone re-
lating to students (access, choice, and opportunity) and the other to institutions
(educational diversity. excellence, independence, and accountability).

The National Commission Model call be used to compare the alternative financ-
ing strategies one al a lime, to determine to Molt extent, all other things being
equal, they maximize the value of a single objective. The single objective used
ill the examples published in the Report relates to student access.

Next, the model, as structured, can be used to eompare the alternaliVOS against
any other single specified objectivein succession, but always one at a time.
In comparingjhe plans, if the hest way to achieve different goals is through dif-
ferent strategies then a methodological issue and consequently It policy issue
arises. Working within the analytic framework or the model, to obtain a clear
indication of .which single alternative financing plan is preferable requires either
the real-world decision-maker or the model-builder to Specify the \\Tights to he
attached to obtaining each of the goals and to strike a 1)11111 tici, among them, con-
sidering the positive and negative effects of each plan of action on all other
relevant goals.

Thus, the National Commission model requires the .nse of judgment in an
essential way to derive policy eonclui0118--110t Ile use Of judgment simply to
assess how well the structural equations descrihe Ile real world or to evaluate
the (Monty of the data used. 'Other, .judgment is required in this model in an
essential way to weigh and specify the importance of different goals, some of
which may be complementary and some of which may he competing. to conelude
that: any 0110 plan, on balance considering the inix of relevant goals, is preferable
to another plan,'
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B. The next steps in developing successive new generations of ihe .model are:
1. To 1110VO fl'0111 :1 Shale to a dynamic formulation of the model;
2. To move from a definitional to a behavioral formulation of the model;
3. To differcolioic the national aggregate estimates,

a. By region or state, and
I). By race and. possibly sex (in addition to the differentiation by

income already incorporated in the model) ;
4. To refine the estimates of student responses to changes in tuition levels

and amounts of studentaid available ; and
5. To refine the bases for making projections used in the model.

Each of these suggestions is discussed briefly in the following notes:
1. A first step in the further development of the model is to !WAIT froth a

.51(11t., to a. dynamic formulation of the model.
Let me explain this suggested next stop by giving an exampi.,, The model

currently defines eligibility for student assistance as a funetion of income but
not of costs of attending particular institutions, which costs are, _however, relevant
in the actual awards of student assistance. All students are first grouped into
those who are eligible on the basis of income for financial aid and those who are
not. Then, tuition levels are modified and/or total amounts of student aid are
changed (as set forth in the alternative financing plans), and the impacts on
student access and induced fi nancial requirements of institutions are calculated.
But note that the changes in tuition levels, while they change educational costs,
do not now change eligibility for assistance because eligibility is based on income,
which is not affected by changes in tuition levels, rather than on edncational
costs. At this stage of development, the model does not go back again and
recalculate the incremental changes ill the 1111111ber of students eligible for assist-
ance resulting from changes in tnition levels and consequently educational costs.
This type of dynamic feed-back interaction should be identified and taken into
account in subsequent generations of the model. The operational implementation
of this suggestion can be accomplished by changing front a recursive to shunt-
laneolli approach.

2. The second step is to move from a de/int/lona/ to a behavioral and
probobili8fie formulation of the umdel.

In a definitional model, answers are calculated by the arithmetic operations
of adding, subtracting, multiplying-, and dividing as indicated by exact equations
which define, relationships. In a behavioral model, more attempt would be made
to take into account actnal behavior of people affected by proposed changes.
Since we cannot be sure of their responses, we take into consideration the proba-
bility of as particular response..

Again, lot me use an example to try to explain this suggested next stop. At
the present time, a dollar of tuition increase in the nualel is equal to and exactly
offset by it dollar of increase in student aid. This is not an assumption built into
the model in structural equations; the model has separate equations for each
variable and can handle them separately. The Current equivalency of tuition and
aid is a matter of input data.

But we need next to consider whether the students actually respond exactly
the same Wily to offsetting ehanges in the two types of support. dollar for dollar.
Tb add the behavioral responses we would need, for instance, to consider whether
students knew about tuition levels and the amounts of aid offered, and what
certainty or risk they attached to the continuity of each. In this case, for instance,
it might be that the knowledge of and certainty attached to tuition level: is
different from that attached to amounts of student aid available as an offset.

We eurrently lack adequate empirical data to make firm estimates of this type
of student behavioral response, hilt better policy information than can be
currently provided 'night be obtained in a rudimentary -fashion by using a
adaptations of a technique known as the "Delphi" technique (in which informed
consensus is generated through asking a panel of "exports" to answer several
rounds of the same questions when they know the answers previously given h3'

the "exiierts" in the preceding round).
In extending the development of behaiontI responses in the niodel, the re-

spallies of institutions With respect to changing tuition levels and assistance
available, and the responses of state and federal governments in allocating aid
should be added.

The result of adding these probabilities of behavioral responses is to move in
the direction of generating a simulation of the real financing deeision, processes
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of all the major deciders as they interact. In this case the output of the model is
not a single calculated answer but the report of the results of an experiment using
the model which is run several times and to which are attached the probabilities
of being correct.

3. Improvement of estimates of the behavioral responses of students.
As George Weathershy pointed out, continuous development of the model will

require updating and further refinement of the underlying estimates of the
student responses to various sets of choices which they have. The only studies of
these responses which we currently have were made during periods of sustained
enrollment growth in the 19G0s, but before the sharp expansion of the two-year
institutions and before the introduction of student financial assistance programs
for low-income students. I understand new work Is underway on these student
responses, in particular by David Mandel at Harvard.

4. Another modification of the model would involve making refinements to
take into account how people differently situated in different areas of the
country might respond. As you pointed out, the National Commission neces-
sarily shifted with a national modc/; but it is known that the kinds of choices
students can make and their likely responses may well differ region, by region
or even state by stategiven, for instance, the differing private-public mix of
institutions or the availability of two-year options as we move from east to
west across the country,

In addition, income is, but race or sew are not, taken into account explicitly
in the current formulation of the modeland they should be, if blacks and women
eannot be asSumed to respond similarly to white males to different educational
options.

5. To rcjinc the basis for making projections used in the model.
Projections of important t=ariables in the model are currently made outside of

the model and then fed into itilVe might want to examine the ways in Ivhich these
projections are made to see if they could be_refined. It might be feasible, for
instance, to make the projections of enrollmentinternal to the model and affected
by what happened ill earlier periods,

In addition, the essential projections might be linked more explicitly to assump-*
tion, about the development of the general economy and the place of postsecondary
education among national priorities.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES,

Washington, D.C., October 24, 1973.

FINANCING POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION: TILE CA SE FOR Low - TUITION
PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION *

I. INTRODUCTION : A STATEMENT OP PRINCIPLES

1. The American system of public higber education is a precious national
resource. Since its beginnings almost no years ago, this network of land-grant
universities, state colleges, and community eollvges has grown so that it now pro-
vides access to millions of peopletoday, to ahout three-fouths of all college
students. .

2. Like our free public school system, of which it is a logical outgrowth, public
higher education is the envy and wonder of the entire world. It has contributed
enormously to our well-being, through research and public service as well as
instruction, and it is today a principal hope for resolving many of the problems
which confront us.

3. The alternatives to low tuition proposed by the Carnegie Commission, the
Committee for Economic Development, and others rest in varying degree on
shifting the financial burden of higher education to the student and his faintly.
For most middle-income and lower-middle-income students, and quite possibly
for low-income students as well, higher tuition means heavy borrowing, probably
at high rates, and large debtsor not going to college at all'

*This Is a staff nailer prepared by the American Association of State Colleges and Uni-
versities for the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Educntion.

For further discussion of long-term loans nna loan hank approaches. see 'Robert NV.
Hartman, Credit for College (New York: McGraw-Hill. 1911) : D. Bruce Johnstone. Nem.
Patterns for College Lending (New York : Columbia University Press. 19T2) ; and Joint
P. Malian. "Current Proposals for Federal Aid to Higher Education," in M. P. Orwlg,
Financing !Tighe,. Education (Iowa City : American College Testing Program, 1971), espe-
cially pp. 311-314 and 322-330.
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4. No amount of rhetoric about helping low-income students, saving private
higher education, or increasing student choice should be allowed to mask the
effects of high public college tuition and heavy' debts on millions of Americans.

5. Increased student aid is not and cannot be a substitute for low tuition,
although it should be a supplement, Federal and state student aid programs are
subject to the annually shifting political and economic priorities of federal and
state bureaucrats, politicians, and bankers, Low tuition. is a long-term guarantee
of access to higher education.; student Minot be.

6. Student aid alone cannot provide institutions with time resources needed to
plan ahead, to provide new instructional programs, research programs, and serv-
ices to meet changing needs. Institutional aid is necessary, both for institutional
stability anal() help keep tuition. downthus aiding millions of middle-income
and lower-middle-income students who are eligible for little or no student aid,

7. Student, aid programs for lower-income, groups alone, combined with higher
tuition, would bring about a new and highly undesirable class discrimination in
American higher edOcation. Well-to-do students would be able to pay their way
and graduate debt-free ; lower-income students might also obtain a subsidized
education and graduate without debts. Middle-income and lower middle-income
students would have to pay much more and take on large-scale debts after
gradua tion.

S. Raising public tuition as a way to "help private colleges" would force
millions of middle-income and lower- income families to pay more and take on
debts. Direct institutional aid and student aid to private colleges is a far more
equitable way to help these institutions.

Q. In conclusion, it would be both tragic and foolish for the American people,
at this point in history, to abandon a century of unparalleled success with low-
tuition public colleges for a dubious and untried system based largely on higher
charges to students.

The paper which follows develops some of these points in greater depth, and
also examines Sonic of the arguments for and against raising tuition.

II. SOME ARGUMENTS FOR RAISING TUITION

Here are some of the most frequent arguments for increasing tuition:
1. Because present state taxes are often regressive, the burden of support

for public higher education falls disproportionately on lower-income families
which are less likely to send 'their children to college and therefore do not
"benefit." Conversely, many upper-income families who benefit could afford to
pay more.

2. Raising tuition would "make available" more funds for public higher educe -
dm which could be used to provide aid to lower-income students.

3. The most efficient way to aid lower - income students is to give them direct
federal and state aid, while charging everyone more tuition.

4. Some middle-income and lower-middle-income students UO attend private,
higher-tuition colleges. If these students can afford to pay higher tuition, why
can't other middle-income students do so?

5. Raising tuition would decrease the gap between public amid private college
costs, and thus help private colleges attract more students.

6. Students should have more choice of the type of institution they attend.
They should not be limited to a low-tuition public college close to home for finan-
cial reasons, but should be able to go to a more expensive public:, private. or
proprietary school. But, because federal and state government resources are
limited, this choice is only possible if tuition is raised to obtain more overall
revenues, and if students are able to obtain grants or loans to go to any college
they wish.

7. Raising tuition will give the student more power over the institution. since
lie will pay a greater share of costs. This will force colleges to become more
responsive to student demandS.

S. It is unclear to what extent higher education benefits the individual grad-
uate, and to what extent it benefits society in general. To the extent that the
individual benefits, he should pay more.

There are other reasons for raising tuition, of course. The most frequent rea-
son in practice is simply that a given Governor or state legislature is hard-
pressed financially. However, an ad hoc pressure to raise tuition in one state
in one yearoften by a relatively small amountis very different from a
concerted nationwide.campaign to raise tuition in all states.
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A.. great danger in the tuition controversy is that hard-pressed or fiscally con-
servative politicians at the federal or state level will seize upon dubious theo-
retical justifications for raising tuition, as a way to balance their own budgets.

III. REBUTTAL THE CASE AGAINST RAISING TUITION

Dealing in depth with the arguments against low tuition is hot easy. Each calls
for substantial research and a'alysis;. but in most eases adequate information is
unavailable, fragmentary, or subject to widely varying interpretations. The mil-
lions of dollars spent on research by the Carnegie Commission and other govern-
mental and non-governmental groups have not provided the country with at firm
data basis for either accepting or rejecting many of the arguments made for or
against low tuition.

Given such uncertainty among research scholars. decision-makers should move
very cautiously in recommending radical changes in a system which involves so
many millions of people.

J-iere is a rebuttal of each of the points made in Part II of this paper:
1. Reyressivily of state tax burdens. Scholars such as 1)r. Joseph Peclinmr.,

Director of Economic Studies at the Brookings Institution, have raised. serious
doubts about the charge that low-ineome families are bearing a disproportionate
part of the costs of public higher education. Dr. Pechnum believes that, On the
average, lower-income people receive greater direct benefits from public higher
education than tin, taxes which they pay.

The Carnegie Commission report, Ifigher Education. Who Pays?, makes a simi-
lar point on pages 43-47. The Commission points out that while lower-income
families which do not send a student to public colleges do not receive a direct
subsidy, those who do receive a considerably larger subsidy than the taxes which
they pay.'

Some further points about the problem of regressivity :
Today, federal, state, and institutional programs are making a major effort to

attract more low-income and minority studentswith eonsiderable success. As
more such students go to college, part of the existing regressivity will be
eliminated.

To the extent that regressivity is seen as an inequity, it should be corrected
by changing the tax system, rather thou charging higher tuition to all students..

College graduates pay higher federal, state, and local taxes. In this way, iliost
college graduates repay the subsidy they received in the form of low tuition.
Many of them repay it several times over.

The absolute amounts paid by many low- income families as taxes used for
public higher education are smallin many states, probably only a few: dollars
per year.

Low- income families benefit from public higher education even if their chil-
dren do not go to college. Public colleges train most of the teachers, social work-
ers, health professionals, businessmen who create jobs, and a host of others
whose work helps the poor in many ways.

Lower- income families benefit greatly from the increased wiliingness of college-
educated middle-class people to support social and civil rights programs which
benefit the poor. This is shown very clearly in an important Carnegie Commis-
sion on the social benefits of higher edneation, a study which has not received
the attention it deservesStephen Withey's A Degree uml What .Blse?'

It is not necessary for every public service to benefit every incoine group pro-
portionately, in order to have overall equity. AVIiile lower-income people as a
group may pay more in taxes than they receive as participants. in public higher
education, they also receive more benefits from other programs than they pay
taxes for. This is unquestionably true for public welfare and elementary and
secondary education, and to some extent for public health services, publie hous-
ing, any inan,v other government. programs. A. realistic picture of taxes and
benefits should show the flow'of all government benefits to each income class.

2. "Making available" inore'*resourers for poor students.---This argument is
based on the serious misconception that increased tuition revenues will somehow
be "recyeled" to provide student aid for the poor. This is simply not the way the
system works in most states. Such funds usually revert to state or loyal treas-

Joseph A. Peelanan. "The Distributional Effects of Public Higher Efinention In Cali-
fornia." Journal of Human kesources, 6. Slimmer. 11)70.

3 eartwelo Commission on Iflaher Eilitration. Higher Education: Who Palls? Who
Benefits! Who Should Pay! (New York : McGraw-HM. 1973).

Stephen B. Whitney, A Degree and What Else (Ne York: McGraw-Mil, 1071).
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Mies, where they may he used for any government purpose. Even when the
institution is allowed to keep the funds, the legislature hill take notice, and. is
likely to subtract them from appropriations. Further, even if a particular state
passes a law earmarking 'increased tuition- revenues for student aid, there can
be no guarantee that the next state legislature will continue the commitment.

3. Using student aid to make up for tuition increases.Both the Carnegie
Commission and the Committee on Economic Development report seem to believe
that tuition increasesvoted on separately by 50 state legislatures and by
hundreds.of local community college districtscan somehow be -coordinated"
with increased federal and state student aid, in such a way that student aid
grants hill make up for tuition increases, for very low-income students.

Middle-income and lower-middle-income studentswith family incomes as
low as $10,000 in some phi miwould not receive grants adequate to offset tuition
increases; they would have to pay more and probably go into debt, along with

students with family incomes above the median, now around $11,000.
All federal student aid programs have been funded far below the level of need

in the fifteen years since the passage of the original National Defense Student
Loan Program. Present student aid programS are inefficient and inequitable in
many ways:. ninny states do not get a proportionate share of available funds;
Some colleges within each state do not receive a proportionate share; funds have
become available too late in the year, because of political mid budgetary con-
troversies ; federal regulations, guidelines, mid procedures have- involved in-
ordinate delays and resulted in great confusion and red tape.

Further, student aid programs have been the target of various "hidden
agenda" plans to do away with aid to all students except the very poor, and
force most students to rely on expensive high-interest loans.

Indeed, at least one prominent economist associated with the high-tuition,
large-student-debt approach has publicly recommended that the new state schol-
arship incentive program be used as a device by which the federal government
call pressure state legislatures to raise tuition in the 50 states !'

These policy shifts and bureaucratic delays in student aid programs have
involved many different players in the political gameOffice of Educataion
bureaucrats, bitter opponents of low tuition in some high economic and fiscal
planning offices in the federal government, 011111 officials attempting to cut the
budget in any way possible, and others. These shifts have not been limited to
one administration. but involve years of controversy under Presidents Eisen-
hower, Kenaedy, Johnson, and Nixon.

To the bureaucratic in-fighters on' student aid must be added the varying
political factions in both houses of Congress and both political parties, on the
Education and Appropriations committees. Individual personalities on the
Congressional committees and their staffs have also influenced the direction
taken by student financial aid programs.

Finally, there ore the bankersthe private lenders who are essential to any
private loan program like the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. The lanikers'
own fiscal priorities, their willingness to lend to students, has varied over time
with the money market, the overall economie sitnation, and other factors.

Given this political and economic melange, with the further political uncer-
tainties which affect 50 state legislatures and 50 Governors. there is no way that
the Carnegie Columission or anyone else can guarantee a "magic money maehine"
in which tuition can be raised with the assurance that adequate student aid
funds will be available from year to year.

Low tuition, again, is a .fa inure stable guarantee of educational opportunity.
AASCI! believes that student aid should also be availableespecially in the form
of grants, work-study and low-cost NDSL loans. Bat AASCU believes it is
dangerous to rely on the promise of student aid as a way either to help stu-
dents or to provide adequate resources for institutions.

4. Can middle-income students afford private higher education- ? A member
of the National Commission on Financing Postsecondary Education has referred
to Census data which shows that a substantial percentage of the students attend-
ing private colleges, especially four-year colleges, are from middle-income and
lowe -middle-income fa milks. The implication of this data, to him seems to be
that high tuition has not been a barrier for college attendance for ninny middle-
nconie students.

' Robert W. Hartman, Higher Education Subsidies (Washington : Brookings Institution,
1072), pi). 481-484.
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It is difficult to deal in depth with this question because there is very little
detailed information from the Census or elsewhere. on income class and college
attendance. However, here are some points :

The same Census data show that a large majority of middle-income and
lower-middle-income students attend public. colleges. The fact that some members
of the group are. able to afford private colleges dues not "prove" that all of them
can.

Such aggregate data do not show the actual cost of attendance at such colleges
for middle-income students. For example, many students, especially in the urban
Northeast, may be commuters ; it may be little more expensive for them to
commute to a private college than to pay residential costs at a public college.

Many students at private colleges receive substantial student aid, from institu-
tional sources as well as public sources. One estimate is that private colleges may
be spending eight times as much institutional aid per student as public colleges.
This would &ring the cost for many students down substantially.'

Such Census data do not indicate family assets or ability to borrow. Some
nriffille-income families may have substantial assets or savings, or better credit
than other families at the same leVel.

Census data based on the family income of dependent students are not relevant
to the problems of students who are largely self-supporting, older, often married,
working, and attending college on a part-time basis. A large and growing number
of students at urban community colleges and state colleges fall-into this cate-
gory ; they are heavily dependent on low tuition. .

A number of factors other than tuition obviously affect college attendance or
non-attendance at each income level. One factor is geographic access to college,
and commuting costs versus residential costs. Another is college admissions
policies; for example in New York City many more middle-income students are
attending public colleges since the open - admissions policy was adopted. Other
factors include academic ability and motivationsome academically able law-
income and middle-income students win scholarships to private colleges. Other
cultural and motivational factors affect the choice of a college by a student or
his parents; for example, some religiously motivated parents may make unusual
financial sacrifices to send their children to church-related schools.

In short, tuition alone may not determine whether a middle-inconle student will
attend a public or private college, especially in the urban Northeast. In many
parts of the country, however, the public college is the only financially feasible
choice.

AASCU continues to believe that higher tuition would bar many middle-income
students from college, or force them to take out expensive loans.

5. The "tuition gap".To AASCU, the weakest and least justified argument
for raising tuition is to "Make private colleges more competitive." This is a
recommendation to tax the 75 percent enrolled at public colleges to help the
25 percent at private collegesto place a large tax and large debt upon six
million students, many of them middle-income and lower-income, to help col-
leges enrolling 2 million studentssome of them quite well-to-do.

Private higher education is concentrated quite heavily in the Northeast and
Middle Atlantic states and a few other areas. This policy, if carried out nation-
wide, would require middle-income students in Florida, Texas, and California to
be taxed more heavily to "help" private colleges in Massachusetts and New York !

One AASCU President has suggested that this policy is "like raising the
price of chuck, to make sirloin more attractive."

There is an 'alternative. AASCU and other associations representing public
higher education have worked consistently over the years for federal programs
which benefit private colleges as well as public colleges,--student aid, programs
for the disadvantaged, graduate fellowships. facilities construction. institutional
aid. To the extent that private higher education shoUld be supported with federal
funds. this kina of direct assistance is far more equitable than simply taxing all
students at public colleges.

a Student choice. Some commentators say that equality of educational oppor-
tunity means that students must have a choice of several or many public, private.
and proprietary colleges, and not simply access to one or a few low-cost public
colleges.

n These estimates are based on John D. Millett. Financing Current Operation!: of Miter-
lean nigher Education (Washington: Academy for Educational Development, 1072).
p. 5, Table 2.
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This. viewpoint is taken, for example, in the College Entrance Examination
Board report, Toward Equal Opportunity for Higher Education,' which takes the
position that low-income and especially minority students in particular should
have access (through large grants) to More expensive universities and not he
"forced" to go to "lower-cost" public colleges.

There has been Some discussion on the part of the members of the National
Commission on the Financing. of 'Postsecondary Education about this same point.
Some members have talked of the necessity of "a tradc-off between access and
choicc"for example, putting less federal and state dollars into access at low-
tuition public colleges, and more into student aid to help students go to more
expensive colleges. One implication is that if there is not enough additional public
money for institutional support, public colleges will have to charge 'higher tuition,

For most students except the very poor, such a "diversity of choice" plan is
likely to Mean simply an opportunity to borrow more money at higher rates.

AASCU believes that the resources available to higher education can and will
be expanded in the decades ahead. The American people should not accept the
argument that tuition must rise in order to expand "choice."

! AASCU also believes that federal and state goVernments should consider very
carefully the extent to which public funds should go into making it possible for
students to attend very expensive institntions, whether private, or proprietary,
particularly if funds used for this purpose are taken away from public colleges,
resulting in higher tuition.

7. "Student power".The view that students should have more power over
higher educationand that they will have it if they pay morehas won some
adherents in recent years. Some of the more radical critics of higher education,
still waiting for the "greening of America" which student power is supposed to
bring, have used this as a. reason for high tuition and large loans.

There are at least two strong arguments against this point of view. One is that
most higher tuitionplus-student-loan plans would lead only to the student paying
a somewhat greater share of the instructional cost. Students in this situation
would have all the disadvantages of high tuition and larger debtsbut none of
the presumed advantages of really "controlling" the institution.

The stronger argument is that while students might like greater control over
the educational process, very few believe that they should pay for it with much
larger debts. They.do not want to begin their early post-college. years with heavy
debt repayment schedulesnor do they wish their spouses to be burdened with
such debts. Most would also be unhappy at a situation in which the well-to-do
and some of the poor avoided debt, but no one else did.

'Most students also believe that a greater share of the Gross National Product
should be devoted to higher education subsidies, and that tuition should be kept
low.

S. SOcha benefits versus 'individual benefits.After spending some six million
dollars in six years and involving what were purported to be some of the best
minds in America, the Carnegie Connuission was unable to come. up with a way
to quantify the benefits of higher education to the individual or to society. It was
their general' conclusion that since the individual and his family now pay about
two-thirds .of the cost, and the individual keeps about two-thirds of the additional
income result from college (the rest going to increased taxes), the present funding
pattern is generally an acceptable one. Nevertheless, they urged higher tuition at
publ le colleges.'

Several recent books and articles make a very persuasive case that the social
benefits of 'higher education are very great, and that this justifies keeping tuition
as low as possible. The reader is referred to articles by Howard R. Bowen and
Paul Servelle, and to a Carnegie study by Stephen B. Walley. All of these publica-
tions deserve .much more attention than they have so far received.°

IV. CONCLUSION : SOME PUBLIC POLICY IMPLICATIONS

1. Both federal and state policy makers should seek alternatives to higher
tuition and larger student debts. These alternatives must include adequate
student aid programs as well as adequate support for institutions.

Conece Entrance Examination Board. Toward Equal Opportunity for Higher Educa-
tion (CEEB: Princeton, New Jersey. 1973).

3 Carnegie Commissidn. op. cit.: pp. 3-4.
With0. op. cit.: Howard .R. Bowen. "Finance and the Alms of American Higher

Education," in M. D. Orwig. op. cit.: Bowen and Paul Servelle, Who Benefits from. Higher
Educationand Who Should Pay? (Washington : American Association for Higher Educa-
tion, 1972).
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2. Student aid policies should emphasize grants, work-study. and low-interest-
rate, subsidized loans along the lines of the National Defense Student ,,Loan
Program.

3. Federal and state policy makers Should review very cautiously all proposals
for long-term student loans. contingency repayment. and loan banks, as well as
any changes in the Guaranteed Loan Program, to he sure that they are not based
on "hidden agenda" plans to shift public college students to higher tuition and
larger debts. The same is true of efforts to use the state scholarship incentive
program, or any other fedm'al program, as a way to pressure the states to raise
tuition.

AMERICAN A ssoonerm x OF
STJ'1E COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES,

'Washington, D.G'., May 7, 1974.
Hon. JOHN DELLENBACK,
Longworth House Office Building,
U.8. House of Representatives,.
Washington, D.C.

DEAR JOHN: I am writing in response to your letter of March (1, which invited
AASCU to comment on the report of the National Commission on the Financing
of Postsecbudary Education.

I enclose an AASCU staff report which comments on Some aspects of the report.
particularly on the analytical model. See, also the attached comments of Dr.
Lyman Glenny, which he has made public.

We are very much aware of the bard work and dedication which 'you and
the other menthers brought to the work of the Commissiim: We are pa rticularlY
impressed with the Commission's call for the establishment of a better data
system, on a permanent basis, for higher' education. We hope that some mechanism
can be developed, either in the Office of Education or elsewhere, to make this
possible.

In this connection, we have been interested in the proposal in the current
Senate bill on elementary-secondary education to elevate the National Center on
Educational Statistics to the same level as the Office of Education. This might
help the Congress and the public to work more closely with NCES, to assure
its doinga better and more up-to-date job of data collection and dissemination.

If we can be helpful as you and other members of Congress consider next steps.
please let -us know. We are taking the liberty of sharing these materials with
others who may be interested.

Sincerely,
ALLAN W. Os?AI.

MAY 1, 1974.

STAFF PAPER ON VETE REPORT OF THE POSTSECONDARY FINANCING COMMISSION

The recent report of the National Commission on the Financing of Post-
secondary Education is an impressive attempt to bring together data and analysis
for a fresh look at the financing of postsecondary education in the United
States.

The report has now been extensively analyzed by the United States office of
Education, by many higher education associations. and by a number or individ-
uals. Yet there is still need for further analysis by specialistsliterally, a page -
by -page review of data, assumptions, and inetliodologyif the report is to serve
either as a basis for decision-making, or as a methodological model for farther
research efforts.

To our knowledge. few specialists in educational research or analytical models
have yet analyzed the report. Some who have, like Dr. Lyman (-Newly at, the
University of California, have been very skeptical. (See his attached report of
Febraary 12, 1974, to the Education Commission of the States.)

Those who support the principle of low tuition at public colleges have particular
reason to be concerned about the model, since several of the generalizations which
flow from it, and which have been widely publicized, can be interpreted as ques-
tioning the value of low tuition.

Here are some specific comments on the report.

Enclosure.

I. THE ANALYTICAL. MODEL

The continents cited by H. Reed Saunders, Deputy Assistant Commissioner at
the Office of Education, and quoted in Commissioner Johan Ottina's statement of
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April 8 to Congress, Sum up the doubts which many observers have about the
Model. See for example the following sentences :

The model was improperly used to examine the enrollment and etigbimpact
of large changes in net charges to the student without any caution to the
reader of the report . . The description of model purpose, structure, liwitu-
lions, input data, and output results did not meet standards for publication
in a professional journal.

comments are made in aTebruary 12, 1974 report by Dr. Lyman G leurty,
Director of the Center for Research. and Development at the University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley. In a report to the Education Commission of the States, Dr.
Gleuny raised doubts about the data upon which the model was based, the
"literally hundreds of assumptions and arbitrary adjustments" which must be
made in such a model. (few of which are explained in the report), the mathema-
tical teehniques used, the particular enrollment projections, the ignoring of a
downturn in college enrollment over the past several years, and other factors.

Nevertheless, as Dr. Glenny points out, the report then provides "generaliZa-
dons" about student aid, tuition, enrollment, institutional aid, and-'so on, drawn
from this "simplistic mathematical model."

:01110 supporters of the report have stated that, the model is intended only
as an example of a new methodology, a new approach to 'determining the effects
of higher education financing, more-sophisticated than existing approaches. Had
the report been a. purely scholarly exercise in methodology, so identified (and
with all of the assumptions, data sources, and so on carefully spelled out), there
could be no criticism. But the report linked the mocrel to generalizations which
bear directly on policy-making and which may well influence federal or state
policy-makers. It is for tins reason that such serious doubts have been raised.

1. Radnor- .hiller and college choice. The report does not clearly identify the
principal source of the research upon which the model and generalizations are
based. It is apparently a single article by R. Radnor and L. S. Miller, "Eco-
nomies of Education: Demand and Supply in U.S. Higher Education: A Pro-
gress Report," American. Economic Review (May, 1070), PP. 320-334.

The same article also apparently serves as the principal basis for a sectuul model,
being developed by NCHEMS with Office of Education funding. A similar model
is being developed by RAND Corporation with National Science Foundation
funding, based so far on similar data, but not on the Radner-Miller analysis as
such.

Therefore. a very careful analysir by competent specialists of the limitations
of Radner-Miller mid similar approaches is needed for any layman who attempts
to understand these models.

The Radnor- Miller research is an attempt to determine the reasons why certain
students chose to go to certain educational institutions, based -on data collected
by the SCOPE project in 1069 in four states; California, Massachusetts, North
Carolina, and-Pennsylvania. It should be emphasized that in )906 federal student
aid programs, except for the National Defense Student Loan program, had not
yet got 'underway, there were few state student aid programs, the TRIO pro-
grams were just beginning and there had not yet been a serious effort in most
states to attract minority students. Further, Many states (including Massachu-
setts, North ('arolina, litid Pennsylvania) had much less well developed systems
of community eolleges ana emnprehensive state colleges than is now the case,
tuitions were much lower in both the public and private sectors, and the draft
was just beginning to affect enrollment patterns.

For these and other 'reasons, the use of 1900 data is questionable in making
generalizations about 1974, or projections to1.980.

Further, the whole "science" of why and how students select certain colleges,
orAlecide to go to college at all, is in a very primitive date. It is our strong int-
pre'RAion that most:students act with. very imperfect consumer knowledge of the
alternatives open to them. They choose a college ou the basis of vague impres-
sions gathered from their parents. peers. teachers, and others. They may be un-
aware of many alternatives open to them. ThiS appears to be true even for chil-
dren of well-educated and professional parents, and inadt more true for children
of working-class. poor, and ininority fandlies.

Indeed, a recent study of proprietary and public postsecondary education by
Wellford Wilms of the Berkely Oenter for Research and Development in Higher
Education found that more (41411r:illy disadvantaged students were more likely
to attend a high-cost .proprietary school rather than a low-cost public com-
munity college offering the same courses, when both were available acting
against what might he presumed t be their economic! interest,

2'`:'?
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Wilms found that disadvantaged and minority students, including many who
had done poorly in high school and/or dropped, often chose the proprietary
school, while wt.:Le students who..had done better in high school often chose. the
community college for technical and vocational courses.

One reason for choosing the proprietary. school appeared to be poor consumer
knowledge of alternatives. Those who made this choice were likely to have gotten
their information about the school from the Yellow Pages or late-night TV coin-
mercials, -while those who chose the community college were often advised by
their high school teachers and guidance counselors. Wilms adds that there were
other factorsfor example, many disadvantaged high school students were turned
Off by public high schools and carried this attitude over to public colleges.

NeverthelesS, the Wilms study indicates that "real world" choices of college or
post secondary school may be very complicated, and that simple explanations
based on rational economic choices are probably in error. Many more studies of
college choice are needed, by higher education specialists and social scientists as
well as economists and systemS analysts=before we can state with assurance the
reasons students -choose particular colleges, and the importance of financial con-
siderations in their choice.

2. Interchangeability of tuition and student aid.The model assumes (page
255 of report) that changes in student aid can he treated like changes in tuition.
It is by no means certain that this is so in the real world. Tuition levels tend to be
established for relatively long periods of time, and to be easily perceived by
potential students, their parents, and their teachers. Student aid, on the other
hand; -is subject to the annually shifting priorities of federal and state officials,
legislatures, and private lendersand to fluctuate greatly in amount and .form

"over the years: It is not at all clear how students perceive the availabiliy of
student aid.

Experience with a long-term system of low tuition or zero tuition, like that in
California, indicates that a very large proportion of students, including many
older-people, will continue their education when they clearly perceive that this
system is available to them. Experience with the Vietnam-era G.I. Bill (not
referred to in the report) indicates that college-going, even with a grant Of $220
per month, varies greatly from one state .to another, depending on the tuition
charged M. the state and reldted factors. (The present G.I. Bill grant of $1980 a
year is much higher than the projected maximum BEOG grant of up to $1400
for the poorest students, but not more than one half of college costs. Yet even
with this grant there is great variation by states in college going, related to
tuition.)

3, Alternatives to atudOnt aid.The report concentrates on the use of increased
student aid to encourage more students to attend college. There is some discus-
sion of the need to avoid early tracking of high school students as a way to en-
edurage college-going, though this is not emphasized. But there is no discussion of
programs like TRIO Upward Bound, Talent Search, and Special Services for
the Disadvantageas a way to encourage more low-income and disadvantaged
Students to go to college.

Almost all authorities on the disadvantaged emphasize that low family income
per se is not the only reason why students fail to continue their education. A
cluster of . reasons related to discrimination based on race and sex (a much
smaller proportion of qualified women go to college than men), parental and peer-
group attitudes, poor elementary and secondary education and guidance coun-
seling, suspicion of "establishment" or "white-oriented" institutions such as
high school and college, all play a part in the decision of many lower-income and
minority students not to 'continue.

Undoubtedly, financial aidthrough low tuition as well as student aidis one
principal and essential way to encourage students to continue. But the model
places all of its attention on the financial incentive, on additional increases in
aid as a way to "lure" more students (to quote comments made at several- Com-
mission meetings). This approach also leads to estimates whielr would require
extraordinary public expenditures to achieve modest increases in enrollment, as
will be shown below.

Student aid (and low tuition) appears to be a "necessary but not sufficient"
way to attract minority students. It is quite possible. for example, that an incre-
mental 50 to 100 million dollars might better be used, not in additional student
aid grants, but in expanding and improving the TRIO programs and helping
support similar programs established in some states like New York and California.
This key question is never raised in the report.

2'1'
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4. BEOG versus SEOG: the flat grant approach versus the college-based aid
approach: The model's approach, increasing enrollment simply by increasing the
grants available, has a.-very Important side effect : a small increase in Iota.
enrollment requires a very massive increase in student aid.

This has major consequences uot only for the model, but for a key question
before Congress in 1974 and late, years: the extent to which student aid should
be based on direct entitleinent grants like BEOG, or on, discretionary college-
based aid like SEOG.

This particular point is best made by reviewing a commentary on the report
by Dr. George Weathersby, who served as Associate Director, in a paper given
at a U.S.O.E. conference at Marco Island,, Florida on February 17-18, 1974. To
quoteWeathersby, giving an example of the impact of aid :

However, $2 billion in additional need-based grants would increase low
income enrollment by about 6% In 1980 (approximately 200,000 students)
costing about $10,000 per additional student, which is aurprtting.

Congress and the taxpayers might well raise their eyebroWs at the suggestion
that $10,000 per student should be spent in aid funds to attract additional stu-
dent& when the actual cost of instruction for each student might vary from
$150(;t6 $3000 per year, and when a student can now attend Harvard or Stanford
for $5000 a year.

But the "$10,000,per-student" 'figure is actually based on an assumption which
Shows some of the limitations of modelingand, more important, some of the
problems of a BEOG flat-grant system versus an SEOG college-discretionary
system. 0:ingress, in reviewing the future of BEOG and the college-based aid
programs, should be aware of such assumptions.

The assumption) made in the report is as follows (using hypothetical figures).
Ifsayone million students will attend college With an average BEOG-type
grant of $1000, we might hope to attract 'another 200,000 students if we raise
the average grant to $1500. However, because BEOG-type grants are based on an
entitlement forthnla related to family Income, we cannot simply pay special
grants of $1500 to the additional 200,000 students we seek.

Instead, we will have to increase the average grants for the one million aided
students already:in college from $1000 to $1500, as well as giving $1500 grunts
to the 200,000 additional students we seek.

Thus the Lotal additional cost of this program to the government will not be
'200,000 times $1500, or $300 million.. Rather, it will be 1,200,000 times $1500
or $1.8 billion!

There are ways to avoid spending such astronomical sums to attract more
students into the system. In addition to utilizing prograiu§ like Talent Search
and Upward Bound, and other approaches to recruitment through high schools,
parents and the community, the government can continue to utilize diserctionani
programs such as SEOGwhich give the individual college the authority to
tailor grants to particular situations, rather than giving all students a Hat
grant based on income. Then, individual colleges could choose to give certain
students $1500 rather than $1000 baSed on individual circumstanceswithout
giving all federally aided students $1500.

.fastitational aid.One of the most controversial generalizations in the
report appears on pages 316-318, and is related to Table 7-11 on page 317.
This states that if institutions were to take large numbers of additional federally
aided students, they would need only a miniscule increase in institutional aid
per student in order to make up the additional 'instructional costs.

The figures given are as follows: If $1.2 billion in additional student aid
Is made available by 1980, public. four-year colleges would require Only $37 per
student aided, and private colleges would require only $120 per student aided.

These estimates are in direct contradiction to figures which appear on page
254. based on HEMS data whicli-show .that the average instructional cost per
student in 1971-72 ranged frs2ni $1.533 at the lower division of public four-year
colleges to $3029 at the upper division of a private four-year institution. Such
costs have already sharply increased for 1073-74, of course, and will no doubt
he much higher in 1980.

The estimates of $37 and $120 are apparently based on -dividing the estimated
increased institutional. cost incurred by adding these students not by the
increased number of students aided. but by the total of all students aided, includ-
ing those 'aided bcfbrc the $1.2 billion was made available.

This calculation results in the ludicrously low estimate for additional insti-
tutional aid needed per student. On the other hand, if we simply assume a large
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deficit for each student in liege alreadywhether or not federally aided
there will be a similar deficit for eaeh additional student admit ted.

This-point can be illustrated by the following example. ASSAI1110 that a public
four-year college charges entering freshmen $500 tuition, but that it costs the
college $1500 per student for instructional costs. Titus, the college runs u.

deficit of $1000 per student.
Also assume that this college has already admitted 1,000 federally aided

students, each of whom carries a deficit of $1,000 to the institutions.
This figure does not include any special costs for educationally disadvan.agra

students ; some of the federally aided students will fall into this cat:gory.
Estinia.e:4 from federal and institutional sources indicate that colleges may he
spending as much as $700 per student per year for special services for the
disadvantaged, in addition to the regular instructional costs of say, $1500 per
student per year.

The federal government then increases student a',1. so that the college is able
to admit another 100 federally aided students. Common sense would suggest that
each of these 100 students costs the college another $1,000 in instructional costs,
so that the total additional instructional cost is $100,000, which must be made
up either by the taxpayers, by raising tuition for all students, or by federal
institutional aid.

However, the report apparently makes a very different calculation. dividing. -
the estimated additional cost not by the 100 additional students admitted, but
by. the total of 1,100 federally aided studentsincluding those already,in the
college. In this way, the report arrives at a far lower cost per student.

This calculation is of more than theoretical interest. The higher educadon
community has been asking Congress for several years to fund the cost-of-edu-
cation section of the Education AnicOments of 1072 (Section 411) of P.L. 92
318)on the grounds, accepted by tooth the Congress and the administration in
1972, that each additional federally aided student is an additional cost iniposed
by the federal government on the institution, and that the government should
bear a share of this cost.

Institutional aid receives very little attention in the report, which is focused
largely on student aid. The low figures. developed in this part of the report throw
further doubt on the need for institutional aid, on the basis of calculations which
appear to us to have no relation to reality.

6. Other criticisms.Other criticisms can be made of the model and the gen-
eralizations surrounding it, although in many cases not enough information is
available. To give a few examples :

On page 252, the report states that the model assumes that most student grants
will go to students from families with an annual income of $15,000 or less. At
anything like the present level of .I3E0G funding and using the current family
contribution schedule; 'or 'anything like it, few students from families with
incomes over $7,000 and almost none with incomes ovt; $10.000 will receive very
much aid. It Is not clear from the presentation whether the 1110(101 over-states
the extent to which middle-income and lower-mid(Ile-income families would be
aided in attending college. It appears that the model nmy over-state assistance
to such families.

On pages 259 ff, the assumptions made in the eight plans are not spelled out
clearly enough. nor the extent to which certain plans agree with the CE1).
Carnegie, -and Representative Edith Green 1072 recommendations. The report
also does not make it clear the extent to which Plan II calls for "full funding"
of which titles or the Higher Education Act. Once again this makes it difficult
for a reader to judge the usefulness of the report to policy- Makers-

The various plans looked at in the model are based on reallocations of the
same amount of moneyin other words, by reducing student aid but at the same
time increasing tuition, or otherwise holding the total amount of money in the
system constant. This may make sense for analytical purposes, but is not what
most policy-makers would advocate in the real worldrather, ninny would
advocate adding to the total pie, increasing federal aid to students and/or institu-
tions but not reducing the state or private contributionor adding to student
aid but not increasing tuition. This makes it great deal of difference in the
outcomes.

The 'model does not deal with-part-time students. which today include millions
of older people, minority group members, women, people from lower- intone and
working-class families. Again. eliminating part -time. students may make sense
for analytical simplicity. But it would be most unfortunate if policies were to
result from the model which would raise tuition and adversely affect the educa-

`v-
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tional chances of these millions. This is a particular concern for ma nrcommunity
colleges and state colleges, which may enroll more part-thne than full-tinte
students. But it affects almost all institutions, public'ad-private.

The model does not deal Ivith loans, or with study. The student
aid calculations are bused entirely on a grant system like BEOG, and, as we have
seen, do not even allow for college discretionary programs like 8E00, or for
TRIO-type progranzs. We may not have the data I o make calculations about the
effects of loan and work-study policies, but this limitation should have been
pointed out more clearly.

Further research into loans and work-study is badly needed. This is particularly
trne since it is Very doubtful that loans can simply be substituted for grants or
low tuitionthat it can be assumed that just as many students from each income
class will go to college if they must take out expensive loans rather than receive
grants or the benefits of low tuition.

Other studies, like those made by GED and Ca rnegie, have been justly criticized
for apparently ignoring elasticity of demand--fOr seeming to assume that demand
will not fall off if tuition increases and many students must take out loans. This
report shows an awareness of elasticity, and points to a decline in enrollment
as tuition increases, based on Radner-Miller and other studies. But it does not
give this Problem very much attention.

What has been said above should not be taken. to discourage the further explor-
ation of' modelling as an approach to the problems of financing higher education.
But it certainly should be taken as a caution about the use of such models with-
out much clearer caveats about theft limitations.

The use of modelling in economics has so far demonstrated its limitations. Even
with far better data and many more years of research by a -large and highly
skilled group of professionals, economic models have had very limited success
in predicting most of the economic developments of recent years, or helping
policy-makers to avoid major problems. Since modelling in high education is
very new, based on limited data, and so far has involved very few professionals,
it is not surprising that it has limitations. Again, there is zu4hing wrong with
this as long Its no one assumes that the model used the report, and the data
and research upon which it is built, can give us immediate, relevant information
for federal policy-makers in 1974 or 1975.

IL COMMENTS ON FINANCIAL. DISTRESS AND ON TIIFI COSTING RECOMMEis.IDATIO:s.IS

This staff report does not go into these problems. The comments made by
Connnissioner Ottina and by spokesmen for several asSociations, appear to cover
theSe topics very well.

Briefly, a system based on national reporting of costs per student ignores
many differences between types of institutions and programs, and could lead
to efforts on the part of the federal governments or state governments to force.,
different kinds of institutions into a system of spending the saute amount of
money per student, regardless of differences in the institutions.

The chapter on financial distress appears to us to lead to conclusions con-
trary to those in the report. Many of the data reported indicated that both
public and private institutions are in .serious trouble, and that the situation
may be worsening. This is partly because of the decline or leveling off of en-
rollment at many colleges, which the report apparently does not deal with.

IIL arum connuxrs
As already stated, the entire report needs a careful page-by-page review by

specialists in data and analysis. To give a few more examples :
1. Page 25.----This page says that the increase in college-going over the past

two decades is largely due to an increase in the percentage of the age group
going to college. This' raises at Least two toestions : is this trend continuing?
and are present federal programs having a major effect on a CCVSK

In response to the first point, Dr. (jimmys paper notes that the percentage of
graduates going on to college has actually been declining in the last few years,
for a variety of reasons. This apparently began among whites, but ACE data
for fall 1973 found that the percentage of minority students going on also, de-
clined over the previous year.

2. Pages 26'-27.These pages point out that while there hag been a modest
increase in the enrollment of students with family incomes below $3000 in time

past five years, there has been no increase in the $3000 to $7500 group, and a
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decline above that level. The report indicates that federal and other programs
reaching the disadvantaged may have helped the very low-income, but may
not have reached enough of the $3000-7500 group. (Of course, without federal
aid there would probably have been a greater decline in this group.)

Such data indicates that more student. aid is needed, but also helps to make
a strong case for continuation of low tuition, especially for working- class and
middle-class students often ineligible for much student aid. Dr. Glenny in par-
ticular feels that rising college costs Imve helped discourage sonic students even
from attending public colleges.

3. Page 34.The report appears to accept rather uncritically the Newman
report figures on the large number of students dropping out of college. These
figures have been severely criticized by the American Council on Education as
inaccurate and misleading.

4. Page 4511.Figures which appear to show declining state support for higher
education have been criticized in it recent paper by Dr. Carol Van Alstyne of the
American Council on Education.

5'. Page 138ff.Public colleges are seen as playing an especially significant
role in educating students in the $3000-9999 income groups. This is significant
to AASCU because the emphasis of the report is so largely on the importance of
student aid rather than low tuiV,u. Table 4-3a on page 141 helps to make the
same pointthat much larger percentages and numbers of students in every
income class, and especially the below-$15,000 classes, are to be found in public
rather than private colleges.

This table also helps to qualify a statement on page 152, that students in every
income class have a "choice=' of both public and private colleges. Actually,
while there are many below-$10,000 students in private colleges, the vast majority
of such students attend public colleges. This again demonstrates the importance
of low tuition to lower-income and working class students.

6. Page 143.A very substantial majority of all nonwhite students attend
public colleges. This is even more true if one excludes the traditionally black
colleges. This is important, because sonic policymakers have suggested that
the needs of nonwhite disadvantaged students are best served by increasing
student aid rather than by keeping tuition low at public colleges. Their needs
are best served, it would appear, by both policies.

Brief Analysis of the report "Financing Postsecondary Education in the
United States" by the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary
Education.

[Perspective taken is that of a statewide planner/coordinator or researcher.
This is not a thorough evaluation because the report was available to me only
24 hours before these continents went to press and there were many important
changes from early drafts of the report.]

LYMAN A. GLENNY, 2/12/74.

For the immediate future, this report will accomplish two very important
tasks which were not required by the law establishing the Commission. It will
quell some of the fire in the rhetoric currently characterizing the controversy
between leaders of public and private institutions over tuition levels, and it puts
in perspective better than before the probable consequences of various financing
proposals whose advocates present a unidimensional view of their advantages
and whose opponents tend to do the same for disadvantages.

The public-private controversy gathered considerable momentum after the
Carnegie Commission and the Council on Economic Development recommended
increased tuitions in the public institutions in order to divert students to private
ones. The report considers the tuition-level problem In a context. which includes
it considerable number of other intervening variablis, and thus is able to show
some of the great complexity of causes and effects in student flow among various
types of colleges and universities. The report seems to find some .consequences
unanticipated by either the advocates or opponents of recommended changes.

Similar results are achieved in the analysis of the eight "proposals" for financ-
ing postsecondary education. No proposal is a replica of an actual one (no doubt
for good political reasons), but one or more include the major characteristics of
those made by Carnegie, the CED, the Education Amendments of 1972, as well as
those of Freeman, Zacharias and others. in each case the expected result may in
fact be one of the outcomes, but it turns out to 1w only one among many results,
some of which would create more mischief than help in solving problems of insti-
tutional solvency, student access, and student choice.
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The Commission has also provided for consideration, a list of possible national
objectives and a framework for methodical consideration of policy issues. Not
much that is new will he found in the report for the experienced state and
institutional planner, but much of the conceptual work may be helpful to political
policymakers, and to institutional governing board members who are likely to he
less systematic in their decision processes than planners.

Taking the heat out of the current controversies so that they may be considered
more dispasssionately and objectively in a broad context could be and will be
considered by many to be adequate justification for the year-long funding of the,.
Commission. So, too, could its attempt to provide national objectives and an
analytigal.,mOdel. But as a whOle, admonishments to obtain better data and to
use it iiitekratly in policy analysis does not provide the direction or the priorities
which Congress and the world of 'postsecondary education expectedsome with
apprehension; others with hope. The only real action recommended by the report
was : 1). for a national information center to be established to gather compre-
hensive data on postsecondary education and to make it- readily available by
reports and telecomputera to researchers and policy analysts, and 2) for insti-
tutions to begin on a voluntary basis and later to be subjected to the requirement
of reporting unit costs and other data according to national standards, preee-
dures, and detinitiOns.

The first recommendation grew directly out of the recent reports of national
REGIS conferences, of which NCHEMS was the chief sponsor ; and the second
one derived from various of the NCHEMS project reports over the past three
years.

Yet, while the report, as the Chronicle of Higher Education states, is "greeted
with support, relief, restrained glee," it also contains elements that will be
disturbing to both social science researchers and to state planners and coordi-
nators, if not others. Some of these elements are found in the report itself
under the title "Comments by Individual Commissioners" on page 359 ff., espe-
cially those of Ernest Boyer (p. 361) and of Ruth C. Silva (p. 385). My own
summary of disturbing elements follows :

DATA BASES AND THE ANALYTIC MODEL

1. The data reported are from a variety of sources, some of which are reliable
and some not, although the data are handled and presented as if they were com-
patible, comparable, and valid. The same data bases apparently were used to
drive the Commission model and analyze the alternate finance plans. The analytic
results are at times reported to the hundredths of one percent, yet the data
inputsespecially from REGIS have been reported at the annual REGIS con-
ference as being off by as much as 20 percent or more in several of the major
reporting categories.

2. The assumptions built into' the analytic model are far from clear. Indeed,
anyone who has developed such models or used "available" incompatible data
to test them knows that literally hundreds of assumptions and arbitrary ad-
justments must be made, each of which has consequences (some minor, sonic
major) for the outcomes produced. The reported outcomes on the alternative
plans are thus highly suspect, especially when differences of a few percentage
points are shown. Some of the concern about assumptions may be allayed by the
pending staff report on the analytical model, but it seems unlikely that questions
will be answered relating to the age, accuracy, and compatibility of the data
used.

3. The statistical analyses programmed into the model are not revealed to
the reader. We do not know the degree of simplicity or sophistication of the
techniques which are used, but must assume that those most appropriate for
projecting and for isolating the impact of important variables were employed.
Commissioner Silva questions the methodology. If she Is right about the tech-
niques employed, then one has added reason, beyond dirty data inputs, to ques-
tion the validity of the results reported in relation to the effects of tuition in-
creases on enrollments, as well as those reported for each of the alternative
models.

4. The analytic model as well as other analyses in the report use Office of
Education projections of enrollment. The known historical error in these pro-
jections should, give pause to their use for estimating the impact of financing
plans on enrollment shifts among institutions. Even the revised Carnegie Com-
mission projections (which I believe will prove over-optimistic) would have
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been an improvement over those used. At no place in the report does one find
reflected the major downturn in. college -going rates by 18 to 21-year-olds result-
ing in the current leveling of enrollment, especially FTE, while the actual number
of college-age youth continues to rise. At one point the report seems to say
that it used the trend data on enrollment from 1960 to the present as the basis
for its estimates in the analytical model. If so, that average will be greatly
skewed toward increases rather than decreases in enrollment, and thus affect
the outcomes of the alternative models.

5. The analyses of the alternative finance plans make a series of questionable
assumptions, some of which Silva cites. Beyond her reservations is the lack of
analyses in which is introduced consideration of student choice in a period of
declining enrollments such as we have recently experienced. It appears from the
recent record that, while state colleges lose enrollment, the community colleges
continue to increase. It also appears that the older and more prestigious univer-
sities maintain or increase enrollments regardless of general declines in the
totality of higher education. This point is raised here only to show that the
model is indeed, as Ruth Silva asserts, a "simplistic" one. The report is very
careful to state that data in relation to program change and other institutional
responses to policy change and student enrollment shift are simply not avail-
able and were not considered. Thus, Critical factors known to be determinative as
enrollments turn downWard were not included in the assumptions.

While the report dearly states that the analytical model omits these other data
elements, any one of which may be more important to enrollment shifts than
most variables included in the model. it nevertheless proceeds to report the out-
come data in some detail, and to two or more decimal points. It sums up by
reaching 'conclusions on each of the plans "analyzed." Moreover, it provides
"generalizations" 'about the effects of tuition increases,, enrollment shifts, tar-
geted student aid and eligibility ceilings based solely on the outcomes from the
simplistic mathe,matiCal model. This is very misleading since so much attention
is given to them in the report and will no doubt lead to great controversy as
other research analysts feed different, but just as valid, assumptions into the
mathematical model. It seems likely that any tempering of argument over
various finance plans will be lost quickly as new analyses are made using the
Commission's own model.

6. The federal government is to eontribut&I funds for the cost of switching to
the standard procedures, and the Commission suggests that the awarding of un-
defined grants, or awards be made on condition that the institution reports its
data and unit costs. Should the system be set up, if at all, on these conditions?

NATIONAL STANDARDS AND UNIT COSTS

Congress asked the Commission to come up with a plan for standard report-
ing procedures. This the Commission has done. Yet the call for national stand-
ards in reporting unit-cost data on which the Commission places its greatest
emphasis seems ill-founded for aiding decisiOnmakers on policy matters, and pos-
sibly detrimental to the interests of particular state systems or even regions.

7. At the beginning of Chapter 8 on national standard procedures, the Com-
mission presents various reasons why unit costs will be helpful to policymakers;
Yet the _report. places its emphases in Chapters 6 and 7 on building an analyti-
cal framework and mathematical model without mentioning the role which unit
costs would or could play. Moreover, the major policy issues of most concern
to the policymakers are the finance plans, their advantages, disadvantages, ob-
jectives, and possible consequences. The Commission recognized this, for it
focuses a good Beni of its work on these subjects. However, in the analyses
of these major policy matters, no mention wrs made of unit costs as being of
great import. Indeed, the Commission does not show how unit costs would really
help policyinakers on such major Issues. It does indicate that cost data may be
useful for state and institutional allocations, and would be good for accountabil-
ity purposes, providing we had some measures of outcome against which to use
unit costs. Outcome measurements other than those already in use seem a long
time away, if we ever do develop some acceptable ones. Thus, for the foreseeable
future the major users of unit costs would continue to be the state coordinators
and the institutional people.

The question which I raise is one of policy. Do the state coordinators want a
national system of unit cost reporting with standard procedures? Do state legis-
lators? Why? What use would really be made of them? I raise these questions
because I believe that the period in our history when unit costs could have had
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prime usefulness has already passed, and that those states which wish to use
unit costs for allocation and program purposes have already developed systems
(in some cases the NCHEMS model) for these pnrposes. Illinois, in 1904, was
doing what the NCIIEMS procedures would have other state systems do in 1974.
National standards in some states will call for major revisions in both the
reporting and accounting systems of the state institutions. Are the resulting
standard data going to be worth the trouble and cost? Also, some state systems
have built into their cost procedures sets of assumptions which are contrary to,
or at least at major variance with, the NcHEMS model. Do those states wish
to adopt different assumptions?

S. Moreover, -the Commission states that the standard unit cost procedures
now available apply only to the state colleges and liberal arts institutions, and
not to eommunity eolleges nor to the eomplex university. It has taken over three
years to deVelop the procedures now available from a base of experience going
back 20 years. It seems unlikely that there eon be agreement on the allocation of
costs in the complex university. Different value systems and perspectivesnot
technical problemshave prevented such agreement until the present time, and
no new avenues leading to agreement are suggested by the Commission. Assum-
ing that unit-cost procedures could be developed for conummity colleges, would
it be worthwhile setting up national standard milt costs for all institutions save
the universities? What again of the possible changes in reporting and accounting
procedures, and the comparability of them across all institutions for state
purposes?

9. Lastly, on this point: Unit costs may not be particularly useful in the next
decade or so when enrollments are dropping in ninny institutions. Falling enroll-
ments will mean rising unit costs, but generally, knowledge of those costs are
unlikely to determine whether a program or an institution continues in existence.
Rather, political and social determinants will decide that issue, just as they do
now where unit costs are already known. Too, the new modes, means, and tech-
nologies available for instruction raise many onestions as to what a "unit" really
is. Also, the growing number of extended and nontraditional programs, integrally
part of an institution's operation, create problems in validly converting such
experience to credit Lours by various proxies (not the real thing) and fictions.
The allocating of facility direct costs to the fictional unit, and then allocating
overheads to direct costs, becomes an exercise in futility. These trends are
already upon us and seem destined to make a greater share of postsecondary
experience little amenable to unit costing, using current "standard procedures."
The Commission states in its reservations about the use of unit costs that "thy
comparable program and activity data needed to complement and help interpret
per-student cost data are not now available anti probably will not be for some
time to come (p. 325)." What position should institutions and states take on
the federal adoption of standard procedures for reporting unit costs?

TIIn NATIONAL INFORMATION CENTER. FOR rosrsEcoNnAay muy,vriox

10. The earlier drafts of the Commission report kept open the onestion of
where the Information Center would be locatedin or out of the government.
The final report does not mention the several options listed in the early drafts,
but says that "It is not important that this center be public or private, a new
agency or one that exists now." no Chronicle of Higher Education. reports that
the OE has already made a contract with the Rand subsidiary in Santa Monica
to carry out certain nuclei-hied duties. What are they? Is this in itself not a policy
issue which should have discussion and public determination? It may be that the
contract is only temporary and that the issues will be public, but the report
does not say so. I believe that the nature. location, and powers of the center
would be of considerable interest to SIIEEO (state coordinator) members, as
well as institutional leaders.

TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT INCORPORATED,
Washington, D.C., February 27,11)74.

Mr. H. REEn SAUNDERS,
Deputy ilssistant Commissioner of Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation, U.S.

Office of Education, 1Vashington4D.C.
DEAR MR. SAUNDERS : Technology Management Incorporated (T \II) was asked

to evaluate the conceptual soundness of the analytical model described in Chap-
ter 7 of the report of the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary
Education. This letter, our oral presentation on February 25, 1974, and the brief-
ing outline of the oral presentation, Attachment A, comprise TMI's evaluation
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of the analytical model. Attachment A outlines our evaluation. The important
points in our evaluation are :

For the limited purpose of examining the impact upon postsecondary enroll-
ment and costs of incremental changes in net student charges (tuition plus com-
pulsory fees minus aid), the model is conceptually acceptable. One can raise tech-
nical objections, but for the limited purposes for which the model is useful, the
objections would not alter the major results.

From a public policy point of view, the model itself is insignificant and it
received far more attention in the report than it deserves. What is significant, if
true, is the data from economic research studies which. according to the param-
eters in the model, state that enrollment in the broad institutional categories of
postsecondary education is quite Insensitive to changes in the net student charges.
Page 442, footnote 2, lists these research studies.

The model was improperly used to examine the enrollment and cost impact
of large changes in net charges to the student without any caution to the reader
of the report. Neither the linear model structure nor the data in the model justify
such a use of themodel.

The analytical model is simple and inexpensive to construct, but appropriate
to its limited purpose. It Is an ordinary model to be expected in the support of a
Commission such as this.

The Commission did not really understand the role of a model as evidenced
by its naive view of an "ideal" use of a model, by its overemphasis upon the model.
and by its failure to identify the research results, i.e., the enrollment impact of
net student charges instead of the model, as being significant to public policy.

The description of model purpose, structure, limitations, input data. and out-
put results did not meet standards for publiCation in a professional journal.

I recommend the following :
The model be removed from any computer system to prevent its use by people

who lack understanding of models and their limitations.
A report describing the model in detail be written and a fisting and machine-

readable source code be stored In the archives of the National Commission.
Research into the determinants of student enrollment be continued and exist-

ing results be confirmed or replaced.
This was a most interesting assignment. We trust that the evaluation will be

of use to you.
Very truly yours,

CARL V. SWANSON.
Enclosure.

ATTACHMENT A.

OUTLINE

Review of the Analytical Model from Report of the National Commission on the
Financing of Postsecondary Education

I. The Analytical Model and the Analytical Framework described in the report
are separate and very different.

II. Descriptions of the Analytical Model
1. Simple representation of how student enrollments by 11 income classifica-

tions change with net charge to students in 9 different categories of post-
secondary education. However, the table on page 256 lists only 3 income
categories.

Linear representation of price impact on enrollment implies that the
model can be used only for incremental analysis, i.e., to examine the enroll-
ment impact of modest changes in the net charge to students. While I can't
defend the number withodt further analysis, modest seems like WO or less
to me or up to $500 for high tuition schools.

3. Steady state modelthe 1977 and 1980 representations are misleading.
4. Limited Purpose

a. investigate enrollment. and institutional cost impacts of alternative
financing plans.

b. incremental financing program change.
c. broad category analysis.

5. Data on effect of net charges is apparently satisfactory (from a limited
sample), but impact of work-study and loan programs upon enrolhnent is
unknown.

6. Postsecondary institutions are represented in 9 broad categories which
do not examine considerable differences in student body, finances, or purpose
among the institutions that make up the category.
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